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Abstract
The Next Generation of aircraft sustainment is based on an emerging paradigm known as
Prognostics and Health Management. PHM encompasses numerous innovative concepts
which shape the future of air asset sustainment according to pre-emptive condition-based
maintenance, intelligence-based individual aircraft tracking, and damage/fault progno-
sis. Smart Diagnostics is an integral component of the SPHM paradigm, and refers to
the detection, localisation and tracking of nonlinear structural anomalies that occur in
various forms across the airframe structure or within mechanical interfaces. Control sur-
face damage/failure scenarios, such as, nonlinear hinge stiffness, backlash, and structural
freeplay, are a class of structural anomaly which plague modern aircraft and introduce
a range of dangerous nonlinear dynamic behaviours, such as, chaotic response and limit
cycle oscillation. As a result, the freeplay structural anomaly can reduce fatigue life and
is problematic for the stakeholder on many levels, including the management of struc-
tural health, maintenance practices, asset availability, mission capability, and sustainment
provisions. The traditional approach to handling freeplay-type nonlinear events is based
on avoidance and pre-emptive repetitive maintenance practices which, despite being over-
conservative, inefficient and expensive, have remained unchanged for more than half a
century. As the aerospace sector begins to adopt modern aircraft design and sustainment
practices, including the realisation of SPHM-based technologies, there is an urgent require-
ment for contemporary solutions towards the diagnosis and tracking of structural freeplay
anomalies. The research presented in this thesis is pursued with the global objective of
contributing towards contemporary structural health monitoring technology through a
nonlinear system identification framework for rapid control surface freeplay diagnostics.
The proposed framework is driven by the fundamental assumption that all information
pertaining to the freeplay event is contained within the time-histories extracted from an
aircraft’s sensory network. It is shown that through careful adaptation of well-established
nonlinear system identification methods, namely the Higher-Order Spectra (HOS) and
Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT), rapid detection, localisation and magnitude tracking of
the freeplay event is realisable, through a truly data-driven framework, with no inherent
dependency of knowledge of the airframe structure, the flight parameters, the aerodynamic
condition, or uncertainties. A novel and systematic approach is used to characterise the
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freeplay event, where nonlinear aeroelastic predictions (numerical aeroelastic models of
increasing complexity) are considered to study the isolated physical freeplay mechanism
in a nonlinear system identification setting, to understand how its physical action on an
aeroelastic system can be exploited for diagnostics purposes. The findings are adapted
to formulate temporal and spectral characteristic signatures, then implemented as a basis
for the data-driven diagnostics strategy. A flight test case study is used to show that
the signature-based diagnostics framework which is formulated using numerical cases with
well-defined parameters, remains valid when diagnosing freeplay in a real-world aircraft
system. The freeplay is detected and isolated, then a single tuned algorithm is shown to
efficiently track the freeplay magnitude over the course of three years with several main-
tenance/repair cycles, using a sensor with significant spatial discrepancy to the freeplay
source. It is shown that rapid actionable diagnostics information can be extracted with
a high level of robustness, demonstrated and verified by making consistent predictions
despite: i) a large deviation in Mach number and angle-of-attack (with high angle ma-
noeuvres), ii) highly nonlinear aerodynamic conditions, iii) no knowledge of uncertainty
bounds, iv) mixture between stationary nonstationary response, and iv) little information
available pertaining to the aircraft structural properties or geometry (a single geometric
vector is used). In developing the diagnostics framework, numerous freeplay induced non-
linear phenomena are revisited, providing a new understanding of the structural freeplay
physical mechanism. Several freeplay-induced nonlinear phenomena are defined, quan-
tified and related according to a consolidated underlying nonlinear mechanism, founded
upon empirically derived correlations. In showing that data-driven signature-based diag-
nostics is feasible for freeplay, this research makes a significant contribution towards the
fields of nonlinear system identification, applied nonlinear dynamics and aircraft struc-
tural health monitoring. This provides a clear pathway to extend this signature-based
system identification diagnostics strategy to capture other discrete nonlinear mechanisms
in aircraft systems, or any relevant mechanical systems across the engineering disciplines.
Requirements and limiting aspects of the data-driven approach are thoroughly discussed,
predominantly related to sensory network requirements, and recommendations on how to
address the limitations and progress with this research are clearly outlined.
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“The highest forms of understanding we can achieve are laughter and human
compassion.”
– Richard P. Feynman
Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern aircraft, in particular defence air platforms, are often required to operate un-
der extreme conditions, introducing intensive loading patterns on the airframe structure
and control surface actuation mechanisms. Over time, these extreme loading scenarios
contribute to the inevitable loosening of mechanical linkages and actuation mechanisms,
known as structural freeplay, and as a result the isolated or combined effects of aerody-
namic and structural nonlinearities introduce violent aeroelastic instabilities that are not
otherwise observable in the linear regime. More specifically, these phenomena may include
chaotic/quasi–period response, sub– and super–critical bifurcations, limit cycle oscillation
(LCO) and reduced flutter boundary. In particular, chaotic/quasi–period response and
LCO induce cyclic loading on the airframe which, depending on the frequency and ampli-
tude, can lead to fatigue, reduce operational lifetime and induce, or increase the growth
rate of, other discrete nonlinearities within the system. In extreme cases these phenom-
ena can cause fatigue or catastrophic failure. Intense airframe vibration can also damage
and interfere with the aircraft or payloads general avionics, guidance systems or imag-
ing/sensory technology. Furthermore, higher level stakeholder interests, such as, safety,
maintenance, sustainment, aircraft availability and general fleet management, are heavily
impacted by the global long term effects of nonlinearities within modern aircraft systems.
Given the dangerous and problematic nature of nonlinearities in aircraft systems, the
traditional safety–driven attitude in aircraft design, operation and maintenance is based on
avoidance. This is highly restrictive and leads to over-engineering, unnecessary grounding
and maintenance, flight envelope restrictions and under-estimation of mission capabilities.
However, within recent decades rapid technological advances, driven by exponential growth
in computing power, have led to remarkable changes in the philosophy behind aircraft de-
sign, manufacture and sustainment. In particular, improved computational modelling,
advanced predictive capabilities and sophisticated experimental techniques have allowed
for aerodynamic and structural nonlinearities to be better understood, accounted for and
managed throughout the life-cycle of an aircraft. With continued fundamental and applied
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research efforts towards understanding physical nonlinear mechanisms and the inherent
effects of nonlinear phenomena on airframe integrity, and further, with ongoing develop-
ment of preventative, predictive and diagnostic capabilities, nonlinear events in aircraft
systems can be comprehensively managed, thus alleviating complications with respect to
design, operation and sustainment for the Next Generation (NextGen) of aircraft. The
modern approach to managing nonlinearities, and more generally global structural health,
is known as Structural Prognostics and Health Management (SPHM). Although the idea
is decades old, it is only now beginning to be adopted as a novel paradigm for feasible
implementation within the aerospace sector.
The research presented in this thesis aims to show how well-established nonlinear
system identification methods can be readily adapted to address some of the key re-
quirements pertaining to SPHM technology, more specifically, for rapid control surface
freeplay diagnostics. The nonlinear identification strategy is driven by establishing a novel
identification-based understanding of the core physical freeplay mechanism, in the form of
characteristic temporal and spectral tendencies pertaining to the nonlinear event, which
are then exploited for the practical application of data-driven diagnostics. In this intro-
ductory chapter, the motivation, rationale and significance of this research are described,
consolidating the perceived knowledge and technology gaps which have been identified ac-
cording to a rigorous review of the literature, to be presented in the proceeding chapters.
1.1 Motivation
Structural freeplay in control surface actuation mechanisms (including stabilator and
wing–fold mechanisms) introduces a range of nonlinear phenomena that cause the be-
haviour of the aeroelastic system to vary significantly from that of the linear representa-
tion (e.g., chaotic/quasi–period response, limit cycle oscillation (LCO) and reduced flutter
boundary). Figure 1.1 presents typical responses for a nominal aeroelastic system, at differ-
ent speeds relative to flutter, with and without the introduction of a nonlinear mechanism.
The linear system behaves as to be expected, characteristic of a typical dynamic stability
problem. On the other hand, the equivalent nonlinear system exhibits characteristic limit
cycle behaviour (nonlinear flutter) well below the flutter boundary, which is a dangerous
condition with respect to fatigue and critical failure modes.
While these nonlinear behaviours are detected by the aircraft sensory systems (i.e.,
SPHM sensors or flight test instrumentation FTI), there are currently limited means of
identifying freeplay as the root cause (as opposed to an alternate nonlinear mechanism),
localising the mechanism(s) which contain freeplay, and tracking the freeplay magnitude
growth (rate). Although many aspects with respect to modelling freeplay and understand-
ing the associated nonlinear phenomena have progressed significantly in the past decades,
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(a) Linear: 0.75Vf (b) Linear: 0.9Vf (c) Linear: Vf (d) Linear: 1.1Vf
(e) Nonlinear: 0.75Vf (f) Nonlinear: 0.9Vf (g) Nonlinear: Vf (h) Nonlinear: 1.1Vf
Figure 1.1: Aeroelastic responses of a linear system compared to the nonlinear equivalent at
different speeds relative to flutter
in most current structural health monitoring (SHM) practices it remains the case that in
the event of nonlinear behaviour being detected by aircraft sensory system, the expensive
and formidable task of aircraft grounding and physical inspection is conducted to identify
the root structural mechanism (e.g., damage or fault), assess safety, airworthiness, mission
capability status, estimate remaining useful life/time–to–failure and make recommenda-
tions as to maintenance requirements. In this section, the motivations of this research are
highlighted. The foundations for this motivation section are based on the perceived knowl-
edge and technology gaps which are identified through rigorous review of the literature
and considered to be of integral importance to the themes of this research. The relevant
aspects of the literature are critically discussed as the key concepts and methodologies are
introduced in the following Chapters 2 and 3.
1.1.1 The Structural Freeplay Mechanism in Aircraft Systems
Modern fixed–wing and rotary aircraft (in particular defence and emergency/rescue service
air platforms) are often required to operate in severe environments and are subjected
to unavoidable intensive loading patterns, generally due to atypical manoeuvring (i.e.,
sustained flight or abrupt manoeuvres at high angle–of–attack (AoA), Mach number and
air speed). Furthermore, at discrete portions of the flight envelope the aircraft is exposed
to nonlinear aerodynamic phenomena, e.g., transonic or vortex buffeting, inducing severe
airframe vibration and adding a high impact dynamic loading contribution to the already
intensive static loads. Figure 1.2 visualises the nonlinear flow conditions experienced by
the NASA High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) during a high AoA manoeuvre. The
image depicts the violent aerodynamic loading which can be experienced by an aircraft
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during atypical manoeuvring, where the intensive static aerodynamic loads (inherent in
high AoA flight) are coupled with vortex induced buffet engulfing the empenage.
Figure 1.2: NASA High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) experiencing vortex induced buffet
during a high angle-of-attack manoeuvre
Aside from global airframe fatigue, these excessive loading scenarios introduce high–
stress on mechanical components (e.g., control surface or weapons bay door actuation
mechanisms, store/scientific payload release mechanisms). As a result, loosening occurs
within such components, beginning as a transition from linear to cubic stiffening behaviour
and eventually leading to a freeplay dead-zone, i.e., within the dead-zone the hinge expe-
riences zero stiffness as is depicted in Fig. 1.3. Similar to nonlinear aerodynamic mech-
anisms, a freeplay dead–zone nonlinearity (which grows slowly over time) exposes the
airframe to intense dynamic loading within a far broader range of the flight envelope, and
resulting in further contributions to a number of problematic issues, including airframe
fatigue, operational life–time reduction, growth–rate (or introduction) of other discrete
structural anomalies, and in extreme cases fatigue or catastrophic failure. Given the high
level of uncertainty present during flight, e.g. the coupled effects of noise, atmospheric dis-
turbances, nonlinear aerodynamic behaviour, and structural anomaly(s), ambiguity sur-
rounds the development of robust structural anomaly diagnostics strategies, and also the
isolated effects of nonlinear mechanisms on the global airframe structural health. As a
result, aeroelastic modelling capabilities are implemented to better understand the direct
impact of various nonlinear mechanisms with reduced uncertainty by isolating structural
anomalies, nonlinear aerodynamic mechanisms, or carefully studying their coupled effects
– discussed in greater detail in the following section.
Other non–mechanical problems can include poor handling qualities and difficulty in
reading instrumentation for the pilot and also potential interference with aircraft/payload
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Figure 1.3: Typical hinge restoring force distributions at different stages of damage
avionics, such as, guidance, imaging or sensory technologies. Requirements surround-
ing higher level stakeholder interests, such as safety, maintenance, sustainment and air-
craft availability are heavily impacted by the global effects of freeplay (and other discrete
structural anomalies). Hence, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems/practices are
adopted to assist practitioners in managing efficiently these upper level requirements by
monitoring aircraft structural health.
1.1.2 Structural Health Monitoring: A Paradigm Shift
The fundamental concepts which drive structural health monitoring (SHM) for aircraft
are traditionally based on reactive procedures – driven by scheduled inspection intervals
and pre–emptive maintenance. However, we are currently observing a major shift to-
wards actionable and pro–active condition–based maintenance to significantly reduce fleet
sustainment costs. NextGen aircraft (in particular defence air platforms) are beginning
to adopt this new paradigm, known as, Structural Prognostics and Health Management
(SPHM), having fitted fleet aircraft with a network of airframe sensors. Intelligent process-
ing of sensor data and improved diagnostic/prognostic algorithms are some of the critical
technologies that need to be developed to utilise the full potential of the existing airframe
sensors. A recent paper by Kappas [2] provides a high–level summary of the philosophy,
requirements, progress and stakeholder benefits with respect to the implementation of
SPHM systems. Essentially, alongside maintenance and safety requirements which drive
current SHM systems, the primary motivation in transitioning to SPHM is the dual ad-
vantage of reduced maintenance/sustainment costs and increased aircraft availability. The
SPHM philosophy is based on information–rich integrated health assessment, thus progres-
sion towards a functional SPHM capability for NextGen aircraft requires the development
of novel methods, technological advances and integration of current approaches across a
range of disciplines including; engineering, computer science, fluid/structural mechanics,
numerical methods and materials science. This requirement for multi–disciplinary and
integrated methods is attributed to the fundamental building blocks of SPHM technology,
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some of which include:
• Rich–data: Rich-data (as opposed to bulk–data) refers to the use of minimal,
informative, spatially optimised sensory channels. The data acquired from such
sensory networks, in combination with data–fusion techniques, is robust and able
to efficiently asses all required structural health aspects of relevant components and
structures throughout the aircraft.
• Data-fusion: As SPHM hardware is implemented based on the notion of limited
sensor arrays with rich–data outputs, data–fusion techniques are utilised to process,
manipulate and integrate data from multiple sensor channels. This provides data
that is more consistent and useful for assessing the structural health than if a single
channel or multiple discrete channels were used. The sensors and type of fusion varies
depending on the structure/component being assessed and the desired outcome, e.g.,
anomaly diagnostics, fatigue assessment, prognostics, etc.
• Smart diagnostics: The concept of smart diagnostics refers to reliable and in-
telligent detection, assessment and reporting of the type, location, magnitude and
growth of discrete structural faults/anomalies (e.g., mechanical faults, impact/battle
damage or local fatigue/crack hotspots on the internal structure). This is an integral
component of SPHM with respect to optimising and planning maintenance, partic-
ularly in the case of mechanical faults which can be localised and tracked over flight
hours.
• Prognostics: Structural prognostics refers to the use of historical information, ma-
chine learning and physics-based predictions to forecast the remaining useful life of
the global airframe structure (aircraft level) or time–to–fault/time–to–failure anal-
ysis (component level), allowing for long term highly optimised and well planned
maintenance. Prognostics requires intricate and complex integration of statistical,
numerical, physics–based and machine-based learning methods.
• Big–data: As the operational lifetime of an aircraft increases it will encounter
various fault/failure modes, damage, unexpected manoeuvres and flight profile de-
viations, all of which are captured by the SPHM sensors and stored. With sufficient
data, machine based intelligence algorithms can be implemented to improve all as-
pects of the SPHM system, such as smart diagnostics and more so prognostics, by
capturing: i) trends within the rich–data landscape which pre-empt (or are indica-
tive of) faults, damage and failure (component level), ii) dynamic parameter based
trends in fatigue life and airframe health over long term exposure to intense vi-
bration (aircraft level), and iii) two-way dynamic relationships between component
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damage/nonlinear aerodynamic mechanisms (inducing vibration) and global struc-
tural variations due to fatigue. Most importantly, this feature constitutes learning,
thus the performance of an SPHM system is dynamic and augmented over–time, as
are the outcomes, i.e., reduced cost, increased availability, optimised maintenance,
etc.
Essentially, SPHM technology is a preliminary stage in progression towards the Digital
Twin paradigm, as is highlighted in Fig. 1.4. This concept, which is currently decades off
feasible deployment, is based on individual aircraft having an ultra-high-fidelity digital
replica that is exposed to virtual missions identical to its physical counterpart. Advanced
sensory technology would update the Digital Twin for real-time individual aircraft health
monitoring, revolutionising the future of maintenance and sustainment practices in the
aerospace sector.
Figure 1.4: Progression of aircraft SHM technology
In light of the current shift towards SPHM technology for NextGen aircraft, and the
outstanding requirements with respect to contemporary diagnostics and prognostics solu-
tions, there is a demand for the development of strategies to address decades old SHM
problems, where the adaptation of existing methods or the development of new and inno-
vative techniques both play critical roles. More specifically, there is an urgent requirement
for scalable and efficient Smart Structural Anomaly Diagnostics (SSAD) technology to
support modern SPHM systems, with rapid control surface freeplay diagnostics being an
integral component. Given the complexity of modern defence air platforms and the large
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number of possible freeplay sources, a freeplay diagnostics strategy which addresses the
concepts and requirements of SPHM technology is required, which would allow for rapid
integration within the SPHM architecture. Studying structural freeplay from the per-
spective and requirements of data-driven identification-based diagnostics is the primary
motivation for the research presented in this thesis, where appropriate nonlinear identifi-
cation tools are identified and adapted to contribute and progress towards the realisation
of Smart Diagnostics technology.
1.1.3 System Identification for Freeplay Diagnostics
In the context of smart diagnostics, the identification of structural freeplay (and other dis-
crete structural nonlinearities) entails the ability to efficiently and reliably detect, localise
and track (both magnitude and growth) the event with little or no requirement for user
ad-hoc intervention. In the past half–century, research efforts have generally been focussed
on modelling and understanding freeplay, whilst reliable and efficient approaches for com-
plete diagnostics are yet to be developed. Like any new technology, the development of a
freeplay smart diagnostics capability requires novel understanding of the physical mecha-
nism and fundamental characteristics to allow for the development of (or implementation
of existing) approaches by which freeplay can be identified. The discipline of nonlinear
system identification is centred around the development of algorithms and methods used
to identify or measure parameters of a system, so as to generate representations which
can be used to identify important information and characteristics of the nonlinear sys-
tem. A comprehensive review of the current state–of–the–art is provided by Kerschen et
al. [3]. The authors summarise the nonlinear system identification process according to
the following steps:
1. Identification: Does nonlinearity exist in the system?
2. Characterisation: What type of nonlinearity (e.g., structural, aerodynamic, ma-
terial etc.) and what is its functional form?
3. Parameter Estimation: What are the critical nonlinear parameters, and can they
be estimated?
This description by Kerschen et al. [3] is well suited to the smart diagnostics concept,
hence a system identification based approach is used as the underlying framework for
this research. As is defined in the paper, nonlinear frequency and time-frequency domain
approaches are employed to extract temporal and spectral information from discrete time-
history signals which pertain to a nonlinear event. Such approaches have been utilised
significantly in detecting nonlinearity, providing early onset warnings and to some degree
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characterising nonlinearities. Discrete time–history data acquired from a nonlinear system,
e.g., via sensory networks, is rich with information pertaining to the nonlinear mechanism
which cannot be extracted using classical linear approaches, hence, the advantage of work-
ing in the nonlinear frequency domain is the augmentation of information which can be
extracted. A concept which has not received significant attention in the literature is di-
agnostics via spectral signatures, i.e., a set of empirically derived linear and nonlinear
spectral properties which are unique to a particular nonlinear event and extractable from
a discrete time–series, used for the purpose of diagnostics. This research aims to show
that nonlinear frequency and time–frequency domain methods can be adapted and inte-
grated to extend the traditional application of broad nonlinearity detection, to a detailed
diagnostics framework by which a structural freeplay event can be efficiently detected,
localised and tracked.
A critical review of the literature, presented in Chapter 3 unveils that there is lim-
ited research related to the application nonlinear system identification techniques in the
analysis of numerical aeroelastic predictions. Doing so provides a novel medium by which
isolated freeplay and related phenomena can be studied in detail, defined, and system-
atically characterised. In revisiting the fundamental characteristics of freeplay from a
nonlinear system identification perspective, the knowledge-based motivation of this thesis
is portrayed, i.e., gaining new physical insights and making a novel contribution to the
body of knowledge which surrounds structural freeplay in aeroelastic systems.
1.2 Methodology
Outlining the primary motivation of progression towards a smart diagnostics capability us-
ing the nonlinear system identification philosophy as the underlying framework provides a
clear trajectory for this project to develop in a systematic manner. The projected outcome
is a novel nonlinear spectral definition of structural freeplay and associated phenomena,
demonstrating that diagnosing nonlinearities according to spectral signatures is a feasible
approach through the development of a conceptual freeplay smart diagnostics framework.
In this section the research questions are outlined, followed by the project scope.
1.2.1 Research Questions
The following questions are formulated to guide the research campaign undertaken in this
thesis:
1. Which deterministic and data-driven system identification approaches are
appropriate, and how can they be adapted to establish characteristics
by which structural freeplay can be distinguished from other types of
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nonlinearity, localised and tracked, using only typical aircraft sensory
data?
This question is related to determining which system identification methods in the
literature can be utilised to extract sufficient information from nonlinear aircraft
response data (e.g., strain gauges or accelerometers), and applying these methods,
such that unique characteristics of structural freeplay can be defined for smart di-
agnostics purposes.
2. How can these nonlinear identification methods and identified character-
istics be utilised to develop a robust framework for rapid freeplay diag-
nostics which addresses the concepts and technologies which surround
SPHM for aircraft systems, i.e., data–driven, efficient and functional for
real aircraft systems, where signals may be partially nonstationary, have
varying lower–order statistical properties, and be contaminated by un-
certainty, noise or aerodynamic nonlinearity?
This question relates to the development of a conceptual smart diagnostics frame-
work, driven by the requirements of SPHM technology, in which the characteristics
defined in Research Question One are extracted using appropriate (or newly devel-
oped) nonlinear system identification methods to systematically diagnose the struc-
tural freeplay event with no requirement for a numerical aeroelastic model. This
question also eludes to the robustness required if the smart diagnostics concept is to
be functional in real aircraft systems, and in particular defence air platforms. Es-
sentially, it is preferable to progress towards a smart diagnostics concept assuming
the most difficult diagnostics scenarios with the ability to scale back, rather than
the reverse.
3. Whilst establishing novel freeplay characteristics and developing the freeplay
smart diagnostics conceptual framework, what are the new insights gained
towards the physical mechanism which drives this discrete structural
anomaly?
This question relates to the general contribution to the body of knowledge sur-
rounding structural freeplay, freeplay induced nonlinear phenomena and the interac-
tion between freeplay and other nonlinearities (e.g. aerodynamic) which may emerge
throughout the process of establishing novel characteristic tenancies for smart diag-
nostics purposes. The research aims to provide some degree of novel understanding
towards the core physical/spectral mechanisms by which freeplay is driven, the non-
linear phenomena typically observed in a freeplay driven system, and the relationship
between the two.
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1.2.2 Research Outline
Having formulated the research questions, a logical pathway for the successful completion
of this thesis is provided. Freeplay is selected as an area of research, with the ultimate goal
being complete SSAD suite, as this discrete structural event has reliable and quantifiable
characterisation properties, including:
• Pseudo–routine occurrence
• Quantifiable parameters, such as, the current and maximum–allowable magnitude,
and location, i.e., freeplay can only occur at a finite number of discrete known
locations with constant relative sensor positions
• Slow growth–rate, allowing aircraft to continue operation (provided that the mea-
sured freeplay is less than maximum–allowable) and growth to be tracked with re-
spect to flight hours
• The effects on the airframe structure and other components can be assessed with
respect to the known magnitude, location and growth rate
To strengthen the structure of the research pathway, this section outlines the scope as
a set of milestones which should be progressively accomplished to allow the research to
progress in a logical and productive manner.
1. Developing a sound understanding of the relevant research areas including
the current state–of–the–art in nonlinear system identification, research efforts in
nonlinear aeroelasticity (in particular towards freeplay–driven systems in transonic
flow), SPHM concepts and requirements, and the underlying freeplay physical mech-
anism. In doing so, methods which are suited to, and capable of extracting maximal
information from real–world nonlinear aircraft response data can be identified, along
with a set of well defined requirements for guidance in developing a conceptual smart
diagnostics framework.
2. Development and validation of two– and three–dimensional (2D and 3D)
numerical aeroelastic models for freeplay under transonic flow conditions. Var-
ious modelling capabilities are required, including the ability to isolate structural
freeplay and extract fundamental characteristics, but also to emulate real-world con-
ditions, such as aerodynamic nonlinearities, noise and nonstationarity to asses the
practical diagnostics requirements.
3. Definition and documentation of characteristics by which a freeplay driven
system can be distinguished using appropriate nonlinear system identification
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approaches, with response data obtained from 2D and 3D numerical aeroelastic
models to allow for such characteristics to be defined at the fundamental level.
4. Investigation of freeplay induced nonlinear phenomena and the fundamen-
tal characteristic tendencies, using appropriate system identification techniques, to
augment general understanding of the mechanism and the requirements with respect
to contemporary diagnostics.
5. Propose a conceptual diagnostics framework for real–world aircraft sys-
tems using the knowledge gained from items 1– 4, and based on the concepts and
requirements of SPHM, with three key modules:
• Module 1: Freeplay preliminary detection capability
• Module 2: Freeplay confirmation and localisation capability
• Module 3: Freeplay magnitude estimation and tracking capability
Based on the SPHM concepts (item 1), several fundamental requirements include:
• A full diagnostics suite, i.e., freeplay detection (with a low false alarm rate),
localisation and magnitude estimation/tracking capabilities
• Efficient and data–driven, i.e., the method should be functional based on sensor
output data only with no requirement for a numerical model
• Functional with sensory networks based on limited channels with rich–data
outputs. This includes being robust to sensor-to-source spatial discrepancies,
varying channel outputs and responses derived from data–fusion approaches
(accelerometers, strains or loads)
• Minimal or no dependency on aerodynamic and structural mechanisms or geo-
metric parameters
• Robust to uncertainties and noise
6. Testing and preliminary validation of the conceptual smart diagnostics
framework as a proof-of-concept with the aim of seeding further development to-
wards a functional product for freeplay and other discrete structural anomalies.
The documentation of this research is presented sequentially according to the mile-
stones outlined above. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional transonic aeroelastic mod-
els are utilised to establish characteristics of the freeplay anomaly under various conditions,
and provide insights towards the requirements for detailed diagnostics. Flight test data
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from a generic fighter aircraft configuration is used to highlight the potential application
of proposed framework in a real-world aircraft system.
1.2.3 Significance of Contributions
This thesis makes major contributions in the fields of structural health monitoring and
system identification by tailoring and adapting existing methodologies into a set of novel
classification algorithms for rapid structural freeplay diagnostics, driven by the concepts
and requirements of SPHM technology. Furthermore, key contributions in nonlinear aeroe-
lasticity/dynamics are made according to the insights gained via linear and nonlinear spec-
tral definitions of the freeplay mechanism and related nonlinear phenomena. In greater
detail the key contributions include:
• Aircraft SHM, maintenance and sustainment practices: The contribution to-
wards SHM via the proposed diagnostics framework has the primary significance of
a shift towards optimised maintenance practices, i.e., allowing for structural freeplay
events to be diagnosed early and tracked over time, allowing for planned and reactive
maintenance procedures, inherently minimising down–time and reducing the associ-
ated costs of fleet sustainment. Furthermore, this is not limited to aircraft systems
and has the potential to be implemented within any mechanical system which is
plagued by mechanical hinges loosening over time due to intensive loading patterns,
e.g., wind turbine, turbo machinery or automotive industries.
• Current SPHM technology: A functioning rapid structural anomaly diagnostics
framework has the potential to improve other aspects of SPHM technology, such
as, Structural Model Updating (SMU), a technique which is becoming increasingly
popular in SHM. Often an aircraft’s response to in–flight conditions obtained via
numerical simulation (high– or low–fidelity) will contradict that of operational or
flight test data, thus SMU is employed as a means of correcting the aeroelastic
equations of motion to account for observed discrepancies and improve the fidelity of
in–flight modelling. The updating procedure may involve correction of the structural
properties (mass and stiffness matrices), external loads (aerodynamic forces) or both,
where the structural and aerodynamic models can vary from high–fidelity to efficient
reduced order modelling (ROM) approaches, or a combination of the two depending
on the system, available resources and desired outcome. One common issue in SMU,
particularly as the aircraft operational lifetime increases, is unacceptable error due
to uncertainties which may arise from aerodynamic/atmospheric phenomena, or due
to discrete structural anomalies. Hence, if error is a result of structural freeplay
the smart diagnostics framework proposed in this thesis (which does not require any
form of numerical model) could rapidly provide such information to the practitioner,
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acting as a means of uncertainty quantification, which can be taken into account or
included in the model.
• Nonlinear system identification: Showing that existing nonlinear system iden-
tification methods can be readily adapted for detailed diagnostics purposes makes
a contribution within the field of nonlinear system identification for aeroelastic air-
craft systems. More specifically, the findings presented in this thesis highlight how,
through specific tailoring and adaptation, revisiting established nonlinear identifica-
tion methods (both old and new) presents an opportunity to address the require-
ments of contemporary aircraft SHM and provide NextGen diagnostics solutions.
This should seed further research towards the diagnosis of other problematic dis-
crete structural anomalies in mechanical systems by revisiting and applying similar
data-driven nonlinear identification based methods.
• Nonlinear Aeroelasticity: Towards the field of nonlinear aeroelasticity/dynamics the
major contribution is via a nonlinear frequency domain description of freeplay, and
more specifically the inherent freeplay driven nonlinear phenomena. A consolidated
core mechanism is described by which several nonlinear phenomena (which are typi-
cally observed) can be defined and connected. Although further research is required
to gain a deeper understanding of the findings, it provides a novel platform by
which freeplay and other nonlinear mechanisms in aeroelasticity can be defined and
researched.
• Future SPHM Technology: While the outputs of SPHM sensory networks are
intended to be rich with information pertaining to the health of the aircraft, the pre-
dominant aspect which is currently limiting the deployment of SPHM and Digital
Twin technology in aircraft is how to extract this information systematically, and
then how to process that information in prognosis setting. Whilst data analytics is a
powerful tool which is currently seeing major application in academia and industry,
implementation for aircraft health prognosis requires the input of âĂĲbig-dataâĂİ
and âĂĲrich-dataâĂİ to constitute meaningful learning and actionable predictive
outputs. A successful intelligence-based prognostics suite requires a combination of
derived current and historical aircraft health information and acquired operational
data (e.g., flight parameters, atmospheric conditions, pilot inputs, maintenance de-
tails, performance, mission profiles and execution, etc.). While the latter can be
continuously recorded and fed into a data analytics architecture via expert personal,
the former relies on the extraction of meaningful aircraft health related information
from the rich sensory network outputs. In order to extract such information, rapid
aircraft health assessment approaches, such as that presented in this thesis, are re-
quired to obtain useful prognostic information and support the learning/forecasting
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domain.
Chapter 2
Nonlinear Aeroelasticity
In this chapter the body of knowledge related to the past half century of research efforts
within the field of nonlinear aeroelasticity is discussed, specifically pertaining to tran-
sonic/supersonic aircraft. The perceived gap in the body of knowledge is highlighted and
the relevance to the research proposed in this thesis is defined. Given the broad range
of mechanical systems which are plagued nonlinear aeroelastic phenomena, this review
focuses exclusively on research efforts which are directly related to this research, i.e., con-
centrated structural anomalies and nonlinear transonic shock motion (excluding transonic
buffet).
2.0.1 Aerodynamic Nonlinearity
For transonic aerodynamic applications, in particular, nonlinearity inherently originates
from fluid dynamic phenomena such as boundary layer transition and separation due to
viscosity as well as shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions (SBLIs) and shock-induced
separation due to compressibility in high-speed flow [4]. In inviscid transonic regimes
complex shock motion may occur as a result of the wing dynamic structural motion. The
relationship between the motion of the shock and the dynamic structural motion of then
wing is generally linear. However, as the motion increases in amplitude it can shift from
Tijdeman Type A to Type B, shock motion [5], which is characterised by a disappearing
and reappearing shock. This discontinuity of the pressure distribution (in time) across the
lifting surface can be considered a dynamic nonlinearity [6].
A very early authoritative study on unsteady transonic flow around oscillating two–
dimensional aerofoil representations is presented by Tijdeman [5]. This work provides in-
sight into the effects of shock motion, shock–induced separation and shock–wave/boundary–
layer interaction on oscillating aerofoil configurations and, correlation between experiment
and the numerical techniques of the time. More recently, efforts to unveil the underlying
physical aspects of nonlinear aerodynamics and the inherent effect in aeroelasticity has
been focused on two–dimensional aerofoil and three–dimensional (3D) wing configurations
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with high–fidelity CFD techniques being coupled with high–fidelity CSD or reduced–order
structural representations. These studies include work by Kholodar et al. [7, 8] who pre-
sented experimental and numerical studies using a NACA 0012 aerofoil in transonic flow
and Weber et al. [9], Schewe et al. [10], Dietz et al. [11, 12] and Thomas et al. [13] who
present numerical and experimental aeroelastic predictions for the NLR7301 supercritical
aerofoil. The insights gained from these studies are:
• At Mach numbers below the transonic dip the dynamic shock motion destabilises
the aeroelastic system forming the decreasing branch of the transonic dip.
• At higher Mach numbers the shock–wave motion has a stabilising effect on the
aeroelastic system and hence the increasing branch of the transonic dip is developed.
Here the energy associated with limiting the amplitude of the oscillations can be
attributed to the effects of viscosity i.e., the dynamics of trailing edge flow separation.
• Aerodynamic nonlinearity is shown to induce subcritical bifurcations, i.e. unstable
limit cycle behaviour.
3D wing configurations have also been studied using CFD based solvers coupled with
structural solvers of varying fidelity to give insight into the effects of 3D nonlinear tran-
sonic flow phenomena on the aeroelastic response. Gordnier and Melville [14] present
solutions for a highly swept flat plate delta wing representation. A leading edge vortex
is shown to act like an aerodynamic spring limiting the amplitude of the oscillations to a
bounded LCO. Bendiksen [15] present nonlinear aeroelastic responses for a high–aspect–
ratio swept wing in a inviscid transonic flows. It is shown that the LCO is driven by the
structural washout effect from aeroelastic deformations. In a very recent study Stickan et
al. [16] present the aeroelastic tendencies of a high-aspect ratio wing in a viscous transonic
flow. Recommendations are provided as to the suitability of various Reynolds Averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) turbulence models and it is shown that stable LCO is driven by
highly nonlinear shock motion as a result of high–amplitude structural deformation. Good
correlation is demonstrated with experimental data.
Finally, in a study by Wang and Zha [17] which considers an even higher fidelity
CFD methodology, namely, detached–eddy simulation (DES), excellent correlation with
experimental results is demonstrated and it is shown that multiple LCOs are possible
for constant freestream parameters. This finding was not able to be produced by the
RANS–based simulations.
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2.0.2 Concentrated Structural Nonlinearity
Here, the current body of knowledge surrounding concentrated structural nonlinearities
which transonic/supersonic aircraft may endure are discussed, more specifically, faults
within mechanical hinges resulting in a nonlinear distribution of stiffness. Structural non-
linearity can be either distributed or concentrated. Distributed nonlinearities will affect
the entire wing (i.e. nonlinear material properties or stiffening due to large deformation),
whereas concentrated nonlinearities are localised to regions of the airframe, e.g., at lo-
cations where there are structural loads due to externally mounted pylons with scientific
payload and ordnance, freeplay, backlash, providing nonlinear stiffness and friction. [4]
Generally, freeplay is considered to be inherited from loosened mechanical linkages be-
tween the main wing and control surfaces, main wing and store link system or within an
all-movable horizontal tail. Current design criteria for freeplay induced LCO are outdated
and based on an elementary comprehension of the phenomena [18], hence, it is necessary
to improve our understanding of freeplay induced LCO characteristics. Control surface
freeplay is the most common form of freeplay and has been found to induce LCO in vari-
ous civilian and defence based assets. However, as to be expected the literature on these
occurrences are not well documented in the public domain. Loosened mechanical linkages
can also lead to cubic stiffening within a linkage (rather than a freeplay which is represen-
tative of a dead-zone in the control actuation). Finally, the presence, mass, position and
number of stores on a wing can also have a significant effect on the aeroelastic response
of a wing/aircraft configuration.
Early experimental studies [19, 20, 21] presented findings of a significant drop in flutter
speed index for 3D wings and 2D aerofoils in which an angular freeplay gap is installed. It
was recommended that control surface freeplay be limited to 1/64◦ [19], a recommendation
which remains in the present day. Significant progress has been made since the 1950’s,
via analytical, numerical and experimental techniques to investigate the effect of freeplay
nonlinearity. Studies are predominantly conducted considering n–degree–of–freedom (n–
DOF) 2D aerofoil representations at subsonic speeds, however, more recently have been
extended to 3D wing/aircraft configurations which consider flight regimes ranging from
subsonic to supersonic.
Significant progress towards subsonic n–DOF systems at Duke University has provided
further insight into the effect of freeplay on the flutter onset, where the system exhibits
LCO behaviour. Also, progress has been made towards understanding of the underlying
physical aspects associated with the LCO. Work by Tang et al. [22, 23, 24, 25] and Lee et
al. [26] shows that the flutter speed is insensitive to the freeplay range of motion whilst
the amplitude of the LCO and the loading required to suppress LCO are proportional to
the freeplay range of motion. Further, Kholodar and Dowell [27] and Tang and Dowell [25]
indicated that limit cycle behaviour is highly sensitive to the initial angle–of–attack of the
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aerofoil, such that, as the initial angle–of–attack increases the range of flow speeds for
which LCO occurs decreases and eventually at large angles–of–attack LCO phenomena
ceases to exist across the entire range of subsonic flight speeds. Various other complex
phenomena have been unveiled by analysing the nonlinear responses of n–DOF 2D aerofoil
representations at subsonic speeds. It was shown by Brase and Eversman [28] that in the
presence of freeplay the nonlinear response can exhibit more than one LCO. It is shown
that the LCO in pitch initially exhibits positive angles only before moving into what ap-
pears to be diverging motion and finally settling into a new LCO with negative angles
only. Another well documented phenomena is that in the presence of freeplay the LCO
can undergo bifurcation and, under particular flight conditions, aperiodic or chaotic be-
haviour. An early study on this was conducted by Haunstein et al. [29] who demonstrated
that the presence of aperiodic and chaotic oscillations is highly dependent on the freeplay
magnitude and coupling between the pitching and plunging motion. Price et al. [30, 31]
and Alighanbari [32] provided further understanding of these phenomena by presenting the
LCO amplitude results in the form of bifurcation diagrams, power spectral density plots,
phase plane plots and Poincare´ sections. The studies provided insight into the dependency
of chaotic behaviour on various structural and aerodynamic parameters. Another impor-
tant finding by Price et al. [31] was that this behaviour is not solely attributed freeplay
nonlinearity as the same system with freeplay replaced by a cubic stiffening nonlinearity
also exhibited chaotic behaviour. Further, Tang and Dowell [33] demonstrated that he-
licopter blades in the presence of aerodynamic nonlinearity exhibited chaotic behaviour.
Work by Conner et al. [34] and Virgin et al. [35] presents an in-depth investigation of
the transition from periodic to chaotic behaviour and the post chaotic behaviour which
appears to be quasi-periodic. More recent work by Vasconcellos et al. [36] provided fur-
ther insight into the transition of the response of the aeroelastic system when increasing
the freestream velocity. It is shown for two different freeplay margins that at the first
transition a superharmonic of the LCO frequency appears which disappears again when
the response undergoes a second transition. Also recently, previous work was revisited
by Kholodar [37], providing a physical explanation of the bifurcation airspeeds for both
zero and non-zero preloading (initial angle–of–attack). Numerous other studies have been
conducted using various analytical, numerical and experimental techniques with the anal-
ysis of the results being consistently presented in the form of bifurcation diagrams, power
spectral density plots, phase plane plots and Poincare´ sections.
Whilst the study of n–DOF aeroelastic systems with freeplay is predominantly con-
ducted for subsonic flow regimes, progress also been made in transonic, supersonic and
hypersonic regimes. Kousen and Bendicksen [38], Kim and Lee [39], Dowell et al. [40]
demonstrated that in transonic and low–supersonic flow the flutter speed of n–DOF 2D
aerofoils with freeplay reduces significantly when compared to the linear case. Further it
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is shown that the ’transonic dip’ remains, however, with reduced flutter speeds. Dowell et
al. [40] also show that at transonic Mach numbers a rapid change in flutter mode occurs.
Interestingly, it is shown by Park et al. [41] that in transonic flow the catastrophic flutter
boundary increases as the freeplay margin increases. Morton and Beran [42] and Dim-
itrijevic´ [43] present bifurcation analysis of a similar system demonstrating that super–
and subcritical bifurcations exist in the presence of freeplay nonlinearity. In a selection of
recent publications, the authors investigate the limit cycle behaviour of 2DOF aeroelastic
systems with structural freeplay and time–marching computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
to represent the unsteady aerodynamic forces, comparing the results to those obtained
using traditional and reduced–order aerodynamic models [44, 45, 46]. Yang et al. [44]
demonstrate that the LCO solutions obtained using linear aerodynamics agree well with
those obtained using the nonlinear aerodynamics which suggests that the effects of aero-
dynamic nonlinearity are weak. He et al. [46] describe the effects of the aerodynamic
nonlinearity on the system as the amplitude of the limit cycle grows. It is shown that low
amplitude LCO behaviour is characterised by single–degree–of–freedom (SDOF) flutter
with negligible impact from the nonlinear aerodynamics. For moderate amplitude LCO
behaviour the response is dominated by the structural freeplay nonlinearity and the weak
nonlinear aerodynamic forces can be successfully represented by a reduced order model
(ROM). For large amplitude limit cycle responses the aeroelastic response is dominated
by the nonlinear aerodynamic forces.
The analysis of n–DOF 2D aeroelastic systems with freeplay in high–supersonic / hy-
personic flow have been studied by Abbas et al. [47, 48] and De–Min and Qi–Chang [49].
The results once again show bifurcation and chaotic behaviour in isolated regions as the
freestream Mach number is increased. In particular, the work by Abbas et al. [47, 48]
presents an in–depth analysis of the effect of various parametric variations on the aeroe-
lastic response and bifurcation of the system. Whilst simplified 2D representations have
provided significant insight into the response phenomena associated with freeplay nonlin-
earity, the analysis of systems with increased complexity (i.e., full wing/stabiliser/fin or
full–aircraft configurations) must be considered to give this work practical value.
The most common form of freeplay studied for 3D models is located at the root of
an all–movable wing/control surface model. Laureston and Trn [50] provided analytical
solutions for a missile control surface in subsonic flow with freeplay in the pitch and roll
degrees–of–freedom. Analysis is conducted with both forms of freeplay engaged and LCO
is shown to occur well below the linear flutter bound. It is also shown that the pitch
degree–of–freedom is more critical that the roll degree–of–freedom in terms of amplitude
of oscillation. Other work with similar configurations in subsonic flow includes Shin et
al. [51] and, Tang and Dowell [52, 53] who show that root freeplay in pitch induces
LCO behaviour below the flutter boundary with with chaotic motion occurring under
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particular conditions. It is also shown that with a sufficient initial angle–of–attack the
LCO is suppressed and that as the freeplay margin increase the behaviour of the aeroelastic
response changes significantly.
Lee and Kim [54] and Kim et al. [55] present a comprehensive analysis of a all–movable
control surface in high subsonic/low transonic flow with pitching freeplay at the root. The
response is shown to be highly sensitive to the freeplay range of motion with LCO occurring
well below the linear flutter speed and chaotic motion occurring for large freeplay margins.
Further, it is shown that the divergent flutter speed increases in the presence of freeplay.
Park et al. [56] show for a similar configuration in the presence of that at high Mach
numbers the presence of an initial angle–of–attack increases the flutter speed considerably,
however, once LCO is encountered its amplitude is greater than that of the wing in the
absence of an initial angle–of–attack. Finally, for a similar configuration Kim et al. [57]
quantify the effects of viscosity on the aeroelastic response. It is shown that viscosity has
a dampening effect on the LCO amplitude, however, the flutter speed is unaffected.
Freeplay in the control surface of an aircraft wing has also been studied by various
authors. Lee and Tron [58] analyse the flutter characteristics of the CF-18 aircraft in
transonic flow with reduced stiffness in the wing–fold hinge and and freeplay in the out-
board leading–edge flap hinge. The former presents a significant decrease in linear flutter
speed with the divergent flutter being replaced by LCO. For the latter it is shown that
LCO occurs only within a small range of speeds within the vicinity of the linear flutter
speed and the flutter modes remain unchanged. Studies which consider high–subsonic /
transonic flow for aircraft wings with control surfaces are conducted by Bae et al. [59, 60],
Huang et al. [61], and Morino and Obayashi [62]. Each of these studies present findings
for limited specific cases and it is shown that the effects of freeplay in a control surface
are much the same as those already reported.
The final form of freeplay to be considered for 3D wings affects the store link mech-
anism. The available literature on the subject is limited. Tang et al. [63, 64] present a
comprehensive analysis of a subsonic experimental wing–store configuration with freeplay.
The effect of the freeplay margin and store position is considered. It is shown that the
LCO amplitude exhibited at the wing–tip with small freeplay margins is lower than with-
out freeplay. However, for larger freeplay margins this is not sustained.
Recent advancements in computing and the techniques used in the aforementioned
studies has enabled full–aircraft configurations with freeplay to be analysed. Dimitri-
das [65, 66] presents bifurcation analysis of a generic transport aircraft configuration in
transonic flow. The studies are mainly concerned with the higher-order harmonic balance
solution methodology, without providing insight into the physical behaviour of the aeroe-
lastic response. Banavara and Newsom [67] investigate limit cycle behaviour of a transonic
aircraft with freeplay demonstrating that without freeplay, no LCO was encountered and
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that the aeroelastic response characteristics are highly dependent on the given freeplay
margin inducing aperiodic and chaotic oscillations. Silva et al. [68] demonstrated similar
findings to Banavara and Newsom [67], however, once again the paper is more concerned
with a description of the methodology than analysis of the aeroelastic response.
Store induced LCOs have been studied extensively via analytical, numerical and exper-
imental methods and here a selection of authoritative studies are reviewed. Denegri [69]
presented flutter test data for the F–16A aircraft operating in the transonic regime. It
is shown that with different store configurations the oscillatory wing motion can be char-
acterised by classical flutter, typical LCO or non–typical LCO. Linear flutter analysis is
shown to accurately identify flutter– or LCO–sensitive configurations and the flutter in-
stability frequency, however, fails to identify the amplitude of the oscillations or the flutter
onset velocity. The flutter test results indicate that at a particular altitude, the amplitude
of the wing tip oscillations increases as the transonic Mach number increases. Beran et
al. [70, 71] conduct numerical analysis of a wing–store configuration in transonic flow.
The route to LCO is shown to be through subcritical and supercritical Hopf bifurcation
type behaviour, well below the linear flutter speed and below that of the wing unloaded.
Further, viscous effects are shown to decrease the onset velocity of LCO and suppress
the amplitude. Janardhan et al. [72] concluded that store aerodynamics have a negligible
effect on the LCO condition, as the store mass increases the LCO boundary decreases and
that the store position significantly effects the onset of LCO. It was recommended that
the store be placed as far forward as possible with respect to the elastic axis. Dawson
and Maxwell conducted experimental flutter tests and compared the results of symmetric
to asymmetric store loading. It is shown that asymmetric loading can both increase and
decrease the predicted linear flutter speed. They recommend that half span models not
be used for certification. Abbas et al. [48] provide a comprehensive study of store–induced
LCO at subsonic speeds. Various configurations are considered and it shown that with
increased store mass, the LCO onset velocity reduces and the wing is more prone to sub-
critical bifurcation. Conversely, an increase in store inertia is shown to make the wing
more prone to supercritical bifurcation (stable LCO). Similar to previous work, as the
store moves forward elastic axis the LCO onset velocity is shown to increase. Tang et
al. [73] and Attar et al. [74] present experimental results for a delta wing store configura-
tion in subsonic flow, an interesting result being that in general the onset velocity of LCO
is insensitive to initial angle–of–attack, however, for one particular store configuration
the opposite is found. A recent study by Padmanabhan et al. [75] presented numerical
results for a wing–store configuration in subsonic flow with a nonlinear spring at wing
root. A noteworthy finding is that the inclusion of the nonlinear spring at the root leads
to subcritical bifurcation.
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2.1 Summary
This review of the literature has unveiled several critical areas which remain to be re-
searched with respect to discrete structural nonlinearities in transonic aeroelastic systems,
in particular with respect to system identification and diagnostics. The following high-
lights the key components which are to be addressed in this research.
Significant progress has been made towards understanding the underlying physical
aspects of the nonlinear phenomena associated with transonic aerodynamics (excluding
transonic buffet) via experimental and numerical based approaches. The aerodynamic
mechanisms which guide the diverging aeroelastic oscillations into a bounded limit cycle
have been investigated for various simple 2D and 3D structural models. Furthermore,
studying the effects of concentrated structural nonlinearity on aeroelastic systems have
been focused primarily on simplified n–DOF aerofoil configurations in subsonic flow. The
reason for this, from an experimental perspective, is that experiments considering sub-
sonic flow regimes can be conducted easily in conventional wind tunnels present in most
academic institutions. From a modelling perspective, linear subsonic flow regimes can be
represented via simplified linear aerodynamic models coupled with the nonlinear struc-
tural equations of motion, and the resulting nonlinear aeroelastic equations of motion can
be solved with minimal computational effort while providing an accurate representation of
the system. In general good correlation between experimental, numerical and analytical
aeroelastic predictions is shown. Significant physical insights are provided towards various
nonlinear phenomena, occurring as a result of structural freeplay and nonlinear aerody-
namically driven aeroelastic systems, including: i) the occurrence of LCO well below the
predicted linear/nonlinear flutter boundary, ii) transonic dip, iii) bifurcations and chaos,
and iv) the sensitivity of the nonlinear behaviour to a wide range of parametric variations.
The bulk of the literature concerns research of a fundamental nature, where time–domain
and traditional frequency domain approaches (e.g., the power spectrum) are employed to
provide a physical understanding of the nonlinear mechanisms and how they drive the
nonlinear phenomena. However, there is a clear gap in the body of knowledge in several
critical areas, including:
1. With respect to the traditional analysis of freeplay driven aeroelastic systems, i.e.,
bifurcations, chaos, LCO and abrupt state changes, there is a lack of research pertain-
ing to three–dimensional/full aircraft systems. Thus, there is a lack of understanding
as to the validity and relationship between behaviours observed for typical section
models and three–dimensional systems.
2. The spectral properties and characteristics of nonlinear phenomena remain to be
studied in–depth, i.e., there is little research which aims to understand and quantify
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the nature of nonlinear modes (sum of the linear modes), the nonlinear shift of the
expected linear aeroelastic modal value, and how these nonlinear spectral properties
can be related to physical phenomena, such as, abrupt switching between states
(chaos, quasi–periodic, periodic) and the onset of linear/nonlinear flutter.
3. With respect to nonlinear aerodynamics, research efforts generally treat systems
which contain aerodynamic and structural nonlinearity separately, i.e., systems which
contain complex structural nonlinearity are coupled with simplified aerodynamic
models and vice–versa, systems which contain complex aerodynamic nonlinearity
are coupled with simplified 2D and 3D linear structural models.
4. Nonlinear system identification methods are yet to be fully explored with respect
to characterising nonlinear aeroelastic systems, this is discussed in detail in the
following section.
As computational power increases exponentially and resources become increasingly
accessible, addressing these perceived gaps in the body knowledge and enhancing our un-
derstanding of nonlinear aeroelastic systems is an important step towards overcoming cur-
rently outdated and over–conservative design and certification constraints. Furthermore,
an in depth understanding of the spectral characteristics pertaining to combined/isolated
structural and aerodynamic nonlinearities in the transonic regime is essential as SPHM
technology becomes increasingly closer to deployment in the aerospace sector. The research
presented in this thesis aims to shed new light on freeplay driven nonlinear aeroelastic sys-
tems in the transonic flight regime by addressing these areas of research.
Chapter 3
Identification and Characterisation
of Nonlinear Aeroelastic Systems
The objective of this chapter is to identify nonlinear system identification techniques
which provide an opportunity to realise a characterisation and diagnostics strategy for
the freeplay anomaly, focussing on the requirements of Smart Diagnostics and SPHM
technology. The aim is to highlight approaches which are data-driven, efficient and robust
to nonstationarity, and contamination via nonlinear aerodynamic contributions or noise.
Methods which have been applied for the identification of freeplay nonlinearity and ex-
tensively used in nonlinear aeroelasticity are discussed, rationalising the requirement for
alternate methods to be considered. The Higher-Order Spectra (HOS) and Hilbert–Huang
Transform (HHT) are identified as powerful techniques that posses properties that are es-
sential in achieving the proposed research objectives. However, the HOS and HHT are
yet to be rigorously implemented for analysis, identification and diagnostics of aeroelastic
systems affected by freeplay. In this chapter the computational techniques used to obtain
HOS and HHT solutions are outlined, and example case–studies highlighting the benefit
of these approaches is provided.
This chapter also addresses the novel contribution to be made towards understanding
the physical aspects of freeplay induced nonlinear aeroelastic phenomena via nonlinear
system identification based analysis of numerical aeroelastic predictions, which to date
has seen limited research efforts.
3.1 Hybrid Parameter Estimation Methods
In this section a summary of several approaches which have been successfully implemented
in the literature characterisation and parameter estimation are briefly discussed. The
suitability of these methods to address the research questions proposed in this thesis are
scrutinised, in particular the objective is to justify why such methods have not been
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adopted.
In order to highlight the benefits and shortcomings of the various techniques, the non-
linear equations of motion (EoM) for an aeroelastic system are referred to as required. For
a continuous aircraft structure which has been discretised into a finite element represen-
tation, the general nonlinear aeroelastic EoM can be defined by
My¨(t) + CNL(y(t))y˙(t) + KNL(y(t))y(t) = FNL(t,y(t), y˙(t), y¨(t)) (3.1)
where M represents the mass matrix, CNL and KNL are the nonlinear damping and
stiffness matrices respectively which are a function of the displacement vector y¨(t); y˙(t)
and y(t) are the velocity and displacement vectors respectively for each node (these may
be in terms of translations and rotations or just translations depending on the type of
finite element used. Finally, FNL describes linear and/or nonlinear aerodynamic forces
and any other externally applied dynamic loads.
A linear version of Eq. 3.1 can be obtained when CNL(y(t)) = C and KNL(y(t)) = K
are constant and represent the linear damping and stiffness matrices respectively. In
addition, FNL(t,y(t), y˙(t)) = F(t) and represents the aerodynamic forces at each node
which are a function of time only. The resulting linear aeroelastic EoM is given by
My¨(t) + Cy˙(t) + Ky(t) = F(t) (3.2)
It should be noted that although the discrete nodal representation of the aeroelastic
system in Eq. 3.1 is the highest fidelity, it is also the most computationally expensive.
Hence, the aeroelastic EoM is often recast in modal coordinates with corrections made to
account for nonlinearity. Albeit, for simplicity they EoM in full form are considered for
the following definitions, unless otherwise stated.
3.1.1 Restoring Force Surface (RFS) Method
The Restoring Force Surface Method (RFS) method was first presented by Masri and
Caughey[76] and is based on Newton’s second law of motion. The RFS method has the
advantage that it is capable of identifying systems with discontinuous nonlinearities such
as freeplay, however, extension of the technique to MDOF systems is challenging. One
approach where this is realised is presented by Dimitriadis [77] and discussed later. To
give a mathematical description of the technique, Eq. 3.1 is rewritten for the RFS method
to give
My¨ + f(y˙,y) = F(t) (3.3)
where f(y˙,y) gives the restoring force of the system. Stiffness and damping curves can be
obtained from cross sections of the RFS along axes where either velocity or displacement
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are equal to zero. These curves can then be used to characterise the elastic and dissipative
forces of the system respectively. Equation 3.3 is converted to modal coordinates to extend
its use to MDOF systems by setting y = Φξ, where ξ is the modal displacement vector
and Φ is the modal matrix. Pre-multiplying by ΦT and substituting into Eq. 3.4 gives
the RFS equation for MDOF systems in modal space [78] according to
h(u˙,u) = ΦTF−MuRy¨ (3.4)
where h(u˙,u) = ΦTF is the generalised restoring force vector, Mu = ΦTMΦ which gives
the diagonal mass matrix and R = [ΦTΦ]−1ΦT .
Recent work using the RFS method in aeroelasticity includes the characterisation of
softening and hardening nonlinearities in the wing-to-payload mounting surfaces [79, 80],
and an investigation into the accuracy of MDOF systems [81]. Furthermore, Dimitriadis
and Cooper [77] presented a framework based the RFS approach for systems with higher
dimensionality. It is demonstrated that the linear and nonlinear system properties were
accurately predicted, including the nonlinear stiffness and freeplay margins.
3.1.2 Conditioned Reverse Path
The reverse path (RP) [82] technique is a spectral method which is based on the assumption
that any physical system is linear and hence formulates nonlinear coefficients based on the
discrepancy between the linear assumption and actual system. The conditioned reverse
path (CRP) method is an extension of this developed by Richards and Singh [83], the
CRP is more robust and appropriate for the analysis of large MDOF systems. In order to
describe the theory, the RP method is first defined followed by an extension to the CRP
method [3]. If one considers a single-degree-of-freedom system, with the EoM modelled as
a Duffing oscillator
mDx¨D(t) + cD ˙xD(t) + kDxD(t) + kD3xD(t)3 = fD(t) (3.5)
by taking the Fourier transform, Eq. 3.5 can be recast as
F{mDx¨+ cD ˙xD + kDxD + kD3x3D = fD(t)} = B(ω)Y (ω) +A(ω)Z(ω) = X(ω) (3.6)
where the linear terms are B(ω) = −ω2 + iωcD + kD, Y (ω) = F{xD(t)} and X(ω) =
F{fD(t)}. The nonlinear terms can now be described by A(ω) = kD3 and Z(ω) =
F{xD(t)3}. Now by formulating this in terms of a two–input–single–output system and
multiplying by Y (ω) and Z(ω) the equations can be written as
B(ω)Syy(ω) +A(ω)Syz(ω) = Syx(ω) (3.7)
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B(ω)Szy(ω) +A(ω)Szz(ω) = Szx(ω) (3.8)
where Syy(ω), Syz(ω), Szy(ω), Szz(ω), Syx(ω), Szx(ω) represent the PSD and cross–
PSD of the inputs and outputs. For each frequency the two simultaneous equations can be
solved and one can obtain a value A(ω) = kD3. It is suggested that the best estimate for
kD3 is obtained by averaging A(ω). To extend this approach to MDOF systems, Eq. 3.1 can
be recast by considering CNL(y(t))y˙(t) + KNL(y(t))y(t) = Cy˙(t) + Ky(t) +
∑n
j=1AjZj(t)
to give the frequency domain representation as [3]
B(ω)Y (ω) +
n∑
j=1
AjZj(ω) = F(t) (3.9)
The fundamental difference in formulation of the CRP approach is that the linear and
nonlinear components of the response are separated and the uncorrelated responses are
constructed in the frequency domain before the nonlinear parameters are estimated. For
the formulation of the CRP approach see [3].
Although the literature surrounding the CRP being used for the identification of aeroe-
lastic systems is scarce, two noteworthy studies have been identified. Richards et al. [84]
showed that when applied to simulated nonlinear aeroelastic response data, the CRP
technique is able to identify an accurate nonlinear aeroelastic model even with no prior
knowledge of the nonlinearity. Wu et al. [85] model a typical folding wing configuration
with freeplay nonlinearity. It is shown that by obtaining FRFs of the linear system and
determining nonlinear parameters in the frequency domain, an accurate representation of
the nonlinear system could be depicted (i.e., the freeplay magnitude and stiffness could
be detected). Although in this research, the nonlinear signals were obtained via ground
vibration test (GVT) the approach is dually applicable to aeroelastic signals from flight
testing or other numerical models.
3.1.3 Summary
Whilst the implementation of the hybrid methods varies between authors, several com-
monalities exist, i.e., they rely upon a numerical representation of the aeroelastic system,
coupled with system identification algorithms, solved in an iterative manner to arrive
at an estimation of the freeplay magnitude. Although these elegant methods, with well
established mathematical foundations, are shown to be highly accurate, their implementa-
tion in the literature has been limited to simplified or idealised systems with well defined
aerodynamics, or GVT response data, with a single known freeplay source and minimal
uncertainty. On their own, the iterative and model-based nature of these methods may
limit their use, i.e., in extending the use of these techniques for robust diagnostics of a
full aircraft in operation, the following difficulties arise:
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• The aeroelastic EoM of the full aircraft model must be solved, thus each iteration
alone becomes a computationally intensive task
• If the freeplay is suspected in the main wing (with multiple freeplay candidates), the
iterative process must consider freeplay in each candidate individually and multiple
freeplays, thus the number of possible configurations is 2NCS − 1. Correctly identi-
fying such a system would likely require a large number of iterations (each of which
may be computationally intensive), making the process computationally exhaustive.
• Convergence issues due to uncertainties, e.g., transonic flow phenomena, natural
phenomena, structural deviations, contamination via other nonlinearities (aerody-
namic and structural) or simplifications in the aeroelastic model. Depending on the
type and severity of uncertainty, application of the correct freeplay to the aeroelas-
tic model may not provide a response which replicates that of the operational data
(time and frequency domain).
Given the fundamental requirements outlined in Section 1.2.2, on their own the meth-
ods described in this section present difficulties for immediate practical application, pri-
marily due to the requirement for a numerical model and the inherent difficulties which
arise with respect to robustness, efficiency and uncertainty. The intention is not to replace
these physics-based approaches, but rather to support their implementation in real-world
aircraft systems.
3.2 Higher–Order Spectra
HOS are a valuable tool in identifying nonlinear aeroelastic systems and their superiority
when comparing to traditional linear methods, such as the power spectrum, comes from
the ability of the higher–order statistics to predict the presence of nonlinearity. The
power spectrum is only able to define second-order statistics, therefore, can only rigorously
unveil physics associated with linear phenomena [86, 87]. HOS methods are advantageous
in nonlinear aeroelastic analysis as they demonstrate interactions between frequencies
which are a result of nonlinearity, hence, HOS can be used to identify the presence of
nonlinearity and the transition from linear to nonlinear behaviour within an aeroelastic
system. More specifically, bispectral and trispectral density analysis can be used to identify
nonlinear aspects within the aeroelastic system. The bispectrum identifies the presence
of a quadratic process within an aeroelastic system by estimating third–order moments
in the frequency-domain, i.e., quadratic phase–coupling between frequency components.
Similarly, the trispectrum identifies the presence of a cubic process within an aeroelastic
system via the estimation of fourth–order moments, i.e., cubic phase–coupling between
frequency components.
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The reader should refer to Pasquali et al. [88], Silva and Dunn [89], and Hajj and
Beran [90] for excellent examples on the fundamental and practical implementation for
HOS to analyse nonlinear structural systems.
3.2.1 Higher–Order Spectra in the Literature
HOS methods have been utilised to analyse various nonlinear aeroelastic studies including
the analysis of wind-tunnel and flight test experiments, and fundamental research. Experi-
mental flutter wind tunnel results of a pitch/plunge apparatus were analysed using HOS in
a study conducted by Silva et al. [91]. The analysis proved beneficial in identifying regions
of linear and nonlinear behaviour, and also identifying the transition from linear to nonlin-
ear aeroelastic behaviour. Further, HOS has been applied to the results of a wind tunnel
flutter experiment for the flexible high speed civil transport (HSCT) semispan model in
a study conducted by Hajj and Silva [92]. Nonlinearly coupled frequencies within the
aerodynamic forces on the model were identified. HOS is applied to F/A-18 flight flutter
test data in a study conducted by Silva and Dunn [89]. It was found that higher-order
spectra were valuable in detecting nonlinearity within the experimental data. In another
application to flight flutter test data, Hajj and Beran [90] performed HOS analysis on the
F–16. The analysis demonstrated areas in which nonlinearity is most prominent and rela-
tions between nonlinearity and vibration modes of various components. Finally, frequency
domain Volterra series has been applied in fundamental analytical studies of nonlinear
aeroservoelasticity by Marzocca et al. [93, 94, 95]. Aside from these limited applications
in nonlinear aeroelasticity, have also seen significant use across a broader range of engi-
neering disciplines, with an example that serves as an instrumental motivation towards the
implementation of the HOS in research. Pasquali et al. [88, 96, 97] show that the HOS are
successfully able to localise discrete inertial imperfections in flat plates, where the imper-
fection is introduced via a lumped mass. This particular study provides incentive towards
applying the HOS towards detecting and localising control surface freeplay nonlinearity.
Other examples include electrical and communications [98, 99], mechanical [100, 101, 102]
and biomedical [103] engineering with applications towards nonlinear signal processing,
system diagnostics/classification and fault detection/localisation.
While the application of HOS analysis to experimental nonlinear flutter data has proven
to be a suitable method for identifying and understanding nonlinear flutter aspects, the
use of the powerful higher–order statistics for detailed characterisation of nonlinear pro-
cesses in isolation, or multiple nonlinear processes within a single system, is yet to be
researched. Furthermore, this presents an opportunity to extend HOS based nonlinearity
characterisation towards the development of a systematic diagnostics capability, such as,
detecting and localising concentrated structural anomalies within an aeroelastic system.
Although the HOS are a powerful method for detecting nonlinearity, the approach is
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fundamentally limited by the requirement for stationarity, i.e., the HOS estimation of a
discrete time process is valid provided that the condition of stationarity is met. This im-
plies the requirement for constant statistical properties, such as, mean, variance, skewness
etc., or at a minimum partial stationarity, where statistical tests can be implemented to
assess these requirements. Furthermore, estimation of the higher-order statistics requires
large data-sets which can be a practical limitation with respect to potentially computa-
tional cost and in the acquisition of flight test data sets. This limitations are discussed
and assessed further in the proceeding chapters.
3.2.2 Moment Spectra of a Discrete Stationary Process
Higher–order statistics provide a frequency domain platform by which the true phase
characteristics of a non-minimum and nonlinear signal can be preserved. Thus, for the
purpose of nonlinear system identification, the HOS are superior in comparison to tra-
ditional second–order statistics, i.e., the autocorrelation, better known in the frequency
domain as the power spectrum, which can only provide true phase information of a linear
minimum phase process.
In statistics, moments describe the shape of the probability density function pertain-
ing to a signal. The lower–order moments in the time domain are well known mean and
variance, where the higher order moments describe the skewness and kurtosis. In this
section, the time domain definition of or the first four moments for a stationary discrete
time process is provided, followed by the frequency domain representation known as mo-
ment spectra, and then the practical adaptation of the higher–order moment spectra which
constitutes an estimation of the presence and strength of nonlinear phase–coupling within
a signal. The insightful text of Nikias and Petropulu [86] is primarily used to provide a
concise definition of the higher–order spectra, considering a discrete stationary random
process {x(t)} with valid moments up to order r.
Time–Domain Representation
First, a generalised definition of the moments for a continuous discrete stationary process
is given by
mr(τ1, τ2, · · · τr) , E{x(t) · x(t+ τ1) · x(t+ τ2) · · ·x(t+ τr−1)} (3.10)
where E is the the expected value (or ensemble average) of x(t) known as the expectation
operator, and τ1, τ2, ... τr∀R < n represents lag. By definition the ensemble averages can
be represented by the integral function
E{x(t) · x(t+ τ1) · x(t+ τ2) · · ·x(t+ τr−1)} ,
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)Φx(x)dx (3.11)
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where Φx(x) is the probability density function of which the integral over the entire domain
is one. In discrete time, the ensembles average are represented by time averages which
provides the generalised discrete time definition of moments according to
mr(τ1, τ2, · · · τr) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti)x(ti + τ1)x(ti + τ2) · · · x(ti + τr−1)}− (3.12)
The first– and second–order moments describe the well–known mean µx and autoco-
variance about the mean (or autocorrelation sequence) respectively, defined by
mx =
+∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti) (mean) (3.13)
mxx =
+∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti)x(ti + τ1) (autocovariance or autocorrelation sequence) (3.14)
where the constant variance σ2 is obtained by setting the lag of the second–order moment
to zero, according to
σ2 =
+∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti)2 (3.15)
and the autocorrelation function can be defined by the variance–normalised autocovariance
for lag τ1 as
ACτ =
mxx
σ2
=
∑+∞
i=−∞ x(ti)x(ti + τ1)∑+∞
i=−∞ x(ti)2
(3.16)
or alternatively defined directly by the second–order moment mxx. The third–order mo-
ment describes symmetry in the probability density function (Φx), defined by
mxxx =
+∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti)x(ti + τ1)x(ti + τ2) (3.17)
By setting the lag to zero, the skewness γ1 of the distribution is defined about the
mean (central moments) according to
γ1 =
mxxx√
m3xxx
=
∑+∞
i=−∞ x(ti)3√∑+∞
i=−∞ x(ti)2
3 (skewness) (3.18)
Finally, the fourth–order moment is a measure of the sharpness related to the peak (or
heaviness related to the tails) of Φx, defined by
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mxxxx =
+∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti)x(ti + τ1)x(ti + τ2)x(t+ τ3) (3.19)
With zero lag, the fourth–order statistic of the distribution is known as the kurtosis,
defined according to its central moments by
γ2 =
mxxxx
m2xxx
=
∑+∞
i=−∞ x(ti)4
(∑+∞i=−∞ x(ti)2)3 (kurtosis) (3.20)
A normally distributed process is known as mesokurtic with γ2 = 3, thus if mΦxxxxx < 3
it is said to platykurtic, i.e., the tails of Φx approach zero at a faster rate that of the
standard normal distribution. Alternatively, if mΦxxxxx > 3 it is said to be leptokurtic with
tails that approach zero at a lower gradient than the standard normal. In a practical
sense, a platykurtic distribution produces produces fewer and less extreme outliers than
the normal distribution (e.g., the uniform distribution has γ2 = 0), whereas a leptokurtic
distribution is more prone to extreme outliers.
To highlight the benefits of working with the higher–order statistics (r > 2), the
moments of several probability density functions are now compared. Consider three rep-
resentations of a continuous function x(ti) which each provide probability distributions
according to the Gaussian, Rayleigh and four–parameter beta processes, the probability
density functions defined according to
ΦG(x) =
1√
2piσ2
e−
(x−µx)2
2σ2 (Gaussian) (3.21)
ΦR(x) =
xe−x2/2SR
2
SR
2 (Rayleigh) (3.22)
Φβ(xβ) =
(xβ − aβ)αβ−1(cβ − xβ)ββ−1
(cβ − aβ)αβ+ββ−1B(αβ, ββ)
(beta) (3.23)
where SR is the Rayleigh scaling coefficient, αβ and ββ are the beta shape parameters,
aβ and cβ are the minimum and maximum of the beta distribution, B(αβ, ββ) is a beta
function and xβ = x(cβ − aβ) + aβ. Their first four central moments are defined by
mΦGx = 0, mΦRx = SR
√
pi
2 m
Φβ
x =
αβcβ + ββaβ
αβ + ββ
(3.24)
mΦGxx = σ2, mΦRxx =
4− pi
2 SR
2 m
Φβ
xx =
αβββ(cβ − a2β)
(αβ + ββ)2Aβ
(3.25)
mΦGxxx = 0, mΦRxxx =
√
pi
2 (pi − 3)SR
3 m
Φβ
xxx =
αβββ(cβ − a2β)
(αβ + ββ)2Aβ
√
m
Φβ
xx
3
(3.26)
mΦGxxxx = 3σ4, mΦRxxxx =
32− 3pi2
4 SR
4 m
Φβ
xxxx =
αβββ(cβ − a2β)
(αβ + ββ)2Aβ
(mΦβxx )2 (3.27)
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where Aβ = α+ β+ 1. The first– and second–order moments of the Rayleigh distribution
are equal for SR ≈ 2.88 to give mΦRx = mΦRxx = pi4−pi . This constant value is used to define
the mean and variance of ΦG, ΦR and Φβ according to mΦRx = mΦRxx = mΦGx = mΦGxx =
m
Φβ
x = mΦβxx = pi4−pi . The distributions are presented in Fig. 3.1 where it can be seen that
although the first– and second–order moments are equal, the distributions are not. The
third–order statistic is used to provide additional information according to the skewness
(Eq. 3.18), i.e., mΦGxxx = 0 6= mΦRxxx 6= mΦβxxx and mΦRxxx ≈ 0.63 = mΦβxxx 6= mΦGxxx, showing that
the Gaussian process is uniformly distribution about its mean, where as that Rayleigh and
beta processes are identically skewed, however the distributions are clearly different. Thus,
the fourth–order statistic is employed to account for the missing information according to
the kurtosis (Eq. 3.20). The fourth–order statistic of ΦR(x) is leptokurtic (mΦRxxxx ≈ 3.25)
and of ΦR(x) is platykurtic Φβ(x) = 2.6. This makes sense when qualitatively comparing
the distributions where it can be seen that whilst the right tail of both distributions have a
similar asymptotic gradient towards zero, the left tail of Φβ(x) has a sharp almost vertical
gradient.
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Figure 3.1: Probability distribution functions for Gaussian, Rayleigh and beta processes
It should be noted that an alternative statistic for describing the shape of Φx is via
cumulants, however, as noted by Nikias and Petpulu [86], the use of cumulant spectra is
more pertinent to stochastic data and thus are not defined in this thesis.
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Frequency Domain Representation
The Fourier transform (FT) of x(t) is given by
X(f) =
∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti)e−jft (3.28)
Substituting into Eq. 3.12
Mr(f1, f2, · · · fr−1) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti)
( +∞∑
τ1=−∞
(ti + τ1)e−jf1τ1
)
· · ·
 +∞∑
τn−1=−∞
(t+ τn−1)e−jf1τn−1

(3.29)
=
+∞∑
i=−∞
x(ti) · ej(f1+f2+···+fn−1)t ·X(f1) ·X(f2) · · ·X(fn−1) (3.30)
where the complex conjugate of X(f) is given by X∗(f) = x(t) · ej(f1+f2+···+fn−1)t, thus
the generalised moment spectra are given by
Mr(f1, f2, · · · fr−1) = X(f1) ·X(f2) · · ·X(fn−1)X∗(f1 + f2 + · · ·+ fn−1) (3.31)
An alternative representation is according to the Fourier magnitude and phase, consider
Eq. 3.31 defined in terms of magnitude and phase components according to
X(f1) ·X(f2) · · ·X(fn−1)X∗(f1 + f2 + · · ·+ fn−1) =
=||X(f1)||||X(f2)|| · · · ||X(fn−1)|| · · ·
· · ·||X∗(f1 + f2 + · · ·+ fn−1)||e−jΦ(f1,f2,···fn−1)
(3.32)
it follows that the magnitude of the phase relationship is given by
|Mr(f1, f2, · · · fr−1)| = |X(f1)| · |X(f2)| · · · |X(fn−1)| · |X(f1 + f2 + · · ·+ fn−1)| (3.33)
and the Fourier phase is measured by e−jΦ(f1,f2,···fn−1), hence can be represented according
to
ψr(f1, f2, · · · fr−1) =
= arctan(Im[Mr(f1, f2, · · · fr−1)]
Re[Mr(f1, f2, · · · fr−1)] ) =
= Φ(f1) + Φ(f2) + · · ·+ Φ(fn−1)− Φ(f1 + f2 + · · ·+ fn−1)
(3.34)
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3.2.3 Power Spectrum
The power spectrum is given according to Eq. 3.31 as the second–order moment spectrum
via
Pˆxx(f) = Mxx(f1) = X(f1)X∗(f1) (3.35)
where the magnitude (Eq. 3.33) is defined according to
|Pˆxx(f)| = |X(f)|2 (3.36)
and, as was noted above can only provide phase information pertaining to a linear mini-
mum phase process, thus the phase cannot be recovered, i.e., ψxx(f) = 0 which highlights
the limitation of working with the second–order statistic in the frequency domain. In a
practical sense, the power spectrum is not able to provide information relating to phase–
coupling between frequency components, which is related to a nonlinear process.
3.2.4 Bispectrum
The third–order moment spectrum, known as the bispectrum, is defined according to
Eq. 3.31 by
Bˆxxx(f1, f2) = Mxxx(f1, f2) = X(f1)X(f2)X∗(f1 + f2) (3.37)
with the magnitude (Eq. 3.33) and phase relationships between f1 and f2 (Eq. 3.34) given
by
|Bˆxxx(f1, f2)| = |X(f1)||X(f2)||X(f1 + f2)| (3.38)
ψxxx = Φ(f1) + Φ(f2)− Φ(f1 + f2) (3.39)
The bispectrum is a symmetrical complex function which recovers phase information
pertaining to quadratic coupling between f1 and f2 according to the third–order moment,
i.e., quadratic nonlinearity may lead to skew in the probability density function which, in
the frequency domain, is indicated according to quadratic phase–coupling between Φ(f1)
and Φ(f2). The symmetry condition relating to the complex domain phase is defined
according to
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Bxxx(f1, f2) = Bxxx(f2, f1) (3.40)
= Bxxx(−f2,−f1) = Bxxx(−f1 − f2, f2) (3.41)
= Bxxx(f1,−f1 − f2) = Bxxx(−f1 − f2, f1) (3.42)
= Bxxx(−f2,−f1) = Bxxx(−f1 − f2,−f2) (3.43)
= Bxxx(f2,−f1 − f1) (3.44)
Although the bispectrum is symmetrical about all four quartiles, only one is required
to fully describe the third–order statistic, e.g., f2 ≥ 0, f1 ≥ f2 and f1 + f2 ≤ pi.
3.2.5 Trispectrum
The third–order moment spectrum, known as the trispectrum, is given according to
Eq. 3.31
Tˆxxxx(f1, f2, f3) = Mxxxx(f1, f2, f3) = X(f1)X(f2)X(f3)X∗(f1 + f2 + f3) (3.45)
with the magnitude (Eq. 3.33) and phase relationships between f1, f2 and f3 (Eq. 3.34)
given by
|Tˆxxxx(f1, f2, f3)| = |X(f1)||X(f2)||X(f3)||X(f1 + f2 + f3)| (3.46)
ψxxxx = Φ(f1) + Φ(f2) + Φ(f3)− Φ(f1 + f2 + f3) (3.47)
The trispectrum retains phase information related to coupling between f1, f2 and f3
according to the fourth–order moment, i.e., practically speaking, a cubic process induces
kurtic shifting of Φ (tail heaviness or peak flatness), which in the frequency domain is
indicated via a cubic phase–relationship between Φ(f1), Φ(f2) and Φ(f3). The symmetry
functions for the trispectrum are similar to those described above for the bispectrum, with
a total of 96 symmetry regions.
3.2.6 Normalisation of the Higher-Order Spectra
While the higher–order moment spectra provide a platform for detecting quadratic and
cubic phase–coupling between frequency components, they do not provide a basis for
the comparison of levels of nonlinearity, hence, the nonlinear spectra are conveniently
normalised to give the bicoherence B and tricoherence T which are bounded between 0
and 1, where spikes in the magnitude of the bicoherence or tricoherence function represent
the strength of the nonlinearity. A value between zero and one does not indicate that a
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partial nonlinearity is present as may be expected, rather that the strength of the nonlinear
process in the signal at the sampling point is not as strong as other components, such as,
a nonlinear process which is of a higher– or lower–order than that of the moment spectra
being investigated, or the linear process. Various approaches for normalisation of the
higher–order statistics exist, in this research of the magnitude of the respective moment
spectrum is considered, giving the bicoherence is defined according to
Bxxx(f1, f2) =
X(f1)X(f2)X∗(f1 + f2)
|X(f1)||X(f2)||X(f1 + f2)| (3.48)
and it follows that the tricoherence is defined by
Txxxx(f1, f2, f3) =
X(f1)X(f2)X(f3)X∗(f1 + f2 + f3)
|X(f1)||X(f2)||X(f3)||X(f1 + f2 + f3)| (3.49)
3.2.7 Finite Discrete Time Estimation of the Higher–Order Moment
Spectra
In real–world physical systems the process given by x(ti) will have N finite samples for
i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1, recorded at a rate of 1/∆t over the total period ∆tN , thus the
higher–order spectra given above are estimated over ∆tN . Various techniques exist to
estimate the higher–order spectra, including the conventional Fourier based approach, or
parametric methods, based on regression models or the Volterra functional series. In this
research estimates via the conventional approach are used given the simplicity of working
with the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), defined according to
M(f) = ∆t
N−1∑
i=1
x(ti)e
−jfi
N (3.50)
Assuming that the process x(t) is ergodic, the higher–order statistic estimations are
obtained according to the average estimate of S = [(N−L%)/(M−L%)] segments, whereM
is the segment sample size, with overlapping percentage L% between consecutive segments.
The total number of segment estimations increases as L% increases, thus is important when
only limited samples are available. Given the assumption of ergodicity, i.e. N is sufficient
in length to satisfy the time–average being approximately constant for S, Eq. 3.31 can be
redefined according for a finite discrete time segmented process according to
Mr(f1, f2, · · · fr−1) = 1
S
S−1∑
s=0
1
M∆tX(s)(f1) ·X(s)(f2) · · ·
· · ·X(s)(fn−1)X∗(s)(f1 + f2 + · · ·+ fn−1)
(3.51)
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A windowing approach is used to reduce spectral spillage at the end points of each
segment, of which the properties should satisfy several criteria to be suitable for HOS,
these include; i) window should satisfy the same symmetry properties as the moment
estimated, ii) be zero at the end points, iii) be equal to one at the origin and, iv) have
a real non–negative Fourier transform. In this research the Priestly window used as it
satisfies these properties, whilst its tails have a low gradient, and to not reach converge
to zero, thus the information loss is minimal. This minimises information loss, which is of
importance when only limited samples can be acquired. The Priestly window applied to
a single segment x(s)(t) is given by
x(s,w)(t) = x(s) · w(t) =
3
(pit)2
[
sin(pit)
pit
− cos(pit)
]
∀ − 1 ≤ t ≤ 1 (3.52)
The bispectrum and trispectrum are solved in finite discrete time according to
Bxxx(f1, f2) =
1
S
S−1∑
s=0
1
Q∆tW X(s,w)(f1) ·X(s,w)(f2)X
∗
(s,w)(f1 + f2) (3.53)
Txxxx(f1, f2, f3) =
1
S
S−1∑
s=0
1
Q∆tW X(s,w)(f1) ·X(s,w)(f2)X(s,w)(f3)X
∗
(s,w)(f1 + f2 + f3)
(3.54)
It is essential that particular attention be given to the block length M in comparison
to the total samples N . A larger block size will provide a finer resolution, but this comes
with greater variance [104]. It is suggested by Dalle Molle and Hinch [105] that when
identifying nth-order moments, the block length should be (n - 1)th root of the sample size
to have confidence in the spectral estimate. This recommendation is highly impractical in
most cases; for example, to estimate the trispectrum using a block length of 512 points,
the required number of samples would be 134,217,728. Given this formidable requirement,
sample size vs. block length convergence studies are essential to validate the numerical
HOS estimations as provided by Eqn. 3.53 and 3.54. The requirements will vary depending
on the numerical estimation approach and properties of the signal.
This result cannot be considered as a general rule and rigorous convergence studies
should be conducted prior to gaining confidence in the HOS estimates on a case–by–case
basis.
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3.2.8 Example: Nonlinear Phase–Coupling
In this section a three–degree–of–freedom (3–DOF) rigid beam system is used (Fig. 3.2)
to highlight the powerful properties of the higher–order spectra.
Structural Model
The 3–DOF system contains two rigid beams of total length 2b, the beam section 1 is
supported by heave kh and rotational kθ1,1 springs. The unsupported beam section 2 is
attached to the primary section via a rotational spring at the hinge point kθ2,1. This is
representative of a wing–control surface cross–sectional model. The heave and rotational
displacements of the primary beam, measured at the elastic axis, are denoted by h and θ1
respectively. That of the hinged section is denoted by theta2, with rotational displacements
measured at the hinge.
ab db
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Figure 3.2: Three degree–of–freedom rigid beam model
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The structural configuration is described by the parameters shown in Table 3.1. The
parameters are normalised according to b, half the length of the total system, known as
the semi–chord in aircraft terminology, m1 and m2 refer to beam 1 and 2 centres of mass
respectively.
Description Value
a normalised distance from the elastic axis to mid-chord -0.5
b semi–chord 0.5 m
d normalised distance from mid-chord to hinge 0.5
xθ1 normalised distance from elastic axis to m1 0.5
xθ2 normalised distance from hinge to m2 0.05
rθ1 normalised radius of gyration of section 1 about the elastic axis 1.2
rθ2 normalised radius of gyration of section 2 about the hinge 0.25
m mass per unit length 1 kg/m
ωh section 1 heave natural frequency (coupled) 9.2 Hz
ωθ1 section 1 rotational natural frequency (coupled) 19.6 Hz
ωθ2 section 2 rotational natural frequency (coupled) 47 Hz
Table 3.1: Structural parameters for the three degree-of-freedom model
The equation–of–motion (EoM) for the linear system is given as
[M ]{u¨}+ [C]{u˙}+ [K]{u} = {F (u)} (3.55)
where [M ], [C] and [K] are the structural mass, damping and stiffness matrices, and
{u} = {u1, u2, . . . , uN}T is the displacement vector ofN degrees-of-freedom, with the usual
notation that {u˙} and {u¨} are the first and second derivatives of {u} respectively, with
respect to the time, t. External forces are represented by {F (u)}. Nonlinear contributions
are included via quadratic stiffness in the primary beam rotational DOF kθ1,2 = 1e5kθ1,1,
and cubic stiffness in that of the hinged beam section kθ2,2 = 1e8kθ1,2, the nonlinear EoM
is given according to Eq. 3.55 by
[M ]{u¨}+ [C]{u˙}+ [K1]{u}+ [K2]{u}2 + [K3]{u}3 = {F (u)} (3.56)
In this study, the linear, quadratic and cubic systems are solved separately. The
damping terms are included where necessary to provide stability in each system, driven by
a Gaussian forcing function low–pass filtered through 100 Hz. According to the Lagrange
equation, the EoM for the linear undamped system is given by

m Sθ1 Sθ2
Sθ1 Iθ1 Iθ2 + b(d− a)Sθ2
Sθ2 Iθ2 + b(d− a)Sθ2 Iθ2


h¨
θ¨1
θ¨2
+

kh 0 0
0 kθ1 0
0 0 kθ2


h
θ1
θ2
 =

Fh,G
Fθ1,G
Fθ2,G

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where Sθ1 = mbxθ1 and Sθ1 = mbxθ2 are the static moments, and Iθ1 = mb2r2θ1 and
Iθ2 = mb2r2θ1 are the moments of inertia. The Gaussian forcing function for each DOF is
defined according to the standard normal distribution about a central mean of zero where
N samples are taken from
FG(t) =
1√
2pi
e−
(t)2
2 (3.57)
taking the Fourier transform we obtain the frequency domain definition, given by
FG(jf) = e−
jf2
2 (3.58)
A fourth-order Butterworth function is then applied for low-pass filtering through 100 Hz,
according to
∣∣∣∣FG,b4(jf)FG(jf)
∣∣∣∣2 = 11 + ( 2pijf2pij100)4 (3.59)
Then by solving this transfer function in state-space we obtain FG,norm(jf) and taking
the inverse Fourier transform the filtered Gaussian forcing functions are obtained according
to
FG(t) = F−1(FG,norm(jf)) (3.60)
with this process repeated three times to obtain the three Gaussian functions Fh,G, Fθ1,G
and Fθ2,G. The quadratic nonlinear system 1 is now defined by

m1 Sθ1 Sθ2
Sθ1 Iθ1 Iθ2 + b(d− a)Sθ2
Sθ2 Iθ2 + b(d− a)Sθ2 Iθ2


h¨
θ¨1
θ¨2
+

ch 0 0
0 cθ1 0
0 0 0


h˙
θ˙1
θ˙2
+ · · ·
· · ·+

kh 0 0
0 kθ1,1 0
0 0 kθ2,1


h
θ1
θ2
+

0 0 0
0 kθ1,2 0
0 0 0


h
θ1
θ2

2
=

Fh,G
Fθ1,G
Fθ2,G

and the cubic nonlinear system 2 by

m1 Sθ1 Sθ2
Sθ1 Iθ1 Iθ2 + b(d− a)Sθ2
Sθ2 Iθ2 + b(d− a)Sθ2 Iθ2


h¨
θ¨1
θ¨2
+

ch 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 cθ2


h˙
θ˙1
θ˙2
+ · · ·
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· · ·+

kh 0 0
0 kθ1,1 0
0 0 kθ2,1


h
θ1
θ2
+

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 kθ2,2


h
θ1
θ2

3
=

Fh,G
Fθ1,G
Fθ2,G

The system is represented in state–space and solved using a fourth–order Runge–Kutta
scheme.
Results
Figure 3.3 presents the histograms (probability density function estimation) for each non-
linear system in comparison to the linear counterpart. The histograms of the heave re-
sponse (Figs. 3.3(a), 3.3(a)), which have a linear stiffness and damping contribution in
both nonlinear systems, only slightly deviate from the purely linear Gaussian distribution.
For the nonlinear system 1, with quadratic stiffness contribution in the primary beam
rotational DOF, the θ1 response histogram deviates from the gaussian distribution accord-
ing to right skew an and a sharper gradient as the tails approach zero. The θ2 response
histogram does not deviate from the linear system, characterised by a Gaussian process.
For the nonlinear system 2, which contains a cubic stiffness contribution in the hinge,
the histogram of the θ2 response is characterised by a leptokurtic deviation from the linear
Gaussian system with a kurtosis of γ2,θ2 = 3.9, i.e., a sharper peak than the histogram of
the linear system is observed and hence is more prone to outliers. The histogram of the θ1
response leads to a less intense leptokurtic deviation from the Gaussian distribution, with
a kurtosis γ2,θ1 = 3.2. The linear system has kurtosis values of γ2,h = 2.95 γ2,θ1 = 3.03
γ2,θ2 = 2.97.
Figure 3.4 presents the higher–order spectra estimates which correspond to the his-
tograms plotted above. For the heave response (Figs. 3.4(a), 3.4(b)) very low–magnitude
quadratic phase–coupling can be observed via the bi–interactions [(ωh), (ωh)], [(ωθ1),
(ωθ1)], and [(ωh), (ωθ1)]. The cubic process is indicated via low–magnitude cubic phase–
coupling via the tri–interaction [(ωh), (ωh), (ωh)]. There is also very low–magnitude
tri–interactions via [(ωh), (ωθ1), (ωθ1)]. The low magnitude HOS for the heave DOF is
intuitive and supports corresponding histograms (Figs. 3.3(a), 3.3(a)) which indicate very
little deviation from the Gaussian distribution.
Figure 3.4(c) shows that for the beam section 1 rotational response for nonlinear sys-
tem 1 (quadratic stiffness contribution), the quadratic phase–coupling is near unity which
is expected as the nonlinearity is introduced to the this DOF. This compliments the
corresponding histogram which indicates a skewed probability density function (non–zero
third–order moment). The phase–coupling is strongest via the bi–interaction [(ωθ1), (ωθ1)].
A nonlinear mode can be observed according to ωθ2−ωθ1 , and forms a moderate magnitude
phase–relationship according to [(ωθ1), (ωθ2 − ωθ1 ])]. Very low magnitude phase–coupling
occurs via [(ωθ1), (ωθ2)]. Continuing with beam section 1 rotational response, for the
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nonlinear system 2 (cubic stiffness contribution), the histogram shows a platykurtic devi-
ation from that of the linear system. This is indicated in the form of moderate magnitude
cubic phase–coupling via the tri–interaction [(ωθ1), (ωθ1), (ωθ2 - 2ωθ1)] as presented in
Fig. 3.4(d). A range of other weak cubic phase interactions between all three modes can
be observed.
Finally, for the nonlinear system 1, the hinge response for the unsupported beam
(Fig. 3.4(e)) shows that very weak quadratic phase relationships exist via the bi–interactions
[(ωθ2), (ωθ2)], [(ωθ2), (ωθ1)], and [(ωθ1), (ωθ1), (ωθ2 −ωθ1)]. This is expected given that the
estimated probability density function of the nonlinear system displays minimal deviation
from the linear system. The hinge rotational response for the nonlinear system two is
characterised by the self–interaction of [(ωθ2), (ωθ2), (ωθ2)] with a high–magnitude cubic
phase–relationship detected. This is indicated in the time domain where the probability
density function is characterised by a platykurtic deviation from the Gaussian distribution
of the counterpart linear system.
These results show that, as to be expected, all three modes are coupled for both
the nonlinear systems 1 and 2. Furthermore, a clear indication of the synergy between
higher–order moments in the time domain and the higher–order spectra is provided. In the
presence of a quadratic nonlinear process, the third–order moment is required to describe
the deviation of probability distribution from the Gaussian process, and the corresponding
third–order normalised moment spectrum (bicoherence) is necessary to provide informa-
tion pertaining to the Fourier phase, i.e., quadratic phase–coupling between all three
natural modes. Similarly, with the introduction of a cubic process to the linear system
fourth–order statistical properties (time or frequency representation) are required to de-
scribe the deviation from Gaussian (time domain) and the Fourier phase relationships in
the frequency domain.
An important property of the HOS magnitude normalisation process is demonstrated
here, i.e., for both nonlinear systems there is a clear magnitude discrepancy between
the DOF which contains the nonlinear stiffness contribution, and those which are purely
linear. Hence, the HOS is able to clearly identify which DOF contains the nonlinear
stiffness contribution. This property is adapted for nonlinearity detection, and is the
primary driving force for the localisation algorithm to be presented in this research.
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Figure 3.3: Histograms for the linear and nonlinear system 1; a) primary beam heave, c) primary
beam rotation, e) hinge rotation respectively, and for the linear and nonlinear system 2; b) primary
beam heave, d) primary beam rotation, f) hinge rotation respectively
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Figure 3.4: Bicoherence estimates for the nonlinear system 1; a) section 1 heave, c) section 1
rotation, e) section 2 rotation respectively, and tricoherence estimates for the nonlinear system 2;
b) section 1 heave, d) section 1 rotation, f) section 2 rotation respectively
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3.2.9 Time–Series and Block Length Convergence
A time–series and block length convergence study is now conducted using the nonlinear
system 3 which combines the nonlinear systems 1 and 2 presented above. As previously
mentioned, the number of samples recommended by Dalle Molle and Hinch leads to a
formidable computational burden. This convergence study aims to identify a reasonable
trade–off between the accuracy of the HOS value estimate and the computational cost of
obtaining the solution.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 a) and b) indicate that there is an exponential relationship between
the sample size and the total CPU time, hence, reduction of the sample size is essential.
This is less of a concern when considering bicoherence estimates where a segment size of
M = 1024, with a total of 1024 × 512 = 524, 288 samples, leads to a total CPU time
of approximately t = 575s or 9.6 minutes (Fig. 3.5(a)). However, it becomes extremely
evident when estimating the tricoherence where a segment size of M = 1024, with a total
of 1024× 512 = 524, 288 samples, the total time to obtain an estimation is t = 31, 932s or
8.9 hours (Fig. 3.5(a)).
Figure 3.5(b) shows that when using a segment size of M = 512 the bicoherence
estimate displays some variance for small sample sizes, with convergence at 512 × 128 =
65, 536, however, the relative HOS trend between DOFs remains steady for all sample
sizes. Fig. 3.5(c) indicates that when using a segment size of M = 1024, high confidence
in the HOS estimate is attained for 1024×32 = 32, 768 samples, and again the HOS trend
remains steady.
Figure 3.6(b) shows that when using a segment size of M = 512 there is a significant
amount of variance in the tricoherence estimate for small sample sizes, with convergence at
1024×128 = 131, 072 samples. The HOS trend between DOFs can be captured with some
for 1024 × 8 = 8192 samples. Whereas, Fig. 3.6(c) indicates that when using a segment
size of M = 1024, 1024× 32 = 32, 768 samples should be used to obtain high confidence,
with the HOS relative trends captured for 1024× 8 = 8192.
Although these results cannot be generalised to all systems, comparatively, nonlin-
ear aeroelastic response data favours a smaller sample size and number of segments than
the data considered in this section (stochastic input function and highly variant nonlin-
ear output with high segment variance), i.e., the signals are typically defined according
to deterministic tendencies and ergodicity, thus the expected segment variance is lower,
providing confidence in the use of the HOS to assess nonlinear aeroelastic data in this
research, with the M vs. N requirements of this case–study used as a guide.
If sample sizes according to these recommendations are not available, depending on the
signal properties, the relative bispectral trends can be captured with as low M = 2 to 4,
and the relative trispectral trends with M = 4 to 8.
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Figure 3.5: HOS convergence studies for the nonlinear case 1 (quadratic) demonstrating a)
computational time as a function of time–series length, and maximum bicoherence as a function
of time-series using c) a 512–point FFT and d) a 1024–point FFT
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Figure 3.6: HOS convergence studies for the nonlinear case 2 (cubic) demonstrating a) com-
putational time as a function of time–series length, and maximum tricoherence as a function of
time–series using c) a 512–point FFT and d) a 1024–point FFT
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3.3 Time–Frequency Domain Approaches
The HOS are fundamentally limited by the stationarity of a signal, i.e., the nature of the
estimation procedure is reliant upon a stationary or at least quasi–stationary data. Whilst
the condition for stationarity is always achievable via experimental or numerical methods,
it can not be guaranteed a practical sense, i.e., data acquired from flight test campaigns
or operational data. Furthermore, nonlinear systems often contain frequency components
which stem from multiple sources, meaning that a nonlinear aeroelastic response is char-
acterised by modular time–varying frequencies. Given the practical shortcomings of the
HOS and the nature of a freeplay driven nonlinear aeroelastic system, time–frequency
approaches which allow for the time varying frequency response to be studied are criti-
cal towards understanding the characteristic nonlinear tendencies and gaining a complete
description of the nonstationary and nonlinear system. In this section the wavelet and
Hilbert–Huang transform time–frequency domain approaches are assessed with the ob-
jective of identifying a method that exhibits the key properties required to undertake
this freeplay characterisation research. Through a critical review of the literature and
with careful consideration of the physical characteristics of freeplay (bilinear structural
system), and the objectives of the proposed research, it is concluded that the powerful
properties of the HHT in handling multi–component signals outweighs the wavelet based
approach.
3.3.1 Wavelet Transform
Wavelet based approaches provide a framework for assessing nonlinear systems by de-
composing the data into localised waveforms, as opposed to the sum of infinite–length
sinusoids which result from Fourier analysis. The wavelets provide a means for assessing
features and patterns of size and time variation making them an attractive option for
detecting and characterising nonlinearity for aircraft. The wavelet approach is formulated
based on a set of basis functions known as wavelets, the simplified definition given here
is from [106]. Each element ψa,τ (t) of the set of basis functions is written with respect
to a mother wavelet ψ(t) where the scalars a and τ used to scale the wavelet and define
its position in time. The relationship between the wavelets and their mother wavelet can
defined by
ψa,τ (t) =
1√
a
ψ( t− τ
a
) (3.61)
The family of wavelets are defined by scalar parameters which represent magnitude and
position, consequently the wavelet transform results in a three–dimensional map W (a, τ)
which describes for each magnitude and position, how x(t) correlates with ψa,τ (t). This
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can be defined by
W (a, τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)ψ∗a,τ (t)dt (3.62)
Whilst many functional forms exist to describe the mother wavelet, the Morlet wavelet
is an intuitive choice for the analysis of aeroelastic systems and can be described by an
exponentially decaying sinusoid [106]
ψ(t) = e−(1/2)t2cos(5t) (3.63)
This mother wavelet is appropriate for two main reasons: 1. damped sinusoids are
a common response in aeroelastic systems and hence correlating the wavelets to these is
natural and 2. the Morlet wavelet has a single frequency, hence, if the signal correlates
with a finite number of scaled wavelets it is intuitive to assume that the frequency of these
wavelet can be correlated physical frequencies within the aeroelastic system [106].
The wavelet transform was used to study nonlinear aeroelastic systems by a group
of researchers from NASA two decades ago. Wavelet analysis in aeroelasticity is shown
to be a valuable tool in identifying nonlinear systems. The transient nature of flight
test data (intermittency, modulation, non–periodicity, non-stationarity, time-variance and
non-linearity) can lead to Fourier based analysis being inappropriate and hence wavelet
based analysis becomes extremely valuable. Brenner and Lind [107, 108] utilise a wavelet
pre–processing approach to improve the robustness of aeroservoelastic stability margin
predictions. The authors discuss how the robustness of traditional approaches is dependent
on the description of uncertainties, and note that uncertainty descriptions are traditionally
intrinsically conservative. The wavelet based approach is introduced to reduce the effects
of external disturbances and unmodeled dynamics on the flutter margin predictions, and
parametric estimates of modal stability are extracted using the wavelet transform. The
F-18 High Alpha Research vehicle is used as a test bed. Lind et al. [106] use wavelet
analysis to characterise structural nonlinearities, namely cubic hardening and softening,
in an experimental plunge apparatus. Wavelet maps are computed and shown to detect
and characterise to the type of nonlinear stiffness affecting the system. The maps are also
used to formulate analytical functions and predict the onset of limit cycle. The denoisng
capability of the wavelet transform is also highlighted.
Although the wavelet transform is an excellent tool for providing generalised tempo-
ral variation in spectral information, the estimation of instantaneous frequencies from a
wavelet convolution comes with limitations which limit its application for the objectives of
this research towards detailed bilinear system diagnostics. The limitations are similar to
those which come from short-time Fourier transform analysis, i.e., the wavelet convolution
assumes frequency stationarity during the time span of the wavelet, and also frequency
smoothing can lead to over-generalisation of the time varying spectral properties. Thus
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subtle changes in the spectral information, such as bilinear state switching, may not be
captured via wavelet analysis.
3.3.2 Hilbert–Huang Transform
As was highlighted at the end of the previous section, due to the objectives of this research
and the bilinear properties of a system which contains freeplay, a time-frequency domain
approach is required whereby subtle changes in frequency can be captured in a time
accurate spectral setting. Furthermore, decomposition of a signal obtained from a freeplay
driven system according to abrupt bilinear state changes (identified through subtle spectral
changes) is a critical aspect for the bilinear system diagnostics concept being proposed in
this research.
The Hilbert–Huang Transform (HHT) is a relatively new approach, introduced by
Huang et al. [109] two decades ago. The method is driven by the fundamental limitation of
the traditional Hilbert transform in that only a single instantaneous frequency is computed
for any point in time meaning that it limited in application and invalid for many nonlinear
nonstationary multi–component signals.
The advantage of the Hilbert–Huang Transform (HHT), in comparison to wavelet or
short-time Fourier approaches, is the high resolution depiction of instantaneous frequen-
cies which can be obtained as a result of the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD).
Thus the limitations associated to the wavelet convolution which render it unsuitable for
the purposes of this research are addressed, hence, overcoming the over generalisation
associated to temporal variation in frequencies. The HHT provides a time–frequency rep-
resentation of the dynamic behaviour pertaining to a nonlinear and nonstationary system
with multiple frequency components, where subtle changes in spectral information are
captured. Furthermore, the associated EMD provides a valuable means of decomposing
multicomponent signals, and representing a nonlinear system in–terms of multiple linear
or nonlinear representative functions.
The reader should refer to the book Hilbert-Huang Transform and its Applications [110]
and research by Brenner and Prazenica [111] and Huang et al. [112] for examples and
tutorial on implementing the HHT to analyse nonstationary and nonlinear systems.
3.3.3 Hilbert Transform
The traditional Hilbert Transform (HT) is a mathematical tool which has significant ap-
plication in the detection of nonlinearity. It is an integral transform of the same family
as the Fourier transform, however, rather than the kernel function being the exponential
eift it is −1/ipi(Ω− f). Defining the Hilbert transform operator by H for the signal x(t)
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the Hilbert transform is defined as
H{x(t)} = h(t) = 1
pi
PV
∫ ∞
−∞
x(τ)
t− τ dτ (3.64)
where PV denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral and is required as the inte-
grand is singular, i.e., has a pole at f = Ω and thus does not always converge. A number
of approaches have been proposed in the literature to calculate the HT in discrete time.
In this research the MATLAB function hilbert() is used, which calculates the HT for
a discrete time signal using an FFT based approach as provided by Marple [113]. The
following summarises the four-step procedure to calculate the HT for the discrete signal
x(t) of length N . Initially a vector x′ of length N is created with the elements x′(ii)
defined as follows
x′(ii) =

1 ∀ ii = 1, (N/2) + 1
2 ∀ ii = 2, 3, ..., (N/2)
0 ∀ ii = (N/2) + 2, ..., N
then the element-wise product of x′ and the FFT of x(t) is taken according to
X ′ = F(x(t))x′ = X(f)x′ (3.65)
and finally the inverse Fourier transform is taken which provides the analytical signal z(t),
given by
F−1(X ′) = z(t) = x(t) + iH(t) (3.66)
where the real component of the z(t) is the original signal and the imaginary is the Hilbert
transform. The magnitude (or energy) is then obtained from the analytical signal accord-
ing to
a(t) = |z(t)|2 =
√
x2(t) +H2(t) (3.67)
and the instantaneous phase φ(t) is given by
φin(t) = arctan
=z(t)
<z(t) = arctan
H(t)
x(t) (3.68)
Having obtained the instantaneous magnitude and phase, the analytical signal can be
given in polar form according to
z(t) = a(t)ejφ(t) (3.69)
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The instantaneous frequency fin(t) is then obtained by differentiating the instanta-
neous phase according to
fin(t) =
dφ(t)
dt
(3.70)
Given that the local instantaneous frequencies are obtained via time differentiation
of the phase, a description of the time-varying frequencies for a nonstationary signal is
only valid for a signal which is monotonic in time, i.e., where the intra-wave frequency
modulation has only a single frequency component at any point in time. On the other
hand, it is clear that by taking the time derivative of phase for a signal which possesses
modular frequency components in time (as well as intra-wave modulation), the resultant
instantaneous frequencies will be a weighted average of the modular frequencies in time,
failing to provide information as to the individual components.
Although the Hilbert transform is a powerful tool on its own for the analysis of nonlin-
ear and nonstationary data, it is severely limited in its application to practical problems
due to the aforementioned misleading instantaneous frequencies which are extracted from
multi-component signals. Further limitations of the Hilbert transform are that signals
with non-zero mean and signals with more extrema than zero crossings yield distorted
frequency estimates. As a result, the Hilbert transform alone is inappropriate for the
majority of cases in which the analysis and identification of nonlinear aeroelastic signals
is considered.
3.3.4 Empirical Mode Decomposition
To overcome these shortcomings Huang et al. [109] developed the Empirical Mode De-
composition (EMD) which decomposes the original signal components known as Intrinsic
Mode Functions (IMFs). The advantage of this new approach, known as the Hilbert–
Huang Transform (HHT), comes from the nature of the IMFs which only contain a single
frequency component at any point in time and hence become appropriate for analysis
via the Hilbert transform. The Hilbert transform is applied to each IMF and the corre-
sponding collection of Hilbert spectra contains all of the time–frequency information from
the original signal. Essentially, the HHT allows the Hilbert transform to be applied to
multi-component signals making it a practical tool for the identification and analysis of
nonstationary and nonlinear aeroelastic systems with modular frequency components in
time - which practically speaking encompasses the majority of aeroelastic systems.
As its name suggests, the EMD is an empirical method which decomposes a signal in
the time domain into a set of intrinsic mode functions each of which contain only a single
frequency component at any point in time and must satisfy two fundamental criteria:
1. Each IMF must have zero mean.
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2. The number of zero crossings and extrema of each IMF must differ by no more than
one.
A signal which possess these properties will admit a well behaved Hilbert transform,
hence, the coupling of EMD with the Hilbert transform is termed the Hilbert–Huang
Transform (HHT).
The process of generating a single IMF is as follows:
1. The local maxima of a time series x(t) are connected via a cubic spline and similarly
so are the local minima. The region between the upper and lower splines is termed
the envelope.
2. The mean of the envelope is subtracted from x(t) and tested to determine whether
it satisfies the IMF criteria.
3. If the IMF does not satisfy the criteria, step 2 is repeated until the criteria are
satisfied and the first IMF c1(t) is obtained. This is known as the sifting process.
4. The sifting process is repeated on the residual signal (rn(t) = x(t)− cn(t)) to obtain
the remaining i IMFs cn+i(t) until only the residual signal r(t) remains which is not
an IMF, but rather represents the trend of the original function.
Having obtained the intrinsic modes of x(t), each of which can be considered mono-
component and will omit a well-behaved Hilbert-transform, the Hilbert spectrum calcu-
lated for each IMF can be given in terms of the instantaneous magnitude and frequency,
according to
H˜(t) =
{NIMF∑
n=1
H(cn(t))
}
=
NIMF∑
n=1
a2(t)e
∫ t
0 fin(t)dt (3.71)
The time varying frequency components as obtained from each IMF are then overlayed
on a single time frequency plane, colored according to the magnitude.
3.3.5 Application in Aeroelasticity
For the purpose of nonlinearity detection, the Hilbert transform works on the following
basic principal. Provided that the function x(t) is causal, it’s Fourier transform X(f)
should be invariant under the Hilbert transform. Further, the impulse response hi(t) of a
linear function is casual and hence the Fourier transform of hi(t), the FRF Hi(f), should
be invariant to its Hilbert transform, i.e., [114]
X(ω) = H{X(f)} ⇔ F−1{X(f)} = x(t) = 0,∀t < 0 (3.72)
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For a nonlinear system this condition does not hold and hence by comparing the
FRF-H(f) and it’s Hilbert transform Hi(f) one can determine whether the system whose
impulse response hi(t) contains nonlinearity. Worden and Tomlinson [114] provide further
information on the Hilbert transform and its applications. An example of the Hilbert
transform being applied for the detection of nonlinearity in aircraft structures is presented
by Wu et al. [115].
The Hilbert–Huang transform has received widespread attention across a variety of
disciplines including the analysis of scientific data, structural system identification, health
monitoring and mechanical fault detection [111]. With respect to SHM and fault detec-
tion, EMD and HHT based approaches have seen popularity in the fields of civil and
mechanical engineering [110], however, surprisingly little attention within the aerospace
sector pertaining to aeroelastic fault scenarios and aircraft SHM. This may be due to the
lack of (and difficulty in obtaining) real–world data in which nonlinear parameters are
well defined for aircraft, thus limiting feasible adaptation of the HHT towards SHM. Two
authoritative studies in which the HHT is applied to an aeroelastic scenario are provided
by Brenner and Prazenica [111] and Huang et al. [112]. It is shown that the HHT algo-
rithm to aeroelastic flight test data for the F/A–18 to investigate the application of the
methodology for online stability analysis processing. The algorithm is used to determine
correlations between system input and output, between output sensors, for online stability
analysis and modal identification.
3.3.6 Example: Hilbert–Huang Transform
Consider the multicomponent chirp function
y(x) = 2.5sin(200x) + 3cos(100x2) ∀x | 0 ≤ x ≤ 3000 (3.73)
= 2.5sin(300x) + 3cos(100x2) ∀x | 3001 ≤ x ≤ 6000 (3.74)
= 5sin(300x) + 6cos(100x2) ∀x | 6001 ≤ x ≤ 8000 (3.75)
Given that at any discrete x there are two frequency components, only the first two
intrinsic modes are required to successfully describe y(x) as presented in Fig. 3.7(a)). It
can be seen that the cosine–chirp and linear–sine components are successfully separated.
Figure 3.7(b) demonstrates that there is a slight increase in the energy within the region
0 ≤ x ≤ 1000 where the frequency of the two components are coupled. The discrete step
increase in frequency of the linear–sine component can be clearly observed at x = 3000
and the discrete increase in amplitude of both components is clear at x = 6000 in the form
of a clear increase in energy.
A particularly important property which is highlighted in this example case, is the
ability of the EMD to correctly extract the time–accurate amplitude of the two functions,
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Figure 3.7: a) intrinsic mode functions and b) Hilbert Spectrum for the example chirp function
even with only a slight deviation, thus providing a platform by which a multi–component
signal can be discretised such that the time accurate magnitude of the modular frequency
sources are retained. This seeds a research effort towards exploiting the EMD and HHT
methods for the discretisation of a freeplay driven nonlinear response. More specifically, a
nonlinear aeroelastic systems driven by control surface freeplay is bilinear in nature, i.e.,
the nonlinear system is inherently defined by the combination of two underlying linear
systems (that with the control surface in a fixed state, and that in a free state), thus when
driven by an external force (aerodynamics or forced vibration), the nonlinear behaviour
is characterised by discrete switching between the two linear states. Hence, given that by
definition the EMD decomposition, retains time-accurate intrinsic modes of which only a
single frequency component remains at any point in time, it is intuitive to investigate the
potential benefits of using the HHT and EMD to discretise the freeplay bilinear system
into the fixed and free states, extract information pertaining to the characteristic linear
systems/switching, and adapt the methods such that freeplay switching points can be
systematically extracted.
3.4 Summary
The HOS and HHT methods are shown to have powerful properties which are appro-
priate to address the objectives of this research, outweighing other methods which have
been applied in the literature towards identifying nonlinear aeroelastic systems. Both ap-
proaches have received widespread attention across various fields of engineering, however,
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surprisingly these nonlinear system identification approaches have seen limited applica-
tion in aircraft–based nonlinear aeroelastic analysis. In the limited studies which utilise
these approaches experimental and flight test data is assessed where analysis is fundamen-
tally limited by uncertainties. More specifically for the higher–order spectra it is shown
that nonlinearity can be detected according to nonlinear phase relationships identified in
flight, however, the exact type and location of nonlinearities in such studies are unknown,
rather limit cycle is detected at high speed flight with the exact nonlinear aerodynamic
and structural contributions unclear, thus the HOS characteristics of the isolated nonlin-
ear mechanisms are undefined. Given the extensive information which can be extracted
via the HOS, exploiting the approach towards diagnostics and localisation of structural
faults in aircraft systems is a natural progression. Application of the HHT, again for
flight/experimental data, has seen contributions towards identifying modal contributions,
damping and stability. The powerful fault detection / diagnostics application of the HHT
and related EMD have not been rigorously deployed for aircraft SHM purposes.
Given this perceived gap in the body of knowledge and that identified in the previous
chapter, the current shift from HUMS to SPHM for aircraft health monitoring, and the
technology gap related to aircraft SPHM, the primary objectives of the research proposed
in this thesis can be addressed by coupling the HOS and HHT with nonlinear transonic
aeroelastic predictions of models with increasing complexity to:
1. Analyse typical freeplay induced nonlinear phenomena to systematically extract non-
linear frequency domain signatures pertaining to isolated freeplay structural anomaly
2. Asses how freeplay induced nonlinear shock motion contributes to the system and
affects the identified freeplay signatures, and quantify this nonlinear aerodynamic
source of uncertainty via its own spectral significance
3. Utilise the frequency domain freeplay information and adapt the nominal HOS and
HHT methods towards a freeplay smart diagnostics concept
The HOS and HHT methods are fully exploited in the coming chapters towards re-
alising these objectives, with contributions in the analysis and identification of nonlinear
aeroelastic systems, nonlinear system identification, and the NextGen SHM technology
development.
Chapter 4
Nonlinear Spectral Characteristics
of Nonlinear Aeroelastic Systems
with Structural Freeplay- Part I:
Two-Dimensional Transonic
Aeroelastic System
The chapter revisits the 3DOF model presented in the previous section, however, the
aeroelastic effects are captured by loading the structure with aerodynamic forces which
are calculated through a typical cross-sectional aerofoil geometry. The aim is to asses the
stationary and nonstationary nonlinear spectral characteristics, and provide new under-
standing of freeplay induced nonlinear dynamical phenomena through the identification
of linear and nonlinear aeroelastic modal contributions. The nominal HOS and HHT
methods are used to explore and quantify various phenomena, and draw parallels between
nonlinear behaviours and the interacting aeroelastic modes. The power spectrum is used
to assist in identifying and quantifying the spectral contributions in the nonlinear system.
This chapter is preceded and motivated by a study conducted at the preliminary stages
of this research campaign, communicated in [116, 117]. The preceding work utilises HOS
to characterise aeroelastic predictions via a 2DOF pitch-plunge transonic aeroelastic sys-
tem with freeplay and aerodynamic nonlinearity. The nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic
forces are calculated at every time-step according to RANS-CFD solutions. Evidence is
provided to suggest that the freeplay can be characterised by a cubic process while the
inherent nonlinear shock-motion appears to be characterised by a quadratic process, where
the nonlinear phase coupling is identified through linear and nonlinear aeroelastic modal
contributions. Nonlinear aeroelastic modes refers to the frequencies which are identified as
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summation interactions between the linear aeroelastic modes, having no direct harmonic
relation. Whilst the study provides valuable insights towards the spectral characteristics
of the nonlinear dynamic properties pertaining to freeplay nonlinearity at different set-
ting angles and for different freeplay magnitudes, it should be considered that: i) isolated
freeplay nonlinearity is not studied given that all freeplay cases consider nonlinear aero-
dynamic forces, and ii) the study only explores high-speed limit cycle conditions, thus the
low speed nonlinear spectral properties are not investigated.
4.1 Aeroelastic Model
This chapter considers a typical section with a NACA0012 profile supported by plunging
and torsional springs, further equipped with a trailing-edge control surface, connected
via a torsional spring to the main section as presented in Fig. 4.1. The plunging and
pitching motions are denoted by h and α, and the control surface motion is denoted by
β. Plunge and the pitch displacements are measured at the elastic axis and the control
surface deflection is measured from the hinge line. The structural configuration is re-
described (initially introduced in the previous chapter) according to the aeroelastic wing
cross-sectional properties by the parameters in Table 4.1. The normalised parameters are
according to the semi–span, b.
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Figure 4.1: a) NACA0012 section with control surface and b) flap stiffness as a function of flap
rotation
In order to isolate the freeplay from other forms of nonlinearity, specifically in this case
the nonlinear aerodynamic contributions from transonic flow, a linearised time–invariant
aerodynamic model is considered where the linearisation is performed about a high–fidelity
Euler steady–state solution. Nonlinear inviscid aerodynamics is then included and quanti-
fied by resolving the generalised aerodynamic forces extracted from the high–fidelity Euler
simulations at each time–step, inherently accounting for unsteady nonlinear aerodynamic
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Parameter Description Value
a normalised distance from the elastic axis to mid-chord -0.5
b semi-chord 0.5 m
d normalised distance from the mid-chord to the hinge 0.5
xα normalised distance from elastic axis to wing center of gravity 0.5
xβ normalised distance from hinge to control-surface center of gravity 0.05
rα normalised radius of gyration of the aerofoil about the elastic axis 1.2
rβ
normalised radius of gyration of the control surface about the
0.25
control surface hinge
µ structural-to-fluid mass ratio 50
m aerofoil mass per unit length 1 kg/m
ωh plunge natural frequency (coupled) 9.2 Hz
ωα pitch natural frequency (coupled) 19.6 Hz
ωβ control surface natural frequency (coupled) 47 Hz
Table 4.1: Structural parameters for the three degree-of-freedom aeroelastic model
components. The ANSYS Fluent [118] finite volume CFD solver is used to calculate
the Euler-derived aerodynamic forces for the transonic flow regime, with the aeroelastic
equation of motion embedded within the CFD solver via a user defined function, i.e.,
implicitly coupling the aerodynamic and structural models. This high-fidelity aeroelastic
modelling strategy is used in two-forms: i) to directly capture the nonlinear aerodynam-
ics, and ii) to obtain a blended step-input response and hereby perform the linearisation
of the generalised aerodynamic forces. The linearised system is converted to state-space
using the rational function approximation of Roger [119] and solved in the time domain
using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The modelling strategy which is used to solve
the aeroelastic equations of motion for the undamped nonlinear system are provided in
Appendix A, alongside validation and verification.
In this chapter, freestream conditions of M∞ = 0.8 and α0 = 0 are considered in all
cases. The reduced velocity (otherwise known as the velocity index) V ∗ is varied. The
non-dimensional reduced velocity is given by
V ∗ = V∞/
√
µωαb (4.1)
where V∞ is the freestream velocity in [m/s] and µ is the structural-to-fluid mass ratio,
calculated according to
m/piρ∞b2nt (4.2)
where ρ∞ is the freestream air density.
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4.2 Higher–Order Modular Frequency Interactions in the
Stationary System
In this section the higher–order modular frequency interactions are assessed, estimated
using the nonlinear aeroelastic response of the 3-DOF aerofoil system with control surface
freeplay and inviscid aerodynamic nonlinearities. The novel elements of this section are:
i) the use of HOS to characterise and identify the nonlinear mechanism associated with
the combined effects of structural freeplay and nonlinear inviscid aerodynamics, ii) new
understanding of the underlying physics of the nonlinear system by analysing the devel-
opment and change of the linear and nonlinear spectral content as the system transitions
from low–amplitude aperiodic response to LCO and iii) novel physical insights towards
the interaction between structural freeplay and aerodynamic nonlinearity.
Initially linear flutter solutions are calculated according to the V − g method, hereby
identifying the divergent flutter point and describing the variation in linear aeroelastic
modal contributions of the dynamic system as it approaches flutter. This is followed by
two forms of nonlinear analysis, using linear and nonlinear spectral approaches. These
include:
• The system with control surface structural freeplay driven by linearised aerodynam-
ics
• The system with control surface structural freeplay driven by Euler derived nonlinear
inviscid aerodynamics
All simulations are conducted at a fixed freestream Mach number of M∞ = 0.8 with
4.2.1 Linear Flutter Analysis
Initially linear flutter analysis is conducted with two objectives i) to identify the linear
flutter boundary of the system at M∞ = 0.8 and ii) to understand how the natural modal
frequencies vary with speed.
The linear aeroelastic modes of the system, obtained using the V − g method are
presented in Fig. 4.2, where Fig. 4.2(a) presents those for which the control surface is
fixed with the nominal linear stiffness, and Fig. 4.2(b) for which the stiffness in the control
surface hinge is set to zero. The bending–torsion linear flutter mode of the fixed system
(V ∗f = 0.66) occurs as the heave ωh,fix and pitch ωα,fix converge, depicted in Fig. 4.2(c).
This is similar to what is considered a classical flutter mode in which the heave and
torsional modes coalesce at the point of instability. For the control surface free state
system, flutter occurs at (V ∗f ≈ 0.2) where, as to be expected, the control surface becomes
unstable as presented in Fig. 4.2(d). The behaviour of the free plunge ωh,fr and pitch
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ωα,fr modes is similar to that fixed, such that, they converge as the speed progresses.
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Figure 4.2: Linear aeroelastic modes as calculated by the V − g method with a) nominal control
surface hinge stiffness, b) zero control surface hinge stiffness, and c) V − g diagram with nominal
control surface hinge stiffness, and d) V − g diagram with zero control surface hinge stiffness
4.2.2 Pre-Limit Cycle Oscillation Nonlinear Spectral Characteristics
The current section considers a structural freeplay nonlinearity in the control surface of
βs = ±0.5◦ and is driven by generalised aerodynamic forces acting upon each mode.
The behaviour and higher–order frequency content are investigated for speeds below the
nonlinear flutter boundary (LCO boundary). Spatial and temporal convergence studies
for the present and following sections are presented in A.1.3
Figure 4.3 presents a bifurcation diagram for the control hinge rotation response. Sev-
eral characteristic behaviours are observed, including:
• Aperiodic response from V ∗ = 0.2− 0.29 and V ∗ = 0.38− 0.55
• At V ∗ = 0.28 the chaotic system shifts to a multi–amplitude periodic response in
which several well defined branches can be observed before breaking down again at
V ∗ = 0.38.
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• A subcritical bifurcation at V ∗ = 0.57 which can be considered the nonlinear flutter
boundary and is characterised by LCO of which the amplitude grows before flutter
occurs at V ∗f = 0.66.
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Figure 4.3: Bifurcation diagram for the control surface hinge obtained via discrete speed steady-
state responses
The proceeding spectral analysis will investigate velocity index values which correspond
to each of these observed changes in nonlinear behaviour (prior to LCO), i.e., V ∗ = 0.25,
0.35 and 0.45. The post-nonlinear flutter behaviour is considered in the following section
For V ∗ = 0.25, V ∗ = 0.35 and V ∗ = 0.45 the results indicate good agreement be-
tween the linearised and nonlinear solutions such that all modes are found to be defined
by weak quadratic and strong cubic processes (Figs. 4.4– 4.11), which suggests that the
freeplay nonlinearity (in isolation from nonlinear aerodynamics) can be identified by a
cubic process. This is to be expected as the function ωβ(β) (Fig. 4.1) is akin to a cubic
form. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 indicate that the system is characterised by the strong presence
of ωh and a range of nonlinear modular modes which are not harmonically related to the
linear aeroelastic modes, but, are defined by interactions between them; ωh, ωα and ωβ.
At all speeds a range of fundamental low frequency modes exist as a result of nonlinear
interactions. The energy of these modes is much less than that of the dominant frequen-
cies, albeit, identification of these modes is essential in understanding the periodicity of
the response and in defining the higher frequency dominant nonlinear modes. Table 4.2
presents a summary of the natural frequencies and the fundamental nonlinear frequencies
at each speed.
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Figure 4.4: Power spectral density estimates for the aerofoil pitching acceleration response
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Figure 4.5: Power spectral density estimates for the control surface hinge acceleration response
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At V ∗ = 0.25 (aperiodic response) it is shown in Fig. 4.3 that the response is ape-
riodic in nature. Here, the low frequency nonlinear modes ωNL1 – ωNL4 are formed via
interactions between all three linear aeroelastic modes. Weak quadratic phase–coupling
is observed (Fig. 4.6) where the strongest interactions are via the bi-interaction [(ωh),
(2ωh−ωNL2 = 4ωh−ωβ/2) = 15.50 Hz] and [(ωh), (ωh +ωNL3 = ωh +ωβ − 2ωα) = 16.79
Hz].
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Figure 4.6: Bicoherence and estimates at V ∗ = 0.25 for the control surface hinge acceleration
response
Moderate cubic nonlinearities are identified in the plunging DOF and strong cubic
nonlinearities in the pitching and control hinge DOFs for V ∗ = 0.25. In the control
hinge (Fig. 4.7) strong cubic phase–coupling is observed via the tri–interaction [(ωh),
(ωh), (ωh)], moderate–strong cubic phase–coupling via the tri–interaction [(ωh), (ωh),
(2ωh − ωNL2 = 4ωh − ωβ/2)] and moderate cubic–phase coupling via the tri-interaction
[(ωh), (2ωh − ωNL2 = 4ωh − ωβ/2), (2ωh − ωNL2 = 4ωh − ωβ/2)], and the interaction
[(ωβ/2), (ωh), (ωh)].
At V ∗ = 0.35 (periodic response) (also pertinent to the range of speeds 0.29 <
V ∗ < 0.38) Fig. 4.3 indicates a behavioural change such that the system has shifted
to a multi–amplitude periodic response. The initialisation of the quasi–periodic behaviour
at V ∗ = 0.29 can be explained by the harmonic relation ωα = 2ωh at this speed, hence, the
tri–modal nonlinear system becomes bi–modal and inherently shifts to a greater state of
order. This harmonic relation could also be described as an internal resonance (IR) phe-
nomenon [120, 121], which will be discussed further in the following section. Here, Fig. 4.5
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Figure 4.7: Tricoherence estimates at V ∗ = 0.25 for the control surface hinge acceleration response
indicates a strong peak at ωh/3 = 3.39 Hz. It is speculated that the frequency lock–in that
is observed at V ∗ = 0.35 can be explained by the relationship ωNL2 = (ωβ−4ωh)/2 = 3.28
Hz ≈ ωh/3 = 3.42 Hz. It follows that it is preferential for the system to remain in a higher
state of order by locking into ωh/3 as opposed to returning to a state of disorder. Although
not displayed here, as V ∗ increases to values > 0.35 the value of ωNL5 diverges from ωh/3
until a critical value where the system becomes aperiodic again. At this point the system
once again becomes tri–modal which coincides with the breakdown of the quasi-periodic
(ordered) state, and hence the system shifts back towards an aperiodic (disordered) state.
The harmonic relation ωα = 2ωh at V ∗ = 0.306 explains the onset of the periodicity. We
can conjecture that the ongoing presence of the periodic region (beyond V ∗ = 0.29) is due
to the relationship ωNL2 ≈ ωh/3, which induces a frequency lock-in to ωh/3 within the
range of speeds 0.29 < V ∗ < 0.38. A further conjecture is made towards the breakdown of
the periodic region at V ∗ = 0.4 due to the divergence of the values ωNL2 and ωh/3. Albeit,
a sound physical reasoning for the presence of the periodic region beyond onset and the
breakdown of the region is not fully provided here. This is sufficiently interesting to be
further investigated in the following section by tracking the frequency of the nonlinear
modes within the periodic region as V ∗ increases.
At V ∗ = 0.35 weak quadratic phase–coupling is observed (Fig. 4.8) where the strongest
interactions are via the self–interaction of [(2ωh + ωh/3), (2ωh + ωh/3)] and at [(ωh),
(2ωh+ωh/3)]. Here, moderate–strong cubic nonlinearities are identified in the plunge DOF,
and strong cubic nonlinearities in the pitch and control hinge DOFs. In the control hinge
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(Fig. 4.9), strong cubic phase–coupling can be observed via the tri–interaction [(ωh), (ωh),
(2ωh+ωh/3)], and moderate cubic phase–coupling via the tri–interaction of [(2ωh+ωh/3),
(2ωh + ωh/3), (2ωh + ωh/3)].
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Figure 4.8: Bicoherence estimates at V ∗ = 0.35 for the control surface hinge acceleration response
At V ∗ = 0.45 (aperiodic response) the response returns to being aperiodic in nature
as presented in Fig. 4.3. This is also pertinent to the range of speeds (V ∗ > 0.38). Here
the fundamental low frequency mode ωNL5 remains, although it is now shifted to 3.04 Hz
and no longer locks into the subharmonic ωh/3. Thus, the system is again tri-modal and
aperiodic. Further, ωNL6 is formed according to the nonlinear interaction (ωβ − 2ωα)/2
= 3.94 Hz. Weak quadratic phase–coupling is observed (Fig. 4.10) where the strongest
interactions are between [((ωh), (ωh)], [(ωh), (2ωh)], [(ωh), (2ωh+ωNL5 = ωh+ωβ/2−ωα/2)
= 24.52 Hz] and [(ωh), (2ωh+ωNL6 = 2ωh+ωβ/2−ωα) = 25.42 Hz]. A moderate interaction
via the bi–interaction [(2ωh+ωNL6 = 2ωh+ωβ/2−ωα), (2ωh+ωNL6 = 2ωh+ωβ/2−ωα)].
Moderate to weak interactions occur at [(3ωh), (2ωh+ωNL5 = ωh+ωβ/2−ωα/2)], [(3ωh),
(2ωh + ωNL6 = 2ωh + ωβ/2− ωα)], [(ωh), (3ωh + ωNL5 = 2ωh + ωβ/2− ωα/2)] and [(ωh),
(3ωh + ωNL6 = 3ωh + ωβ/2− ωα)].
Strong cubic nonlinearities are identified in all DOFs for V ∗ = 0.45. In the control hinge
(Fig. 4.11) there is strong cubic phase–coupling via the tri–interaction of [(ωh), (ωh), (ωh)]
and moderate cubic phase–coupling via the tri–interactions [(ωh), (ωh), (2ωh + ωNL6 =
2ωh +ωβ/2−ωα)] and [(ωh), (ωh), (2ωh +ωNL5 = ωh +ωβ/2−ωα/2)]. It should be noted
that at V ∗ = 0.45 the resolution of the bi– and tricoherence plots (Figs. 4.10, 4.11) make
it difficult to distinguish between the interactions [2ωh + ωNL5 = ωh + ωβ/2 − ωα/2 =
24.52 Hz] and [2ωh + ωNL6 = 2ωh + ωβ/2− ωα = 25.42 Hz]. As opposed to two separate
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Figure 4.9: Tricoherence estimates at V ∗ = 0.35 for the control surface hinge acceleration response
peaks they are displayed as one smeared peak covering the range 24.52 – 25.42 Hz. The
clear separate peaks are visible in the high resolution PSD plots (Fig. 4.5).
A summary of the identified natural aeroelastic frequencies and nonlinear aeroelastic
frequencies at each of the speeds discussed in this section are provided in Table 4.2.
Speed Linear Aeroelastic Modes Nonlinear Interactions
0.25 ωh 9.77 Hz ωNL1 = ωh + 2ωα − ωβ = 2.78 Hz
ωα 20.08 Hz ωNL2 = (ωβ − 4ωh)/2 = 4.04 Hz
ωβ 47.15 Hz ωNL3 = ωβ − 2ωα = 6.99 Hz
ωNL4 = ωβ − 4ωh = 8.07 Hz
0.35 ωh 10.16 Hz ωNL2 ≈ ωh/3 = 3.39 Hz
ωα 19.9 Hz
ωβ 47.20 Hz
0.45 ωh 10.74 Hz ωNL5 = (ωβ − ωα − 2ωh)/2 = 3.04 Hz
ωα 19.68 Hz ωNL6 = (ωβ − 2ωα)/2 = 3.94 Hz
ωβ 47.24 Hz ωNL7 = (ωh/2) = 5.37 Hz
Table 4.2: Natural modes and low–frequency nonlinear interactions at each speed
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Figure 4.10: Bicoherence estimates at V ∗ = 0.45 for the control surface hinge acceleration
response
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Figure 4.11: Tricoherence estimates at V ∗ = 0.45 for the control surface hinge acceleration
response
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4.2.3 Nonlinear Spectral Characteristics of the Limit Cycle Oscillation
Condition
In the previous section it is found that at each V ∗ value there is good agreement between
the responses obtained using linearised and nonlinear aerodynamic models, which is per-
tinent to the range 0.2 < V ∗ < 0.5. Thus, the aerodynamic mechanism can be considered
linear within this range of speeds, which is intuitive considering the low amplitude oscilla-
tions. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that a subcritical bifurcation occurs at V ∗ = 0.57 beyond
which the dynamics of the system is characterised by high amplitude limit cycle behaviour
for which the assumption of linearised aerodynamics may no longer be valid. Figure 4.12
presents the PSD estimates at V ∗ = 0.6. It can be seen that all modes are locked–in to ωh,
which drives the LCO. This behaviour is pertinent to the entire LCO region, and similarly
flutter occurs via the same mechanism.
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Figure 4.12: Powerspectral density estimates of each mode with the system in limit cycle
Figures 4.13 compares the maxima of the aerofoil a) and control hinge b) pitching ro-
tation in the LCO region obtained using the linearised and nonlinear aerodynamic models.
In both DOFs a discrepancy between the two solutions becomes apparent at V ∗ = 0.6 be-
yond which the linearised solver predicts exponential growth of the limit cycle amplitude
whereas the nonlinear solver predicts slower growth. Essentially, this suggests that the
nonlinear aerodynamic contributions have a damping effect on the limit cycle.
To investigate this further the pressure coefficients on the upper and lower surfaces
of the aerofoil at the peak of the LCO trajectory (identical to the trough, however, on
opposing sides) are plotted in Fig. 4.14. Figure 4.14 a) (V ∗ = 0.55) indicates that pre–
LCO a very weak shock is moving back and forth (linear Type–A shock motion) whereas
Fig. 4.14 c) (V ∗ = 0.64) indicates that at the peaks and troughs of the cycle the distance
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Figure 4.13: Peak–to–peak plots of the LCO region comparing responses obtained via linearised
to nonlinear aerodynamic mechanisms
that the shock travels is much greater and on the opposing surface it completely disappears
(nonlinear Type–B shock motion). Figure 4.14 b) (V ∗ = 0.6) demonstrates that as the
aerofoil moves to the peak or trough of its trajectory the strength of the shock can be
seen to increase and move downstream on one surface while on the opposing surface it
becomes extremely weak (nearly disappearing completely) and moves upstream. Although
this is not characteristic of what is typically considered Type–B shock motion, it is still
inherently a nonlinear aerodynamic phenomenon.
Figure 4.15 compares the maximum bicoherence estimates of the aerofoil and control
hinge pitching rotation obtained using the linearised and nonlinear aerodynamic models.
It can be seen that the bicoherence estimates of the aerofoil rotation obtained using the
nonlinear aerodynamic model grow as the system approaches LCO becoming near unity at
V ∗ = 0.59, conversely the control hinge rotation is consistently characterised by moderate–
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weak quadratic phase–coupling. In both of these DOFs the response obtained via the lin-
earised aerodynamic model is consistently characterised by weak quadratic phase–coupling.
These findings suggest that the nonlinear shock motion is characterised by a quadratic form
and that the strength of the aerodynamic nonlinearity can be quantified by the magnitude
of the bicoherence (the strength of the quadratic phase–coupling between modes).
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Figure 4.14: Pressure coefficient distributions on the aerofoil surface at the peak of the cycle for
a) V ∗ = 0.55, b) V ∗ = 0.6 and c) V ∗ = 0.64
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It has been identified that nonlinear shock motion, characterised by a quadratic pro-
cess, is inherent within the system as the amplitude of the LCO grows. The resultant
3-DOF aeroelastic system now contains multiple types of nonlinearity simultaneously,
which must be considered in the identification process. To investigate the interaction be-
tween the structural and aerodynamic nonlinearities, Figs. 4.16– 4.18 present time–series,
phase–portrait and displacement–moment plots comparing the responses obtained using
the linearised to nonlinear aerodynamic model. Figure 4.16 demonstrates that pre–LCO
there is good agreement between the aerodynamic models for both the aperiodic control
surface and the quasi–periodic aerofoil rotation responses. Figures 4.17 a) and b) indicate
that the nonlinear aerodynamic mechanism on the aerofoil body is reducing the amplitude
of the aerofoil and to a lesser degree the control hinge rotation, however, the general form
for both DOFs appears to remains consistent, i.e., the nonlinear shock motion is having
a scaling effect. Figure 4.17 c) indicates a significant difference in the aerodynamic mech-
anisms when comparing the linearised to nonlinear aerodynamic models at this speed.
The linearised aerodynamic model indicates that the trajectory of the pitching moment
as the aerofoil rotates from peak to trough is of a linear form with a cubic influence (as
to be expected due to the cubic freeplay mechanism), however, in terms of the nonlinear
aerodynamic response a sharp (almost instantaneous) drop in pitch occurs at the peaks
and troughs of the cycle as a result of the appearing / disappearing shock on the opposed
surface. Thus, the trajectory of the pitching moment as the aerofoil rotates from peak
to trough is now characterised by a clear quadratic form, which gives insight towards
the identified quadratic nonlinearity in the pitch response. Similar observations can be
made in Fig. 4.18, however, amplified due to the increased strength of the aerodynamic
nonlinearity.
Finally, Figs. 4.19 and 4.20 present HOS estimates comparing the responses obtained
using the linearised to nonlinear aerodynamic model at V ∗ = 0.6. This allows for fur-
ther investigation into the interaction between the structural and aerodynamic nonlinear
mechanisms. It can be seen that the aerofoil and control hinge pitching responses are char-
acterised by strong cubic phase–coupling via the tri–interaction of ωh, and the presence
of the aerodynamic nonlinearity has no impact on the identification of the cubic process
(i.e., both the phase and magnitude of the cubic phase–coupling are not impacted in the
presence of the aerodynamic nonlinearity). When comparing the bicoherence estimations
between the two aerodynamic models, consistency is observed with respect to the identifi-
cation of frequencies, however, significant discrepancies can be observed in the magnitude.
This is consistent for all speeds post–LCO.
To summarise, for the present 3-DOF system, from a physical perspective the nonlinear
shock motion does not appear to impact the form of the response (defined by the structural
freeplay), however, does have a damping effect, i.e., the amplitude of the oscillations in
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all DOFs is reduced. From a system identification perspective it does not impact the
frequency interactions associated with the quadratic phase–coupling but does increase
the magnitude, i.e., the inviscid aerodynamic nonlinearity is characterised by a quadratic
process and can be identified by the presence of quadratic phase–coupling between linear
and nonlinear modular modes. Furthermore, the magnitude and frequency interactions
associated with the cubic phase–coupling appears to be unchanged and hence for the
present 3-DOF system it can be said that the aerodynamic nonlinearity does not impact
the identification of the freeplay.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of responses obtained via linearised and nonlinear aerodynamics at
V ∗ = 0.55 – a) time series, b) phase portrait and c) pitching moment–displacement diagram
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of responses obtained via linearised and nonlinear aerodynamics at
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Figure 4.19: Higher–order frequency content for the aerofoil pitching response at V ∗ = 0.6 –
a) bicoherence linearised aerodynamics, b) bicoherence nonlinear aerodynamics, c) tricoherence
linearised aerodynamics and d) tricoherence nonlinear aerodynamics
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Figure 4.20: Higher–order frequency content of the control hinge response at V ∗ = 0.6 – a) bico-
herence linearised aerodynamics, b) bicoherence nonlinear aerodynamics, c) tricoherence linearised
aerodynamics and d) tricoherence nonlinear aerodynamics
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4.2.4 Discussion
The findings provided in the current section suggest that the control hinge freeplay non-
linearity is characterised by a cubic process. At lower speeds (pre–limit cycle) the low am-
plitude dynamic response is driven by the structural freeplay and can be characterised by
aperiodic, quasi–periodic and periodic behaviours. Furthermore, nonlinear modes can be
identified as formulated by summation interactions between the linear aeroelastic modes.
All nonlinear interactions contain a contribution from ωβ, which is a promising finding in
consideration of freeplay localisation. The composition of the nonlinear modes (i.e., the
ratio of natural linear frequencies which define them) changes as a function of speed. It is
evident that the periodicity of the system is dependent on the number of effective modes
acting, i.e., at lower speeds when the three modes are uncoupled the behaviour is aperi-
odic. However, as the speed increases and two modes become harmonically related the
system effectively becomes bi–modal and quasi–periodic / periodic behaviour is observed.
At higher speeds a subcritical bifurcation occurs and the system exhibits highly periodic
limit cycle flutter behaviour which is driven predominantly by the transonic aerodynamic
forces with all DOFs locked into the plunging mode. The response obtained using the
linearised aerodynamic model indicates exponential growth of the LCO until catastrophic
failure at the linear flutter speed. With nonlinear aerodynamic forces driving the aeroe-
lastic system, it is evident the nonlinear shock motion dampens the limit cycle response
and modest growth of the bounded amplitude is observed. The Type-B shock motion is
characterised by a quadratic process. Although the nonlinear shock motion dampens the
response, it does not change the general form of the trajectory. This indicates that the
presence of the quadratic inviscid aerodynamic process does not interact significantly with
the cubic characteristics of the freeplay mechanism and hence identification of the freeplay
nonlinearity remains unchanged. Although the nonlinear frequencies are dependent on in-
teractions between all linear aeroelastic modes, the linear aeroelastic modes themselves are
difficult to identify; most notably ωα and its harmonics. This is addressed in the following
section.
4.3 Time–Frequency Analysis of the Nonstationary System
In this section a detailed spectral assessment of the observed transition between periodic
and aperiodic behaviour, and the presence of a stable periodic region well below the domain
characterised by stable limit cycles is presented, demonstrating that by drawing from the
strengths of the HOS and HHT methods one can provide a more complete description of the
nonlinear system. Physical insights towards the forward and backward abrupt transition
between aperiodic / chaotic and periodic behaviour types appear to be the result of an
internal resonance (IR) phenomenon between linear modes followed by a lock-in between
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linear and nonlinear modes.
Initially steady–state responses are assessed, at discrete speeds which are identical to
those studied in the previous section via linear and nonlinear Fourier approaches. This is
to investigate how the HHT is able to complement and expand on the Fourier approaches,
confirm that the nonlinear aeroelastic modal interactions are consistent between the HOS
and HHT methods, and investigate whether further spectral information can be extracted
given that the response is represented as a set of intrinsic modes. The HHT method is then
used to extract modal contributions from a nonstationary representation of the system
(accelerating flow conditions), providing an in–depth analysis of the system dynamics
as it transitions between aperiodic/chaotic, quasi–periodic and periodic responses at low
speeds.
4.3.1 Analogies with the Higher–Order Spectra for the Stationary Sys-
tem
Referring back to Fig. 4.3, the discrete velocity index values considered here are identical
to those studied using linear and nonlinear Fourier approaches, which correspond to each
of the observed changes in nonlinear behaviour, i.e., V ∗ = 0.25, 0.35, 0.45 and 0.6.
Figures 4.21–4.24 present the IMFs and respective HS for the first four IMFs at each
speed. This analysis is conducted for two reasons; firstly to verify that the natural modes
and nonlinear frequency interactions identified using HHT agree with those identified using
HOS approach; and secondly to identify linear modes and nonlinear frequency interactions
which were not able to be detected using the HOS approach. The R2 values assigned to
each IMF indicate the correlation of the IMF with respect to the original time series, thus
this can be used to represent the weighting that each IMF carries.
At V ∗ = 0.25 (aperiodic response) Fig. 4.21 presents the HS of the first four IMFs at
this speed. The HS of IMF 1 indicates that the two strongest frequencies are defined by ωα
and ωβ−ωα. When using linear and nonlinear Fourier approaches 4.2.2 it is found that ωα
is consistently involved in nonlinear interactions, however, cannot be identified on its own.
This immediately demonstrates one benefit of using the powerful HHT approach. The
fundamental low frequency interactions which were previously identified 4.2.2, ωNL1 =
ωh + 2ωα − ωβ, ωNL2 = (ωβ − 4ωh)/2, ωNL3 = ωβ − 2ωα and ωNL4 = ωβ − 4ωh, are
identified here with a weak presence in the HS of IMF 1 and IMF 3. While discussing
fundamental low frequency interactions, it is interesting to note that two more frequencies
are identified in the HS of IMF 4, these are subharmonics of pre–identified interactions and
are defined according to ωNL8 = ωNL1/2 and ωNL9 = ωNL2/2. Other strong interactions
include 2ωh−ωNL2 and 2ωh−ωNL3, which were also identified as being strong interactions
using the Fourier approaches 4.2.2. ωα/2 and ωβ/2 are identified with a moderate–strong
prominence. Although ωβ on its own is not identified, it is encouraging to find the clear
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presence of its subharmonic. Finally at this speed, it can be seen that in the HS of IMF 2 ωh
is clearly dominant (as is the case using HOS 4.2.2). Two additional nonlinear interactions
which were not previously identified via the linear/nonlinear Fourier approaches are also
found, i.e., ωh + ωNL8 and ωh − ωNL9.
At V ∗ = 0.35 (periodic response), the identified linear and nonlinear modes agree well
with those identified via HOS 4.2.2. Figure 4.22 presents the HS of the first four IMFs
at this speed. A single nonlinear mode (ωh/3) is identified in the HS of IMF 3. In the
previous section a conjecture was made towards the presence of ωh/3, that a nonlinear
modes locks into the low energy attractor, ωh/3). This is investigated in–depth in the
following section. The HS of IMF 2 demonstrates the strong presence of ωh and that of
IMF 1 indicates a range of interactions between ωh (or superharmonics of ωh) and ωh/3.
At V ∗ = 0.45 (aperiodic response) it is encouraging to find that ωα and ωβ/2 have
a clear and strong presence in the HS of IMF1 Fig. 4.23, whereas via Fourier based ap-
proaches in the previous section, these modes not be identified in isolation, only according
to their presence in formulating the nonlinear modes. The HS of IMF 3 presents the clear
identification of ωNL5 = (ωβ − ωα − 2ωh)/2, ωNL6 = (ωβ − 2ωα)/2 and ωNL7 = ωh/2
(consistent with the linear and nonlinear Fourier approaches 4.2.2). In the HS of IMF 4
two additional fundamental low frequency interactions are identified according to ωNL10 =
ωNL6/2 and ωNL11 = ωNL7/2. On the other hand, the interactions 2ωh+ωNL5, 2ωh−ωNL5,
2ωh + ωNL6, 3ωh + ωNL5 and 3ωh + ωNL6 are identified using both HOS and HHT ap-
proaches. Finally, in the HS of IMF 2 the dominance of ωh is presented, along with the
nonlinear interactions ωh+ωNL10 and ωh−ωNL11 (these are only identified using the HHT
method).
At V ∗ = 0.6 (limit cycle) there are strong similarities to the results found using the lin-
ear and nonlinear Fourier approaches 4.2.2. Figure 4.24 demonstrates the strong presence
of 3ωh (HS of IMF 1) and ωh (HS of IMF 2). The HS of IMF 3 and IMF4 do not contain
any additional information. This is to be expected as at V ∗ = 0.6 the system is in limit
cycle and all modes are locked into ωh. The identification of additional frequencies which
were not identified previously 4.2.2 can be seen in the HS of IMF 1, i.e., the lower limit
of the frequencies in the HS is identified by ωβ − ωα − ωh. Further, two moderate magni-
tude frequency bands can be observed at ωβ − ωh and ωβ − ωα/2. This is an important
finding as it indicates that even in limit cycle condition (where all modes are locked into
the dynamics of ωh) the HHT is able to identify a set of interactions, all of which include
ωβ. This finding may suggest to the practitioner that the nonlinearity is contained in the
control surface hinge, while rigorous studies would be required to confirm this. Again, the
HOS approach was unable to extract such information.
At this point it is worth reporting a promising finding that warrants further investiga-
tion for freeplay magnitude estimation. This is demonstrated by observing the amplitude
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of the IMFs at each speed (Figs. 4.21(a), 4.22(a), 4.23(a) and 4.24(a)). It can be seen
that pre–LCO (V ∗ = 0.25, 0.35, 0.45) the second IMF is bound by β = ±0.5◦, similarly
post–LCO (V ∗ = 0.6) the first IMF is bound by β = ±0.5◦. Noting that the freeplay
magnitude is β = ±0.5◦, this finding would suggest that the EMD process is able to dis-
cretise the two linear structural states of the system i.e., control surface fixed and free,
and the amplitude of the IMF which characterises the free state correlates to the freeplay
magnitude. Although this is only shown here at four discrete speeds, this trend is found
to be true for all V ∗ values within the range (0.2 < V ∗ < 0.65). This seeds the freeplay
magnitude estimation techniques which are presented in the following sections.
Table 4.3 summarises the identified linear and low–frequency fundamental nonlinear
aeroelastic modes which have been identified using HOS and HHT approaches.
Speed Linear Modes NL Interactions (HOS, HHT) NL Interactions (HHT Only)
0.25 ωh 9.77 Hz ωNL1 = ωh + 2ωα − ωβ = 2.78 Hz ωNL8 = ωNL1/2 = 1.39 Hz
ωα 20.08 Hz ωNL2 = (ωβ − 4ωh)/2 = 4.04 Hz ωNL9 = ωNL2/2 = 2.02 Hz
ωβ 47.15 Hz ωNL3 = ωβ − 2ωα = 6.99 Hz
ωNL4 = ωβ − 4ωh = 8.07 Hz
0.35 ωh 10.24 Hz ωh/3 = 3.42 Hz
ωα 19.9 Hz
ωβ 47.20 Hz
0.45 ωh 10.74 Hz ωNL5 = (ωβ − ωα − 2ωh)/2 = 3.04 Hz
ωα 19.68 Hz ωNL6 = (ωβ − 2ωα)/2 = 3.94 Hz ωNL10 = ωNL6/2 = 1.97 Hz
ωβ 47.24 Hz ωNL7 = ωh/2 = 5.37 Hz ωNL11 = ωNL7/2 = 2.69 Hz
Table 4.3: Natural modes and fundamental low–frequency nonlinear modes at each steady–state
speed
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Figure 4.21: a) First four IMFs and b) corresponding HS of the control surface hinge acceleration
response at V ∗ = 0.25 – black indicates frequencies identified using both HOS and HHT approaches,
and magenta indicates frequencies identified only via the HHT approach
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Figure 4.22: a) First four IMFs and b) corresponding HS of the control surface hinge acceleration
response at V ∗ = 0.35 – black indicates frequencies identified using both HOS and HHT approaches,
and magenta indicates frequencies identified only via the HHT approach
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Figure 4.23: a) First four IMFs and b) corresponding HS of the control surface hinge acceleration
response at V ∗ = 0.45 – black indicates frequencies identified using both HOS and HHT approaches,
and magenta indicates frequencies identified only via the HHT approach
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Figure 4.24: a) First four IMFs and b) corresponding HS of the control surface hinge acceleration
response at V ∗ = 0.6 – black indicates frequencies identified using both HOS and HHT approaches,
and magenta indicates frequencies identified only via the HHT approach
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4.3.2 Nonstationary Analysis
Using the linearised aerodynamic model, this section presents a nonstationary represen-
tation of the 3–DOF system (accelerating freestream speed, V˙ ∗ = dV ∗dt ), with M∞ and α0
constant. Given the absence of aerodynamic nonlinearity at this speed, presented in the
previous section, the linearised aerodynamic solutions are considered valid.
A low V˙ ∗ = 0.0014/s is used to facilitate the tracking of linear and nonlinear frequencies
within the region of interest in a seemingly quasi–static manner. A steady–state response
is obtained at V ∗ = 0.2 prior to engaging the accelerating aerodynamics, thus, the initial
transient effects of the computational model are omitted. This being the case, it is found
that the effects of the accelerating flow on the aperiodic regions (pre and post the periodic
region of interest) are minimal, i.e., the system responds similarly, as expected, to the
static condition (Fig. 4.21 for V ∗ = 0.2− 0.28 and Fig. 4.23 for V ∗ = 0.40− 0.56). Thus,
characterisation of the aperiodic regions can be omitted in the present analysis.
Initially, it is important to recall that in the previous section it is shown that the
onset of the periodic region is characterised by a 2:1 IR phenomenon (ωh = ωα/2) at
V ∗ = 0.28. It follows that the observed switching between periodic and aperiodic responses
from V ∗ = 0.26 − 0.3 is described by ωh and ωα/2 being closely coupled, thus switching
between the heave–driven and pitch–driven systems is intuitive.
The nonstationary control surface hinge bifurcation diagram obtained using V˙ ∗ is
presented in Fig. 4.25, this is in contrast to Fig. 4.3 which now describes control surface
displacement as a function of speed and time β(V˙ ∗) = β(V ∗(t)). The pre–flutter periodic
region for this nonstationary representation of the system can be observed for the range
0.28 < V ∗ < 0.40, the behaviour is essentially very similar to that of Fig. 4.3, however,
the pre–flutter periodic region is slightly larger, returning to an aperiodic response at
V ∗ = 0.4 (compared to V ∗ = 0.39 for the stationary representation). This discrepancy is
intuitive if we consider the nonstationary nature of the flow conditions, i.e., there is a lag
in the systems response to the accelerating flow. Furthermore, the switching between the
aperiodic and periodic states (V ∗ = 0.26− 0.3), which is observed in Fig. 4.3 and can be
explained by the values of ωh and ωα/2 being very close within this region, is not observed
in Fig. 4.25. Rather the response remains aperiodic from V ∗ = 0.2− 0.28, at which point
we can observe an abrupt shift from aperiodic to periodic response, which coincides with
the point at 2:1 IR is observed according to ωh = ωα/2.
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Figure 4.25: Bifurcation diagram for the control surface hinge – dynamic aerodynamic loading
Figure 4.26 presents the first four IMFs for 0.28 < V ∗ < 0.40 for the control surface
hinge rotation. Interestingly, a behavioural change is observed within the this region which
is not clearly indicated via inspection of the bifurcation diagram Fig. 4.25. It can be seen
that two separate stable regions exist p1 (0.28 < V ∗ < 0.368) and p2 (0.381 < V ∗ < 0.40),
with a region between p1 and p2, pt (0.368 < V ∗ < 0.381), where the dynamic behaviour
shifts between that of p1 and p2 in an irregular manner.
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Figure 4.26: First four IMFs for 0.28 < V ∗ < 0.40
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Figures 4.27– 4.30 present the HS of IMF 1 – IMF 4 for 0.28 < V ∗ < 0.40. The 2:1
IR according to ωh = ωα/2 at V ∗ = 0.28 results in ωα locking into ωh and the tri–modal
nonlinear system becoming bi–modal causing a shift to a higher state of order. Considering
the relationship ωh = ωα/2, the fundamental low frequency nonlinear interactions which
are identified pre–p1 (Table 4.2) can be re–written at the onset of p1 according to; ωNL1 =
5ωh − ωβ; ωNL2 = (ωβ − 4ωh)/2 and; ωNL3 = ωNL4 = ωβ − 4ωh. Hence, only one
fundamental low–frequency nonlinear mode (and its harmonics) needs to be considered in
the characterisation of all three regions (p1, p2 and pt), defined by
ωNLP = ωβ − 4ωh (4.3)
The HS of IMF 1 and IMF 2, displayed in Figs. 4.27 and 4.28 respectively, indicate the
clear contrast in frequency content as the system transitions between p1 and p2. It can
be seen that p1 contains a vast range of frequency components which are characterised
by interactions between high and low superharmonics of ωh and harmonics of ωNLP . On
the other hand, within p2 the highest frequency components are characterised by high
superharmonics of ωNLP and the only interactions which contain ωh can be seen in IMF
2 at 2ωh − ωNLP and ωh − ωNLP /4. Clear frequency bands are difficult to extract within
pt.
The harmonics (8, 5, 3, 2, 1/4, 1/8)ωNLP are identified and interact with ωh and its
harmonics to formulate all frequencies which are identified in the system, although not
shown here ωNLP /4 and ωNLP /8 are identified in isolation for p1 and p2 in IMFs 5, 6
and 7. It is interesting to note that ωNLP /2 is not present within the range of identified
nonlinear interactions, which suggests that it is locking into the lower energy attractor,
ωh/3, as previously speculated. To investigate this further, Fig. 4.31 presents regions
p1, p2 and pt from the HS of IMFs 3 and 4 with both ωNLP /2 and ωh/3 plotted. It
can be seen that ωh/3 is consistently present within the region and although ωNLP /2 is
not present, its values are in close proximity to ωh/3. ωNLP /2 is initially greater than
ωh/3, the trajectories of the two frequencies then converge until a point of intersection
(ωh/3 = (ωβ − 4ωh)/2) at V ∗ = 0.374, which is the mid–point of the transition region
pt, beyond which the two frequencies diverge until V ∗ = 0.4 where the periodic system
returns to chaos. This sheds light on the presence of p1, p2 and pt, and the contrasting
frequency content within these regions. These findings strongly support the suggestion
that the presence of ωh/3 and the fundamental nature of the periodicity within the region
0.28 < V ∗ < 0.40 can be explained by (ωβ−4ωh)/2 locking into the lower energy attractor
ωh/3, i.e., i) ωNLP /2 is not identified within the interactions but its trajectory lies in close
proximity to that of ωh/3, and ii) clear correlations can be drawn between the system
dynamics (p1, p2 and pt) and the relationship between the trajectories of (ωβ − 4ωh)/2
and ωh/3.
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Figure 4.30: HS of IMF 4 for 0.28 < V ∗ < 0.40
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Interestingly, ωNLP can only be identified when considering the nonstationary response,
i.e., if the steady–state response (obtained by applying an impulse to the system at t = 0)
is analysed at any V ∗ within the periodic region (0.28 < V ∗ < 0.4) the HS are characterised
by ωh and its harmonics only, similar to Fig. 4.22. To investigate this further the steady–
state response can be obtained using a nonstationary approach as opposed to applying
an impulse to the system at t = 0. To do so, accelerating flow conditions are considered
from 0.2 < V ∗ < 0.35, at which point V ∗ = 0.35 is fixed and the response is allowed to
recover to a steady–state. It is found that the frequency content from the steady–state
response, obtained from nonstationary initial conditions, is to identical to that presented in
Fig. 4.22. Although not shown here, this is consistent for all discrete velocities within the
range 0.28 < V ∗ < 0.4. This finding suggests that the presence of ωNLP is characteristic
of transient phenomena only, however, when allowed to recover to a steady–state the
preferential attractor ωh absorbs the more energetic and complex nonlinear mode ωNLP
(and its harmonics).
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Figure 4.31: HS of IMFs 3 and 4 combined for 0.28 < V ∗ < 0.40
4.3.3 Summary
In the previous section it was shown that higher–order spectra alone are capable of prov-
ing detailed information for diagnostics purposes, i.e., by identifying the nonlinear form
(quadratic, cubic or quadratic–cubic) associated with i) isolated freeplay (cubic only) and
ii) freeplay combined with nonlinear aerodynamics in the from of large scale shock motion
(quadratic–cubic). Prior to LCO and diverging flutter, the system is found to transi-
tion between aperiodic/chaotic and periodic responses. The aperiodic/chaotic response is
driven by the freeplay nonlinearity only and is characterised by a set of highly complex
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modular frequency interactions. Providing physical insights toward this phenomenon (i.e.,
the transition between aperiodic/chaotic and periodic states) is the subject of the present
section. To investigate this phenomenon the HHT approach is used to analyse a nonsta-
tionary response (accelerating flow conditions) within the pre–flutter periodic region. This
allows for the linear modes and nonlinear interactions to be tracked as the speed increases.
The present section supports the findings of the previous section while providing further
detail as to the linear and nonlinear frequency content of the system. The segregation of
the HS from IMF 1 – IMF 4 is a logical and simplistic manner to display the frequencies
and nonlinear interactions, which facilitates the identification process for the practitioner.
Physical Insights
Decomposition of the signal according to the EMD, alongside the time-varying frequencies
as calculated by the Hilbert transform, unveils detailed information pertaining to the
temporal variations in nonlinear spectral characteristics. This hereby provides greater
understanding of the nonlinear dynamics in the form of interactions between the linear
and nonlinear modal contributions.
It is shown that the onset of periodicity is related to the systems modality, i.e., if two
prominent modes become harmonically related (in this case due to a 2:1 IR phenomenon)
the number of physical modes acting decreases and hence the system shifts to a higher
state of order. Although this intuitive finding provides a sound explanation for the onset
of periodicity, it does not provide insight into the ongoing periodic behaviour. To account
for the ongoing periodic behaviour, it should be considered that once the system has
shifted to a periodic behaviour type it is preferential for it to remain so, as opposed
to shifting back to an aperiodic/chaotic and more energetic state. With this in mind, an
explanation for the continuation of periodicity in the current work is twofold; i) the system
becomes fundamentally characterised by a single nonlinear mode and its interaction with
the driving linear mode, and ii) a lock–in phenomenon is observed where a subharmonic
of the nonlinear mode locks into that of a linear mode as it is a preferential lower energy
attractor. The system remains periodic/quasi–periodic while the linear mode remains in
a lower energy state that the nonlinear mode. However, it is shown that shortly after the
energy states switch, i.e., the linear mode is no longer in a lower energy state the system
reverts to disorder.
Towards Freeplay Smart Diagnostics
With respect to diagnostics, one critical finding is that the EMD is able to approximately
discretise the fixed and free bilinear states, given that the approach is able to detect
detailed temporal variations in the spectral content of the signal. Furthermore, the IMF
which describes the free state response is approximately bounded by the amplitude of the
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freeplay. Harnessing this capability of the EMD is a key component towards adapting
the method for freeplay magnitude estimation in the Smart Diagnostics concept to be
presented in the coming chapters.
The HOS and HHT approaches are complimentary tools which provide detail as to the
presence, spatial source and magnitude of the freeplay nonlinearity, warranting ongoing
research efforts towards smart diagnostics. Further, the approaches indicate which modes
are activated and to what extent. For nonstationary data analysis the HHT approach is an
extremely powerful tool in providing insight into the variation in modal contributions as
system properties change. This and the previous section provide strong support to suggest
that adapting the HOS and HHT approaches for smart diagnostics purposes is a logical
and feasible pathway. To better understand these findings and their validity to freeplay
affected aeroelastic systems in a general sense, rigorous investigations are expanded to
more complex aeroelastic systems in the coming chapters.
4.4 Consolidation of the Freeplay Induced Phenomena Ac-
cording to the Behaviour of Natural Bilinear Aeroelastic
Modes
Recalling from the previous two sections, three distinct characteristic nonlinear phenomena
are observed in this system, including:
1. Abrupt shift in response type as a function of the speed (chaotic/periodic dynamic
response, bifurcations, limit cycle etc.)
2. Nonlinear modes, i.e., those which are not harmonically related to the natural linear
aeroelastic modes, however, can be described by complex interactions between them
3. A slight discrepancy between the detected and natural linear aeroelastic modal fre-
quencies, i.e., the frequency of first bending at any reduced velocity as estimated via
the power spectrum is inconsistent with that calculated by the v − g method. Can
this nonlinear shift be described accounted for and quantified
While the results of the previous Sections 4.2 and 4.3 provide insights pertaining to the
nonlinear spectral aspects and physical characteristics of structural freeplay (in isolation
and coupled with nonlinear aerodynamics) and freeplay induced nonlinear phenomena; it
also raises a new question which should be addressed in order to provide a more complete
description of the freeplay driven system, i.e., is there a unified mechanism by which the
nonlinear phenomena mentioned above can be defined and connected, towards a more
complete spectral description of the nonlinear system? The aim of this section is to
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empirically identify relationships between the phenomena, suggest a common mechanism
by which they can be defined, and accordingly provide definitive qualitative/quantitative
relationships by which each of the phenomena can be accounted for.
In this final section of the chapter, it is shown that, for this bilinear system (inherently
defined by the combination of two underlying linear systems, i.e., that with the control
surface in a fixed state, and that in a free state), each of these phenomena can, to an
ample capacity, be described and related according to underlying nonlinear interactions
(coalescence, switching, and summation interactions) between the natural fixed and free
state linear aeroelastic modes.
4.4.1 Bilinear Definition of the 3-DOF Aeroelastic System
Control surface freeplay nonlinearity is often referred to as bilinear and inherently defined
by a combination of two discrete sets of natural linear aeroelastic modes, i.e., those related
to the control surface fixed state (nominal linear hinge stiffness) and free state (zero
hinge stiffness). When driven by unsteady aerodynamic loading, the nonlinear response is
characterised by switching between the two inherent linear states, such that, at any discrete
moment in time the underlying structural system is linear. In a more general sense, the
introduction of a freeplay dead–zone(s) transforms the otherwise continuous structure into
a poly-linear-state system, where each state is a unique discrete linear representation of
the structure. The number of states can be defined according to the number of dead–zones
(Nstates = 2Nfp , where Nfp is the number of freeplay affected hinges in a given system),
and each state has a unique set of linear aeroelastic modes and a unique linear stability
point.
With the nonlinear system driven by linearised aerodynamic forces, the linear stability
points are defined by the linear flutter points of the two discrete linear systems, i.e., when
both linear systems are stable the nonlinear system is stable, at the free state linear flutter
speed the free state linear system becomes unstable (while the fixed state linear system
remains stable) and the route to flutter as the speed increases is governed by nonlinear
dynamic orbits, and linear flutter occurs at the fixed state linear flutter speed as both
linear systems are unstable. The aim is to investigate how, as the speed changes and the
nonlinear behaviour transitions between stability points: i) the linear aeroelastic modes
within a discrete state interact, ii) the dominant linear aeroelastic modes switch due to
equalities and transitions between states, and iii) the underlying state which drives the
system transitions. 1
1In this section, “coalesce” is used when referring to the interaction of discrete–state linear aeroelastic
modes, whereas “equal” is used when referring to bilinear aeroelastic mode switching.
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4.4.2 Orbital State Change with Respect to Natural Linear Aeroelastic
Modes
In this section the stationary bifurcation diagram (Fig. 4.3), the reported characteristic
behaviours, and the linear aeroelastic modes (Fig. 4.2) are revisited, to asses the abrupt
shifting between orbits according to discrete state modal interactions and preferred state
switching.
Linear and Nonlinear Stability Points
Initially, the interactions between linear aeroelastic modes at the stability points are in-
vestigated, which were not rigorously studied in the previous sections of this chapter.
Figure 4.32 presents the bifurcation diagram with three representations of the aeroelastic
heave modes plotted above, i.e., the natural linear aeroelastic heave modes of the discrete
control surface fixed state ωh,fix and free state ωh,fr systems, and that which is extracted
via power spectral density estimation the raw nonlinear time–history data ωh,det. The
detected heave mode is not definitively characterised by the fixed or free state system, but
rather their combined effects, thus its trajectory is offset from ωh,fix and ωh,fr, which is
the subject of the following section.
At V ∗ / 0.2 (the control surface free state linear flutter boundary) both linear sys-
tems are inherently stable and as to be expected the system behaves in a linear stable
manner. In this region the trajectories of ωh,fix and ωh,fr are converging and at V ∗ ≈ 0.2
they are equal, at which point the control surface free state system becomes unstable, a
subcritical bifurcation occurs and aperiodic dynamic behaviour is observed. At this point
the unstable ωh,fr becomes the preferable lower–energy attractor which drives nonlinear
dynamic response. As the aperiodic orbit progresses for V ∗ ' 0.2 the trajectories of ωh,fix
and ωh,free are diverging. At V ∗ ≈ 0.208 a momentary return to linear stable behaviour
is observed, at which point the linear ωh,free and nonlinear ωh,det heave mode represen-
tations are equal, which suggests that the linear aeroelastic modes interact such that the
stable control surface fixed state balances the system. Shortly after at V ∗ ≈ 0.21, a sub-
critical bifurcation occurs and the aperiodic orbit resumes. The second equality occurs at
V ∗ ≈ 0.26 according to the inactive linear ωh,fix and nonlinear ωh,det, at which point no
behavioural change is observed.
Once the system becomes unstable at V ∗ ≈ 0.2 the trajectories of the linear heave mode
representations are diverging with ωh,fr being the preferable low energy attractor due to
the instability of the control surface free state system. At V ∗ ≈ 0.33 the trajectories of
ωh,fix and ωh,fr begin to converge until their equality is observed at V ∗ ≈ 0.57, at which
point ωh,fix becomes the preferable attractor and a subcritical bifurcation is observed
with abrupt state change from chaotic response to LCO. This finding is intuitive, i.e.,
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as the system becomes driven by the natural fixed aeroelastic heave mode, an orbit with
the control surface fixed is the natural preferable linear state, and hence the amplitude
of the orbit grows exponentially towards the fixed state stability boundary. Within this
unstable limit cycle region the trajectories of ωh,fix and ωh,fr are diverging and linear–
nonlinear modal equalities similar to those observed for low speed (0.2 / V ∗ / 0.26) are
encountered, i.e., at the point of observed equality between the inactive linear ωh,fr and
nonlinear ωh,det no behavioural change is observed. On the other hand, at V ∗ ≈ 0.66 (the
control surface fixed state linear flutter boundary) the fixed state linear system becomes
unstable, and thus both discrete linear systems are inherently unstable and linear flutter
occurs. Modally, this is characterised by the linear–nonlinear equality ωh,det = ωh,fix.
The interactions between natural linear aeroelastic modes at the points of linear–
nonlinear heave mode equality are investigated in the following section.
Low–Speed Periodic Region
The pre–flutter periodic state–change is studied in the preceding sections where it is shown
that the onset of periodicity is due to internal resonance phenomenon such that the de-
tected pitch and heave aeroelastic modes coalesce (2ωh = ωα) at V ∗ ≈ 0.29, and as a
result the tri–modal system becomes temporarily bi–modal. Furthermore, it is shown that
within the stable periodic region only one nonlinear mode exists (ωNLp = ωβ − 4ωh), and
a lock–in between the subharmonic ωNLP /2 and ωh/3 drives the ongoing stable orbit, i.e.,
ωh/3 is the preferable orbit. The transition back to a chaotic state was loosely defined
by the point at which ωNLP /2 and ωh/3 decouple, with the nonlinear mode becoming
the preferable attractor. Furthermore, it is found that the apparently continuous periodic
region observed in the raw response is in fact defined by two separate regions (Fig. 4.26)
which has been identified via HHT analysis of the nonstationary aeroelastic system, i.e.,
with dynamic (accelerating) aerodynamic loading.
To gain deeper insights and a fundamental understanding of the spectral characteristics
pertaining to the transition between states for the low–speed range (0.29 / V ∗ / 0.39),
Fig. 4.33 presents the bifurcation diagram of the region with the natural linear aeroelastic
modes above. As V ∗ → 0.29 the trajectories of ωh,fix and ωα,fix/2 are rapidly converging,
and for the region (0.27 / V ∗ / 0.29) the close trajectories lead to a period of transition
between the aperiodic and periodic orbital states. At the point where the trajectories of
ωα,fix/2 and ωh,fix coalesce, ωα,fix/2 becomes the preferable low energy attractor and the
state shifts to a stable multi–period orbit, driven by the fixed state modes ωα,fix/2 and
ωβ/5.
Within this stable periodic region (V ∗ ≈ 0.29 − 0.39) the trajectories of ωh,fix and
ωα,fr/2 are converging, and at the point where the modes of two separate linear systems
are equal, it is conjectured that ωα,fr/2 becomes preferable to ωh,fix and the subtle orbital
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Figure 4.32: Natural linear aeroelastic modes as the state transitions from chaotic response to
LCO (modal values normalised)
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change within the periodic region occurs. This subtle orbital change, i.e., only observable
by decomposing a nonstationary (accelerating) representation of the region, is further
confirmation that within this stable periodic orbit these two modes have little energy and
the system is primarily driven by ωα,fix/2 and ωβ/5. Furthermore, within this region
the trajectories of ωα,fix/2 and ωβ/5 are converging. Therefore, the periodic region is
characterised by two sets of converging modes, one of which is high energy and driving the
system, and the other low energy with little effect on the system. Finally, at V ∗ ≈ 0.39
ωh,fr and ωβ/5 see equality and, given that ωβ/5 is driving the system, the preferred state
shifts to and the system return to a chaos. This is revisited and explored in greater detail
in the following section.
4.4.3 Quantification of Detected Linear Aeroelastic Heave Mode
For the entire range of speeds between the linear stability points, the detected linear
aeroelastic heave mode ωh,det (combined effects of the two linear systems) is offset from that
of fixed and free natural linear aeroelastic system ωh,fix/ωh,fr as presented in Fig. 4.32.
The trajectories of ωh,fix/ωh,fr and ωh,det converge towards the upper and lower speed
boundaries of the orbital region. Linear behaviour is observed at the discrete speeds
for which the driving–linear and nonlinear representations of the heave mode are equal,
i.e., stability at low speed and linear flutter at the fixed state stability boundary. No
behavioural change is observed at points of equality between the dormant–linear and
nonlinear representations of the heave mode are equal.
This shift is not unique to structural freeplay, however, given the well–defined discrete
sets of linear aeroelastic modes, and that the system is not being contaminated by any
frequency sources (e.g., a nonlinear aerodynamic mechanism with its own frequency),
it would be expected that the detected heave mode can be quantified. This proposed
quantification of the discrepancy between detected and natural linear aeroelastic heave
mode is presented in Fig. 4.34. The nonlinear orbital region of this system (V ∗ <≈
0.2− 0.66) is separated into discrete speed regimes according to the state changes defined
in the previous section. For each regime the detected heave mode ωh,det is quantified
(ωh,cal) according to
ωh,det ≈ ωh,cal = ωh,fix + (ωβ/5− ωh,fr) ∀ 0.2 < V ∗ < 0.29 (4.4)
= ωh,fix + (ωα,fr − ωα,fix)/4 ∀ 0.29 < V ∗ < 0.4 (4.5)
= ωh,fix + (ωα,fix + ωh,fr + ωβ/2)/2 ∀ 0.4 < V ∗ < 0.57 (4.6)
= (ωh,free + ωβ/4)/2 ∀ 0.57 < V ∗ < 0.66 (4.7)
where ωh,det should be considered as an approximation, and ωh,cal the true value.2
2The observed discrepancies between ωh,cal and ωh,det can be accounted for according to parameters
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Figure 4.33: Natural linear aeroelastic modes as the state transitions in an out of periodicity
(modal values normalised)
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For the entire range of speeds driven by the free linear aeroelastic heave mode ωh,fr
(0.2 / V ∗ / 0.57), the fixed state heave mode ωh,fix combines with other linear aeroelastic
modes to define that which is detected ωh,det.
At the onset of the aperiodic orbit (V ∗ ≈ 0.2) where the trajectories of ωh,fix and
ωh,fr begin to diverge in speed regime 1 (0.2 / V ∗ / 0.29), so do the natural and detected
values of the linear aeroelastic heave mode representations, where ωh,det is defined by the
trajectory of ωh,fix with the contribution of (ωβ/5 − ωh,fr). The low gradient trajectory
of ωβ/5 lies between those of linear heave modes. The linear stability which is observed
at V ∗ ≈ 0.208 is now investigated. Assuming equality between the linear and nonlinear
representations of the heave mode (ωh,fr = ωh,det), Eq. (4.4) can be re–written as
ωh,fr = ωh,fix + (ωβ/5− ωh,fr) (4.8)
=⇒ ωh,fix = 2ωh,fr − ωβ/5 (4.9)
(4.10)
hence, the nonlinear heave mode representation is balanced at this speed given that the
sum of the unstable free state ωh,fr (which is driving the system) and stable fixed state
ωβ modes are equal to the stable fixed state heave mode ωh,fix, thus the system behaves
according to the linear dynamics of the fixed state at this speed which is inherently stable.
Now the second equality at V ∗ ≈ 0.26 (ωh,fix = ωh,det) allows Eq. 4.4 be re–written as
ωh,fix = ωh,fix + (ωβ/5− ωh,fr) (4.11)
=⇒ ωh,fr = ωβ/5 (4.12)
where this momentary cancellation of ωh,fix has no effect on the system, this is to be
expected as the nonlinear orbit is driven by the instability of the free state (ωh,fr) and the
fixed state remains inherently stable.
For speed regime 2 (0.29 / V ∗ / 0.4), the natural and detected linear aeroelastic
heave mode trajectories continue to diverge, where ωh,det is now defined by the trajectory
of ωh,fix with the contribution of (ωα,fr−ωα,fix)/4. This coincides with the orbit shifting
to a stable periodic state due to ωα,fix becoming the preferable attractor to ωh,fix and later
in the region ωα,fr becoming the preferable attractor to ωh,fix, thus the definition of ωh,det
is consistent with the shifting preferred modal trajectories and the bi-modal (pitch-heave)
periodic orbital state.
which may cause the frequency of the PSD estimation to vary slightly, e.g., the fundamental algorithm, total
number of data points, block size, window function and so on. Furthermore, the pronounced discrepancies
at orbital switching points are due to the approximation of the ωh,cal switching.
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In speed regime 3 (0.4 / V ∗ / 0.57), where the orbit abruptly shifts to a chaotic
state, the natural and detected linear aeroelastic heave mode representations begin to
converge, and ωh,det becomes defined by the trajectory of ωh,fix with the contribution of
(ωα,fix + ωh,fix + ωβ/2)/2. Thus, this chaotic behaviour is rationalised by the complex
interaction between four of the five linear aeroelastic modes, and all three degrees–of–
freedom.
These contributions for the speed regimes 2 and 3 supports the observations reported
in the previous section regarding the orbital state changes. Within the periodic region,
the nonlinear representation of first bending ωh,det is characterised by pitch-heave contri-
butions only, which is consistent with the observed periodic orbital state for the speed
regime 2. At the speed for which the system returns to chaos, the nonlinear first bending
representation ωh,det is characterised by contributions from all three degrees–of–freedom.
The free state heave mode ωh,fr is reactivated, the control mode ωβ is reactivated and
shifts to a higher harmonic (ωβ/5 to ωβ/4), and the fixed state heave ωh,fix and free state
pitch ωα,fr remain active, supporting the observed chaotic behaviour.
Finally, for speed regime 4 (0.57 / V ∗ / 0.66) at V ∗ ≈ 0.57 ωh,fix becomes the
preferable low energy attractor and a subcritical bifurcation occurs with the orbit abruptly
shifting to limit cycle which grows exponentially as the system moves shifts towards the
natural fixed state. With the fixed linear aeroelastic heave mode ωh,fix now driving the
limit cycle, the trajectory of ωh,free/2 with the contribution of ωβ/4 now defines that
which is detected. The linear behaviour which is observed at V ∗ ≈ 0.66 (i.e., flutter) is
now investigated. Assuming the equality ωh,fr = ωh,det, Eq. 4.7 can be re–written as
ωh,fix = (ωh,free + ωβ/4)/2 (4.13)
=⇒ ωh,fr = 2ωh,fix − ωβ/4 (4.14)
(4.15)
where at this point of equality the general balanced equations are the same as that which
is derived at V ∗ = 0.208, however with ωh,fix and ωh,fr are inverted, and ωβ is at a higher
harmonic. At this speed, with both linear states inherently unstable, the balanced linear
system is characterised by linear flutter, rather than seeing a return to stability.
Having shown that the detected linear aeroelastic modal values can be quantified ac-
cording to interactions between the natural linear aeroelastic modes, it follows that the
nonlinear modes which are quantified via interactions between the detected linear aeroelas-
tic modes 4.2.2 must also be quantifiable in this manner and can be re–defined accordingly.
Furthermore, the definition of cubic phase relationships induced by freeplay can now be
re–defined, i.e., it was initially shown in 4.2.2 that isolated structural freeplay is a purely
cubic process which is defined by cubic phase–coupling between detected linear and non-
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Figure 4.34: Calculated discrepancy between the detected and natural linear aeroelastic modes
linear aeroelastic modes, where it is now shown that the cubic phase–coupling is between
highly complex combinations of natural linear aeroelastic modes only, as the detected
linear and nonlinear modes are in fact defined via interactions between the natural linear
aeroelastic modes.
4.5 Summary and Contribution towards Research Questions
In this chapter the linear and nonlinear spectral properties of a simplified 2D 3–DOF
wing–control surface transonic aeroelastic model, driven by structural freeplay nonlinear-
ity, have been rigorously characterised using a simplified 2D 3–DOF wing–control surface
transonic aeroelastic model. This fundamental frequency domain study of freeplay and
the inherent nonlinear phenomena, provides critical insights towards the spectral char-
acteristic information which can be exploited and readily extracted using the HOS and
HHT methods. The findings provide the fundamental foundations for the reminder of
the research presented in thesis, where the findings in this chapter seed the practical re-
search efforts towards adapting the nominal nonlinear system identification methods for
data–driven smart diagnostics.
With respect to research question 3, related to gaining new insights towards the fun-
damental physical mechanism and characteristics of structural freeplay related nonlinear
phenomena, it is shown that the three nonlinear aeroelastic phenomena of interest, which
may be pronounced in systems with freeplay, can be described and quantified according to
a consistent underlying mechanism, i.e., interactions and discrete preferred state switching
between natural bilinear linear aeroelastic modes. Furthermore, the purely cubic mecha-
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nism by which isolated structural freeplay is defined, can be described according to cubic
phase–coupling between complex combinations of natural linear aeroelastic modes.
In greater detail, it is shown that bifurcations and abrupt change of orbital trajec-
tory can be related to switching between the preferred bilinear state natural aeroelastic
modal contributions and resonance type interactions between the discrete state modal
trajectories. The identified nonlinear aeroelastic modes, and the inconsistency between
natural and identified linear aeroelastic modes, can be quantified according to complex
summation interactions of the natural aeroelastic modes, where the modal contributions
change at the discrete speeds for which the abrupt change of orbital trajectory is observed.
These three phenomena are hereby connected via the empirical observations which have
been provided, such that switching, resonance, coalescence and equality type interactions
between the natural bilinear aeroelastic modal states can describe these phenomena and
quantify relevant parameters, depicted in Fig. 4.35.
Figure 4.35: Observed nonlinear phenomena and connections for the 3DOF aeroelastic system
with freeplay
From a practical perspective, several definitive spectral characteristics are identified
which can extracted using the nominal system identification methods. The following
highlights the synergy between the contributive aspects outlined in this section and the
research questions 1 and 2:
Towards freeplay detection:
• Characteristic complex modular frequency interactions can be identified and quanti-
fied according to the identified linear aeroelastic modes which interact to formulate
a set of nonlinear modes, these appear as frequencies which are not harmonically
related to the detected linear aeroelastic modes.
• Structural freeplay nonlinearity can be characterised by cubic phase–coupling be-
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tween identified linear and nonlinear modular modes. On the other hand weak–
moderate aerodynamic nonlinearities due to inviscid shock motion can be char-
acterised by quadratic phase–coupling between the identified linear and nonlinear
modular modes and the magnitude of the quadratic phase–coupling is found to be
proportional to the magnitude of the nonlinear shock motion.
• The presence of motion–induced Type-B nonlinear shock motion has a scaling effect
on the dynamic oscillations, however, does not appear to impact the structural
freeplay mechanism, nor does it affect freeplay identification.
Towards freeplay localisation:
• For all reduced velocity values the magnitude of the tricoherence is the largest at the
control surface (although this becomes marginal at greater speeds). Considering this
property of the HOS, adaptation in the following chapters towards a comprehensive
freeplay spatial source isolation for real–world aircraft systems is a primary focus.
Towards freeplay magnitude estimation:
• The EMD possesses the ability to approximately discretise the bilinear states of
the 3–DOF system, where the free–state IMF is bound by the freeplay magnitude.
Operational aircraft sensory outputs are not likely to provide the direct rotational
displacement response of the affected control surface and, depending on the aircraft
system, will likely be plagued by uncertainty, noise, and potential contamination by
more intense nonlinear aerodynamic mechanisms. Albeit, the principal of discretising
the fixed and free states of the aeroelastic response in the time domain, independent
of the sensor location and channel output type, seeds research efforts in the coming
chapters towards adapting the EMD as a key component for freeplay magnitude
estimation.
The periodicity of the system prior to nonlinear flutter appears to be defined by the
number of effective modes acting within the nonlinear process. For example when all
three linear aeroelastic modes are non–harmonically related the response appears aperi-
odic, however, if two modes become harmonically related the number of effective modes is
reduced and inherently the response shifts to a higher state of order (quasi–periodic / peri-
odic behaviour). It is found that the quasi–periodic behaviour continues for a finite range
of speeds despite the harmonic relationship between modes no longer existing. Eventually,
a breakdown of the quasi–periodicity is observed and the system returns to disorder. Con-
jectures towards a physical explanation for these phenomena have been comprehensively
studied throughout this chapter.
Chapter 5
Nonlinear Spectral Characteristics
of Nonlinear Aeroelastic Systems
with Structural Freeplay- Part II:
Three-Dimensional Transonic
Aeroelastic System
In this chapter a three-dimensional aeroelastic wing model equipped with leading and
trailing edge control surfaces is considered. Variation in freeplay configuration (symmet-
rical/asymmetrical), the number of freeplays, and the aerodynamic conditions are consid-
ered, with a linearised solution of the aerodynamic forces. By studying this complex 3D
system, the primary objective is to understand whether or not the spectral characteristics
identified in two-dimensions remain valid in three dimensions (where multiple freeplays
exist) and to what degree the freeplay can be identified using only the nominal HOS and
EMD methods as we move closer to realistic aeroelastic data. This nonlinear identifica-
tion elements of this chapter are preceded and motivated by preliminary research which
was conducted at the beginning of the authors candidature [122]. The study considers a
high-fidelity (coupled CFD/CSD) three-dimensional aeroelastic wing model with freeplay
located at the root, i.e., representative of an all-movable horizontal tail. The HOS are
used to extract nonlinear characteristics of the freeplay induced limit cycle oscillations,
indicating that the HOS may be a powerful tool in localising the nonlinear freeplay event.
It is shown that the 2D and 3D aeroelastic systems are characterised by the same
fundamental spectral signatures, thus providing a pathway to progress towards adapting
these nominal methods to systematically extract and exploit the nonlinear spectral infor-
mation for freeplay smart diagnostics. New physical insights towards freeplay nonlinearity,
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in particular for a system with dual-freeplay, are provided by relating the linear and non-
linear modal contributions to the nonlinear dynamic behaviours which are identified in
the time-domain bifurcation diagrams.
Alongside the practical aspects of this chapter, a preliminary study which probes
the fundamental nonlinear dynamic aspects of the complex three-dimensional aeroelastic
wing is provided. Nonstationary (accelerating) aerodynamic forces are used to explore
the transitional behaviour of the nonlinear orbits, with the HHT used to examine the
time varying spectral properties as the nonlinear orbit changes. Stationary cases are also
considered, at speeds which are found to be pertinent to particular orbital behaviours
and abrupt orbital state switching, to support the time-frequency analysis and analyse
the nonlinear spectral contributions in detail. The study is intended as an initial and
indicative extension of the fundamental aspects provided in the previous chapter, which
is included to provide a pathway for revisiting and continuing this fundamental aspect
of the research. Given the ambitious practical research objectives to be realised, this
fundamental aspect is left open as a strong recommendation to be further explored by
the research community. Further justification for including this preliminary research is
provided in the Section 5.3.
5.1 Aeroelastic Configuration
5.1.1 Modified AGARD445.6 Aeroelastic Wing
The AGARD 445.6 wing model is a heavily cited benchmark case which has been used to
validate new aeroelastic modelling approaches for decades, with experiment experimental
data ranging from low-transonic to low-supersonic Mach numbers acquired in over 30 years
ago in the NASA transonic dynamic wind tunnel [123]. The model consists of a tapered
swept wing (see Figure 5.1) with a NACA 65A004 aerofoil section and sweep angle of 45 [◦].
The material properties of the wing, presented in Table 5.1, replicate those of weakened
mahogany, consistent with the weakened model (No. 3) from the experimental campaign.
The AGARD 445.6 wing is characterised by a weak aerodynamic nonlinearity and
a linear structure, resulting in typically good correlation with experiment by numerical
aeroelastic frameworks[124]. For this study, the AGARD 445.6 wing is modified to resem-
ble a representative main wing with leading and trailing-edge control surfaces transonic
wing configuration as presented in Fig. 5.1(b). The material properties of the control sur-
faces are consistent of the weakened model (No. 3) from the experimental campaign. The
geometric and mass properties are given in Table 5.2. The leading edge control surface
hinge line lays forward of the wing quarter chord. Given the thickness of the leading edge
control surface, its mass and geometric properties yield interesting dynamic behaviours,
to be presented in the coming sections. Freeplay nonlinearities are imposed in the control
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Figure 5.1: AGARD 445.6 wing geometry specifications
surfaces.
5.1.2 Computational Aeroelastic Model
A linearised state-space aeroelastic platform,including an aerodynamic reduced-order model
using ANSYS MAPDLTMand ANSYS FLUENTTMused to capture the generalised aero-
dynamic forces. The 3D wing body is modelled in modal coordinates for efficiency, a valid
representation given the relatively small elastic displacements of the structure. To ensure
that the structural variations are captured due to stiffness freeplay, the affected degrees
Parameter Description Value
ρw, ρLE , ρTE Material density [kg/m3] 381.98
EXXw , EXXLE , EXXTE Spanwise elastic modulus [Pa] 3.151× 109
EZZw , EZZLE , EZZTE Chordwise elastic modulus [Pa] 4.162× 108
GXZw , GXZLE , GXZTE Shear modulus [Pa] 4.162× 1010
ν Poisson’s Ratio 0.31
Table 5.1: Material properties of the modified AGARD 445.6 wing body and control surfaces
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of freedom are loaded with large fictitious masses (FM), which renders the structure in-
sensitive to a local stiffness variations and is hence conveniently able to describe the total
time-history of the dynamic response using a single set of modes [125].
For a detailed description of the aeroelastic modelling scheme, developed by collabo-
rators to the author within the aeroelastic research group at RMIT University, see Ap-
pendix A.2. This also includes experimental and numerical validation elements.
5.1.3 Nonlinear Configuration
The benchmark AGARD 445.6 configuration is modified to include an inboard leading-
edge control surface and outboard trailing-edge control surfaces. The control surfaces
are connected to the main wing, such that their motion implicitly follows the main wing
with the exception of the hinge rotation, which is controlled by a torsional stiffness of
kle = kte = 125 [Nm/rad]. The freeplay magnitudes are denoted as δs,le, and δs,te for
the leading and trailing-edge control surface hinges, respectively. The elastic restoring
moments of the control surface are therefore represented as the nonlinear combination of
nine linear systems. The natural frequencies computed directly from the normal modes
model are given in Table 5.3, with the effect of loading the hinges with fictitious masses
highlighted in Table 5.4. The three cases, i.e., the nominal linear system, the linear system
with zero stiffness (or fictitious mass) in the trailing edge hinge, and the linear system with
zero stiffness (or fictitious masses) in both hinges, are relevant to the freeplay configura-
tions investigated in the coming sections, presented in Table 5.5. Good correlation of the
natural linear aeroelastic modes is observed for the frequencies of interest, with only the
highest frequency modes nine and ten displaying a significant discrepancy which is to be
expected given the high frequency imposed by the heavy fictitious masses. This has little
effect on the dynamics as the these modes have little participation. A sensitivity study
was conducted, which verified that ten modes is sufficient to capture the dual-freeplay
behaviour. Table 5.5 presents the six freeplay configurations which are considered in this
section. An investigation of the nonlinear system is initially conducted by Carrese et
Control Surfaces
Parameter Description Wing TE LE
m Mass [kg] 2.17 0.21 0.31
CX Centre of mass [m] 0.21 0.31 7.03× 10−2
CY Centre of mass [m] -0.66 -1.1 -0.57
IXX Moment of inertia [kg·m2] 0.22 1.70× 10−3 7.5× 10−3
IY Y Moment of inertia [kg·m2] 1.78× 10−2 1.29× 10−4 1.47× 10−4
Table 5.2: Mass properties of the modified AGARD 445.6 wing body and control surfaces
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Mode TE-fr — LE-fr [Hz] TE-fr — LE-fix [Hz] TE-fix — LE fix [Hz]
ω1 11.6 0.011 0.0103
ω2 43.44 11.92 0.018
ω3 51.31 42.269 12.12
ω4 83.18 51.94 48.03
ω5 118.18 76.166 51.85
ω6 120.9 121.6 110.55
ω7 130.91 130.44 130.91
ω8 146.03 133.77 132.5
ω9 178.21 176.66 170.66
ω10 208.17 207.09 206.05
Table 5.3: Natural frequencies of the modified AGARD 445.6 for the relevant freeplay configura-
tions without fictitious masses
al. [126] (also where the aeroelastic modelling strategy is first presented and validated).
It is shown that with a freeplay value of ±0.25◦ in both control surfaces at M∞ = 0.901
the nonstationary system behaves with chaotic tendencies, with the leading edge control
surface failing break free of the strong attracting lower dead-zone boundary. Short time
Fourier analysis is conducted to study the time-varying frequencies, with a general de-
scription of the system showing that many harmonics of the first bending mode exist with
nonlinear modes appearing at various speeds. The system is studied in greater detail in
this chapter.
The corresponding mode shapes of the structure loaded with the fictitious mass is
shown in Figure 5.2. The mode show bending and torsion dominated effects for the first
three modes, with significant deformation of the leading edge control surface observed
for the fourth mode. The fifth and eighth modes are dominated by trailing edge control
surface deflection. Mode 6 represents second torsion/leading edge control surface.
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(a) Mode 1: ω1 = 11.60 Hz (b) Mode 2: ω2 = 43.44 Hz (c) Mode 3: ω3 = 51.31 Hz
(d) Mode 4: ω4 = 83.18 Hz (e) Mode 5: ω5 = 118.18 Hz (f) Mode 6: ω6 = 120.90 Hz
(g) Mode 7: ω7 = 130.91 Hz (h) Mode 8: ω8 = 146.03 Hz (i) Mode 9: ω9 = 178.21 Hz
(j) Mode 10: ω10 = 208.17 Hz
Figure 5.2: FM mode shapes of the AGARD 445.6 wing with leading and trailing-edge control
surfaces
114 5.1. Aeroelastic Configuration
Mode TE-fr — LE-fr [Hz] TE-fr — LE-fix [Hz] TE-fix — LE fix [Hz]
ω1 11.59 0.016 0.0104
ω2 43.44 11.93 0.018
ω3 51.31 42.28 12.12
ω4 83.44 52.46 48.06
ω5 118.41 76.23 51.85
ω6 121.76 122.1 111.2
ω7 130.91 130.62 130.96
ω8 146.7 133.71 132.93
ω9 309.82 174.39 226.18
ω10 542.24 464.32 326.04
Table 5.4: Natural frequencies of the modified AGARD 445.6 wing for the relevant freeplay
configurations with fictitious masses
Case δs,te [◦] δs,le [◦]
1 ±0.025 0
2 +0.04, −0.01 0
3 ±0.025 ±0.01
4 +0.04, −0.01 ±0.01
5 ±0.025 +0.015, −0.005
6 +0.04, −0.01 +0.015, −0.005
Table 5.5: Freeplay configurations for the modified AGARD 445.6 wing
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5.2 Nonlinear Dynamic Characteristics and Sensitivity
In this section nonlinear dynamics of the six freeplay configurations are studied using
nonstationary aerodynamic loading (accelerating speed) to obtain bifurcation diagrams
and explore the nonstationary time domain nonlinear orbital characteristics. For each of
the six configurations, bifurcation diagrams are obtained for M∞ = 0.85, 0.901, 0.96, 1.072
and α0 = 0◦, 1◦, 2◦, 3◦ to investigate the effects of variation to the aerodynamic loading
on the nonlinear dynamics. The velocity index is accelerated from V ∗ = 0.1−V ∗f t = 10[s].
The flutter speeds for each case are presented in Fig. 5.3 where it can be seen that the
relatively small variation to the setting angle do not have a significant impact on the
flutter speed. The transonic dip occurs at M∞ = 0.96, consistent with the nominal
AGARD case. Furthermore, an increased setting angle can be seen to have a stabilising
effect on the system, where the linear flutter boundary increases with the setting angle.
Figure 5.3: Linear flutter plot for the modified AGARD 445.6 wing with leading and trailing
edge control surfaces
5.2.1 Trailing Edge Control Surface Freeplay
Figures 5.4, 5.4 present bifurcation diagrams for the trailing edge tip and control surface
responses with symmetrical freeplay in the trailing edge. For M∞ = 0.85, where the
setting angle has minimal affect, the low–speed dynamics is characterised by upper and
lower dead-zone bounded branches, with central attracting branches that stabilise the
initially chaotic system, with a two–period limit cycle observed for V ∗ ≈ 0.22−0.25. Here
the behaviour of the trailing edge tip response is characterised by two stable branches
that increase in amplitude as the control surface moves towards the stable two-period
state. The branches remain constant in amplitude for the range V ∗ ≈ 0.15 − 0.22. As
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the supercritical central branches of the hinge response are attracted towards each other,
the tip responds similarly. At V ∗ ≈ 0.25 the system goes subcritical, where two stable
branches emerge from a brief region of chaos. The system is characterised by a one–period
limit cycle until flutter. The dynamics at M∞ = 0.901 are very similar, however, as
the stable system approaches flutter a secondary subcritical bifurcations occurs, where
the upper bounded stable branch bifurcates into two stable branches which remain until
flutter. This characteristic behaviour is also observed at the tip where the lower branch
undergoes a subcritical bifurcation and the trajectory of the central branch approaches that
of the lower branch as the system moves toward flutter. For M∞ = 0.96 these behaviours
are more pronounced, and for V ∗ > 0.25 two separate characteristic systems are clearly
observed as the speed increases, i.e., as the angle increases so does the control surface
loading, and the emerging branches are quasi–periodic (chaotic for the tip orbit), and this
behaviour is more pronounced as the angle increases. The branches do not completely
stabilise until V ∗ ≈ 0.34 where the control surface is characterised by a multi-period limit
cycle until flutter for setting angles α0 = 0 − 2. On the other hand for α0 = 3 the
intensified differential aerodynamic loading leads to the central branch being attracted by
that of the bounded dead-zone and they merge just before flutter. For M∞ = 1.072 the
low–speed dynamics are again similar, however, the characteristic behaviours are more
pronounced and the setting angle has even greater affect on the dynamics. Here, as the
subcritical region progresses for V ∗ > 0.25 the two emergent chaotic branches stabilise at
V ∗ ≈ 0.41 where a second subcritical bifurcation occurs, beyond this speed the setting
angle based discrepancies cannot be observed for the control surface orbit whereas the
tip response indicates that the increased loading at higher setting angles suppresses the
chaotic nature of the branches. Finally for V ∗ > 0.5 the branches begin to bifurcate, where
period doubling is observed as the system approaches flutter. At the leading edge control
surface the Mach numbers M∞ = 0.85 − 0.96 are characterised by low amplitude orbits
of the control surface about the hinge axis. For M∞ = 1.072 the subcritical behaviour is
characterised by a multi– / single–period limit cycle for V ∗ > 0.41. At the tip, the low
speed behaviour follows the dynamics of the trailing edge then, for M∞ = 0.85 − 0.96,
as the trailing edge control surface becomes subcritical, the corresponding dynamics of
the leading edge tip is according to a low amplitude chaotic response about the zero
axis through to flutter. On the other hand, for M∞ = 1.072 low amplitude subcritical
behaviour can be observed for V ∗ > 0.5.
Figures 5.6, 5.7 present bifurcation diagrams for the trailing edge tip and control sur-
face responses with asymmetrical freeplay in the trailing edge. It can be seen that, similar
to the case with a symmetrical dead-zone, the setting angle has minimal effect on the
dynamics of the system. For M∞ = 0.85 the control surface response is initially char-
acterised by a quasi–periodic response with a weak attracting upper branch and strong
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Figure 5.4: Bifurcation diagrams for Case 1 with δs,te = ±0.025◦ [•α0 = 0, • α0 = 1, • α0 = 2,
• α0 = 3]
attracting lower branch. As the speed progresses, the lower branch strong attractor is
characterised by supercritical behaviour as the system becomes periodic. For the corre-
sponding tip response the upper branch is the strong attractor. Once a stable periodic
state is achieved in the control surface the amplitude of the tip response grows (faster
as the setting angle increases), with the corresponding dynamics of the control surface
characterised a multi–period state in the region of the peak amplitude. This multi–period
state then abruptly shifts back to the characteristic lower speed dynamics with the ampli-
tude of the single period tip response remaining constant. The amplitude of the control
surface response upper branch then begins to decrease towards the lower branch strong
attractor, as do both stable branches of the tip response. Physically this indicates that
the control surface is not impacting the upper boundary for this range of speeds, until bi-
furcation and period doubling characteristics lead to a chaotic central branch towards the
lower freeplay boundary and a weak attracting upper branch reappears. At this point the
tip response becomes chaotic. Finally, as the speed progresses towards flutter the chaotic
central branch is attracted towards the upper and lower bounded branches, and for a
small region just prior to flutter the system returns to a periodic state with the number
of periods varying dependent on the setting angle. For M∞ = 0.901 the dynamics at low
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Figure 5.5: Bifurcation diagrams for Case 1 with δs,te = ±0.025◦ with a)-d) normalised leading
edge control surface rotation, e)-h) normalised leading edge tip displacement, [•α0 = 0, • α0 = 1,
• α0 = 2, • α0 = 3]
speed are similar to those reported for M∞ = 0.85. As the speed increases, the central
points are attracted to the bounded lower chaotic branch and a central chaotic branch
towards the upper boundary, yielding a multi-period aperiodic state. The lower branch
then bifurcates providing a second central branch. Eventually the two central branches
merge with the system characterised by chaotic response, beyond which the lower bounded
branch acts as an attractor and the system moves towards towards order with the upper
branch weaker (the control surface is impacting the upper boundary less frequently than
the lower). As to be expected, this behaviour becomes less pronounced as the setting
angle increases. Beyond this the dynamics of the system are similar to those described
for M∞ = 0.85 as the chaotic system progresses to flutter. The dynamics of the system
for M∞ = 0.96 are consistent to those described here, however, more pronounced and less
affected by the setting angle. For M∞ = 1.072 the low–speed dynamics remains consistent
with that already reported. As the speed progresses the lower bounded branch is a strong
attractor and, the characteristic central branch attractor which is identified for the lower
Mach numbers does not exist. As the speed increases the strong attraction of the lower
branch leads to a one–period stable response.
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Figure 5.6: Bifurcation diagrams for Case 2 with δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ [•α0 = 0, • α0 = 1, •
α0 = 2, • α0 = 3]
At V ∗ ≈ 0.25 the upper and lower branches bifurcate and the system moves to chaos
via period doubling phenomena. As the chaotic state progresses the lower branch remains
a strong attractor and the system towards periodicity before at approximately V ∗ ≈ 0.35
the upper branch bifurcates again and chaos resumes. In this second chaotic region the
dynamics is dependent on the setting angle. For low setting angle the chaotic state remains
until a subcritical bifurcation leads to LCO at V ∗ ≈ 0.42. On the other hand the at the
higher setting angles the upper and lower branches are both attractors and the route
to limit sycle is via period period halving. Finally as the system approaches flutter,
the dynamics is characterised by a one–period limit cycle with dead-zone bounded stable
branches. At V ∗ ≈ 0.48 (just prior to flutter) supercritical behaviour can be observed. For
the lower setting angles the characteristic dynamics is period doubling on route to chaos,
where as, for the higher angles the branches remain stable due to the higher aerodynamic
loading. The dynamics of the tip response at this speed are characterised by period
doubling and chaos for the lower setting angles, and abrupt shift in amplitude of the stable
branches at higher setting angles. The dynamics of the leading edge control surface is
equivalent to that reported for the previous symmetrical freeplay case. On the other hand,
for M∞ = 0.85 − 0.96 the leading edge tip remains active with a one–period converging
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and diverging orbit until V ∗ ≈ 0.35 where the subcritical bifurcation in the trailing edge
control surface induces supercritical behaviour and the branches converge until flutter. At
M∞ = 1.072 this same behaviour is observed, however, it is superseded by a single chaotic
branch and subcritical bifurcation at V ∗ ≈ 0.5.
Figure 5.7: Bifurcation diagrams for Case 2 with δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ [•α0 = 0, • α0 = 1, •
α0 = 2, • α0 = 3]
5.2.2 Leading and Trailing Edge Control Surface Freeplay
Figure 5.8 presents the bifurcation diagrams with symmetrical freeplay in both control
surfaces. Immediately it can be seen that the dynamics of the system is far more complex.
For M∞ = 0.85 the low speed dynamics of the leading and trailing edge control surfaces
is chaotic and bound by the respective freeplay dead-zones. The leading edge control
surface is supercritical, characterised by switching between chaos and a stable attracting
branch, intuitively at the lower freeplay dead-zone. Beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.3, the system remains
stable. The corresponding behaviour at the leading edge tip is a single–period orbit,
converging/diverging according to the stability at the control surface. The two branches
approach zero beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.3, for which the control surface is fixed. The trailing
edge stability is governed by that of the leading edge control surface where, once the
leading edge system is stable (beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.3), the upper boundary of the trailing edge
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control surface is the strong attractor towards which the chaotic motion is suppressed.
The trailing edge tip response is consistent with that of the leading edge, however, the
upper and lower stability branches are weaker attractors and the dynamics is governed
by aperiodicity/chaos. It should be noted that the stability of the leading edge control
surface is characterised by low amplitude dynamic response about the dead–zone boundary,
thus the system does not completely stabilise. This is most evident for α0 = 3◦. For
M∞ = 0.901 the behaviour is similar, however, the higher Mach number and inherent
intensified aerodynamic loading leads to energetic dynamic motion of the leading edge
control surface stable branch (about the dead-zone axis) and as a result the only the
α0 = 0◦ case sees the system become inherently stable pre-flutter. The trailing edge
system behaves accordingly. For M∞ = 0.96 this behaviour remains consistent, however,
more pronounced. The primary change in dynamics here is the observed transition from
chaos to two distinct branches for the trailing edge control surface just prior to flutter.
This is also observed at the trailing edge tip, where the chaotic orbit is drawn towards
the two stable attractors and characterised by two chaotic branches. Finally, for the
M∞ = 1.072 with delayed flutter speed, beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.45 the leading edge control
surface again stabilises forming a single branch with highly energetic dynamic motion
about the dead-zone boundary. The trailing edge responds according to an abrupt shift
to a one–period limit cycle. Finally, as the speed progresses beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.43, the
leading edge control surface sees period doubling phenomenon and subcritical bifurcation
as the single branch destabilises and high amplitude chaotic response is observed which
are attracted towards the dead-zone boundaries as two chaotic branches form in the final
range of speeds pre–flutter. This behaviour propagates throughout the system with the
trailing edge control surface and tip stable branches becoming chaotic. This pre–flutter
instability can be observed for the corresponding system with asymmetrical trailing edge
freeplay only (linear leading edge control surface) where period doubling and subcritical
behaviour at the leading edge control surface destabilises the trailing edge dynamics.
It is interesting to note that the trailing edge dynamics for this case resemble those of
the previous case with asymmetrical freeplay only (although the leading edge freeplay
is symmetrical), however, the energetic leading edge attractor induces a more prevalent
chaotic element to the dynamics.
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Figure 5.8: Bifurcation diagrams for Case 3 with δs,te = ±0.025◦ and δs,le = ±0.01◦ [•α0 = 0, •
α0 = 1, • α0 = 2, • α0 = 3]
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With asymmetry in the trailing edge and symmetry in the leading edge the system is
characterised by stability as presented in Fig. 5.9. At all Mach numbers the low speed
dynamics are consistent with those described for the previous case (Fig. 5.8) until V ∗ ≈
0.25 − 27. For M∞ = 0.85, 0.901, as the speed increases beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.25 − 0.27,
the supercritical behaviour of the leading edge control surface propagates throughout the
system, and for the setting angles α0 = 0◦, 1◦ 3◦ the strong attraction of the lower dead-
zone bounded branch stabilises the system. For α0 = 2◦ at M∞ = 0.85 the stable branch
at the leading edge control surface is oscillating about the dead-zone axis with sufficient
energy to induce subcritical behaviour in the trailing edge of the wing, where the trailing
edge control surface and tip dynamics is characterised by a one–period limit cycle until
flutter – characteristic of that observed for the case with symmetrical trailing edge freeplay
only (although the trailing edge freeplay is asymmetrical). The dynamics of the M∞ =
0.96 are consistent with that observed for M∞ = 0.85, with the trailing edge subcritical
behaviour (beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.27) for the α0 = 2◦ case resembling the characteristic dynamics
of the M∞ = 0.96 symmetrical trailing edge freeplay only case. These characteristic trends
are consistent for the M∞ = 1.072 cases up to V ∗ ≈ 0.45, with the trailing edge subcritical
behaviour observed for the α0 = 0◦, 3◦ cases. As the speed progresses beyond V ∗ ≈
0.45, the leading edge control surface sees period doubling phenomenon and subcritical
bifurcation as the stable branch becomes chaotic, this characteristic subcritical behaviour
is also observed for the linear leading edge control surface stiffness cases, however, the
emergent branches are characterised by a one–period limit cycle. From here, for the final
range of pre–flutter speeds, the chaotic behaviour of the leading edge control surface begins
to stabilise towards the dead-zone stability branches where two separate chaotic branches
can be observed. It follows that the subcritical instability of the leading edge control
surface propagates to the trailing edge where the stable branches of the control surface
and tip become chaotic.
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Figure 5.9: Bifurcation diagrams for Case 4 with δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = ±0.01◦
[•α0 = 0, • α0 = 1, • α0 = 2, • α0 = 3]
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With symmetrical trailing edge and asymmetrical leading edge freeplay (Fig. 5.10),
the leading edge control surface is bound to the lower dead-zone and, unlike the previous
case, the orbit does not contain sufficient energy to escape. The leading edge tip response
resembles that of asymmetrical trailing edge freeplay only case, where the one–period
dynamic behaviour is characterised by converging/diverging branches and governed by
the response of the leading edge control surface about the dead-zone boundary axis. The
entire system can be seen to become stable when the leading edge control surface motion
is completely suppressed at higher speeds (does not occur for the M∞ = 0.96 case). The
trailing edge low–mid speed dynamics (before the system becomes stable) resemble that
of the system with asymmetrical trailing edge freeplay only, however, rather than the
transition to subcritical dynamics for V ∗ ≈ 0.3 − 0.35, the strong stable attractor of the
leading edge control surface induces a supercritical descent to stability. This characteristic
asymmetrical behaviour which is portrayed by the symmetrical trailing edge dead-zone is
intuitively explained by the strong attraction of the leading edge control surface towards
the lower dead-zone boundary, thus the characteristic dynamics of the trailing edge control
surface is asymmetrical.
With dual asymmetrical freeplay (Fig. 5.11) the leading edge control surface orbit for
the Mach numbers M∞ = 0.85, 0.901, 0.96 is again unable to escape the strong attraction
of the lower dead-zone bound, about which it oscillates. The characteristic dynamics are
akin to those of the system with asymmetrical trailing edge freeplay only. This is intuitive
given that the characteristic dynamic behaviour of the leading edge control surface is
similar (i.e., oscillating about a fixed state linear axis) and that the trailing edge freeplay
geometry is identical. Interestingly for M∞ = 1.072 the dynamics of the leading edge
control surface resembles that of the system with symmetrical trailing edge freeplay only,
as does the leading edge tip response. The increased loading leads to an energetic fixed
state orbit about the lower freeplay boundary which, as the speed increases, is characterised
by period doubling and subcritical behaviour as the system approaches flutter. For α0 =
0◦, 1◦ the high-speed pre–flutter behaviour is supercritical and the leading edge control
surface returns to a fixed state orbit about the lower dead-zone boundary, whereas for
α0 = 3◦, there is sufficient energy for it to break free of the lower dead-zone attractor and
chaotic response is observed. The trailing edge dynamics are consistent with the already
described orbital behaviour of the system with symmetrical trailing edge freeplay only,
however, behavioural characteristics of the higher speed orbits (as the system approaches
flutter) are exaggerated.
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Figure 5.10: Bifurcation diagrams for Case 5 with δs,te = ±0.025◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦
[•α0 = 0 • α0 = 1, • α0 = 2, • α0 = 3]
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Figure 5.11: Bifurcation diagrams for Case 6 with δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ −
0.005◦ [•α0 = 0, • α0 = 1, • α0 = 2, • α0 = 3]
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A particularly noteworthy observation is that throughout this parametric study, in-
cluding the six different freeplay configurations (with various symmetry conditions) only
two characteristic behaviours are observed, i.e., symmetrical and asymmetrical dynamics.
These two characteristic behaviours were first observed in the two trailing edge control
surface freeplay only cases (studied in the previous section), also observed in the dual
freeplay systems of this section. Essentially, the second freeplay indicates that the gen-
eral behaviour of the bifurcation diagram consistently fits one of the two characteristic
behaviours, however, with dual freeplay there is a greater tendency towards aperiodic or
chaotic behaviour. The explanation for this is thought to be attributed to the leading edge
control surface dynamics. Having shown that the mass and geometric properties yield sta-
ble behaviour for the majority of cases, it follows that the asymmetrical behaviour of the
system with dual symmetrical freeplay is a result of the fixed state leading edge orbit
being sufficiently offset from zero to impose an asymmetrical condition on the remainder
of the system. This results in the characteristic dynamics of the asymmetrical trailing
edge freeplay only system being observed. Alternatively, with asymmetrical leading edge
and symmetrical leading edge freeplay, the fixed state orbit of the leading edge dynamics
is sufficiently close to zero (0.005◦) for the asymmetry condition to not be imposed on the
remainder of the system, thus the characteristic dynamics of the symmetrical trailing edge
freeplay only system are observed.
With respect to diagnostics, the minimal variation in behaviour with aerodynamic
deviation is an encouraging sign, suggesting that robustness with respect to localisation
and magnitude estimation may be achievable across a broad range of flight parameters.
5.3 A Preliminary Three-Dimensional Investigation of the
Relationships between Time Varying Spectral Charac-
teristics and Nonlinear Orbital Transitions
The study provided in this section is of a preliminary nature, while the exact frequency
interactions which are observed may differ to those indicated in this section. This study is
intended as an initial and indicative extension of the fundamental aspects provided in the
previous chapter, which is included to provide a pathway for revisiting and continuing this
fundamental aspect of the research. More specifically, the inclusion of this preliminary
and indicative study is justified as follows:
1. Although preliminary, the indicative relationships between the time varying spectral
properties and the transitional behaviour of the nonlinear orbits are complimentary
to the observations and detailed findings of the two-dimensional system in the pre-
vious Chapter 4. However, given that the dynamics is governed by three sets of ten
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mode shapes, defining and formulating the exact frequency interactions requires a
significant investment. Hence, given the ambitious practical objectives pertaining to
the development of a smart diagnostics concept, this lays outside of the scope of this
research.
2. These preliminary findings are sufficiently interesting to warrant ongoing research,
hence, this section is included as a recommendation to be extended and examined by
the research community. If revisiting this fundamental research, this section can be
used to provide a pathway towards the derivation of a mathematical / physical rela-
tionship, relating the time varying spectral properties to the transitional behaviour
of the nonlinear orbits in complex three-dimensional nonlinear systems.
Further recommendations pertaining to the extension of this work are provided in the
conclusion.
In this section the linear and nonlinear spectral characteristics of the case with dual
asymmetrical freeplay (Case 6) at M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3◦ is examined, given that the
nonlinear orbits, bifurcations and state switching are highly pronounced for this case. The
HHT of the nonstationary system along with the power spectrum at discrete speeds are
utilised to examine how the nonlinear orbits and abrupt shift between orbital states can
be correlated to the interactions between linear and nonlinear modal contributions.
Figures 5.12– 5.15 present the bifurcation diagrams and the corresponding Hilbert
spectra at each sampling location. To improve clarity and comprehension of the temporal
variation of frequencies and the frequency content at discrete speeds as provided by the
HHT, discrete speed PSD estimations are used to highlight the linear and nonlinear modal
contributions at speeds pertaining to variation in the time/frequency domain nonlinear
behaviour, presented in Figs. 5.16 – 5.25. This is in contrast to marking the Hilbert
Spectrum plots as per the previous chapter.
The low speed dynamics is characterised by chaotic response in both control surfaces,
where the leading edge is oscillating about the strong attraction of the dead-zone lower
boundary. The strong attraction of the leading edge fixed state orbit is observed asymmet-
rically in the trailing edge control surface where the chaotic dynamics is characterised by
an orbit which rebounds back and forth between the strong attraction of the upper dead-
zone boundary and the weak attraction of the lower. The tip responses are characterised
by symmetrical subcritical behaviour, where the amplitude of the one period response is
growing exponentially. The chaotic dynamics of the control surfaces introduces a weak
chaotic attraction to the stable tip response branches.
As the speed increases towards V ∗ = 0.12, the leading edge control surface sees a brief
period characterised by two chaotic branches, however, still fixed to the strong attraction
of the lower dead-zone boundary. This breaks down to chaos beyond V ∗ = 0.12. In the
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trailing edge control surface the shift to complete chaos in the leading edge induces a shift
to symmetrical behaviour where the chaotic response is characterised by a fixed amplitude
bounded by the dead-zones and equal attraction from the dead-zone boundaries. The tip
responses are characterised by the same dynamics, however, in the trailing edge control
surface and tip (Figs. 5.14(b), 5.15(b)) is unstable and characterised by strong interactions
with modes up to approximately 50 Hz. The PSD of the control surface steady–state
response at V ∗ = 0.13 (Fig. 5.16) shows that the first bending and its superharmonics are
energised, and in the leading edge ω4 (the first mode characterised by leading edge control
surface displacement) is energised. The first and second bending modes (ω1 and ω3) and
the subharmonic of the leading edge control surface mode (ω4/2) are tightly coupled and
are within close range of each other, thus the chaotic behaviour and smeared HHT make
sense. In the leading edge the second leading edge control surface mode ω6 is energetic,
only evident in the PSD of the leading edge control surface response. This is intuitive
given that the leading edge control surface response is low energy relative to the other
sampling points.
At V ∗ ≈ 0.17 there is a slight change in the trailing edge control surface response can be
observed, such that the amplitude drops. This is also evident in the tip responses, however,
cannot be observed in the leading edge control surface. The dynamic characteristics of
the orbits remain consistent. The HHT of the trailing edge control surface (Fig 5.14(b))
indicates that the higher frequency band of modal contributions (ω1, ω3 and ω4/2) gains
energy whilst the first bending loses energy. Furthermore, the tip responses show that
the first bending drops in frequency momentarily before recovering beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.17.
This can be explained via observation of Fig. 5.17, the PSD estimate of the steady state
control surface responses at V ∗ = 0.18. The superharmonic of first bending (4ω1) and the
second bending mode coalesce, thus providing an intuitive explanation for the increased
energy which is observed at the higher frequency band in the HHT. The remainder of
the modal contributions remain consistent, and a nonlinear mode can be observed where
via summation of the first bending and the subharmonic of the first leading edge control
surface mode (ω1 + ω4/2).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.12: a) Bifurcation diagram and b) corresponding Hilbert Spectra for Case 6 with
M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at the leading
edge control surface
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.13: a) Bifurcation diagram and b) corresponding Hilbert Spectra for Case 6 with
M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at the leading
edge tip
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.14: a) Bifurcation diagram and b) corresponding Hilbert Spectra for Case 6 with
M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at the trailing
edge control surface
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.15: a) Bifurcation diagram and b) corresponding Hilbert Spectra for Case 6 with
M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at the trailing
edge tip
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Figure 5.16: Power spectral density estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where
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Figure 5.17: Power spectral density estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at V ∗ = 0.18 with −− representing modes,
−− representing harmonics and −− representing nonlinear modes
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Towards the end of this stable region at V ∗ = 0.23, the third harmonic of first bending
3ω1, first torsion ω2 and leading edge control surface are in very close proximity as can
be observed in Fig. 5.18. As a result, strong nonlinear modal contributions are charac-
terised by the summation of all three of these modes. Furthermore, there are nonlinear
modes characterised by the first bending/torsion summation and first bending/leading
edge control surface summation.
At V ∗ ≈ 0.25 the dynamics of the global system changes. The leading edge control sur-
face dynamics remain consistent, although the amplitude increases slightly. Similarly, the
trailing edge orbit abruptly increases in amplitude, although the characteristic dynamics
remain consistent. At the leading edge tip, a supercritical bifurcation occurs and the two
stable branches collapse into a single chaotic branch. This supercritical behaviour is also
observed in the trailing edge tip, however, the collapse of the two stable branches is char-
acterised by two emerging chaotic branches, which is intuitive given the strong attraction
of the trailing edge dead-zone boundaries. The HHT shows that there is an abrupt shift
in the spectral contributions to a higher frequency. This sudden increase in amplitude
and abrupt shift to a higher dominant frequency is a result of the coalescence of the first
torsion and superharmonic of first bending modes (3ω1 = ω2), causing a characteristic
resonance type phenomenon and the dominant spectral contribution to shift to 3ω1 which
appears to be fluctuating given that other energetic linear (ω2, ω4/2) and nonlinear modes
lay within close vicinity. Furthermore, the leading edge tip is characterised by a fluctu-
ating contribution at approximately 140 Hz. To better understand the nature of these
contributions, the PSD at V ∗ = 0.25 is assessed (Fig. 5.19). It is found that the first
bending mode has dropped in frequency which, according to the linear system as obtained
via the V −ω method, is invalid. Thus, what appears as first bending is in fact a nonlinear
modal contribution according to the linear first bending interacting with the first control
surface mode, i.e., ω1N = ω4/2 − 2ω1. Interactions via summation between ω1N and ω1
formulate the other nonlinear modes in the system. Given that this speed is in such close
vicinity to the state switching point (ω2 = ω4/2), the nonlinear modal contributions are
dominated by the first bending/control surface modal interactions.
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Figure 5.18: Power spectral density estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where
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Figure 5.19: Power spectral density estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where
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As the speed increases, 3ω1 and ω2 decouple and the nonlinear modal contributions
are again formulated according to interactions between the harmonics of ω1, ω2 and ω4,
as can be observed in Fig. 5.20 which presents the PSD of the steady–state system at
V ∗ = 0.27.
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Figure 5.20: Power spectral density estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at V ∗ = 0.27 with −− representing modes,
−− representing harmonics and −− representing nonlinear modes
As the speed progresses beyond V ∗ = 0.34 the trailing edge control surface response
moves towards an ordered state, where the chaotic extrema are drawn towards two central
branches - one towards the upper boundary and the other towards the lower, before a stable
periodic region emerges at V ∗ = 0.33 for which the upper and lower strong attractors are
characterised by a multi–period response with one central branches towards the upper
boundary. This multi–period stability is also observed in the leading edge control surface
where the single chaotic bounded branch shifts to a multi–period response with chaotic
branches, still fixed to the lower boundary. At the trailing edge tip, period halving leads
to a stable one period response. At the leading edge control surface this period halving
phenomenon sees the single chaotic branch form into a stable multi–period response with
a central branch, bounded by two branches at the upper and lower boundaries of the
response. The HHT of the control surface responses indicates that for this region there
is a frequency lock–in phenomenon with the response characterised by fixed stable linear
and nonlinear modal contributions. The frequency contributions which characterise this
periodic state as detected by the HHT in Figs. 5.12– 5.15 are now highlighted according
to the PSD at V ∗ = 0.34 (Fig. 5.21). As the system shifts towards periodicity, the
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low frequency nonlinear mode ω1 − ω1N becomes increasingly energetic, and at the point
which the system becomes periodic is equal to the subharmonic ω1/5, thus similar to
what was observed for the 3DOF system in the previous section, the periodic dynamics is
inherently characterised by two fundamental modes acting. The remainder of the dominant
frequencies in the system are characterised by the summation of ω1 and ωN1. This periodic
region then breaks down at V ∗ = 0.35 and the system is characterised by the same
dynamics as were reported prior to the periodic region.
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Figure 5.21: Power spectral density estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at V ∗ = 0.34 with −− representing modes,
−− representing harmonics and −− representing nonlinear modes
At V ∗ ≈ 0.41 an abrupt shift in the dynamics of the system is again observed, where
the trailing edge control surface is characterised by two branches at the upper and lower
dead-zone boundaries. The two branches remain chaotic due to the chaotic attractor of
the fixed state leading edge control surface orbit. A central chaotic branch also emerges,
merging with the upper dead-zone strong attractor. The trailing edge tip response behaves
accordingly. The leading edge tip response sees a drop in amplitude, with two bounding
branches and a central branch which sees period doubling, forming two central branches
– one fixed amplitude towards the upper attracting branch and the other chaotic through
the centre of the orbit. As the speed progresses beyond V ∗ ≈ 0.45, a second multi–period
stable region emerges. Here the trailing edge control surface response upper and lower
bounded chaotic branches shift to multi–period stable branches. The leading edge control
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surface single dead-zone bounded chaotic branch moves becomes characterised by a large
number of periodic branches. The trailing edge tip orbit is now characterised by a two
period limit cycle, and the leading edge tip is characterised by multi–period stability. This
stable periodic region is driven by the first torsion mode ω2 which become the preferable
attractor at V ∗ ≈ 0.455 (depicted in Fig. 5.22) where an equality occurs according to
ω2/2 = ω1, thus leading to only two dominant modal sources driving the system, i.e., ω2
and ω4 with nonlinear modes according to their summation. The HHT of the leading edge
control surface and tip responses shows that the system is driven by ω2 and its harmonics
within this region, confirmed via observation of the PSD at V ∗ = 0.45, just prior to the
stability region. The dominant modal contribution which drives the system can be seen as
the harmonic 3ω2/2 Furthermore, the summation of ωNL = ω1−ω2/2 at this speed yields
a low frequency nonlinear mode. Higher frequency low energy primary nonlinear modes
are apparent formulated by interactions between the dominant ω2 and ω4, with secondary
lower energy nonlinear modes apparent where ωNL interacts with the primary nonlinear
modes via summation. Within the periodic region, the PSD at V ∗ = 0.47 (depicted in
Fig. 5.23) shows that the system becomes driven by the nonlinear interaction between ω1
and ω2 only. This happens as the harmonic ω4/2 = 2ω1, re–activating ω1. Here it can be
seen that the nonlinear ω1N locks into the nonlinear mode ωNL = ω1 − ω2/2. Although
ω1 not present, it’s harmonics are. Nonlinear modal contributions are all defined by the
summation ω1 and ωNL harmonics.
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Figure 5.22: Power spectral density estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where
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Figure 5.23: Power spectral density estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at V ∗ = 0.47 with −− representing modes,
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At V ∗ ≈ 0.49, the nonlinear ω1 − ω2/2 and linear ω1/5 decouple and the system
returns to chaos. The trailing edge control surface is characterised by two chaotic dead-
zone bounded branches with the upper boundary as the strong attractor. The leading
edge return to the characteristic single branch chaotic orbit about the lower dead-zone
boundary. The four trailing edge tip stable branches see period doubling as they become
chaotic. The leading edge tip sees a subcritical bifurcation with two chaotic branches
emerging. Here the HHT indicates that in the leading edge control surface this breakdown
of the periodic region sees the system return to the dominant modal contribution via the
first leading edge control surface mode ω4/2, and at the trailing edge tip a dominant
contribution from the ω1N along with nonlinear modal contributions. At the trailing edge,
the contribution of 2ω1 is dominant, with ω4 and higher frequency nonlinear contributions
also evident. The trailing edge tip sees the nonlinear ω1N contribution gain energy, with
dominance from ω4/2, 2ω1N and apparent nonlinear modal elements.
The PSD at V ∗ = 0.5 (Fig. 5.24) demonstrates shows that the nonlinear representation
of first bending is dominant, formulated according to the summation of the first bending
and torsion surface modes according to ω1N = ω1/2 + ω2/4. Here ω4 is energetic, and in
very close proximity to 4ωN1. The nonlinear ω1N and ω4 couple, which formulates the
emerging nonlinear contribution of ω∗1N = ω4/2− ω1N .
Finally at V ∗ = 0.51, the leading edge control surface orbit breaks free of the lower
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boundary attractor, sending all sampling points into chaos. The PSD at V ∗ = 0.53
(Fig. 5.24) shows that the nonlinear representation of first bending ω1N = ω1/2 + ω2/4 is
less energetic, and its harmonic 4ω1N is now at a higher frequency than ω4. Furthermore,
the contribution of ω∗1N = ω4/2− ω1N (which was just emerging at the previous speed) is
now the dominant nonlinear first bending representation. These findings suggest that a 4:1
internal resonance phenomenon has occurred according to ω4 = 4ω1N , which provides an
explanation as to the observed behaviour at the leading edge control surface. Essentially,
the dominant frequency which is driving the system becomes harmonically related to
the mode which is characterised by leading edge control surface displacement, causing
it to resonate. Given the freeplay in the leading edge control surface, this resonance
leads to high amplitude chaotic motion. It is important to note that for the equivalent
system without leading edge freeplay (Fig. 5.7), although resonance still occurs, it does
not introduce the violent behaviour which is observed here. This demonstrates that with
even small and potentially undetected freeplay in a system, dangerous and unexpected
behaviours can potentially occur, which highlights the absolute importance of a robust
diagnostics capability.
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5.4 Higher–Order Spectral Characteristics of the Nonlinear
Aeroelastic System
In this section the nonlinear spectral characteristics are assessed using the higher-order
spectra. The objective of this analysis is to assess the nonlinear spectral characteristics at
the nominal sampling points (sensor locations) with different freeplay behaviours, includ-
ing: i) with only freeplay in the trailing edge, ii) with dual freeplay when the leading edge
orbiting about one dead-zone boundary only, and iii) with dual freeplay with both control
surfaces completing full cycles of the dead-zone. The freeplay configurations of Cases 2,
4 and 6 are used to achieve these behaviours, with consistent velocity index of V ∗ = 0.53
for all cases to omit uncertainty due to other factors in defining the HOS characteristics.
The time histories at the four sampling locations for each case at V ∗ = 0.53 are provided
in Figs. 5.26-5.27.
It is important to note that the low-speed HOS characteristics are consistent with
those which were presented in the previous Chapter 4 for the two-dimensional case, i.e.,
insignificant bicoherence (no quadratic process present) and complex cubic phase coupling
between linear and nonlinear modular modes. Furthermore, the nonlinear modal con-
tributions (as identified according to summation interactions between the linear modes)
which are identified via the tricoherence to be actively involved in the cubic process, are
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consistent with those that have been identified in the previous section via the HHT and
power spectral density analysis. As a result, the objective of the analysis in this section
is to study how the different freeplay configurations (and inherent different characteristic
behaviours) can be identified and quantified from a diagnostics perspective. Moreover,
having utilised the linearised model to solve the generalised aerodynamic forces, the bico-
herence is found to be negligible at all locations given that the freeplay is isolated from
nonlinear aerodynamics. This provides further confirmation that the freeplay nonlinearity
introduces cubic phase-coupling between linear and nonlinear modes only. This is an im-
portant finding with respect to diagnostics. The bicoherence is not plotted in this section
as it does not provide any extra information pertaining to the nonlinear system.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.26: Time histories for Case 2 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ at a), b) leading edge control surface, c), d) leading edge tip, e) trailing
edge control surface and g) trailing edge tip
In all cases the tricoherence is symmetrical about the tri-frequency axis thus, to im-
prove comprehension, the tricoherence is plotted in two dimensions with the third dimen-
sion (f3) oriented out of the page.
For Case 2 with asymmetrical freeplay in the trailing edge only, the tricoherence esti-
mates at the four sampling locations are plotted in Fig. 5.29. The strong cubic phase cou-
pling is via self–interaction of the nonlinear first bending second harmonic. At this speed,
this nonlinear representation of the first bending mode is formulated according to the first
bending and torsional modes interacting according to ω1N = ω1/2+ω2/4. Thus, the dom-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.27: Time histories for Case 4 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = ±0.01◦ at a), b) leading edge control surface, c), d) leading edge
tip, e) trailing edge control surface and g) trailing edge tip
inant cubic phase coupling is identified through the tri–interaction of [2ω1N , 2ω1N 2ω1N ]
or alternatively defined by [ω1 +ω2/2, ω1 +ω2/2, ω1 +ω2/2] at all sampling locations. At
the trailing edge tip there is also moderate magnitude cubic phase–coupling where 2ω1N
couples with the linear ω1 according to [ω1, 2ω1N , 2ω1N ] or [ω1, ω1 +ω2/2, ω1 +ω2/2]. At
the same location, a low magnitude cubic interaction occurs through [ω2/2, 2ω1N , 2ω1N ]
or [ω2/2, ω1 + ω2/2, ω1 + ω2/2]. At the leading edge tip there is a low magnitude cubic
tri-interaction though [ω2/2, ω2/2, ω2/2] and also via [ω1−ω2/2, ω2/2, ω2/2]. The system
is tightly coupled such that all locations indicate a high tricoherence value. Furthermore,
there is a slightly higher magnitude at the control surfaces, however, both the leading and
trailing edges are at unity and identical. Thus, making it impossible to indicate that it is
only the trailing edge tip contains freeplay. This poses a challenge to be overcome if the
HOS are to be used to localise the freeplay event and a methodology to overcome this, is
presented in the following section.
Figure 5.31 shows the tricoherence for Case 4 which contains asymmetrical trailing
edge and symmetrical leading edge freeplay. The leading edge control surface orbit is
about its upper dead-zone boundary, and the trailing edge control surface about the lower
boundary. The tip responses are periodic. It is interesting to note that this state is not
achieved in the nonstationary analysis (Fig. 5.9), where it can be seen that this speed is
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.28: Time histories for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at a), b) leading edge control surface, c), d)
leading edge tip, e) trailing edge control surface and g) trailing edge tip
characterised by high amplitude chaotic motion due to the resonance of ω4. The state
which is observed here, i.e., orbiting about a single dead-zone boundary, develops by
allowing the steady-state high amplitude chaotic orbit to achieve a secondary equilibrium
due to the general asymmetry imposed on the system by the extended size of the lower
dead-zone boundary (in comparison to the leading edge control surface with asymmetrical
freeplay which is considered next), as can be observed in Fig. 5.30.
Here the cubic process is studied for the steady-state low-amplitude orbit (about the
single dead-zone boundary). All locations are dominated by the tri-interaction [ω∗1N , ω∗1N , ω∗1N ],
which is the nonlinear representation of first bending that arises after the resonance of ω4,
this is otherwise represented by [ω4/2−ω1N , ω4/2−ω1N , ω4/2−ω1N ]. At the trailing edge
control surface, Fig. 5.27(c) shows that the fixed state troughs of the cycle are characterised
by chaotic high frequency low-amplitude dynamics. This is depicted in its tricoherence
where many harmonics of ω1N are identified in the cubic process. This case provides a
clear indication that the freeplay is in the control surfaces, where the the magnitude of
the cubic process in the tip responses is less than it is in the control surfaces, particularly
evident for at the leading edge.
Figure 5.32 presents the tricoherence of Case 6 which contains dual asymmetrical
freeplay, where both control surface orbits are characterised by chaotic response with cy-
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Figure 5.29: Tricoherence estimates for Case 2 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53
where δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ at a) leading edge control surface, b) leading edge tip, c) trailing
edge control surface and d) trailing edge tip
cles that rebound back and forth between the dead-zones. The steady-state response does
not see a return to low-amplitude orbit about a single dead-zone boundary given the gen-
eral symmetry which is imposed on the system by the decreased size of the lower dead-zone
boundary (in comparison to the previous case where the leading edge control surface has
symmetrical freeplay). The leading edge tip and trailing edge tip/control surface loca-
tions all see the high-magnitude tri-interaction of [2ω∗1N , 2ω1N , 2ω1N ] or [ω4− 2ω1N , ω4−
2ω1N , ω4 − 2ω1N ], with the trailing edge control surface also displaying a moderate inter-
action through [ω∗1N , ω∗1N , ω∗1N ] or [ω4/2 − ω1N , ω4/2 − ω1N , ω4/2 − ω1N ], which is also
the dominant interaction at the leading edge tip. Both trailing edge locations display a
weak interaction through [ω∗1N , 2ω∗1N , 2ω∗1N ] or [ω4/2− ω1N , ω4 − 2ω1N , ω4 − 2ω1N ]. For
this case, although all locations are characterised by strong cubic phase coupling, there is
now greater deviation between sampling locations, such that, the tricoherence is notably
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higher at the control surfaces, both of which contain freeplay.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.30: Orbital transition for Case 4 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = ±0.01◦ at a), b) leading edge control surface, c), d) leading edge
tip, e) trailing edge control surface and g) trailing edge tip
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Figure 5.31: Tricoherence estimates for Case 4 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = ±0.01◦ at a) leading edge control surface, b) leading edge tip,
c) trailing edge control surface and d) trailing edge tip
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Figure 5.32: Tricoherence estimates for Case 6 with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where
δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦ at a) leading edge control surface, b) leading
edge tip, c) trailing edge control surface and d) trailing edge tip
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5.4.1 Forced Linear Dilution of the Dominant Cubic Process
Whilst the HOS are capable of identifying the cubic process which characterises the
freeplay anomaly, isolation of the event poses a significant challenge. It has been shown
in this section, and also in the previous Chapter 4, that a tightly coupled aeroelastic sys-
tem can be characterised by strong cubic phase-coupling at all sampling locations, hereby
providing no indication of the freeplay location in a system with multiple candidates. Fur-
thermore, even spatial distribution of the tricoherence magnitude may be indicative of a
distributed nonlinear process, such as, a nonlinear aerodynamic mechanism which affects
a large spatial region. For the purposes of robust diagnostics, the resolution of the cubic
process spatial distribution must be increased in order to enhance confidence levels sur-
rounding an identified freeplay event, and also to provide information pertaining to the
location of a freeplay event(s).
If we consider the freeplay physical mechanism in a three-dimensional aeroelastic sys-
tem, with the assumption of linear aerodynamics and linear global structural deformations,
is intuitive to conceive that the cubic process must be strongest at the event location, and
dissipate as the spatial distance from the discrete source increases. This comes as a re-
sult of the linear structural deformations (driven by linear aerodynamic loading) dilute
the cubic process. The tricoherence algorithms which are used in this research are highly
sensitive, which is important for the purposes of detecting the cubic process in real-world
systems with sparse channel locations, however, as previously mentioned, this comes at
the cost of poor resolution in a tightly coupled aeroelastic system, i.e., evenly distributed
high magnitude estimations of the cubic process at all sampling locations. To overcome
this, whilst maintaining consistency with respect to the algorithms, it is proposed that the
raw signal be diluted with a linear function, hereby forcing the estimations of the cubic
process towards the desired resolution. Consider the demeaned raw set of channel outputs,
given by
Zˆ = {z1(t), z2(t), · · · , zn(t)} (5.1)
where n is the index of each sensor channel. The first step is to estimate the tricoherence for
each channel and store the maximum magnitude and corresponding frequencies according
to
Tm = {T1m(f11m, f21m, f31m), T2m(f12jm, f22m, f32m), · · · , Tnm(f1nm, f2nm, f3nm)} (5.2)
where m indicates that it is a discrete maximum value of the cubic phase-coupling between
the frequencies (f1nm, f2nm, f3nm), for channel index n. Now if the tricoherence is found
to be of a high magnitude and evenly distributed, a dilution function is created for each
channel. Initially, the extrema are extracted according to
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mˆa = {ma1, ma2, · · · , man, } (5.3)
= {maxima(z1(t)), maxima(z1(t)), · · · , maxima(zn(t))} (5.4)
mˆi = {mi1, mi2, · · · , min, } (5.5)
= {minima(z1(t)), minima(z1(t)), · · · , minima(zn(t))} (5.6)
Next the mean of the extrema are used to define the initial amplitude of the dilution
functions, recalling that the signals have been demeaned prior to HOS processing thus the
minima are negative values and the maxima positive, this is given by
m¯a = {ma1, ma2, · · · , man} = {m¯a1, m¯a2, · · · , m¯an, } (5.7)
m¯i = {mi1, mi2, · · · , min} = {m¯i1, m¯i2, · · · , m¯in, } (5.8)
Υ = {Υ1, Υ2, · · · , Υn} = {ma1 −mi1, ma2 −mi2, · · · , man −min} (5.9)
where Υn is the initial amplitude of the linear dilution function at channel index n. The
objective is to dilute the cubic process according to its dominant frequency, thus the
frequency of the linear dilution function for each channel is defined according to the most
commonly occurring frequency in each element of Tm. It is expected that the frequencies
in each element of Tm will either see bi- or or tri-interaction of any single frequency
component, i.e., f1nm = f2nm = f3nm or f1nm = f3nm or f2nm = f3nm. Thus, the
frequency which occurs more than once is stored, according to
f∗m = {f∗1m, f∗2m, · · · , f∗nm} (5.10)
where ∗ indicates that the dominant frequency in the cubic process has been selected for
each channel, defined in Hz. The linear dilution functions are now defined for each channel,
according to
Zˆl = {zl1(t), zl2(t), · · · , zln(t)} (5.11)
= {Υ1 sin(2pif∗1mt), Υ2 sin(2pif∗2mt), · · · , Υn sin(2pif∗nmt)} (5.12)
where t matches that of each respective channel. The demeaned raw channel outputs are
diluted by superimposing the unique linear dilution function for each channel, according
to
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Zˆd = {zd1(t), zd2(t), · · · , zdn(t)} (5.13)
= {z1(t) +Dszl1(t), z1(t) +Dszl2(t), z1(t) +Dszln(t)} (5.14)
where Ds is a scaling which can be used to adjust the resolution as desired. Finally, the
tricoherence is estimated and the maximum is extracted for each diluted channel in Zˆd,
according to
Tmd = {T1md, T2md, · · · , Tnmd} (5.15)
where the vector Tmd contains the maximum magnitude of the tricoherence estimates for
each diluted channel output. This provides an enhanced resolution map of the distribution
of the cubic process throughout the system.
This forced linear dilution approach is now applied to the three cases which are pre-
sented in the previous section, with the resulting cubic distribution maps presented in
Figs. 5.33– 5.35. It can be seen that the maximum tricoherence estimates of the raw sig-
nal are not of a high enough resolution to capture the expected cubic-spatial trend, which
is expected in the case of a discrete nonlinear process. As previously stated, this does
not necessarily provide confidence in the presence of freeplay, or its location(s). However,
using this forced linear dilution approach, the expected trends are clearly observable. Es-
sentially, it can be seen that the cubic process at the spatially exact discrete location of
the freeplay remains at a high magnitude under forced linear diluted, whereas the loca-
tions which are spatially inconsistent to the exact location see a significant drop. The
isolated trailing edge freeplay (Fig. 5.33) can be clearly identified, with all other locations
indicating that the diluted cubic process is low-magnitude.
Being able to comprehensively identify dual-freeplay cases is an important aspect
freeplay diagnostics, in particular for defence air platforms where it is highly likely that
two (or more) of the numerous hinges/actuators on the aircraft main wing will contain a
critical freeplay value at any one time. Figures 5.34 and 5.35 demonstrate how, in diluting
the sensor data with linear functions, both control surface locations retain strong cubic
phase-coupling under forced dilution, while the tip locations see a significant reduction.
Moreover, the drop in magnitude is far greater at the leading than the trailing edge tip
which, considering the discrete nature of the freeplay event, is the expected result given
that the leading edge tip location sees a greater spatial discrepancy from any freeplay
source than the trailing edge tip.
Obtaining a high-resolution map of the distribution of the cubic process is extremely
important with respect to detecting the freeplay event, as well as localising it. If this cubic-
spatial trend of can be observed, it provides a strong indication of a discrete cubic event in
the region towards which the strength of the cubic process is increasing. More-specifically,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.33: Cubic process distribution maps with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 for
Case 2 a) raw, b) forced linear dilution [− hinge with freeplay and − hinge with nominal linear
stiffness]
a peak in the strength of the cubic process towards a possible freeplay candidate (actuator
or mechanical linkage), and a relationship which sees a reduction of the strength of the
cubic process as the spatial discrepancy from the suspected freeplay source increases,
provides strong evidence to suggest that freeplay nonlinearity (or cubic stiffening) exists.
Furthermore, given that the event can only occur at a number of discrete locations, the
spatially exact location of the freeplay affected mechanism(s) is provided according the
distribution trend of the cubic process, i.e., towards the region which sees the distribution
maximise.
Given that at this point of the research only numerical aeroelastic predictions have been
studies, a certain ambiguity surrounds whether this tight coupling and evenly distributed
strong cubic process will occur in real-world aircraft systems. In the following chapter,
an alternative approach is suggested to enhance the resolution when mapping the cubic
process, targeted at aeroelastic systems which do not display the behaviours observed here.
This benefits of this alternative approach are highlighted by mapping the distribution of
the cubic process using flight test data, where the horizontal tail actuator contains freeplay.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.34: Cubic process distribution maps with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 for
Case 4 a) raw, b) forced linear dilution [− hinge with freeplay and − hinge with nominal linear
stiffness]
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.35: Cubic process distribution maps with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 for
Case 6 a) raw, b) forced linear dilution [− hinge with freeplay and − hinge with nominal linear
stiffness]
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5.5 Bilinear State Discretisation Properties of the Intrinsic
Modes
In the previous chapter, the study of the 3DOF system indicated that the intrinsic mode
functions obtained from the EMD approach appeared to approximately discretise the
fixed and free portions of the cycle. At lower speeds, pre-LCO, the first IMF was shown
to describe the high-frequency fixed portion of the cycle, whilst the second IMF was
consistently upper and lower bounded by the freeplay dead-zone magnitude. Conversely,
post-LCO the first IMF appeared to be upper and lower bound by the dead-zone, whilst
the second described the high amplitude fixed state motion. This is intuitive is we consider
the bilinear nature of the freeplay nonlinearity, and the functional properties of the EMD.
More specifically, the bilinear states of a system driven by freeplay are characterised by
sets linear modes which vary slightly in frequency. Furthermore, it makes sense that
bilinear states are approximately discretised via the EMD, as the intrinsic mode outputs
of this time domain decomposition approach by definition contain only a single frequency
component at any point in time. Hence, the modular bilinear frequencies in a freeplay
driven aeroelastic system are separated. Whilst this is explored in greater detail in the
following chapter, the objective of this section is to assess whether the bilinear state
discretisation observed for the simple two-dimensional system can also be captured in
three-dimensions, and for this complex system which contains multiple freeplays. The
Cases 2 and 6 (with conditions identical to the previous section) are considered here.
Figure. 5.36 presents the raw signal and intrinsic modes for the Case 2 trailing edge
control surface response, where the system contains asymmetrical freeplay in the trailing
edge control surface only. It can be seen that the high frequency noise component of the
fixed state portion of the cycle response is described in IMF 1, whilst IMF 2 describes
the higher frequency portion of the asymmetrical free state response. The lower frequency
portion of the free state response is described which is approximately upper and lower
bounded by the demeaned freeplay magnitude.
Figure 5.37 presents the raw signal and intrinsic modes for the Case 6 trailing edge
control surface response, where the system contains asymmetrical freeplay in both control
surfaces. The first intrinsic mode again describes the high frequency fixed state portion of
the cycle, whilst the second and third intrinsic modes describe the low-magnitude/high-
frequency and high-magnitude/low-frequency components of the free state respectively.
Similar to he previous case, IMF 3 is approximately upper and lower bounded by the
demeaned dead-zone. The resolution of the EMD discretised free state is not as high
in this case, given that the dual-freeplay system is significantly more complex, char-
acterised by four discrete linear states and inherently four sets of linear modes, i.e.,
ωˆ = [ωfix/fix, ωfix/free, ωfree/fix, ωfree/free]. The IMFs for the Case 6 leading edge
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(Fig. 5.38) display similar characteristics, with the IMF 3 describing the bounded free
state motion. This finding is quite significant given that the amplitude of the raw re-
sponse (Fig. 5.38(a)) is more than four times the dead-zone size.
These promising findings are discussed in the following section, in particular the re-
quirement and challenges in adapting the EMD for practical freeplay magnitude estimation
and tracking.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.36: Intrinsic mode functions of the trailing edge control surface response for Case 2
with M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.37: Intrinsic mode functions of the trailing edge control surface response for Case 6 with
M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.38: Intrinsic mode functions of the leading edge control surface response for Case 6 with
M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3 at V ∗ = 0.53 where δs,te = +0.04◦, −0.01◦ and δs,le = +0.015◦ − 0.005◦
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5.6 Summary
The linear and nonlinear spectral characteristics of a three-dimensional aeroelastic wing
model with leading and trailing edge control surface freeplay is assessed, with the structure
represented in modal coordinates and generalised aerodynamic forces obtained from a
linearised solution. Both stationary and nonstationary representations of the system are
analysed, where the nonstationarity (with system subjected to a uniform acceleration) is
used to capture the time-frequency linear and nonlinear spectral properties, supported
by PSD and HOS analysis of discrete speed cases to capture the spectral properties of
the nonlinear dynamics as the orbital behaviours shift. The objectives are two fold: i)
to investigate the nonlinear dynamics of a wing which contains multiple freeplays and
correlate the nonlinear dynamics to the linear and nonlinear spectral properties, and ii)
to assess whether the nonlinear characteristics which have been identified in the previous
chapters remain valid in this complex three–dimensional aeroelastic system.
Initially a large scale parametric variation is conducted, analysing the nonlinear aeroe-
lastic system through bifurcation diagrams at different Mach numbers, setting angles and
freeplay configurations. It is shown that with only trailing edge control surface freeplay,
the nonlinear dynamics as the system approaches flutter are characterised by numerous
bifurcations, period doubling and period halving phenomena which leading to abrupt and
slow onset transitioning between chaos and periodic orbits. The symmetrical and asym-
metrical freeplay configurations have similar low-speed nonlinear dynamics, however, as
the speed progresses two vastly different characteristic behaviours are observed. The effect
of the setting angle 0 < α0 < 3 is minimal, causing only slight deviations in the trajectory
of the bifurcation process. The Mach number has slightly more impact on the dynamics,
however, this is mainly attributed to the flutter speed, i.e., the dynamics is similar for
all Mach numbers when comparing the orbit at any discrete speed. However, for those
aeroelastic systems that have a higher flutter speed, high-speed nonlinear behaviours are
observed which are not visible at the Mach numbers with a lower flutter speed. For the
parameter space investigated, the nonlinear dynamical properties are heavily governed by
the structural freeplay with minimal effects from deviation to the aerodynamics. This
is encouraging with respect to diagnostics, suggesting that robustness to aerodynamic
conditions is likely achievable.
The dual freeplay system is also heavily governed by the structural freeplay with aero-
dynamic variation having a similar impact to that of the single freeplay case. For a
significant portion of the cases, the mass and geometric properties of the leading edge
control surface yield a moment of inertia which stabilises the response, characterised by
single fixed state branch orbiting about the lower dead-zone boundary, it acts as a strong
attractor imposing its characteristic orbital behaviour on the dynamics of the entire wing.
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The dead-zone bounded dynamics can take several forms: i) stable, ii) chaotic fixed state
motion (i.e. unable to escape the fixed state dead-zone boundary for any portion of the
cycle), iii) periodic fixed state motion, iv) chaotic fixed/free state motion (i.e., releasing
from the dead-zone boundary for part of the cycle), and v) chaotic fixed/free state motion.
For the small number of cases where it breaks free of the bounded orbit, the dual freeplay
system is chaotic.
Although four different freeplay configurations are investigated, i.e., with combinations
of symmetry and asymmetry in the leading and trailing edge control surfaces, two char-
acteristic behaviours are consistently observed in the bifurcation diagrams. Although the
presence of the second freeplay does change the dynamics, in particular leading to more
pronounced chaotic tendencies, the characteristic shapes of the bifurcating systems are
consistently similar to those which were observed for either the symmetrical or asymmet-
rical trailing edge freeplay only cases, varying depending on the combination of leading and
trailing edge control surface freeplay symmetry conditions. For example, with symmetrical
freeplay in both control surfaces, the characteristic shape of the bifurcation diagram at
the trailing edge control surface resembles that of the system with asymmetrical freeplay
in the trailing edge, however, it is more chaotic given the attraction of the leading edge
control surface dynamics which is characterised by a chaotic form. This is thought to
be attributed to the general symmetry imposed on the system by leading edge control
surface fixed state orbit, i.e., for the dual symmetrical freeplay case, the lower dead-zone
boundary which the leading edge control surface is orbiting about, is sufficiently large for
the single branch strong attractor to impose asymmetry on the trailing edge orbit (even
though its freeplay is symmetrical), thus inducing characteristic asymmetrical behaviour.
Alternatively, when asymmetrical freeplay is introduced to the leading edge control sur-
face (+0.015◦, −0.005◦) with symmetrical freeplay in the leading edge, the lower dead-zone
boundary to which the leading edge control surface orbit is fixed is relatively close enough
to the zero axis, such that the asymmetry is not imposed on the rest of the system, and
the characteristic trailing edge symmetrical behaviour (shape of the bifurcation diagram)
is observed. With respect to diagnostics, a system of this nature will pose a significant
challenge given that the leading edge control surface freeplay with/without freeplay can
portrays very similar behavioural tendencies.
Following this, the dual asymmetrical freeplay case at M∞ = 1.072 and α0 = 3◦ is used
to study the linear and nonlinear spectral characteristics of the system and to relate the
nonlinear dynamic characteristics. It is shown that at low speed the high energy linear
modes can be identified in the chaotic system with some low energy nonlinear modes
formulated by summation of the linear modes. Then, as the speed increases, coalescence
of linear modes sees the system characterised by the first and second bending modes
(which drive the system), and also the fourth mode which is characterised by leading edge
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control surface displacement. Higher energy nonlinear modes are consistently present
and their formulation (summation of linear modes) varies as the speed increases and the
relative prominence of the linear contributions changes. The variation in nonlinear modal
formulation is related to the orbital states (periodic, quasi-periodic or chaotic) and the
abrupt shifting between them. The abrupt changes in the orbits is related to switching,
coalescence and interactions between the linear and nonlinear modes. It is shown that
what appears as the first bending mode abruptly dropping in frequency, can be accounted
for by a dominant nonlinear mode and linear first bending coalescence, beyond which
what appears the dominant first bending mode is in fact a nonlinear representation which
can be formulated according to summation interactions between the first bending, torsion
and leading edge control surface modes, where the exact formulation changes as the orbit
progresses. As per the 3DOF system presented in the previous chapter, the abrupt shift
from chaos to periodic orbital behaviour is found to be at points where the active linear
modes coalesce such that the system is driven by only two linear modal contributions,
and as a result a lock-in occurs with all dominant linear and nonlinear modes becoming
harmonically related. For a brief range of speeds pre-flutter the leading edge control surface
breaks free of the lower dead-zone boundary and is characterised by high amplitude chaotic
response completing full cycles of the freeplay dead-zone. At this point all sampling points
display chaotic behaviour with a significant increase in amplitude. The system becomes
driven by the first bending and torsional modes only with nonlinear modal contributions
formulated by their summation.
The HOS show that this system with freeplay as the only source of nonlinearity is
characterised by strong cubic phase coupling between linear and nonlinear modal contri-
butions - consistent with the 2DOF and 3DOF cases. Also, similar to the 3DOF case, the
tightly coupled system can be characterised by strong cubic phase coupling at all sampling
locations which is problematic for diagnostics purposes. A proposed approach to increase
the resolution of the cubic process distribution mapping is provided in the following section
where the nominal HOS, EMD and HHT are adapted specifically for diagnostics purposes.
The EMD procedure is shown to be capable of discretising the fixed and free state
portions of the cycle, where the amplitude of the free portion of the cycle is approxi-
mately bounded by the freeplay dead-zone size. An important finding is that this remains
valid with multiple freeplays present, and also when the amplitude of the control surface
response extends far beyond the dead-zone boundaries. Furthermore, the first intrinsic
mode appears to capture the high frequency noisy fixed state portion of the response,
thus potentially providing a further practical benefits for a denoising capability. Whilst
these findings seed ongoing research efforts towards utilising these properties for diag-
nostics purposes, i.e., to estimate and track the freeplay dead–zone magnitude, there are
several challenges which must be overcome in adapting the EMD for practical diagnostics
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purposes, including:
• A practical and intuitive approach to classifying the IMFs is required, i.e., noise
(high frequencies) and mathematical functions with no practical physical meaning
(lower frequencies) must be flagged and omitted from diagnostics.
• Of the IMFs which are considered relevant to diagnostics, with no prior knowledge
of the freeplay magnitude, selection of the correct intrinsic mode is essential, i.e.
that which describes the free state and is approximately upper and lower bounded
by the dead-zone. If the wrong intrinsic mode is selected, the potential magnitude
estimation would be over or under conservative.
• It can be seen that the IMFs which are found to describe the free state and the mag-
nitude of the dead-zone can display a significant margin of variance in the maxima,
thus uncertainty surrounding the freeplay magnitude. In a practical sense, signals
acquired from operational aircraft are likely to display significant variation in the
maxima (about the mean of the maxima). This must be taken into account and
robustness to variance is essential.
• The IMFs are taken about the hinge axis, i.e., the rotational response at the ex-
act location of the dead-zone. In reality, data of this nature is highly unlikely, so
extracting dead-zone magnitude information from a sensors with spatial inconsisten-
cies is critical. Furthermore, the type of channel output may not always be related
to displacements (accelerometers), this should be taken into account.
The practical requirements listed above must be addressed using only available sensory
data and information extracted from it.
The results of this section show that the linear and nonlinear spectral characteristics
pertaining to this complex 3D aeroelastic system, are consistent with those os the 2D cases
provided in the previous chapters. Thus, providing incentive to utilise these characteristic
linear and nonlinear spectral characteristics towards the development of a data-driven
smart diagnostics capability. Of course, this requires a framework by which these spectral
signatures can be systematically extracted and exploited via adaptation of the nominal
HOS, EMD and HHT methodologies, to be presented in the following chapters.
Chapter 6
A Rapid Freeplay Diagnostics
Framework via Adaptation of
Nonlinear System Identification
Methods
In this chapter, a signal processing framework for structural freeplay diagnosis in aircraft
systems is proposed which utilises the nonlinear system identification techniques which
have been introduced throughout the thesis, namely, the Higher-Order Spectra (HOS) and
the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD). Empirically derived statistical algorithms are
introduced to handle variation in flight parameters. The system identification strategy
exploits the nonlinear dynamic properties of the freeplay anomaly, initially introduced in
Chapter 4, in the form of spectral signatures, to detect, localise and track the magnitude
of the structural freeplay event. The proposed framework is constructed according to the
requirements of the emerging Structural Prognostics and Health Management paradigm,
which presents analogous technologies and a pathway towards the realisation of digital
twin technology. The framework is supported by elements of Intelligent Sensor Process-
ing and Data-Fusion. Specifically, information pertaining to a structural freeplay event
(abundant in aircraft sensor channel outputs) is extracted by exploiting and manipulating
the nonlinear system identification methods for efficient, data-driven and non-intrusive
freeplay diagnostics. Limitations and how they can be handled are discussed in this chap-
ter, primarily related to sensory network requirements, and again in greater detail in the
following Chapters 7 and 8.
Although a smart structural anomaly diagnostics suite should not be limited to control
surface freeplay, the reliable and quantifiable characterisation properties by which freeplay
is defined (highlighted in Section 1.2.2) allow this framework to be demonstrated and
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verified with clarity, where the broader scope (outside of this thesis) is to apply similar
spectral characterisation schemes for diagnostics of other structural anomalies pertaining
to aircraft systems. The following Chapter 7 presents a freeplay diagnostics case study
using aircraft flight test data to fully diagnose a freeplay event. In this chapter, the 3DOF
aeroelastic systems which are studied in Chapter 4 is used to assist in highlighting some
of the key features and signal processing aspects.
6.1 Development Rationale
In the presence of freeplay(s) the affected structure is defined as a discontinuous poly-
state system and is characterised by unique structural and modal properties. The pre-
vious Chapters 4 and 5 show that the HOS, EMD and the HHT can be used to expose
and characterise these pseudo-unique bilinear structural and modal properties in the form
of temporal and spectral signatures that are inherently embedded within nonlinear re-
sponse data. In light of these findings, efforts towards exploiting and extracting these
pseudo-unique signatures for diagnostics purposes led to the construction of the proposed
framework, driven by the systematic extraction of freeplay spectral signatures.
The completely data-driven signal processing framework utilises the HOS, EMD and
a statistics-based empirical classification algorithm to efficiently detect, isolate and track
freeplay events in a systematic decision-based framework, with a focus on encompassing the
requirements of SPHM technology. With no requirement for a numerical model and limited
required knowledge of aerodynamic and structural properties, complexity, scalability and
computational limitations are minimised, based solely on the sensory network (locations
and quality of channel outputs, not output response type). The limitations of the data-
driven approach are discussed throughout this section and in the conclusion. Although the
framework is not inherently reliant upon flight parameters, they can be used to augment
performance as is indicated in the following Chapter 7.
6.2 Potential Significance
The immediate significance of rapid signature-based freeplay diagnosis is with respect to
optimised planned maintenance practices, i.e., with the ability to rapidly diagnose and
track the freeplay event, planned and condition-based maintenance procedures can be
implemented, inherently minimising down-time, improving mission readiness, reducing
sustainment costs, and maintaining or improving safety aspects.
Aside from the intuitive maintenance relater benefits, there is also potential to im-
prove other aspects of SHM technology, such as, structural model updating (SMU). One
common issue in SMU, particularly as the aircraft operational life-time increases, is un-
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acceptable error due to uncertainties which may arise from aerodynamic / atmospheric
phenomena, or due to discrete structural anomalies. Hence, if error is the result of a
freeplay-type anomaly, rapid identification of the event would provide such information to
the practitioner. Conversely, rapid estimation of the freeplay location(s) and magnitude
can be used as a pre-estimation, to then be augmented/verified and tracked with the use
of a calibrated and updated aeroelastic model, significantly reducing the aforementioned
computationally exhaustive nature of model-based techniques in freeplay diagnostics. All
aspects of the significance mentioned here increase significantly as we progress towards a
complete structural anomaly diagnostics suite.
6.3 Methodology
Portions of the work-flow presented here are specific to the use of accelerometers as the
theory and functionality of the nonlinear identification framework can be described with
simplicity and clarity. The limitations and requirements pertaining to alternate sensor
output types are discussed. In the case of strain sensors being the only available channel
output, the principles of the system identification framework remain applicable, however,
complexity is added in the preprocessing stage. To convert strains into response informa-
tion which is useful for freeplay diagnosis under the data-driven framework, a preprocessing
step would involve data-manipulation and data-fusion strategies that may include, modal
expansion, transfer functions, regression or machine-based learning. An example of such
manipulation strategies is provided in [127], research conducted in conjunction with that
presented in this thesis.
This generic description is not intended for direct implementation, rather to highlight
how the nonlinear identification tools can be adapted to diagnose freeplay-type nonlin-
ear events. Reproducing this framework for a specific system requires data with known
freeplay configurations to assess how the algorithms respond, and accordingly tune classi-
fication/decision making parameters. The three modules include:
1. Freeplay detection
2. Freeplay enhanced detection and localisation
3. Freeplay magnitude estimation and tracking
6.3.1 Module 1: Freeplay Detection
Having acquired flight data for which the sensory network indicates the presence of non-
linear phenomena (e.g., chaotic response or LCO), the initial step is to determine whether
or not the nonlinear response could be a result of structural freeplay. To do so lin-
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ear and nonlinear spectral analysis(Section 4.2, Section 4.4), the HHT (Section 4.3) or
other linear/nonlinear identification strategies (Chapter 3) can be used to extract infor-
mation which are deemed to be indicative, however, not absolute confirmation of structural
freeplay. These properties include:
1. Freeplay in isolation is found to be characterised by a purely cubic mechanism, thus
a moderate-strong tricoherence estimation from sensors which exhibit a nonlinear
response that, when combined with a weak bicoherence estimation, would be a good
indication of a structural freeplay within the system. However, this may not be
the case as shown in Chapter 4 where the freeplay causes a high-amplitude aerofoil
pitching response, and the resultant shock motion becomes nonlinear. This induces
strong quadratic phase-coupling and is hence characterised by a strong bicoherence
value.
2. The presence of “nonlinear modes”, i.e., modes which are not harmonically related
to the linear aeroelastic modes, but rather are formulated by complex nonlinear
interactions between them (superposition). At low speeds nonlinear modes may be
prominent in the response and immediately identifiable as strong peaks in a PSD
estimation, otherwise HHT analysis may be necessary to unveil them. At very high-
speeds (close to flutter) where the response is characterised by high amplitude LCO,
nonlinear modes cease to exist.
3. Significant shift in “expected” linear aeroelastic modal values, i.e., at any discrete
speed a discrepancy between the modal frequencies estimated via the PSD, and those
expected within the linear regime. The shift is found to be the result of nonlinear
interactions between bilinear (fixed and free state) aeroelastic modes and can be
quantified.
A very low tricoherence estimation may be sufficient evidence to reject the freeplay
hypothesis, suggesting that it does not exist and the nonlinear behaviour is a result of an
alternate nonlinear mechanism.
Each of these properties on their own are not absolute confirmation of a freeplay,
however, when all three are immediately observable, it is strong evidence to support the
event. Either way, it warrants the enhanced detection test in Module 2 for confirmation.
6.3.2 Module 2: Freeplay Enhanced Detection and Localisation
Assuming that the system for which freeplay is suspected is fitted with multiple sensors, a
Cubic Distribution Map (CDM) is produced. The fundamental principle of producing and
analysing the spatial distribution of the cubic process is, given that freeplay is a discrete
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cubic mechanism, that the cubic phase-coupling should be strongest in the sensor which
is located closest to the freeplay source and dissipate as a function of the source-to-sensor
distance. Knowing that the freeplay nonlinearity at its exact location (hinge/actuator) is
a purely cubic mechanism (Chapter 4, Chapter 5), the strength of the cubic process in
the systems response must dissipate as the sampling location moves further away from
the exact source (quantified using the tricoherence), hence, the sensor which is closest
to the free hinge/actuator can be identified. Mapping the cubic process according to
tricoherence estimates was initially introduced in the previous Chapter 5, Section 5.4 where
it was shown that through adaptation of the HOS, the freeplay could be successfully and
consistently identified and localised for the dual control surface wing model with various
freeplay conditions (i.e., trailing edge freeplay only, dual freeplay, etc.).Using this logic,
mapping of the cubic process serves two purposes: i) to provide high confidence in the
existence of freeplay (reducing the false-alarm rate) and, ii) localising the freeplay event
in a system with multiple candidates, more specifically:
• Enhanced detection: A high freeplay false-alarm rate would defeat the purpose of
smart diagnostics, i.e., the aircraft would be incorrectly flagged for maintenance, thus
reducing availability and increasing sustainment costs, using the CDM for enhanced
detection aims to address this.
It cannot be assumed that freeplay, or a damaged hinge with cubic stiffness, is the
only event that will induce cubic phase-coupling and trigger a high tricoherence
value, e.g., the HOS of a nonlinear response induced by pure transonic buffet can
exhibit moderate to high quadratic and cubic phase-coupling which, if not treated
properly, could be a false-alarm for freeplay with nonlinear aerodynamic contribu-
tions, as is shown in the previous Chapter 4, section. While a high tricoherence
value is not unique to freeplay, mapping and analysing the distribution of trico-
herence values across all sensors can be used as a means of gaining confidence in
the presence of a freeplay event. Accordingly, the following properties are highly
indicative that the system contains a concentrated cubic structural anomaly with a
mechanical interface, i.e., very strong evidence to suggest that freeplay exists:
1. An uneven distribution of tricoherence values with a heavy bias (or a spike)
towards the sensor located spatially closest to any potential source (control
surface hinge/actuator or mechanical interface)
2. A relationship between tricoherence values and the spatial distance from sensor
to suspected source (sensor which exhibits the highest tricoherence), i.e., as
the spatial distance from the suspected source increases the tricoherence values
should reduce
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It is important to note that this analysis is not based on a threshold tricoherence
value, but rather the relative distributed values and the relationship with respect to
sensor-to-source distance.
• Localisation: In a system with multiple freeplay candidates (consider the example
in the previous Chapter 5 of the main wing with multiple control surfaces), mapping
of the cubic distribution is further utilised to isolate the freeplay event, i.e., having
mapped the tricoherence values from all sensors, the control surface which is in
the spatial vicinity of (or potentially directly related to) the sensor that exhibits
the highest tricoherence is very likely to be the freeplay source. Furthermore, this
sensor is likely to be the most useful in estimating the freeplay magnitude as it is
that which is most rich with information pertaining to the cubic mechanism in the
free hinge/actuator.
Of course, mapping the cubic process and interpreting the distribution to extract mean-
ingful diagnostics information varies, dependent on the system and the sensory network.
More specifically, the variables include:
1. Available data (or means of modelling the system) with known freeplay to test, for
specific freeplay conditions/configurations, how the algorithms respond and accord-
ingly how the cubic process distributes
2. The number of freeplay candidates in the system
3. The spatial density and distribution of the sensory network
These items are not necessarily limitations, but rather, are considered as requirements
with potential limiting aspects. The limitations and requirements of the data-driven frame-
work (and how to navigate them) are discussed at multiple intervals throughout the present
and following chapters.
The procedure and decision process for mapping the distribution of the cubic process
is now discussed. Let Zˆ represent a set of raw channel responses of undefined output (e.g.,
accelerometer or strain sensor) downloaded from one flight test, according to
Zˆ =

z1
z2
...
zn

where zn represents the responses from each of n candidate sensors. The tricoherence
is estimated for each element in Zˆ by estimating fourth-order moments in the frequency
domain according to
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Tˆm =

Tm1
Tm2
...
Tmn

where m indicates that the maximum value of each tricoherence estimate is taken. Finally,
the distribution of the cubic process is mapped throughout the system and if freeplay is
confirmed, the index of the maximum value within T¯m (closest to unity), ne, can be consid-
ered the sensor which is most rich with information pertaining to the freeplay mechanism
and hence most appropriate to estimate the freeplay magnitude. This is likely to be the
sensor which is closest to the freeplay source. The raw channel output in Zˆ at index ne is
taken forward to estimate the freeplay margin, according to
ze = Zˆ{ne}
6.3.3 Development of the IMF Set
The channel output which is most rich with information pertaining to the freeplay event
is then decomposed using the EMD and represented via intrinsic modes according to
Aˆe = EMD(Zˆ{ne}) = EMD(ze) =
{
zIne1 , zIne2 , · · · , zIneN
}
where I indicates that the response is that of an intrinsic mode, and N is the intrinsic
mode identity.
The set of IMFs obtained from a single sensor may not all be appropriate or required
to diagnose the freeplay nonlinearity, and if not removed may corrupt the results. To
overcome this, the lower-order statistics are assessed via several statistical tests to flag
and filter out IMFs from the diagnosis process, i.e., those which are an artefact of the
EMD process but have no physical relationship to the system, or are identified as a noise
component.
Filtering of the IMF Set via Lower-Order Statistic Thresholds
As previously demonstrated the EMD process provides a set of IMFs of which the dominant
frequency decreases according to
H1 > H2 > · · ·Hn (6.1)
As the EMD and respective the HS progress there becomes a point where they no
longer describe the aeroelastic dynamics of the system, but rather may describe rigid body
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motion or are simply a mathematical artefact of the EMD process. To flag such IMFs and
remove them for the freeplay diagnosis process the Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and
Shin (KPSS) test for stationarity is conducted for each IMF to test a null hypothesis that
an observable time series is stationary around a deterministic trend against the alternative
that it is a nonstationary unit root process. [128] The p-value considered is 0.01 meaning
that the null hypothesis is not rejected provided that the p-value is above 1%, i.e. there
is no evidence to suggest that the data is not trend stationary provided that the p-value
is greater than 0.01. The KPSS test considers the functions
yt = ct + δkpss + u1t (6.2)
ct = ct−1 + u2t (6.3)
where δkpss is the trend coefficient, u1t is a stationary process and u2t is an independent
and identically distributed process with a mean of zero and variance σ2 > 0. The null
hypothesis is that σ2 = 0, which would imply that the random term ct is constant and
acts as the model intercept. The alternative is that σ2 > 0, which introduces a unit root
to the random process. The test statistic can be defined as
KPSS =
∑N
t=1 S
2
t
s2N2
(6.4)
where N is the sample size, s2 is the Newey-West estimator and St is the residual of a
regression of ut.
Ensuring that the data is stationary is also important as the freeplay location estima-
tion utilises HOS analysis which has a fundamental requirement for stationary data.
Treatment of Noise
Generally, in real world mechanical systems any time-domain data which is obtained from
sensory systems will be contaminated by some level of noise. When analysing time-series
data, the treatment of a noise component is entirely dependent upon the desired out-
come of the analysis. Hu et al. [129] describe how noise can generally be separated into
two categories, i.e., dynamical and measurement noise. Dynamical noise is a fundamen-
tal property of the system and enters via the governing dynamics, examples including,
stochastic resonance, bifurcation and chaos. Measurement noise is defined as noise which
is superimposed onto a time-domain signal and originates from the sensory system, here
the level of noise varies significantly depending upon the quality and calibration of the
sensor. A third type of noise contamination which must be considered in this research,
and is pertinent to aeroelastic signals for aircraft is that which originates from a separate
mechanism to that being measured. Examples include transonic buffet on the main wing
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or vortex breakdown over the empenage. These nonlinear and chaotic / quasi-periodic
aerodynamic mechanisms can significantly contaminate a signal and impede the analysis
of other important mechanisms, i.e., mechanical.
In the present data-driven framework, noise contamination has a significant impact
upon the estimation of the freeplay margin and hence it is desirable to remove noise com-
ponents prior to conducting any freeplay diagnosis. In the literature, the EMD function
is shown to provide noise filtering properties, which are exploited in the present research.
As mentioned previously, the EMD provides IMFs of which the frequency is decreasing
from IMF1 · · · IMFn, hence, any noise components which are extracted will be present in
the first n IMFs (depending on the level of noise contamination). In the present research,
two approaches are used to flag and omit IMFs which are considered to be noise, i.e.,
inspection of the PSD estimate of each IMF and analysis of the autocorrelation function.
The autocorrelation function ACτ measures the correlation between Jtand Jt+τ , where Jt
is a stochastic process and τ = 1, 2, ..., N − 1. Box et al. [130] define the autocorrelation
for τ as
ACτ =
cτ
c0
(6.5)
where c0 is the sample variance of the time-series and cτ can be defined by
cτ =
1
T
T−τ∑
t=1
(Jt − J¯)(Jt+τ − J¯) (6.6)
These tests are applied to each IMF in Aˆe, non-physical IMFs are omitted, i.e., those
which are flagged as noise or a mathematical artifact of the EMD process, that leaves only
the IMFs which are useful to diagnose the freeplay, stored according to
Aˆpe =
{
zpIne1 , zpIne2 , · · · , zpIneN
}
where p indicates that the intrinsic mode is physical and useful to diagnose the freeplay.
Example: Development of the IMF Set
An example highlighting the development of the set of intrinsic modes is now provided
using the 3DOF NACA0012 section, which was first presented in Chapter 4. A control
surface freeplay of ±0.5◦ is considered and a sample set of six stationary time-series are
considered in which the Mach number, setting angle and speed are varied in order to
display a range of nonlinear aeroelastic phenomena (quasi–periodic, chaotic and limit
cycle responses) which could be encountered if flight tests were conducted, greater detail
is provided in Table 6.1. An important note to make is that for all cases the amplitude of
the oscillations is not upper and lower bound by the freeplay margin.
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test point ID M∞ α0 [◦] V ∗ V ∗/V ∗f β¯max [◦] β response type α response type
1 0.8 0 0.35 0.530 0.8 quasi-periodic quasi-periodic
2 0.8 0 0.55 0.832 1.3 chaotic quasi-periodic
3 0.8 2 0.4 0.521 0.75 quasi-periodic quasi-periodic
4 0.8 2 0.55 0.716 0.85 chaotic quasi-periodic
5 0.85 0 0.7 0.801 1.2 chaotic quasi-periodic
6 0.85 0 0.73 0.835 0.9 LCO LCO
Table 6.1: Test points used for demonstration of the freeplay margin and location estimator
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Figure 6.1: Samples of a) control surface response, b) aerofoil pitching response and c) aerofoil
plunging displacement with and without additive noise for test point ID 1 (quasi–periodic response)
Gaussian noise is added to the aeroelastic responses, of signal–to–noise ratio SNR =
10, to demonstrate how noise is treated in developing the set of physical IMFs. This is
presented for the control and aerofoil pitching DOFs in Figs. 6.1–6.3.
The upper portion of Table 6.2 presents the set of IMFs which are extracted for Test
Point 1 in the control surface pitching DOF with and without additive noise. It can be seen
that in the absence of noise all five IMFs have a moderate – strong mean autocorrelation
value which suggests that none should be disregarded as noise. Furthermore, IMFs 4 and
5 have a p-value of 0.01 and hence reject the null hypothesis for stationarity, these are
omitted. The lower portion of Table 6.3 presents the set of IMFs which are extracted for
Test Point ID 1 in the control surface pitching DOF with additive noise. It can be seen that
IMFs 1-3 have a low mean autocorrelation value (< 30 %) and a high dominant frequency.
Further, IMFs 8–10 reject the null hypothesis suggesting that they are nonstationary and
have negligible physical relationship to the original signal. As a result, IMFs 1-3 and 8–10
are omitted. This process is repeated for the control surface responses of test points ID
2-6 and is conducted for the aerofoil pitching and plunging responses. The resultant set of
filtered physical IMFs for each test point and DOF are displayed in Tables 6.3– 6.5. It is
important to note that for each set of physical intrinsic modes which have been retained
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Figure 6.2: Samples of a) control surface response, b) aerofoil pitching response and c) aero-
foil plunging displacement with and without additive noise for test point ID 4 (chaotic response
response)
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Figure 6.3: Samples of a) control surface response, b) aerofoil pitching response and c) aerofoil
plunging displacement with and without additive noise for test point ID 6 (limit cycle response)
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for the control surface rotational response, there exists a unique mean maxima solution
( ¯ma,β) which is in close proximity to the freeplay (0.5◦), as is highlighted in red. The
adaptation of this property for robust freeplay magnitude estimation is explained in the
following sections, and exemplified in the following chapter.
ID = 1 – quasi–periodic – clean response
IMF R2 p-value ¯ACτ ¯ma,β [◦] PSDmax [Hz]
IMF 1 0.497 0.100 0.551 0.313 23.44
IMF 2 0.805 0.100 0.741 0.547 9.77
IMF 3 0.245 0.100 0.967 0.101 2.93
IMF 4 0.000 0.010 0.996 0.002 0
IMF 5 0.000 0.010 0.995 0.001 0
ID = 1 – quasi–periodic – response with noise
IMF 1 0.283 0.100 0.080 0.140 371.094
IMF 2 0.171 0.100 0.150 0.094 143.555
IMF 3 0.140 0.100 0.227 0.075 86.914
IMF 4 0.248 0.100 0.445 0.106 23.438
IMF 5 0.498 0.100 0.502 0.272 23.438
IMF 6 0.708 0.100 0.741 0.459 9.766
IMF 7 0.202 0.100 0.966 0.141 2.930
IMF 8 0.000 0.010 0.994 0.032 0.000
IMF 9 0.000 0.010 0.998 0.014 0.000
IMF 10 0.001 0.010 0.995 0.012 0.000
Table 6.2: Intrinsic mode functions extracted from the control surface response with and without
additive noise (SNR = 10) for ID 1 (quasi–periodic response)
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test point ID IMF R2 p-value ¯ACτ ¯ma,β [◦] PSDmax [Hz]
1 IMF 4 0.255 0.100 0.420 0.101 23.438
IMF 5 0.483 0.100 0.511 0.255 23.438
IMF 6 0.695 0.100 0.740 0.486 9.766
IMF 7 0.197 0.100 0.963 0.136 2.930
2 IMF 3 0.193 0.083 0.317 0.087 34.178
IMF 4 0.442 0.100 0.591 0.335 34.178
IMF 5 0.567 0.100 0.668 0.426 11.719
IMF 6 0.441 0.100 0.767 0.445 11.719
3 IMF 4 0.191 0.100 0.426 0.080 31.250
IMF 5 0.365 0.100 0.503 0.172 20.508
IMF 6 0.761 0.100 0.730 0.452 10.742
IMF 7 0.077 0.100 0.894 0.242 5.859
4 IMF 4 0.275 0.100 0.502 0.128 34.178
IMF 5 0.538 0.100 0.551 0.250 11.719
IMF 6 0.659 0.100 0.699 0.550 11.719
IMF 7 0.068 0.100 0.896 0.086 3.906
5 IMF 3 0.216 0.100 0.465 0.100 33.203
IMF 4 0.520 0.100 0.544 0.465 34.178
IMF 5 0.743 0.100 0.537 0.746 17.578
IMF 6 0.076 0.100 0.731 0.173 9.766
IMF 7 0.031 0.100 0.913 0.078 4.883
6 IMF 3 0.187 0.100 0.412 0.109 35.156
IMF 4 0.497 0.100 0.491 0.530 35.156
IMF 5 0.782 0.100 0.550 1.001 17.578
Table 6.3: Physical set of intrinsic mode functions extracted from the control surface response of
each test point with additive noise (SNR = 10)
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test point ID IMF R2 p-value ¯ACτ ¯ma,α [◦] PSDmax [Hz]
1 IMF 4 0.177 0.100 0.356 0.038 54.688
IMF 5 0.275 0.100 0.547 0.050 23.438
IMF 6 0.634 0.100 0.741 0.146 9.766
IMF 7 0.104 0.100 0.881 0.025 6.836
2 IMF 5 0.890 0.083 0.691 0.347 11.719
IMF 6 0.248 0.100 0.761 0.153 8.789
3 IMF 4 0.203 0.100 0.319 0.036 48.828
IMF 5 0.341 0.100 0.523 0.054 20.508
IMF 6 0.581 0.100 0.726 0.118 10.742
IMF 7 0.110 0.100 0.888 0.050 5.859
4 IMF 4 0.155 0.100 0.387 0.036 48.828
IMF 5 0.553 0.100 0.671 0.067 11.719
IMF 6 0.579 0.100 0.710 0.171 11.719
5 IMF 4 0.937 0.100 0.548 0.569 17.578
IMF 5 0.184 0.100 0.565 0.095 13.672
IMF 6 0.031 0.100 0.848 0.035 7.813
6 IMF 3 0.122 0.100 0.369 0.049 15.625
IMF 4 0.960 0.100 0.551 0.900 17.578
IMF 5 0.173 0.100 0.550 0.073 15.625
Table 6.4: Physical set of intrinsic mode functions extracted from the aerofoil pitch response of
each test point with additive noise (SNR = 10)
test point ID IMF R2 p-value ¯ACτ ¯ma,h [x/2b] PSDmax [Hz]
1 IMF 4 0.093 0.100 0.398 0.048 48.828
IMF 5 0.882 0.100 0.741 0.427 9.766
2 IMF 4 0.622 0.100 0.711 0.135 11.719
IMF 5 0.727 0.100 0.707 1.096 11.719
3 IMF 4 0.117 0.100 0.374 0.050 7.813
IMF 5 0.773 0.100 0.733 0.238 10.742
IMF 6 0.387 0.100 0.763 0.203 10.742
4 IMF 4 0.129 0.100 0.442 0.050 10.742
IMF 5 0.914 0.100 0.692 0.636 11.719
IMF 6 0.061 0.100 0.905 0.062 5.859
5 IMF 4 0.291 0.100 0.378 0.052 17.578
IMF 5 0.798 0.100 0.546 0.251 17.578
IMF 6 0.313 0.100 0.741 0.127 12.695
6 IMF 4 0.695 0.100 0.530 0.073 17.578
IMF 5 0.550 0.100 0.543 0.400 17.578
Table 6.5: Physical set of intrinsic mode functions extracted from the aerofoil plunge response of
each test point with additive noise (SNR = 10)
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6.3.4 Module 3: Magnitude Estimation and Tracking
Having detected (Step 1) and isolated (Step 2) the freeplay, the final step is to estimate
and track the freeplay magnitude.
The EMD-based magnitude estimation approach utilises a unique property of struc-
tural freeplay nonlinearities, i.e., bilinearity. A dead-zone in the stiffness of the hinge/actuator
α means that the system can be defined by two separate structural states and as a result
two separate sets of linear aeroelastic modes, i.e., those with the hinge/actuator fixed
ωα,fi and those free ωα,fr. Differentiating between the fixed and free portions of the
raw response, i.e., αfi(−αsl ≥ α ≥ αsu) and αfr(−αsl ≤ α ≤ αsu), can be a formidable
task, thus the EMD process can be utilised. One of the properties of the EMD process
was defined as: each IMF will only have a single frequency component at any point in
time. When decomposing the response of a bilinear system, the bilinear structural states
are approximately separated, with the amplitude of each discrete state response retained.
Hence, in the case of control surface hinge freeplay, the EMD of the systems dynamic
response will approximately discretise the hinge fixed and free states. The identified free
state IMF can be used to extract the freeplay magnitude. As it is not guaranteed (and
in fact very unlikely) that aircraft sensory networks will provide a rotational response di-
rectly at the axis of the freeplay affected hinge/actuator, the approach allows for a range of
channel output types to be utilised, and is robust to sensor-to-source spatial discrepancy.
Figure 6.4 presents a simple 2DOF aeroelastic system (aerofoil represented as a beam), for
the upper portion of the cycle. Essentially, when decomposed via the EMD zfi and zfr
are approximately separated, and the freeplay magnitude can be estimated using the IMF
which defines zfr. Depending on the channel output type and location, there may be a
requirement for manipulation/transformation of the raw response data, hence, particular
geometric or structural parameters, such as sensor-to-source spatial discrepancy, mass or
density properties may be necessary.
Having defined the sensor to be utilised for freeplay estimation ze and its physical
IMFs Aˆpe, the IMF within Aˆpe which represents the free portion of the cycle must be
extracted. This is done using a frequency matching approach, as follows.
Firstly, the PSD of ze is taken and the frequencies of the highest magnitude peaks are
stored (in descending order) in set Be according to
Be =
{
fr1 fr2 · · · frnmag
}
where frnmag is the frequency of the raw response (denoted by r) at the index nmag which
is the relative magnitude ranking of each frequency extracted from the PSD estimate, i.e.,
PSD(fr,1) > PSD(fr,2) >, · · · , > PSD(fr,nmag). Next the PSD is taken of each IMF in
Aˆpe and the dominant frequency is stored in the set Cpe according to
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Figure 6.4: Example aeroelastic system with freeplay demonstrating the fixed (red) and free
(blue) portions of the cycle with respect to sensor location
Cpe =
{
fmpI1 fmpI2 · · · fmpIN
}
where m indicates that it is the frequency of the highest magnitude peak of the intrinsic
mode (denoted by I) number N . Again p indicates that only the physical intrinsic modes
are being considered. Next, the freeplay state must be defined, i.e., an estimation of
the fixed-to-free ratio, Rff . If Rff is less than one, i.e., the hinge spends more of the
cycle in a free state, the dominant frequency of the raw response (Be{1}) will match that
of the IMF which defines the hinge-free state in Cpe. If Rff is greater than one, i.e.,
the hinge spends more of the cycle in a fixed state, the dominant frequency of the raw
response will match that of the IMF which defines the hinge-fixed state and hence, the
second dominant frequency of the raw response (Be{2}) will match that of the IMF which
defines the hinge-free state in Cpe. The frequency matching algorithm is as follows
1. Define Rff , an example of this (and its importance) is presented in the following section
2. Define the frequency of the free portion of the cycle ffr according to Rff
if Rff < 1 ffr = Be{1} (6.7)
if Rff > 1 ffr = Be{2} (6.8)
3. Define the index, Nfr, of ffr in the set Cpe, according to
Nfr = Cpe{ffr ∩Cpe} (6.9)
4. Define zeIfr according to the location Nfr in Aˆpe as
zeIfr = Aˆpe{Nfr} (6.10)
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Having extracted the IMF which defines the free portion of the cycle zeIfr , the freeplay
magnitude can be estimated. At this point, the channel output type becomes important
(e.g., accelerometers or strain sensors), however, irrespective of the channel output, the
commonality exists such that rotational displacements are required to extract the freeplay
magnitude. Depending on the system, available historical data, sensor locations and chan-
nel output (typically strains in SPHM systems); a data-fusion approach will be necessary
to transform the raw free state rich-data output zeIfr into that which is useful for freeplay
magnitude estimation and tracking αeIfr . This may require techniques, such as, transfer
functions, regression methods, machine learning or physics based approaches, driven by the
fundamental assumption that αsource (the response at the exact discrete fault location) is
a function of the channel output data Zˆ. More specifically, given that the sensor selected
for freeplay tracking is rich with information pertaining to the discrete cubic mechanism,
it can be assumed that
ze(αsource) =⇒ zeIfr(αeIfr) (6.11)
Performing the transformation at this point using the single zeIfr is most simplistic
and logical, however, relies on the assumption that zeIfr contains sufficient information
for a useful transformation, and if so, the following relationship is defined
αeIfr = αeIfr(zeIfr) (6.12)
Alternatively, if zeIfr does not contain sufficient information (which may be likely when
considering fleet aircraft SPHM sensor arrays) an extended set of free response data can
be acquired using an extended set of (or all) channels, i.e., the procedure for extracting
the free state IMF would be repeated on more (or all) elements in Zˆ, thus αeIfr would
be obtained according to
αeIfr = αeIfr(z1Ifr , z2Ifr , · · · , znIfr) (6.13)
In other cases it may be necessary/preferable to perform the transformation prior to
extracting the free state IMF according to
αe = αe(ze) or αe = αe(z1, z2, · · · , zn) (6.14)
where the procedure for extracting the free state IMF would then be applied to αe. This
is not recommended as the transformation may result in a loss of information and thus, it
is preferable to separate the fixed and free states using the raw response data.
In the following chapter, a simplified example is given for the flight test case study,
such that, the hinge rotational response αeIfr is derived from accelerometer flight test
data u¨, hence only the sensor-to-source spatial discrepancy xe is required. The following
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transformation to useful freeplay diagnostics data for magnitude estimation and tracking
is for a accelerometer channel outputs. Hence, let ze = u¨e and zeIfr = u¨eIfr . The
transformation from accelerometer output to hinge freeplay is relatively simple. Initially,
the accelerations are transformed to displacements according to
ueIfr =
x
u¨eIfr ± ¯¨uedt (6.15)
including the mean of the raw response ¯¨ue as a constant is essential to account for asymme-
try since the intrinsic modes are demeaned. The displacement response is then transformed
to an angular free state response αeIfr , according to
αeIfr = arcsin
(
ueIfr
xe
)
(6.16)
(6.17)
Having obtained αeIfr , we return to the general definition of the framework, irrespective
of channel output type.
The maxima and minima of αeIfr are obtained, according to
ma,αh = R{maxima(αeIfr)} (6.18)
mi,αh = R{minima(αeIfr)} (6.19)
The upper αsu, lower αsl and peak-to-peak αs = αsu + αsl freeplay estimations are
extracted according to the mean of extrema points between percentile threshold values
Pxx, thus allowing the algorithm to be tuned according to the system (i.e., structural,
aerodynamic and freeplay conditions). If we consider an ideal system, the variance of the
maxima and minima of the IMF which defines the free state would be zero (σ2(ma,α) =
σ2(mi,α) ≈ 0), i.e., every peak represents the freeplay upper magnitude and every trough
represents the lower. An example of this was shown in the previous Chapter 4 for the
3DOF aeroelastic system with control surface freeplay, and is revisited in the following
Subsection 6.3.4, Figs. 6.5 - 6.5. In such a case, the upper and lower freeplay magnitudes
can be obtained by taking the mean values according to
αsu = m¯a,αh (6.20)
αsl = m¯i,αh (6.21)
This is likely to be invalid for most real-world aircraft systems where the free state
is characterised by multiple harmonics, noise and other nonlinear mechanisms, thus per-
centiles xx can be tuned to obtain percentile values Pxx of the maxima and minima using
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flight test data with known freeplay values for validation. The percentile tuning approach
can take two forms, which include:
1. The upper and lower freeplay magnitudes are taken directly from tuned maxima
and minima percentiles xxu and xxl respectively. This approach is simplistic with
respect to tuning, however, less robust, defined according to
αsu = Pxxu(ma,αh) (6.22)
αsl = Pxxl(mi,αh) (6.23)
2. The upper freeplay magnitude is calculated by taking the mean of values which lie
within two tuned maxima percentiles xxuu > xxul (within percentile values Pxxuu >
Pxxul), and similarly the lower freeplay gap is calculated by taking the mean of the
values which lie within two tuned minima percentiles xxlu > xxll (within percentile
values Pxxlu > Pxxll). This approach is robust, however, tuning may be an exhaustive
and complex process, defined according to
ma,αh
∗ = {ma,αh ∈ R|Pxxuu(ma,αh) >
ma,αh > Pxxul(ma,αh)} (6.24)
mi,αh
∗ = {mi,αh ∈ R|Pxxlu(mi,αh) >
mi,αh > Pxxll(mi,αh)} (6.25)
αsu = m¯a,αh∗ (6.26)
αsl = m¯i,αh∗ (6.27)
where xxuu and xxul denote upper and lower tuned percentiles respectively for the
maxima of αeIfr , and similarly, xxlu and xxll denote the upper and lower tuned
percentiles respectively for the minima of αeIfr .
Finally, the peak-to-peak freeplay is calculated according to
αs = |αsu|+ |αsl| (6.28)
Several approaches can be used to define the required percentiles xx, which are depen-
dent on the aircraft system, operational profile and the desired outcome (diagnostics or
prognostics). These include:
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1. Although unlikely, if the variance does not change significantly (irrespective of the
aerodynamic, structural and freeplay states) a single percentile xx can be defined.
2. If the platform’s operational profile only requires freeplay to be measured at one
flight condition, the variance will only change according to the freeplay magnitude,
thus several discrete percentiles xx can be defined at variance intervals. In this
case, freeplay estimations are restricted to a discrete portion of the flight envelope.
This is most pertinent to commercial passenger aircraft which spend the majority of
operational flight hours in cruise condition.
3. If the platform’s operational profile is dynamic and perhaps unpredictable, variance-
based empirical equations are used to calculate the percentile xx on a case-by-case
basis, formulating a robust solution to the uncertainty imposed by variation to flight
conditions. This approach can be implemented provided that sufficient flight test
data exists for validation and verification of the empirical approach. The percentile
values between which the extrema of the data are retained, calculated as a function
of the variance of the respective extrema (not the variance of the raw signal), are
defined according to
Pxxu(ma,αh) where xxu(σ2(ma,αh)) (6.29)
Pxxl(mi,αh) where xxl(σ2(mi,αh)) (6.30)
or
Pxxuu(ma,αh) where xxuu(σ2(ma,αh)) (6.31)
Pxxul(ma,αh) where xxul(σ2(ma,αh)) (6.32)
Pxxlu(mi,αh) where xxlu(σ2(mi,αh)) (6.33)
Pxxll(mi,αh) where xxll(σ2(mi,αh)) (6.34)
This is most pertinent to defence fighter platforms, with an example is provided in
the following chapter.
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Fixed-to-Free Ratio
As stated in the previous section, Rff prior to extracting the IMF which defines the free
portion of the cycle u¨Ifr is essential. If Rff is less than one, i.e., the hinge spends more
of the cycle in a free state, the dominant frequency of the raw response will match that
of the IMF which defines the hinge free state. If Rff is greater than one, i.e., the hinge
spends more of the cycle in a fixed state, the dominant frequency of the raw response will
match that of the IMF which defines the hinge fixed state and hence, the second dominant
frequency of the raw response will define the hinge free state. At this point it is important
to note that multiple IMFs may describe the hinge free state, in particular, if the channel
location is at a notable distance from the freeplay source the free state is characterised by
modular frequencies. This is also pertinent to systems with external nonlinear excitation,
or those with multiple freeplays.
To give an example of the importance of have a good Rff estimation, again consider
the 3DOF (pitch-heave-control) aeroelastic system of Chapter 4 with ±0.5◦ freeplay in
the control surface hinge and zero setting angle. Two cases are presented: Case 1 is
lightly loaded and well below the nonlinear flutter boundary (V ∗ = 0.35). Case 2 is under
heavy loading and in limit cycle (V ∗ = 0.6). Table 6.6 shows that for Case 1 Rff = 0.52
(much less than one). Figure 6.5 presents the raw response, the first two physical IMFs
and the PSD estimates for each of these respectively. It can be seen that the highest
magnitude frequency of the raw response matches that of IMF2 (Fig. 6.5 c) which is
upper and lower bound by the installed freeplay gap. Furthermore, Table 6.6 shows that
for Case 2 Rff = 1.02, thus the system is more often in a fixed than free state. Here, the
second strongest frequency of the raw response matches that of IMF1 (Fig. 6.6 b) which
is upper and lower bound by the installed freeplay gap. Evidently, it is essential that the
fixed-to-free ratio be defined prior to selecting the IMF which defines the free state.
For aircraft with stiff airframes, i.e., defence air platforms and civilian passenger air-
craft, Rff is typically less than one. However, freeplay induced LCO is possible (and
unpredictable), in particular on defence fighter platforms for which the freeplay affected
surface may be under intense loading at varying AoA. For modern stiff airframes Rff > 1
may occur under limit cycle, or at high angles of attack, thus estimating Rff remains
important.
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Be{1} Be{2} Cpe{1} Cpe{2}
Case Rff fr1 [Hz] fr2 [Hz] fmpI1 [Hz] fmpI2 [Hz] ffr [Hz]
1 0.52 10.25 23.92 23.92 10.25 10.25 (Be{1})
2 1.02 11.72 35.15 35.15 11.72 35.15 (Be{2})
Table 6.6: Maximum power spectral density values of the raw responses, the first two IMFs and
the IMF which describes the free portion of the cycle
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Figure 6.5: Nonlinear aeroelastic response induced by freeplay with Rff << 1 for a) raw response,
b) IMF 1, c) IMF 2, and d) the power spectral density estimates of each response
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Figure 6.6: Nonlinear aeroelastic response induced by freeplay with Rff > 1 for a) raw response,
b) IMF 1, c) IMF 2, and d) the power spectral density estimates of each response
Chapter 7
Diagnosing Actuator Freeplay in a
Fighter Aircraft All-Movable
Horizontal Tail
This chapter presents a case study in which the adapted nonlinear identification framework
proposed in the previous chapter is used to diagnose structural freeplay in the actuator of
a fighter aircraft all-movable horizontal tail configuration, using only representative data
obtained during flight (i.e., representative sensory responses and flight parameters) pro-
vided by DST Group. Limited information pertaining to the configuration and conditions
is provided for confidentiality reasons. This is not a weakness as the diagnostics method
is designed such that minimal knowledge of the system is required. The aim of this chap-
ter is to provide an example case study for proof-of-concept, validation and verification
purposes. The chapter focuses on communicating the fundamental requirements, impact
and theory surrounding the diagnostics method. The reproducibility of this work is not
impacted by not communicating detailed parameters of the aircraft.
7.1 Limited Dataset with Known Freeplay Magnitude
In this section the functionality of the signal processing framework is highlighted using
a subset of the total available dataset (twenty test points selected from two flights) with
known freeplay magnitude, to provide a detailed example and tutorial for the proposed
freeplay tracking framework. All sensory responses are available in this for this reduced
data-set. In this Section, the freeplay magnitude is tracked without any knowledge of
flight parameters. The following section proceeds to track the freeplay magnitude for
the available entire dataset, which contains multiple freeplay cycles (i.e., freeplay growth
followed by actuator maintenance/replacement) spanning over the course of 3 years, with
multiple maintenance cycles, and with measured freeplay defined at limited intervals.
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7.1.1 Configuration and Operating Conditions
Figure 7.1 presents the representative configuration and sensory network, which contains
four accelerometers and one sensor measuring dynamic loading within the actuator mech-
anism. All test cases consider the horizontal tail and actuator mechanism under intense
loading, i.e., high AoA manoeuvres with α0 that varies by ∆α0,min/max = α0,max−α0,min =
30 [◦] and Mach that varies by ∆M∞,min/max = M∞,max −M∞,min = 0.5. Only a limited
number of time-steps are available for each test point, given that each captured a pseudo-
stationary manoeuvre conducted by the pilot. Furthermore, depending on the test points
(flight parameters), the asymmetrical response/freeplay is characterised by separated flow,
aerodynamic nonlinearity, inconsistent and asymmetrical dead-zone impact, pilot handling
uncertainties, compromised stationarity, and in general impedes the diagnostics process.
Table 7.1 presents the freeplay conditions for a subset of the total extended dataset, which
has been selected from two flights to highlight the functional capacity of the proposed
method in a simplistic manner. The final section of this chapter proceeds to track the
freeplay magnitude for the full dataset, which . All test points within each case are ac-
quired from a single flight for which the freeplay increase with respect to flight hours can
be considered negligible. Each test point contains the response from each sensor channel,
and in pre-processing all response data is truncated to a minimal 7000 data points with
the aim of capturing the most stationary portion. No further information pertaining to
the configuration, aerodynamic (this section only)/structural mechanisms, data or data
acquisition are provided due to confidentiality and export restrictions.
Figure 7.1: Reference generic fighter aircraft all-Movable horizontal tail configuration with chan-
nel locations
7.1.2 Detection
Preliminary detection is conducted by analysing the actuator load response Fac with the
aim of identifying spectral information which is indicative of freeplay. Initially, a repre-
sentative power spectral density plot is provided in Fig. 7.2, where ω1 − ω3 are physical
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Flight 1 2
Test points/flight 10 10
Data points/test point truncated to 6000
Sensor channels 4 accel, 1 load
Freeplay [% max. allowable] 60 72
∆M∞,min/max 0.5
∆α0,min/max [◦] 30
Notes
Aerodynamics range from stationary and linear
to nonstationary and nonlinear
Table 7.1: Summary of data, flight and freeplay parameters
linear aeroelastic modes, and ωNL1 − ωNL3 are nonlinear aeroelastic modes, i.e., those
which have no harmonic relationship to the linear aeroelastic modes but rather can be
characterised by interactions between them. Although more test points with similar flight
parameters are required to properly quantify these, they may be defined according to
ωNL1 =
ω2
2 −
ω3
4 (7.1)
ωNL2 = ω2 − ω12 (7.2)
ωNL3 = 2ω1 +
ω2
2 −
ω3
4 (7.3)
(7.4)
Figure 7.3 presents HOS estimates for two representative test points TP1 (case 1 with
measured freeplay of 60% of maximum allowable) and TP2 (case 2 measured freeplay of
72% of the maximum allowable). It can be seen that both are characterised by strong
cubic phase-coupling via the tri-interaction of the lowest frequency mode ω1. TP1 is char-
acterised by weak quadratic phase-coupling via the bi-interaction of a lower frequency
nonlinear mode, and very weak quadratic phase-coupling via the bi-interaction of ω1. On
the other hand TP2 demonstrates moderate-strong quadratic phase-coupling via the bi-
interaction interaction of ω1. These findings suggest that if freeplay exists, there is a
secondary nonlinearity of quadratic form within the system. Interestingly, the RMS ac-
tuator loading Fac,rms for TP2 is triple that of TP1, thus TP2 is operating under heavier
aerodynamic loading conditions (higher velocity index) than TP1. Considering this signif-
icant difference in aerodynamic loading, the HOS estimations are consistent with previous
findings of Chapter 4, i.e., at lower speeds (with light aerodynamic loading) the HOS
are characterised by scattered interactions between linear and nonlinear aeroelastic modes
and, at higher speeds (approaching or under limit cycle with heavy aerodynamic loading)
the HOS are characterised by a single self-interaction of the dominant linear aeroelas-
tic mode and potentially a high magnitude bicoherence due to nonlinear aerodynamic
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contributions.
The results presented Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.3, Fig. 4.15) demonstrate that transonic
nonlinear aerodynamic mechanisms can have a quadratic form and can be quantified via
the bicoherence. More specifically, as the speed increases (past that at which transonic
aerodynamic nonlinearity is first encountered) the amplitude of the nonlinear mechanism
grows, inherently as a function of RMS aerodynamic loading, thus the system-relative-
strength of nonlinear aerodynamic behaviour is quantified by the magnitude of the bi-
coherence. It follows that a relationship between RMS aerodynamic loading and the
bicoherence can act as a means of characterising and diagnosing the presence of a non-
linear aerodynamic mechanism, i.e., at higher speeds and/or setting angles aerodynamic
nonlinearity is more likely to exist and be more violent. With this in mind, if the detected
quadratic phase-coupling is indeed the result of a nonlinear aerodynamic contribution
there should be a relationship between the RMS actuator loading (which is inherently
a function of aerodynamic loading) and the bicoherence magnitude. Figure 7.4 clearly
highlights this relationship, showing that as Fac,rms increases so does the magnitude of
the bicoherence. This finding is of particular significance, showing that the detailed iden-
tifiable characteristics of freeplay contaminated by nonlinear aerodynamics in simplified
numerical aeroelastic systems, also clearly exist in the real-world aircraft system, adding
further merit and validity to the strategy undertaken in this research, i.e., first using sim-
plified numerical aeroelastic models to understand how the nonlinear freeplay mechanism
(in isolation and contaminated) can be exploited in a nonlinear system identification set-
ting, before then expanding to the real-world aircraft system. The author recommends
revisiting Fig. 4.15 (Chapter 4), where this nonlinear characteristic was initially discussed
for the 3DOF system with freeplay and Euler derived nonlinear aerodynamics.
Having identified and estimated the formulation of nonlinear modes, and detected
a high tricoherence and a bicoherence that demonstrates characteristics of a nonlinear
aerodynamic mechanism - there is sufficient evidence to suggest that a structural freeplay
may exist and the detailed detection module should be employed to confirm this.
7.1.3 Detailed Detection and Localisation
Analysis of the actuator loading response (Section 7.1.2) has indicated that the trico-
herence estimates are high, while the bicoherence varies between low-moderate-high as a
function of the actuator loading, indicating that it is dependent on the aerodynamic con-
dition 4. In this detailed detection section, the distribution of the cubic process is mapped
across the horizontal tail (all 5 sensors).
In systems such as that presented in this section, isolation is redundant as there is only
one possible location that a freeplay noninearity can exist, i.e., in the actuator mechanism.
Albeit, the dual-purpose cubic distribution mapping framework is utilised to confirm the
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Figure 7.2: Representative power spectral density estimation of the actuator loading response
with nonlinear modes defined
presence of a freeplay event, and to identify which sensor should be used to track the
freeplay magnitude (i.e., that which is most rich with information pertaining to the discrete
cubic mechanism). Table 7.2 presents the tricoherence obtained for the estimations for
each sensor location. Figure 7.5 presents the distribution of the cubic process across the
horizontal tail, obtained using raw response data (Fig. 7.6(a)). The mean of all estimates
is taken to give T¯mp. It is encouraging to see that for this set of flight data, as expected
theoretically, the tricoherence is able to isolate the region in which the freeplay exists, i.e.,
the tricoherence (strength of the cubic process) spikes at the actuator, and is also strong at
the accelerometer which is closest to the event. The map is indicative of two cubic process
strengths, i.e., low and high. This is likely a result of the relatively short time series
lengths (in comparison to the proposed requirements of Dalle Molle and Hinich). Albeit,
the result is promising, and shows that the higher-order spectra has merit in detecting
and isolating discrete nonlinear events in aircraft systems.
Although only two strengths are extracted, i.e. a weak or strong cubic presence in the
response, it is important to recall that this detailed detection and localisation strategy
aims to identify a trend, rather than a threshold value. Close observation of the results in
Table 7.2 shows that the strength of the cubic process as a function of the sensor distance
from the actuator, hence, the presence of freeplay within the actuator is deemed to be
highly likely.
Sensor Fact a1 a2 a3 a4
actuator load for. root aft root for. tip aft tip
T¯mp 0.824 0.814 0.356 0.354 0.301
Table 7.2: Maximum tricoherence estimations for the horizontal tail sensory network
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Figure 7.5: Map of the distribution of the cubic process across the horizontal tail
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Enhanced Resolution Cubic Mapping for Tightly Coupled Channels
Tight coupling between channels, i.e., systems in which multiple (or all) sensors are charac-
terised by similar tricoherence estimates, may lead to incorrect localisation of the freeplay
or suggest that it does not exist. To overcome this, Chapter 5 showed that by diluting
the cubic process with a linear function, the resolution of the cubic distribution map can
be improved. An alternative and more general strategy to increase the resolution is now
discussed. The coupled strategy has empirically-founded merit based on the observations
to be shown in this section, where it is shown to significantly improve the resolution of the
cubic process mapping for the flight test case study. It is acknowledged that in the ab-
sence of mathematical foundations this strategy may not be applicable to all systems with
freeplay, however, it is included within the thesis as a topic of discussion and a recommen-
dation for this type of signature-based anomaly diagnostics. Although the approach lacks
well-established mathematical foundations, the following justifies the functionality of this
coupled approach based on the physical freeplay mechanism, i.e, by definition, freeplay
introduces bilinearity, and the action that the EMD and HOS methods have on a bilinear
system.
Having gained a detailed understanding of the physical freeplay mechanism, and the
action that the EMD and HOS methods have on a signal extracted from a freeplay driven
system, a hybrid technique is proposed. This systematic and intuitive approach is con-
ceived by exploiting and coupling the primary functional aspects of the EMD and HOS
methods towards augmented extraction of the cubic signature. This may be applicable
in systems where the poor resolution (consistent sensor channel tricoherence values) is
observed with low-moderate-high values, to assist in resolving the map of the cubic dis-
tribution throughout the system.
Initially, recalling that; i) the EMD process separates modular frequencies in the time
domain, ii) the modular frequencies when the hinge is fixed are different to those free,
and iii) freeplay is characterised by a cubic process (the prominence of which within a
raw response increases as the sensor-to-source relative spatial location decreases) âĂŞ it
is logical to assume that the EMD can approximately separate the cubic and non-cubic
processes within the original function.
Hence, upon decomposing a raw response which is characterised by a strong cubic
process, the IMFs with a higher correlation to the original function may generally also be
defined by a strong cubic process, thus have a high tricoherence estimate. On the other
hand, when the cubic process is not prominent in the raw response, its IMFs with a lower
correlation to the original function will may be defined by the cubic process, while those
with a higher correlation to the original function will represent the non-cubic portion of
the cycle (be that linear, quadratic or otherwise).
Therefore, the this coupled approach is used to augment the cubic distribution map-
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ping, by estimating the maximum tricoherence of the intrinsic mode which has the highest
correlation to the respective original response for each candidate channel. For a single test
point, the process involves the following steps:
1. The EMD is used to decompose the response from each candidate sensor within the
system, i.e., those that exhibit a nonlinear response. At this point it is assumed that
the lifting surface which contains the structural freeplay is known.
2. A set of statistical tests are conducted to remove the IMFs which can be attributed
solely to noise, or those that are a mathematical artefact of the EMD process and
not physically related to the system, thus only those deemed to be “physical” and
appropriate for analysis remain. The automated lower-order statistical approach
used to reduce the IMF set is presented in the following Section 6.3.3.
3. For each candidate, the maximum tricoherence is estimated for the physical IMF
with the highest correlation to its corresponding original signal TmpInNR , and the
mean for each candidate is obtained T¯mpInNR .
4. The freeplay hypothesis is tested by determining whether there is a relationship
between channel-to-source relative spatial location and T¯mpInNR .
5. The freeplay source is determined according to the distribution of T¯mpInNr with
respect to candidate locations.
Implementing this coupled strategy for augmented cubic distribution mapping slightly
changes the procedure to attain Aˆpe and ze from Zˆ, which is now defined. Again, let Zˆ
represent the raw set of sensor output downloaded from one flight test, according to
Zˆ =

z1
z2
...
zn

where zn represents the responses from each of n candidate sensors. Each separate re-
sponse is then decomposed using the EMD approach and represented via intrinsic modes
according to
A˜ =

Aˆ1
Aˆ2
...
Aˆn

=

zI11 zI12 · · · zI1N
zI21 zI22 · · · zI2N
...
zIn1 zIn2 · · · zInN

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where A˜ is the set of sensor channel outputs as intrinsic modes, Aˆn is the set of intrinsic
modes for candidate sensor index n, and zInN is an intrinsic mode denoted by I of index
N for each of n channels. Next, non-physical IMFs are omitted, i.e., those which are
flagged as noise or an artefact of the EMD process (as per Section 6.3.3), that leaves only
the IMFs which are useful to diagnose the freeplay according to
A˜p =

Aˆp1
Aˆp2
...
Aˆpn

=

zpI11 zpI12 · · · zpI1N
zpI21 zpI22 · · · zpI2N
...
zpIn1 zpIn2 · · · zpInN

where the subscript p indicates that the intrinsic mode is physical and useful to diagnose
the freeplay. The correlation of each physical IMF to its corresponding original signal is
then obtained using Pearson’s correlation coefficient R2and stored in Aˆcor,p according to
Aˆcor,p =

Acor,p1
Acor,p2
...
Acor,pn

=

R2pI11 R
2
pI12 · · · R2pI1N
R2pI21 R
2
pI22 · · · R2pI2N
...
R2pIn1 R
2
pIn2 · · · R2pInN

where the subscript cor indicates that Acor,pn is the set of R2 values for physical IMFs
of channel index n. The IMF with the maximum correlation to its corresponding original
function for each candidate sensor is extracted by ranking the R2 values from highest to
lowest, where the IMF index nN with the highest correlation is denoted by nNR
Acor,p =

R2pI1NR
R2pI2NR...
R2pInNR

where Acor,p contains the value R2pInNR of the highest correlated intrinsic mode at index
nNR for each candidate sensor n. The intrinsic mode for each sensor at the index nNR is
then extracted according to
Aˆp =

Ap1{1NR}
Ap2{2NR}
...
Apn{nNR}

=

zpI1NR
zpI2NR...
zpInNR

where Aˆp is the set of highest correlated physical intrinsic mode functions zpInNR for each
channel at index n. Following this, the maximum tricoherence of each element in Aˆp is
obtained by estimating fourth-order cumulants in the frequency domain according to
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Tˆmp =

TmpI1NR
TmpI2NR...
TmpInNR

where m indicates that the maximum value of each tricoherence estimate is taken. Finally,
the augmented cubic distribution is mapped across the system and if freeplay is confirmed,
the index of the maximum value within T¯mp (closest to unity), ne, can be considered the
sensor which is most rich with information pertaining to the freeplay mechanism and
hence most appropriate to estimate the freeplay magnitude. This is likely to be the sensor
which is closest to the freeplay source. The set of IMFs of the channel used to estimate
the freeplay magnitude Aˆpe and the raw channel output ze which are extracted from A˜p
and Zˆ respectively according to the index ne, are taken forward to estimate the freeplay
margin according to
Aˆpe = A˜p{ne} =
{
zpIne1 zpIne2 · · · ZpIneN
}
ze = Zˆ{ne}
Using this coupled strategy, Figure 7.6 and Table 7.3 presents the distribution of the
cubic mechanism across the horizontal tail, obtained by estimating the fourth-order mo-
ments of the raw response data (Fig. 7.6(a)) and compared to the equivalent obtained by
estimating the fourth-order moment of highest correlated intrinsic mode in Fig. 7.6(b).
The mean of all estimates is again taken to give T¯mp and T¯mpInNR respectively. The reso-
lution of the distribution obtained via the coupled scheme is obviously higher, providing
a clear indication of the relative sensor-to-source spatial discrepancy. In both maps it
can be seen that the cubic signature peaks at the actuator load sensor, however, when
considering T¯mpInNR there is a clear qualitative dissipation of the cubic process in the
accelerometer responses as their respective spatial distance from the actuator increases.
On the other hand, when considering the raw data, this dissipation is only observable via
close observation of the numerical vales. Either way, the results provide high confidence
in the presence of a freeplay event in the actuator.
Given the findings from either of these maps, it is logical to proceed to track the
freeplay magnitude using response data obtained from the actuator load channel output,
however, in this case the forward root accelerometer is used for two reasons, i.e., i) to
demonstrate the robustness of this approach to response data obtained at a significant
spatial distance from the source, and ii) the forward root accelerometer is closest to the
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Figure 7.6: Horizontal tail cubic distribution map using a) raw signal and b) highest correlated
intrinsic mode
Sensor Fact a1 a2 a3 a4
actuator load for. root aft root for. tip aft tip
T¯mp 0.824 0.814 0.356 0.354 0.301
T¯mpInNR 0.849 0.810 0.666 0.600 0.399
Table 7.3: Distribution of the cubic mechanism across the horizontal tail sensory network ex-
tracted via tricoherence estimations of the highest correlated intrinsic mode
source and is most rich with information pertaining to the cubic mechanism. As a result,
the forward root accelerometer is taken forward to track the freeplay.
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7.1.4 Variance Based Empirical Tracking
Having discerned that a structural freeplay within the actuator mechanism is highly likely,
the magnitude is now estimated and tracked via the forward root accelerometer response
(ae = a1) of each test point. This channel location is most rich with information pertain-
ing to the freeplay mechanism and is closest to the freeplay source, thus it is selected for
estimation and tracking (Section 7.1.3). The representative test points which were pre-
sented in Section 7.1.2, i.e., TP1 from Case 1 and TP2 Case 2 with measured freeplay of
60% and 72% of the maximum allowable respectively. Again, it is important to note that
these test points are chosen to demonstrate how the proposed method is able to handle the
contrasting freeplay behaviour. The linear aeroelastic modes ω1−ω3 presented in Fig. 7.2
are used as a reference in this section.
Initially, each raw response a∗e is decomposed into its intrinsic modes aˆ∗e , then filtered
according to the lower-order statistics threshold method described in Section 6.3.3, leaving
only the physical intrinsic modes aˆ∗pe. The initial and refined IMF sets for TP1 and TP2
are presented in Table 7.4. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 present representative a∗e responses and
the corresponding set of physical IMFs a∗pe for TP1 and TP2. For TP1 (Fig. 7.7), it can
be seen that there is very little discrepancy between the normalised raw accelerometer
response a∗e and its first intrinsic mode a∗peI1 . Recalling that for a bilinear system the
EMD approximately separates the fixed and free portions of the cycle, an intrinsic mode
set of this nature is highly indicative of a structural freeplay that is characterised by very
low fixed-to-free ratio. To further assess this qualitative correlation a∗e and the respective
intrinsic modes are converted to a rotational response about the actuator (α∗e and αˆ∗pe)
via Eqs. 6.15, 6.16, presented in Fig. 7.7 (right hand side with exact freeplay in red).
Only a very small portion of the cycle (at the peaks and troughs) is spent in a fixed
state (extracted in the low amplitude IMF 2 response) With the remainder spent in a free
state and extracted in the IMF 1 response, the upper and lower fixed-to-free ratios are
calculated to be Rff,u = 0.087 and Rff,l = 0.021 respectively. Figure 7.9 presents the
PSD of a∗e with normalised frequencies. It is found that the dominant frequency matches
that of a∗peI1 (f
∗
r,1 = f∗m,I1 ≈ 0.37) and thus is correctly extracted as the IMF which
defines the free state a∗Ifr = a
∗
peI1 according to the method described in Section 6.3.4.
Interestingly, the bicoherence estimation for this case (Section 7.1.2: Fig. 7.3(a)) indicates
that the weak-moderate quadratic phase-coupling is via the self-interaction of a nonlinear
mode, not detected via the linear process (Fig. 7.9). Furthermore, the shift in dominant
frequency of the raw response as detected by the linear process, which can be defined
as ω3 for TP1 and ω1 for TP2 (Fig. 7.2), is not observed in the cubic process presented
in Fig. 7.3, i.e., the dominant cubic phase-coupling remains via the tri-interaction of ω1
irrespective of the varying linear/nonlinear aerodynamic loading.
The qualitative observations of the previous paragraph, which may be considered as
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“typical” of a low Rff , are not observed in Fig. 7.8. Here it can be seen that both the
first and second intrinsic modes are qualitatively dissimilar to a∗e (left hand side) and both
appear to be bound by the freeplay (right hand side with exact freeplay in red) which is
to be expected as Rff → 1 [131], and for this test point Rff,u = 0.755 and Rff,l = 0.058.
Thus, the similarities in amplitude of the first two IMFs are consistent with the calculated
upper fixed-to-free ratio. The dominant frequency of a∗e has shifted to the lowest frequency
mode (Fig. 7.9) which matches that of a∗peI2 (f
∗
r,1 = f∗m,I2 ≈ 0.135). This intrinsic mode is
upper and lower bound by the freeplay, and again is correctly extracted as the IMF which
defines the free state a∗Ifr = a
∗
peI2 according to the method described in Section 6.3.4.
Case IMF f∗m,I (original) f∗m,I (reduced) f∗m,r Free-state
1 a∗eI1 0.370 0.370 0.370 a
∗
Ifr
a∗eI2 0.137 0.137
a∗eI3 0.057 0.057
a∗eI4 0.039
a∗eI5 0.012
2 a∗eI1 0.381 0.381
a∗eI2 0.134 0.134 0.134 a
∗
Ifr
a∗eI3 0.059 0.059
a∗eI4 0.015
a∗eI5 0.010
Table 7.4: Example extraction of the reduced and free state IMF sets for the two representative
test points
Having extracted the set of intrinsic modes which define the free state for each test point
aIfr and converted to a set of rotational free state responses about the actuator hinge axis
αeIfr (Section 6.3.4: Eqs. 6.15, 6.16), the data is now ready for freeplay estimation and
tracking. Initially the maxima ma,αh and minima mi,αh are extracted (Eqs. 6.18, 6.19),
and the tracking requirements are assessed. Given the high AoA manoeuvring, variation
in flight parameters (M∞, α0 and q), uncertainties and the very nature of the data (i.e.,
transonic flight test data with a highly complex structural mechanism and no simplifica-
tions or idealisations), the sets of extrema for any single test point and fixed-to-free ratios
between test points are prone to variation. As a result quantile values Pxx, Pyy required to
define the reduced sets of extrema m∗a,αh , m
∗
i,αh
(Eqs. 6.24, 6.25) must be calculated on
a case-by-case basis according to lower order statistical parameters (Eqs. 6.29- 6.34). The
variance σ2 is an intuitive statistic to use considering that variation of the extrema is a
primary factor in the requirement for a sliding Pxx, Pyy. Considering that for a significant
number of the test points the fixed-to-free ratio is very low while the variance remains
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Figure 7.7: Representative forward root accelerometer response and IMFs for TP1 - freeplay
αs = 60% with heavy relative loading, and fixed-to-free ratios Rff,u = 0.087 and Rff,l = 0.021
significant, it is found that required Pxx, Pyy values are often very high, as a result the
upper quantile value is fixed to the maximum, so the reduced sets of extrema are defined
according to all points above Pxx. The exact required percentile values Pxx,ex are calcu-
lated for 7/10 test points from each flight. This process involves iteratively increasing Pxx
until the sum of the mean of the reduced extrema is equal to the exact freeplay αs,ex,
according to
Pxx,ex = Pxx |
∑
|m¯∗αh | = αs,ex (7.5)
where
mαh
∗ = {mαh ∈ R|mαh > Pxx,ex(mαh)} (7.6)
A two-term exponential curve is fit to define the required percentile value as a function
of the mean and variance of the extrema, i.e., Pxx(CV 2(mαh)) = Pxx(σ2(mαh)/m¯αh2).
The inverse of Pxx is used to improve the initial fit as presented in Fig. 7.10(a), with the
corresponding direct relationship presented in Fig. 7.10(b). It should be noted that for each
test point the required upper and lower percentile values, and the corresponding estimation
functions are nearly identical due to the symmetry of the accelerometer responses.
The freeplay estimation algorithms are now defined for this particular system according
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Figure 7.8: Representative forward root accelerometer response and IMFs for TP2 - freeplay
αs = 72% with heavy relative loading, and fixed-to-free ratios Rff,u = 0.76 and Rff,l = 0.058
to
Pxx =
1
s1es2CV
2 + s3es4CV 2
(7.7)
mαh
∗ = {mαh ∈ R|mαh > Pxx(mαh)} (7.8)
αs =
∑
|m¯αh∗| (7.9)
Finally, to account for discrete test points in which the lower freeplay is undefined, the
upper freeplay is doubled to obtain the peak-to-peak value, according to
if ∀i ∈mi,αh |i > αsl then αs = 2αsu (7.10)
Figure 7.11 presents the freeplay estimations obtained using the proposed method.
It can be seen that for both cases 1 and 2 (60% and 70% of the maximum allowable
freeplay respectively) the freeplay magnitude is very well represented, demonstrating that
the proposed method is capable of successfully estimating the freeplay magnitude via a
single tuned algorithm, as the flight parameters (M∞, α0 , q) vary significantly and are
unknown for any particular test point. It is acknowledged that only a small sample of
data is used, with only 12% discrepancy between the two freeplay magnitudes (60% and
72%) and although there is large variation in flight parameters, all test points consider
the horizontal tail with intense loaded (high AoA manoeuvres). As a result, the following
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Figure 7.9: Representative forward root accelerometer power spectral density estimations for
TP1 (Rff,u = 0.087 and Rff,l = 0.021) and TP2 (Rff,u = 0.755)
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Figure 7.10: Sliding percentile curves for freeplay magnitude estimation, a) inverse percentile
and b) percentile values as a function of the coefficient of variation
section will assess the long-term tracking capabilities of the proposed Smart Diagnostics
concept, where the freeplay magnitude and freestream flight conditions vary significantly.
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Figure 7.11: Results of the freeplay estimation and tracking algorithm for the horizontal tail
configuration
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7.2 Implementation for Long-Term Freeplay Magnitude Track-
ing over Multiple Maintenance Cycles
The variance based empirical tracking is now extended to estimate and track the magni-
tude of the freeplay event for the entire available dataset over the course of three years
with numerous maintenance cycles to repair/replace the freeplay affected actuator. The
measured freeplay is only known at 9 discrete intervals. A total of 70 independent flights
are included, from which 579 independent test points are extracted. This case-study in-
cludes flight parameters to give an example of how they can be implemented to improve
robustness and automation, although it remains that the proposed magnitude estima-
tion strategy is not inherently reliant upon this information. Only the required sensory
responses from each test point are provided to the author for this case study.
7.2.1 Operating Conditions
The variance-based empirical equations are now re-defined according to four flights with
known freeplay as defined in Table 7.5. The test points are not pre-processed in this
section, rather the raw test points are processed in full, hereby reducing the requirement for
user intervention and enhancing automation/robustness properties. The flight conditions
for this training dataset remain consistent with that of the previous section, i.e., all test
cases consider the horizontal tail and actuator mechanism under intense loading, i.e., high
AoA manoeuvres with α0 that varies about by ∆α0,min/max = α0,max−α0,min = 30 [◦] and
Mach that varies by ∆M∞,min/max = M∞,max −M∞,min = 0.5. Figure 7.12(a) presents
the normalised angle-of-attack and Mach number distributions, indicating the significant
deviation and scatter present in the Test Points being processed. The test point TP2 of
the previous section is omitted from the training in this section, rather, it is processed in
the freeplay tracking dataset.
Flight 1 2 3 4
Test points/flight 15 15 10 10
Data points/test point 2000-20000
Sensor channels 4 accel, 1 load
Freeplay [% max allowable] 60 72 43 40
∆M∞,min/max 0.5
∆α0,min/max [◦] 30
Notes
Aerodynamics range from stationary and linear
to nonstationary and nonlinear
Table 7.5: Summary of the information used to formulate the variance-based empirical equation
for long term freeplay tracking
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Figure 7.12: Representative distribution of angle-of-attack and Mach number for the horizontal
tail data set
7.2.2 Formulating the Variance-Based Empirical Function
The iterative approach used to formulate the variance based empirical equation remains
consistent with the previous section, however, the following simplifications/assumptions
should be considered to enhance robustness:
1. Interpolation: Figure 7.12(b) presents the flight parameter ranges for the test
points which are described in Table 7.5. The freeplay is estimated for ONLY flights
that lie within the boundaries of the training data.
2. AOA−M bins: The version of the estimation algorithm used for the flights that lie
within the boundaries of Flight 3 are different to those that lie within the boundaries
of Flights 1,2 and 4. Switching between the versions is automated, as a function of
the mean Mach number and mean angle-of-attack.
3. IMF Decision Making: Choosing which IMF defines the free state is shown to
be a related to the fixed-to-free-ratio. Given that fixed-to-free-ratio estimations are
not yet autonomous, the IMF selection in this section is manual.
4. Upper freeplay magnitude: Given the high AoA manoeuvring, many test points
are engaged in half-cycle freeplay dynamic behaviour for a large percentage of the
time history, i.e., oscillating about the upper boundary, of time spent oscillating
about the upper boundary. Hence, only the upper freeplay is estimated, then dou-
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bled.
5. Symmetry: Asymmetry of positive 10% is assumed, i.e., the exact upper freeplay
(positive angle) is assumed to be αs,ex,u = 1.1αs,ex/2
Considering these modifications, formulation of the variance-based empirical functions
is now described accordingly. The exact required percentile values to obtain the known
freeplay value Pxx,ex are calculated for each test point. As was described in the previous
section, this process involves iteratively increasing Pxx until the the mean of the reduced
maxima set of the free state intrinsic mode returns the pre-defined exact upper freeplay
αs,ex,u. More specifically, including the asymmetry assumption, the exact percentile value
Pxx,ex is returned when the following is satisfied
Pxx,ex = Pxx | ¯m∗a,αh = αs,ex,u = 1.1αs,ex/2 (7.11)
where
ueIfr =
x
u¨eIfr ± ¯¨uedt (7.12)
αeIfr = arcsin
(
ueIfr
xe
)
(7.13)
ma,αh = R{maxima(αeIfr)} (7.14)
ma,αh
∗ = {ma,αh ∈ R|ma,αh > Pxx,ex[ma,αh ]} (7.15)
As was mentioned previously, the test points that lie within the boundaries of flight
three are treated slightly differently. These cases are characterise by a lower angle-of-
attack and very high speed flight, thus display characteristic limit cycle behaviour. While
the IMF 1 defines the free state for these points, the high amplitude limit cycles are
characterised by significant asymmetry, meaning that the extrema cannot capture the
freeplay magnitude via the algorithms which have been described thus far. While several
approaches could be used to handle this, to maintain consistency, it is found that variance-
percentile distribution consistent with flights 1 and 2 can be obtained by ignoring the mean
(off-set) when converting the acceleration response into a rotational response about the
actuator. So, for the test points that lie within the bounds of Flight 3, the reduced set of
extrema is given by
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ueIfr =
x
u¨eIfrdt (7.16)
αeIfr = arcsin
(
ueIfr
xe
)
(7.17)
ma,αh = R{maxima(αeIfr)} (7.18)
ma,αh
∗ = {ma,αh ∈ R|ma,αh > Pxx,ex[ma,αh ]} (7.19)
where, notably, the offset is not added as a constant in the integral. The variance of the
raw set of maxima is then calculated for each training test point from the four flights. As
a result, each test point used for training has been reduced to two values:
1. The exact required percentile value Pxx,ex to satisfy the equation Pxx | ¯m∗a,αh =
αs,ex,u = 1.1αs,ex/2
2. The corresponding variance of the raw set of maxima σ2ma,αh
Figure 7.13(a) visualises the variance-percentile distribution for the Flights 1-3, where
the IMF 1 is extracted as the free state. The corresponding variance based empirical
function which has been fit to the distribution according to the second-order Fourier series
is given by
PxxF (σ2ma,αh ) = −15.99 + 64.81 cos(λσ2ma,αh ) + · · ·
+ 96.1 sin(λσ2ma,αh ) + 42.41 cos(2λσ
2
ma,αh
)− 18.26 sin(2λσ2ma,αh ) (7.20)
where the constant λ = 1.346e + 04. Figure 7.13(a) visualises the variance-percentile
distribution for the Flights 4, where the IMF 2 is extracted as the free state. The cor-
responding variance based empirical function is fit to the distribution according to the
rational function, given by
PxxR(σ2ma,αh ) =
(−1.115× 10−6σ2ma,αh + 4.929× 10−11)/ · · ·
/(σ10ma,αh + 0.8107σ
8
ma,αh
− 4.829σ6ma,αh + · · ·
+ 0.002146σ4ma,αh − 3.016× 10−8σ2ma,αh + · · ·
+ 5.375× 10−13) (7.21)
Figure 7.14 provides an example of the variance-percentile distribution obtained for
incorrect implementation. Figure 7.14(a) shows that if the IMF 1 is assumed as the free
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Figure 7.13: Sliding percentile curves where a) flights 1, 2 and 3 (the free state extracted as IMF
1) and b) Flight 4 (the free state extracted as IMF 2)
state (rather than the IMF 2), the algorithm returns an exact required percentile value
of zero, meaning that the mean of the extrema is greater than the exact freeplay for all
percentile values, and the exact freeplay cannot be obtained. Alternatively, Fig. 7.14(b)
shows that if no asymmetry is assumed, the distribution is poorly conditioned for a curve
to be fit. These tests can be used to verify the implementation of the algorithms.
The freeplay estimation algorithms are now defined, where the following algorithm is
executed for every test point. Initially, the mean angle-of-attack and velocity are calculated
to ensure that the test point lies within the range of the training data. The free state
intrinsic mode is then extracted (αeIfr), and its maxima are returned according to
ma,αh = R{maxima(αeIfr)} (7.22)
The variance of ma,αh is then calculated, to give σ2ma,αh . If the free state intrinsic
mode is extracted as the IMF 1 (αeIfr = αeI1), a percentile value is calculated according
to
PxxF (σ2ma,αh ) = −15.99 + 64.81 cos(λσ2ma,αh ) + · · ·
+ 96.1 sin(λσ2ma,αh ) + 42.41 cos(2λσ
2
ma,αh
)− 18.26 sin(2λσ2ma,αh ) (7.23)
The percentile value is then used to reduce the set of extrema, according to
ma,αh
∗ = {ma,αh ∈ R|ma,αh > PxxF [ma,αh ]} (7.24)
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Figure 7.14: Variance-percentile distributions for Flight 4 (the free state extracted as IMF 2)
where a) the IMF 1 is used rather than IMF 2 and b) no asymmetry assumption is made
If the test point lies within the boundaries of Flights 1 or 2, the asymmetry correction
is made and the freeplay is calculated according to
αs = 2(0.9m¯αh∗) (7.25)
Otherwise if the test point lies within the boundaries of Flight 3, the asymmetry
correction is made and the freeplay is calculated according to
αs = 2(0.9(m¯αh∗ − ¯αeIfr)) (7.26)
If the free state intrinsic mode is extracted as the IMF 2 (αeIfr = αeI1), a percentile
value is calculated according to
PxxR(σ2ma,αh ) =
(−1.115× 10−6σ2ma,αh + 4.929× 10−11)/ · · ·
/(σ10ma,αh + 0.8107σ
8
ma,αh
− 4.829σ6ma,αh + · · ·
+ 0.002146σ4ma,αh − 3.016× 10−8σ2ma,αh + · · ·
+ 5.375× 10−13) (7.27)
The percentile value is then used to reduce the set of extrema, he asymmetry correction
is made and the freeplay is calculated according to
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ma,αh
∗ = {ma,αh ∈ R|ma,αh > PxxR[ma,αh ]} (7.28)
αs = 2(0.9m¯αh∗) (7.29)
Figure 7.15 shows the predicted versus exact freeplay values, obtained by executing
the above mentioned algorithms for the training data set of 4 flights, with each test point
processed individually. The accuracy is generally very good, as is to be expected given
that the variance-based empirical functions are formulated using this data.
Figure 7.15: Measured versus predicted freeplay for the training data set of four flights
7.2.3 Long Term Magnitude Tracking Results
The algorithms are now used to track the freeplay for the entire available data-set, with
measurement spanning over three years and multiple maintenance cycles. As is previously
mentioned, three possible algorithm variants can be executed:
1. Case 1: Flight parameters within the bounds of Flight 3 using the IMF 1
2. Case 2: Flight parameters within the bounds of Flight 1, 2 or 4 using the IMF 1
3. Case 3: Flight parameters within the bounds of Flight 1, 2 or 4 using the IMF 2
Switching between Case 1 and Case 2/3 is automated, based on the flight parameters
(i.e., mean angle-of-attack and mean velocity), whereas, the decision to use the IMF 1 or
2 is currently manual.
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Figure 7.16 presents the freeplay estimations over the 3 years time period, estimated
using the EMD-based freeplay magnitude estimation approach, driven by the empirically
derived variance-percentile functions which has been trained using a subset of 51 test
points out of the total available dataset. The pentagrams represent validation points, at
which the freeplay has been measured post flight. Apart from these flights, the freeplay
is unknown. It can be seen that the freeplay magnitude and slow growth trends are cap-
tured with good precision, especially given that only 25% of the dataset has been used to
derive the variance-percentile function. It should be noted that the full flight profiles are
not made available for this research, i.e., the dataset which has been provided is already
pre-processed into the discrete test points according to stationary/pseudo-stationary ma-
noeuvres conducted by the pilot. Each test point ranges from tTOT = 3 − 20 [s] only.
Furthermore, the number of test points which are extracted per flight varies significantly,
with only one or two test points extracted in some cases. Given that the full flight profiles
are not available and that the total number of flight hours which is analysed here is far
less than those which were actually flown, meaningful estimation of the freeplay growth
rate can not be obtained.
The freeplay estimates are plotted with respect to un-scaled dates in Fig. 7.17(a) and
scaled dates in Fig. 7.17(a). Again, it can be seen that the trends are well captured in
general, although significant scatter can be observed. The predictions are clearly better
when the freeplay magnitude is greater, likely due to the training data capturing a greater
range of high freeplay values than low. It is difficult to asses the error for these long term
predictions, given that the freeplay is only known for the 9 discrete dates, which do not
correspond to the flight dates. Moreover, the measured freeplay data has indicated that
the freeplay can vary by up to 20% within days, hence, the accuracy of the predictions for
dates with no validation information becomes further unclear. Albeit, these results are
encouraging in that the trends of growth between maintenance cycles are clearly captured.
The functionality of this EMD-based freeplay tracking strategy with respect to freeplay
magnitude estimation, and more importantly tracking, provides a fruitful and promising
platform for ongoing development of this signature-based diagnostics strategy. Consistency
and robustness of the magnitude estimations is presented. The freeplay is tracked with
decent accuracy over a long time period and using a single tuned algorithm to capture
a significant portion of the flight envelope (∆α0,min/max = α0,max − α0,min = 30 [◦],
∆M∞,min/max = M∞,max −M∞,min = 0.5). This case-study is inherently presents a very
difficult diagnostics scenario, i.e., predicting the freeplay for a very large and physically
formidable portion of the flight envelope, via a single algorithm, using only a single sensor
with a significant spatial discrepancy from the freeplay source. Showing that the signal
processing framework can rapidly track the freeplay in such a formidable scenario over
a large portion of the flight envelope, the question must be asked: “Is it necessary to
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have a freeplay tracking algorithm that functions for such a significant portion of the flight
envelope, or is it sufficient to estimate freeplay at a number of discrete intervals per flight,
hence, calibrating the framework according to a selection of manoeuvres that will likely be
encountered in every flight?” This is discussed in detail in the following section, along with
limitations, recommendation and a comprehensive discussion on requirements for practical
implementation.
Figure 7.16: Predicted freeplay over 3 years with validation points
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.17: Predicted freeplay over 3 years with respect to a) unscaled relative dates and b)
scaled dates (validation points as pentagrams)
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7.3 Summary
A signal processing framework for structural freeplay diagnosis in aircraft systems is pro-
posed which adapts well established nonlinear system identification techniques, namely,
the Higher-Order Spectra (HOS) and the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), com-
bined with empirically derived algorithms to handle variation in flight parameters. The
system identification strategy exploits the nonlinear dynamic properties of the freeplay
anomaly, in the form of spectral signatures, to detect, localise and track the magnitude
of the structural freeplay event. The proposed framework is constructed according to the
requirements of the emerging Structural Prognostics and Health Management paradigm,
which presents analogous technologies and a pathway towards the realisation of digital
twin technology. The framework is supported by elements of Intelligent Sensor Process-
ing and Data-Fusion. Specifically, information pertaining to a structural freeplay event
(abundant in aircraft sensor channel outputs) is extracted by exploiting and manipulating
the nonlinear system identification methods for efficient, data-driven and non-intrusive
freeplay diagnostics.
It is shown that the freeplay spectral characterisation elements which were initially
using simplified numerical aeroelastic systems (Chapters 4-5), and are fundamental in
constructing the proposed nonlinear system identification framework, remain valid when
considering complex aircraft flight test data for which idealisations and simplifications
are not possible. This suggests that with further development, implementation of the
proposed nonlinear identification strategy within modern SPHM systems may be a viable
solution for freeplay anomaly diagnostics.
The adapted nonlinear identification framework is shown to be capable of efficiently
detecting, isolating and tracking the freeplay event in “real-world” aircraft systems where
idealisations and simplifications are not possible. The results highlight how, through
adapting the nonlinear identification tools, there exists potential for a robust contemporary
freeplay diagnostic solutions. More specifically, the approach is shown to robustness to:
i) a significant sensor-to-source spatial discrepancy, ii) nonstationarity and uncertainties,
iii) significant variation in freestream flight conditions, and iv) variation in lower-order
statistical properties. According to the contemporary diagnostic requirements outlined for
SPHM technology, all of these aspects are unavoidable in aircraft operation and thus are
fundamental requirements in the implementation of a practical diagnostics solution for
control surface freeplay. In showing that well established nonlinear system identification
methods can be adapted for rapid signature-based diagnostics of the freeplay anomaly (a
decades old aircraft SHM problem), these promising results make a significant contribution
towards contemporary SHM and clearly indicate the role of traditional identification tools
within SPHM technology.
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It should be highlighted that the flight test case study presented in this chapter contains
an over-abundance of information that would likely not be available in fleet aircraft, i.e.,
five sensors are used, while only a single potential critical freeplay location exists. However,
this does not detract from the work as the intent is to communicate the fundamental theory
and potential significance of this identification-based diagnostics strategy in conceptual
form, while providing a tutorial to the reader. More specifically, with respect to freeplay
localisation, the intention is to highlight how the cubic signature localisation properties
of the adapted HOS strategy can identify the trend in dissipating strength of the cubic
mechanism as the sensor location moves further from the source. In this case, the freeplay
“localisation” is indeed redundant, however, the map of the distributed cubic process
is still important in such systems (i.e., where only a single freeplay candidate exists),
as it constitutes “Detailed Detection” within this “Detailed Detection and Localisation”
component of the diagnostic framework. The peak cubic signature in the sensor closest to
the freeplay candidate (hinge) and dissipating strength of the cubic signature as a function
of sensor distance from the hinge tells the practitioner that a discrete cubic mechanism
exists in the hinge, i.e., providing high confidence in the presence of freeplay.
While this chapter (and the previous Chapter 6) communicate the principles, fun-
damental theory and significance of the proposed framework as a potential solution for
efficient and robust freeplay anomaly diagnostics, with the results presented as a proof of
concept, limitations and strategies for practical implementation remain to be comprehen-
sively discussed. The primary limitations are related to the sensor network resolution and
output type, in particular if the network is increasingly sparse, the number of freeplay
candidates increases, and only strain outputs are available. Other current limitations and
recommendations for ongoing development/research towards addressing the limitations
are summarised in the following section and in the Conclusion Chapter 8.
7.4 Inherent Limitations and Guidance for Practical Imple-
mentation
Given that this signal processing framework is founded upon a purely data-driven strategy,
the limitations and potential scenarios where this signature/identification-based diagnos-
tics framework would fail are related to cases in which the ensemble of freeplay signatures
cannot be rigorously extracted from the available data. This may be the result of either
i) the sensors are not able to capture sufficient information related to the freeplay event,
ii) the freeplay signature is captured, however, it is severely contaminated and unable to
be extracted using the proposed methods, or iii) the freeplay nonlinearity is present, is
able to be captured by the sensors and not contaminated, however, during particular high-
angle manoeuvres it does not introduce the type of full- or partial-cycle freeplay nonlinear
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response which the algorithms herein are targeted towards identifying.
This section discusses these potential limitations and how to comprehensively address
them towards practical implementation. Moreover, the authors perceived influence of
systematic changes that result in variation to system mass/stiffness properties is discussed
and further recommendations on how to address associated challenges.
7.4.1 Data-Driven Limitations and Recommendations
The aspects of a given aircraft system which should be considered to ensure useful imple-
mentation of the proposed diagnostics strategy include:
1. Sensors: Output type, spatial resolution, sampling rate and channel output quality.
2. Contamination and noise: If the information pertaining to the freeplay event(s) is
present, however, other nonlinear mechanisms are contaminating the freeplay infor-
mation and/or the signal to noise ratio renders the freeplay signature unrecognisable.
3. Freeplay action on the system: Is the freeplay affected hinge engaged in nonlin-
ear response, or is it bounded in a fixed state response?
The following summarises each of these limitations, how they can affect the identifica-
tion of freeplay, to what extent, and how these can be overcome with ongoing development.
1. Sensors:
(a) Output type and spatial resolution: Practical implementation for a fleet
air asset is now discussed, assuming that the available sensor spatial resolution
is significantly lower, likely to be strains responses, and the number of potential
critical freeplay candidates is much larger (i.e., consider a main wing).
Firstly, the sensor array may well be of sufficiently high-fidelity to capture the
freeplay (localisation and tracking) with the framework largely as it is proposed
in this thesis. This being the case, the “Detailed Detection and Localisation”
module would function as is defined herein. On the other hand, Magnitude
Estimation and Tracking would require a slightly different transformation than
that presented in this thesis (i.e., to convert strains to a rotational function
about the actuator), with the remainder of the framework being consistent with
that presented in this chapter and the previous. However, this section aims to
discuss the scenario in which the raw sensor data is found to be of insufficient
for direct implementation of the proposed freeplay diagnostics framework and
how to address this for practical implementation.
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Insufficient spatial resolution of sensors and non-ideal channel output types can
be perceived as a major limiting factor for the identification algorithms in their
raw form as is proposed in this thesis, i.e., the example case-studies consider
accelerometer responses with an over-abundant five sensors to diagnose a single
freeplay candidate. However, it is important to consider that the work presented
in this thesis is intended only to communicate the fundamental theory, example
functionality and tutorial for this class of rapid data-driven diagnostics strategy,
hence, the flight test data case study is particularly well suited for this purpose.
Considering the already ambitious research objectives and that practical im-
plementation of this framework for fleet aircraft can be achieved via the in-
troduction of existing methods as a pre-processing step for data transforma-
tion (while the core-framework and philosophies proposed herein remain con-
sistent), the contribution is considered to be sufficient without exploring data-
transformation and pre-processing for practical implementation, hence, this lies
outside of the scope of this doctoral research project.
That being said, assuming that a fleet aircraft will have a lower sensory spa-
tial resolution with (likely) only strain channel outputs available, a strong rec-
ommendation and current work by the author focuses on addressing the re-
quirements for practical implementation by exploring existing techniques to
pre-process fleet sensory response data into a “useful freeplay diagnostics” for-
mat as is described in this thesis, i.e., a rotational response about the freeplay
affected actuator. To reiterate, by addressing the requirements for practical im-
plementation via the addition of a pre-processing step for data transformation,
the nonlinear signal processing framework proposed in this research retains its
efficient and robust nature, and can be directly implemented for rapid freeplay
diagnosis.
Ongoing research for full-scale practical implementation should focus on data-
fusion strategies in this pre-processing step, i.e., to transform non-displacement
derived responses (strains) into a format which is useful for freeplay diagnostics
and tracking. The other transformation which may (likely) be a necessary pre-
processing step pertains to enhancing the spatial resolution of the data, i.e., by
means of virtual sensor expansion. Both of these means of pre-processing the
data are currently being investigated by the authors research group, in collabo-
ration with Australian Defence Science and Technology. The reader is refereed
to [127] for an example of recent work by the author on Multi-Input system
identification (regression and neural computing) for direct transformation of the
raw sensor output to a format which can be handled by the diagnostics algo-
rithms herein. Similarly, state-of-the-art virtual sensor expansion algorithms for
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aircraft are currently being developed within the authors research group [132].
This presents the ability to both transform the data format and enhance the
spatial resolution. Hence, the major recommendation and current/future efforts
to come from this work pertains to expanding the data-driven freeplay diag-
nostics strategy herein by integrating state-of-the-art data-fusion strategies as
a pre-processing step, inevitably towards feasible and practical implementation
for fleet aircraft.
Virtual flight scenarios and dynamic model updating also have the potential to
assist in practical implementation and, in general, augment this data-driven di-
agnostics framework, and vice-versa. If sufficient information for direct freeplay
diagnosis is not available from in-flight sensory response information alone, a
reliable and efficient virtual flight modelling capability should be integrated to
supplement/transform the data-set and improve robustness. In reverse, main-
tenance of the virtual aircraft dynamic model requires consistent updating to
account for the progressive degradation of the aircraft structural health. To do
so, anomalies such as freeplay are often be treated as a source of uncertainty
and can cause unacceptable error, hence, with careful implementation, rapid
data-driven anomaly diagnostics can also support the model updating process.
This is currently being investigated by the authors research group [133] and is
another strong recommendation for ongoing research, i.e., the development of
a coupled data-driven diagnostics and virtual flight dynamic modelling/model
updating strategy. Integration of these tools (along with the aforementioned
machine-based learning and virtual sensor expansion) is planned and recom-
mended towards a truly NextGen fusion-based health monitoring framework
and realisation of SPHM technology. This is discussed more in the Conclusion
Chapter 8.
An alternative, related to freeplay localisation only, is if an available data-set
contains measured freeplay information for various combinations of hinge(s)
with critical freeplay engaged, then unique distributions of the cubic process
from all available strain sensors across the system (wing) can be correlated to
unique combinations of prior known active freeplay(s) and used to diagnose
future cases without needing to measure the freeplay. Essentially, once unique
cubic process distribution maps have been correlated to unique combinations
of active hinge freeplay(s) in a system with known freeplay(s), then mapping
the cubic distribution across all sensors when the combination of freeplay(s) is
unknown can be correlated back to these pre-defined maps and comprehensively
localise the current freeplay critical hinges.
(b) Sampling rate and channel output quality: The other aspect mentioned
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above relates to output sampling rate and output quality. This limitation poses
a far greater challenge to be overcome. If the sampling rate or responses are
severely insufficient, i.e., the information pertaining to the discrete freeplay
cubic event(s) is not able to be recovered in any form, this data-driven strategy
fails. A “model-based” approach would be required in this case.
2. Contamination and noise: The primary limitation with respect to contamination
and noise relates to the freeplay signature becoming unrecognisable in the presence of
an intense alternate nonlinear mechanism acting on the system, e.g., in the presence
of intense vortex or transonic buffet can the freeplay still be identified. The following
discusses this limitation under three sub-categories:
(a) Similar to the previous sensor-based limitation, if the freeplay signature is un-
able to be identified in the sensory response data due to contamination then,
in its current form, this data-driven identification approach fails and a “model-
based” approach or machine-based learning strategy would be required to rig-
orously identify freeplay.
(b) This chapter presents a case study where the freeplay is able to be successfully
diagnosed and tracked for a significant portion of the high-angle flight envelope
(∆α0,min/max = α0,max−α0,min = 30 [◦], ∆M∞,min/max = M∞,max−M∞,min =
0.5) where the presence of varying levels of aerodynamic nonlinearity are ex-
pected, and analogies with nonlinear signatures in N-DOF systems indicate
that it can be identified (on a case-by-case basis). This confirms that the data-
driven approach can function in the presence of some level of contamination via
aerodynamic nonlinearity which, practically speaking, is very encouraging.
With the data-driven diagnostics algorithms in their current form, there are two
aspects of addressing this limitation to be considered:
(a) Firstly, if we consider the desired functionality of a freeplay diagnostics algo-
rithm, tracking freeplay across the entire flight envelope seems unnecessary,
rather, obtaining freeplay measurements at discrete intervals (e.g., start, dur-
ing, and end of each flight) should be completely sufficient. Assuming that
portions of the flight envelope where control surfaces are severely affected by
intense nonlinear aerodynamic mechanisms are known, and that the freeplay
cannot be identified in such regions, then a data-driven diagnostics approach
as is presented in this thesis would be employed and calibrated to identify the
freeplay nonlinearity at several discrete and commonly encountered regions of
the flight envelope where intense aerodynamic nonlinearity is known not to ex-
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ist. This would greatly simplify the freeplay magnitude estimation and tracking
modules, potentially eliminating the need for a statistical model (i.e., to extract
freeplay magnitudes according to variance-percentile curves), and inherently
this may relieve the associated difficulties in the implementation/maintenance
of this statistical model. This is discussed in detail in the following sub-section.
(b) Secondly, consider freeplay diagnosis in portions of the flight envelope where
the contamination via aerodynamic nonlinearity is so intense that it renders the
freeplay signatures (as are defined in this work) undetectable. To implement
a data-driven signature-based diagnostics scheme, a nonlinear system identifi-
cation research campaign (like that presented in this thesis) would be required
to re-define “contaminated” freeplay signatures. This would be a challenging
endeavour where, for example, if freeplay was to be identified in a system which
is also driven by transonic buffet, rigorous system-identification-based research
would be required to characterise the coupled nonlinear aeroelastic system and
understand how the freeplay-buffet/isolated freeplay/isolated-buffet signatures
vary, and then how to extract relevant freeplay diagnostics information.
3. Freeplay action on the system: The final aspect which must be considered
under the banner of limitations, i.e., where, in their raw form, the data-driven and
signature-based freeplay diagnostics algorithms would fail, relates to the action of
the freeplay nonlinearity. It is well known that a freeplay affected hinge will only
engage a nonlinear response if the dead-zone rebound-force has enough energy to
overcome the aerodynamic force in the opposing direction to the nominal restoring
force. On that note, consider a freeplay affected hinge in an all-movable horizontal
tail actuator with the aircraft in a high-angle manoeuvre, assume:
(a) The aerodynamic forces acting through the actuator hinge-axis are much greater
than, the sum of nominal restoring forces (i.e. considering both the upper dead-
zone rebound momentum in transition from free to fixed state and nominal
linear hinge stiffness).
(b) The aerodynamic forces are linear and do not introduce any instability
In such a scenario it is likely that a typical freeplay nonlinear response will not be
engaged, but rather, the actuator will be fixed-to the upper dead-zone boundary
(about which the oscillations are essentially linear if the fixed state is never disen-
gaged). This presents as a limitation currently as the identification relies upon the
presence of the nonlinear signature of full (or partial) freeplay cycles in all three di-
agnostics modules, i.e., where partial refers to a nonlinear response which completes
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fixed-free state cyclic behaviour about one dead-zone boundary only.
If the freeplay exists however the nonlinear response is not engaged, the signature
identification algorithms in their current form fail (i.e., no freeplay signature exists
and as a result the data-driven algorithms cannot identify the anomaly). Similar to
the previous contamination-related limitations, several major recommendations are
given here to address this, including:
(a) Recalling the previous discussion, the objective of a freeplay diagnostics algo-
rithm is not to track freeplay at all times during flight, but rather, it is likely
sufficient to obtain freeplay measurements at the start, during, and end of each
flight. Accordingly, we can tune the signature-based diagnostics algorithms ac-
cording to portions of the flight envelope which are typically encountered in
every flight and, if freeplay exists, will lead see characteristic full- or partial-
cycle freeplay nonlinear response.
(b) In the opinion of the author, this is a topic of research that certainly warrants
ongoing considerations, i.e., rigorous characterisation of freeplay dynamic re-
sponse envelope as a function of flight parameters. This should include: i)
characterising the regions of the flight envelope for which a given hinge freeplay
will/will not engage in nonlinear response, and accordingly, ii) how the response
can be rigorously identified in the cases of full-cycle, partial-cycle, fixed-only or
free-only response.
(c) This chapter has shown how full-cycle freeplay responses are treated under a
single algorithm for long-term freeplay tracking. However, this still relies on
some ad-hoc user input. Detailed characterisation and signature extraction of
the various freeplay response types would allow for the present algorithms to
be executed with comprehensive automation for the flight envelope, hereby,
enhancing the algorithms and overcoming this current limitation.
7.4.2 Limitations and Recommendations for Variation at a System Level
The strategy is designed to have limited dependency/sensitivity on the structural system,
however, if the algorithm has been tuned for a given system (wing with/without engine
nacelles, horizontal tail, or vertical tail), it is important to consider how a change in system
modal coordinates may affect the identification of a freeplay event?
First, it is important to recall that the proposed identification strategy is primarily
designed to be independent of the structural or aerodynamic systems, however, is heavily
reliant on the information pertaining to the freeplay being present within the sensory
response data.
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Now, in the context of freeplay identification and the paragraph above, it is important
to consider what a change in mode shapes means. A change in mode shapes must be
the result of a significant change in the mass/stiffness properties of the system, i.e., the
mass/stiffness matrix in the aeroelastic equation-of-motion changes which will inherently
change the dynamic behaviour of the system.
Accordingly, the effect of mode shape change in the context of this work varies, depen-
dent on the diagnostics module being considered, and the nature of the training procedure.
The a) diagnosis/localisation, and b) magnitude estimation and tracking modules are now
be discussed separately.
1. The identification and localisation of freeplay: To localise the freeplay event,
we input the sensory response data and plot the cubic signature across the system,
referred to as the cubic distribution map. Assuming that cubic distribution maps
of the system are tailored towards rigorously characterising all possible freeplay
configurations in the system (e.g., consider a wing with multiple control surfaces),
we will now discuss how a change in the system mass/stiffness properties would affect
the freeplay identification.
If the change in mass/stiffness properties changes the freeplay action on the system,
such that, the nonlinear freeplay response is suppressed at a flight condition in which
it was previously engaged, i.e., full-cycle or partial-cycle freeplay action is suppressed
at a given flight condition then, according to the use of a cubic distribution map, the
freeplay would no longer be identified at that specific flight condition. Alternatively,
if the change in system mass/stiffness properties does not change the presence of
full-cycle or partial-cycle freeplay action at a given flight condition then, at that
flight condition, it would have little effect on freeplay detection and localisation.
2. The estimation and tracking of the freeplay dead-zone magnitude: To esti-
mate and track the magnitude of the freeplay, we discretise the fixed and free portions
of the cycle by decomposing the time-domain response from a single sensor, then
use a tuned statistical model to calculate the percentage of the free state response
extrema that return the freeplay. At no point here are the algorithms fundamentally
dependent on knowledge of the aerodynamic or structural system parameters, how-
ever, this does not mean that a sudden change in the mass/stiffness properties will
not affect the freeplay magnitude estimation. This is inherently more complex than
the previously discussed effect on identification and localisation, hence, is broken
into sections based on the type of mode shape change that occurs.
(a) Change in freeplay action on the system: This Item is relevant to both
the coming Items b) and c), hence, the impact of a change in mode shapes on
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the system if it introduces a major change in freeplay action on the system is
discussed here first. For the following Items b) and c) assume that there is no
or minimal change to freeplay action on the system.
Similar to the previous discussion on the effect of the change in mode shapes
on the identification and localisation of freeplay, if the change in mode shapes
(mass/stiffness properties) changes the freeplay action on the system, such that,
the nonlinear freeplay response is suppressed (i.e., full-cycle or partial-cycle
freeplay action is suppressed) at a flight condition in which it was previously
engaged, then the algorithms as are proposed in this work would be unable to
estimate the freeplay magnitude at that flight condition. As is already discussed
at several instances, the algorithms are inherently reliant upon the presence of
full-cycle or partial-cycle freeplay nonlinear response to measure the dead-zone
magnitude from time-series sensory response. Refer to the previous limitations
section for a discussion on how to comprehensively address the occurrence of
nonlinear freeplay response suppression.
(b) Fuel-burn and distributed change in mass (no change in freeplay ac-
tion on the system): Given that the tuning of a statistical model for freeplay
magnitude tracking is shown to be able to comprehensively account for change
in aerodynamic condition and uncertainties during flight, it follows that this
approach should be able capable of accounting for variation in mass properties
due to fuel burn. Of course, this would require the tuning of the statistical
model with known measured freeplay values to be conducted with variation
in mass properties due to fuel burn. Alternatively, several statistical models
could be calibrated at fuel level intervals and switching between the variants
would be an automated procedure as the fuel level information is recorded and
available. Any flight for which the freeplay has been measured and nonlinear
response from sensors recorded will also have corresponding fuel levels avail-
able, hence, expanding the statistical tracking algorithms to comprehensively
account for this is a feasible endeavour which should be considered for future
research and/or for practical implementation of this work.
(c) Aileron/flap freeplay for wings with engine nacelles and localised
changes in mass (no change in freeplay action on the system): The
mere presence of engine nacelles in a system (i.e., a localised mass) should
not affect the procedure for freeplay diagnostics as it is described and tutored
in this thesis, provided that the calibration and tuning procedures include all
such components. However, this raises an interesting point regarding a change
in localised mass, i.e., either a rapid change during flight due to store/payload
release, or a more permanent system change, such as, a change in engine nacelle,
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pod or store/payload type.
If a system change occurs which causes a significant change in mass/ stiffness
properties (mode shapes), i.e., a change in engine nacelle, pod or store/payload
type, it should be accounted for by recalibrating the statistical freeplay magni-
tude tracking strategy. Of course, this requires datasets where known freeplay
configurations and magnitudes are used for calibration, as is tutored in this
thesis.
Assume that the statistical model for freeplay magnitude tracking has been cal-
ibrated to specific wing mass configuration, then a rapid change of mode shapes
during flight due to store/payload release that has not been captured may ren-
der the statistical model invalid. That being said, while adding another layer of
complexity, it is feasible to calibrate the statistical model to comprehensively
account for such changes to the system.
The requirements for recalibrating the statistical freeplay magnitude tracking
strategy is not as limiting as other calibration-based SHM algorithms may be.
If new measured freeplay data is required for recalibration, it can be obtained
via inspection during maintenance, i.e., the strategy which is currently used for
freeplay diagnosis in aircraft SHM systems. With new measured freeplay data,
the only other requirement is in-flight response data which is readily available.
3. Freeplay tracking requirements: The final aspect to be considered here refers
to the question of: “Is it necessary to track freeplay at all times during flight?”
Assuming not, the implementation of this signature-based identification strategy is
greatly simplified. If the freeplay only needs to be measured once or twice during
flight, the algorithm can be calibrated accordingly, hence, the need for a statistical
tracking algorithm is potentially omitted (or significantly simplified). As a result,
the potential redundancies with respect to change in system mass/stiffness properties
(mode shapes) are greatly simplified.
Chapter 8
Concluding Remarks
The research in this thesis is concerned with providing new understanding of the charac-
teristic tendencies pertaining to structural freeplay nonlinearities in transonic aeroelastic
systems, motivated by the practical applications in addressing the requirements of con-
temporary smart diagnostics technology. To address the contemporary aircraft system
identification problems, as an innovative element of this research, the author exploits and
adapts existing nonlinear identification tools, for the purpose of rapid and robust diagnos-
tics of the freeplay anomaly with immediate application to real-world aircraft systems.
It has been shown that freeplay nonlinearity and related phenomena can be charac-
terised by nonlinear temporal and spectral signatures which, by adapting well-established
nonlinear system identification methods, can be systematically extracted for the purposes
of rapid freeplay diagnostics. Moreover, by exploring numerical cases of increasing com-
plexity and flight test data, it is shown that freeplay nonlinear spectral signatures, which
are first extracted from simple two-dimensional numerical cases, remain valid in three-
dimensional numerical aeroelastic systems and are also observed in the flight test data,
where the freeplay can be diagnosed and tracked over a significant period of a flight test
campaign. The results show that the characterisation approach which has been employed
to formulate the diagnostics framework, i.e., initially implementing the established nonlin-
ear identification tools to characterise the freeplay event in data obtained from numerical
aeroelastic predictions, is practical in addressing the requirements of contemporary air-
craft SHM. The promising findings suggest that revisiting and adapting existing nonlinear
identification methods for data-driven diagnostics has a critical role to play and should
see broader application as the aerospace sector progresses towards Structural Prognostics
and Health Management (SPHM) systems in NextGen aircraft.
From the perspective of a contribution towards comprehending the physical mecha-
nism related to the structural freeplay event, the research has unveiled new relationship
between the time-domain nonlinear dynamics and the linear/nonlinear relative contribu-
tions of aeroelastic modes. This concluding chapter summarises the research, where the
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research questions are revisited and the results relevant to each are discussed. Finally, the
limitations are discussed and recommendations are provided as to logical pathways which
warrant further exploration in future research projects.
8.1 Summary
Well established nonlinear system identification methods have been explored and adapted
to construct a signal processing framework for rapid freeplay diagnostics, proposed as the
major contribution of this research. The framework is developed with the intention of
providing rapid diagnostics information related to the presence, location and magnitude
of structural freeplay events, designed to be functional on modern aircraft with limited
sensory networks and with minimal information related to the system parameters required.
This is fundamentally driven by the current paradigm shift which is being observed within
the field of structural health monitoring for aircraft, where traditional repetitive and re-
active maintenance practices are being superseded by the modern SPHM approach, based
on a pro-active and intelligent maintenance philosophy for optimised maintenance planning
and significant reduction in sustainment costs.
Like any new technology, particularly in the defence sector, the ambitious objectives
surrounding the deployment of SPHM technology in aircraft requires rapid development of
novel methods or adaptation of existing methods, so practitioners can revisit problematic
structural fault/failure scenarios which have existed in aircraft for decades with a new
perspective. One of the key concepts which drives SPHM technology is that of Smart
Diagnostics, related to diagnosing and tracking structural faults and anomalies through-
out the airframe and components, with structural freeplay in control surface actuation
mechanisms and store/scientific payload mechanical linkages being an integral compo-
nent. The traditional approach to managing structural freeplay is based over-conservative
design and operational regulations, with diagnostics conducted through routine physical
inspection. Conversely, the modern Smart Diagnostics paradigm shift from planned to
condition based maintenance would allow structural freeplay to be monitored and tracked
over flight hours, with maintenance conducted only when required. Furthermore, given
that the Smart Diagnostics concept provides prior knowledge of the structural freeplay
location(s), informed maintenance and acquisition of components hereby minimises down
time. In pursuing the Next Generation of aircraft SHM and to address the diagnostics
requirements, the author provides a rigorous assessment through novel adaptation and
integration of nonlinear system identification techniques.
A critical review of the literature has unveiled that the nonlinear system identification
methods which are used in this research, i.e., Higher-Order Spectra, Empirical Mode De-
composition and the Hilbert-Huang Transform, have (to date) predominantly been applied
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to study flight test or experimental aeroelastic data, allowing for nonlinear parameters re-
lated to flutter to be identified and the transition between linear and nonlinear behaviour
to be characterised. The key drawback to research of this nature is that uncertainties are
not well defined, nor are specific types of nonlinearity. Hence characteristic tendencies
related to isolated nonlinear mechanisms cannot be rigorously identified. To overcome
the uncertainty issue surrounding nonlinear identification in flight test data, this research
has systematically coupled traditional and modern nonlinear system identification meth-
ods with state-of-the-art aeroelastic modelling capabilities to study systems of increasing
complexity with isolated structural freeplay, and systems in which the structural freeplay
is contaminated by a nonlinear aerodynamic mechanism, hereby formulating spectral sig-
natures pertaining to this discrete nonlinear structural anomaly.
In the process of studying how different two- and three-dimensional systems with
freeplay are characterised by the nominal nonlinear frequency domain identification meth-
ods, this research has been able to show empirically how the identified linear and nonlinear
modal contributions relate to the freeplay induced nonlinear dynamical phenomena. More
specifically, in using linear and nonlinear system identification methods to study the non-
linear orbits and the transition between orbital states, it has been possible to show that
the dynamic behaviour of the nonlinear aeroelastic system can be quantified and related
to the transitional contributions and nonlinear interactions between the aeroelastic modes
of any particular system. More detail on these aspects is provided in the following section.
Equipped with a well defined set of nonlinear spectral signatures, and with an in-depth
understanding of the expected information and behaviours which are extracted from a
freeplay driven nonlinear system via the HOS, HHT and EMD methods, the final portion
of this research has shown that by systematically adapting each of these methods with spe-
cific roles, the structural freeplay event can be rapidly diagnosed. The signal processing
framework is constructed primarily to address the requirements of the Smart Diagnos-
tics concept, supported by elements of Intelligent Sensor Processing and Data-Fusion ap-
proaches. Specifically, information pertaining to a structural freeplay event (abundant in
aircraft sensor channel outputs) is extracted by exploiting and manipulating the nonlinear
system identification methods, coupled with empirically derived classification algorithms,
for efficient, data-driven and non-intrusive freeplay smart diagnostics. A diagnostics case
study is provided using flight test data from a generic fighter aircraft configuration with
freeplay in the horizontal tail actuation mechanism. It is shown that the spectral signa-
tures which are defined using numerical aeroelastic models, are also identified in this real
world system and that the freeplay can be successfully diagnosed, localised and tracked
over the course of three years and several maintenance cycles, using a sensor with signifi-
cant spatial inconsistency relative to the freeplay source (actuator) and limited knowledge
of the system parameters.
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Given that the nonlinear identification framework is conceptual, limitations and rec-
ommendations for ongoing development and further research is an integral component of
this thesis and discussed in the following sections.
The global approach which was pursued, i.e., coupling the nonlinear system identifica-
tion methods with numerical predictions, allows the structural anomaly of interest to be
isolated, or for other contaminating linear/nonlinear mechanisms to be included systemi-
cally, such that the event can be carefully characterised for the purposes of spectral/time
domain signature-based diagnostics. The research has shown that this systemic and logical
approach is highly practical for the purposes of structural anomaly and fault diagnostics.
8.2 Relevant Findings and Contributions
In this section the research questions formulated in the introductory chapter are revisited,
hereby consolidating the research findings. This is followed by a summary of the contribu-
tive elements towards the perceived gap in the body of knowledge and also towards the
perceived technology gap related to SHM and the current transition to SPHM technology
within the aerospace sector. A significant contribution to the body of knowledge related
several areas has been provided through this research, in particular towards understanding
the physical mechanisms which drive nonlinear aeroelastic/dynamic systems affected by
discrete structural nonlinearities, the application of nonlinear system identification meth-
ods in aircraft-based aeroelasticity, and towards the field of structural health monitoring,
fault detection and diagnostics, where application of the proposed approaches is feasible
in the broader field of mechanical engineering.
8.2.1 Research Outcomes
To allow for this research campaign to progress in an orderly and logical manner, research
questions were formulated in the introductory chapter, amalgamating the objectives per-
taining to the general theme, i.e., to explore the application of nonlinear system identifi-
cation methods for structural freeplay diagnostics. In this section the research questions
are revisited and addressed, highlighting relevant findings and contributive aspects of this
research project.
Research Question One: Which deterministic and data-driven system identifi-
cation approaches are appropriate, and how can they be adapted to establish
characteristics by which structural freeplay can be distinguished from other
types of nonlinearity, localised and tracked, using only typical aircraft sensory
data?
The structural freeplay anomaly is a discrete nonlinear event with particularly desirable
properties for the purpose of data-driven signature based characterisation and diagnostics.
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These include: i) A discontinuous stiffness distribution in the affected hinge, introducing
a piecewise restoring force which governs the dynamics at the freeplay location, ii) the
freeplay nonlinearity is constituted by switching between discrete bilinear aeroelastic state,
and iii) the fixed-to-free switching points are characterised by an abrupt state change
(similar to a step response), where the physical state change is defined in the frequency
domain by an abrupt shift of the modal contributions. Accordingly, the poly-state bilinear
nature of freeplay and the presence of a localised piece-wise cubic restore force in a freeplay
affected system are the defining properties which are exploited herein for the purposes of
data-driven signature based characterisation and diagnostics.
A critical review of the literature unveiled two key nonlinear system identification
approaches which possess desirable properties for the purposes of diagnosing structural
freeplay given the defining properties highlighted above, i.e., the Higher-Order Spectra
and the Hilbert-Huang Transform. These methods have seen some application to the
identification of nonlinear aeroelastic systems, however, limited to global nonlinearity
identification and parameter estimation using flight test data. The HOS is of particu-
lar interest given its ability to estimate whether quadratic or cubic phase-coupling exists
between frequency components within a given signal which, in a practical sense, is iden-
tifying whether a quadratic or cubic nonlinear mechanism is present within the system.
Furthermore, normalisation of the HOS provides a means by which the nonlinear process
can be quantified. This can exploited for localisation purposes, i.e., if a nonlinear mech-
anism exists and is at a discrete location the HOS possesses the ability to measure the
relative magnitude of the nonlinear process within a signal at different sampling (sensor)
locations, and thus isolate the discrete source of nonlinearity. The HHT serves multiple
purposes of diagnostics in this research, with the first being to identify and isolate nonlin-
ear modes and to track linear/nonlinear modal contributions in nonstationary aeroelastic
systems, where the HOS is only valid for stationary processes. Furthermore, the empirical
mode decomposition which drives the HHT is a time domain decomposition approach,
which as its name suggests is an empirical method based on strong mathematical founda-
tions. Decomposition is a particularly important aspect of the diagnostics component in
this research, given that a raw signal possess information pertaining to the fixed, free, and
fixed-free transitional states of the freeplay affected hinge. The EMD is used given that
its intrinsic mode outputs are formulated such that they only contain a single frequency
component at any point in time, hence, it is intuitive to explore the significance of the
intrinsic modes with respect to discretising the fixed and free states of the cycle, especially
given that these states are characterised by two different discrete sets of linear aeroelastic
mode (as explained above). These methods are exploited in this research to systemati-
cally extract information from typical aircraft sensors which identifies and quantifies the
above mentioned properties of the freeplay anomaly. Characteristic signatures have been
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defined using two-dimensional simplified numerical aeroelastic predictions, shown to be
valid in three-dimensional nonlinear aeroelastic systems and confirmed using flight test
data, laying the foundations for the proposed freeplay smart diagnostics concept related
to research questions two, these include:
• Pre limit cycle, high energy nonlinear modes are identified, quantifiable according
to complex interactions between the dominant modes which are driving the system,
whilst the non-energised modes remain dormant. This is identifiable using the linear
power spectrum, HOS and HHT which are complementary. The HHT is able to
extract more information pertaining to low energy linear modal identification, and
provides greater clarity in identifying and quantifying the nonlinear modal contri-
butions than the Fourier based approaches. Furthermore, the HHT comes with the
added benefit of being able to handle nonstationary data.
• Structural freeplay in isolation is a purely cubic process which can be identified using
the tricoherence. The high magnitude cubic phase-coupling is generally via the self-
interaction of the dominant mode which drives the system, however, depending on
the periodicity of the orbit, the cubic process may also be at a high magnitude
through interactions between the linear and nonlinear modal contributions.
• It is shown that the direct HOS estimations are able to provide some indication of
the freeplay location through the tricoherence magnitude, however, if the system
is tightly coupled high magnitude cubic phase-coupling may appear at all sensor
locations in the system. Approaches are proposed to overcome this, discussed under
research question two.
• Contamination via aerodynamic nonlinearity, can be identified and quantified in the
form of quadratic phase-coupling. In the absence of aerodynamic nonlinearity there
is negligible quadratic phase-coupling, for weak nonlinear aerodynamics (relative to
the linear and cubic processes) low-magnitude quadratic phase-coupling is identified,
and when the strength of nonlinear aerodynamic mechanism is strong in the signal
(relative to the nonlinear structure and linear processes) it can be identified in the
form of strong quadratic phase-coupling. The nonlinear shock motion has a damping
effect on the dynamics and does not impact the identification of the cubic process
(for the case studied in this thesis).
• The EMD possesses the ability to approximately discretise the fixed and free por-
tions of the cycle given that the two states are characterised by different discrete
sets of natural linear aeroelastic modes. This approximate discretisation of the bilin-
ear states lays the foundation for the magnitude estimation and tracking algorithm
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for the freeplay smart diagnostics concept, this is discussed under the summary of
research question two.
Research Question Two: How can these nonlinear identification methods and
extractable characteristics be utilised to develop a robust framework for rapid
freeplay diagnostics which addresses the concepts and technologies which sur-
round SPHM for aircraft systems, i.e., data-driven, efficient and functional for
real aircraft systems, where signals may be partially nonstationary, have vary-
ing lower–order statistical properties, and be contaminated by uncertainty,
noise or aerodynamic nonlinearity?
Having found that the HOS, HHT and EMD methods are capable of extracting abun-
dant information from a signal pertaining to the freeplay cubic process, this research ques-
tion relates to carefully adapting these methods and harnessing the well defined freeplay
signatures towards a data-driven diagnostics framework. The framework is described
in Chapter 6 where a set of guidelines are defined to ensure that the signal processing
framework would address the requirements of contemporary aircraft health monitoring
technology.
Following these guidelines, this research question has been realised through proposing
a data-driven signal processing framework which adapts the HOS, EMD and HHT meth-
ods with a statistics-based empirical classification strategy to efficiently detect, isolate
and track freeplay events in a systematic three-module decision-based framework. With
no requirement for a numerical model and limited required knowledge of aerodynamic and
structural properties, limitations pertaining to complexity, scalability and computational
cost are minimised. The requirements and limiting aspects are based on the sensory net-
work, i.e., spatial distribution, density, quality and type of channel outputs, discussed in
detail throughout this chapter. It should be noted that implementation of the proposed
framework requires tuning to an individual aircraft system/sensory network, where ex-
perimental or reliable high-fidelity numerical information should be used to understand
how the algorithms respond and adapted accordingly. Furthermore, the rapid freeplay
estimations obtained by the proposed framework can be confirmed/augmented using a
high-fidelity updated numerical representation of the system.
It has been shown that the freeplay spectral characterisation elements which were
initially extracted using simplified numerical aeroelastic systems and were fundamental
in developing the diagnostics tools which drive the nonlinear identification framework,
are analogous when considering complex aircraft flight test data. This shows that with
rigorous development, well-established nonlinear signal processing tools can be adapted
to address the requirements of contemporary SPHM technology, in this case as a viable
solution for freeplay anomaly diagnostics. As was highlighted in addressing the previous
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research question, the nominal HOS, HHT and EMD methods require manipulation and
adaptation to allow for the raw sensor outputs to be transformed into highly informative
diagnostics information, specific components of the nonlinear signal processing framework
include:
• Module 1: Preliminary detection
• Module 2: Detailed detection and localisation
• Module 3: Magnitude estimation and tracking
The nonlinear identification framework was shown to be capable of correctly localising
the freeplay and estimating the dead-zone magnitude for a flight test case study where
an all-movable horizontal tail with actuator freeplay is assessed over an three years and
multiple maintenance cycles. Notably, the sensor used to track the magnitude was located
at a significant distance from the freeplay affected actuator (distance approximately equal
to the semi-chord), with the flight test data characterised by large case-by-case variation
in transonic (∆M∞,min/max = M∞,max −M∞,min = 0.5), high angle (∆α0,min/max = 30
[◦]) manoeuvres, nonlinear and nonstationary aerodynamics, asymmetrical freeplay, incon-
sistent and chaotic dead-zone impacts and a heavily loaded structure. Moreover, only the
flight test data and one geometric parameter related to the structural system was known
and it was shown that the freeplay magnitude can be estimated without any knowledge
of flight parameters, while, they can be included to improve robustness and automation.
These properties and the fact that high setting angle flight test data was used means
that uncertainties were prevalent including nonlinear aerodynamics with no knowledge
of its type, presence or severity on a case-by-case basis. As a result, this research ques-
tion is addressed with confidence, such that the signal processing framework is completely
data-driven, functional with limited knowledge of the system, robust to uncertainty, non-
stationarity and noise, and functional with sparse sensor channels located at a notable
distance from he freeplay affected hinge. Although the actual freeplay magnitude for the
case study is not provided due to export restrictions, it should be noted that the general
regulation for maximum freeplay is 1/64◦, providing some indication of the fidelity and
sensitivity of this EMD-based magnitude estimation strategy.
It is important to reiterate that in addressing this research question through he flight
test case study, the objectives in this thesis are to communicate the theory, methodology,
significance and potential application of the proposed signal processing framework in a
conceptual manner, while many aspects with respect to ongoing development remain under
investigation (outlined in the following Section 8.3).
The limitations of the nonlinear identification framework are related to its data-driven
nature. This is discussed in the following Section 8.3, and in the Chapter 6.
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Research Question 3: Whilst establishing novel freeplay characteristics and
developing the freeplay smart diagnostics conceptual framework, what are the
new insights gained towards the physical mechanism which drives this discrete
structural anomaly?
As previously discussed, the development and exploration of data-driven system iden-
tification methods for the purposes of a conceptual smart diagnostics strategy has allowed
for the structural freeplay anomaly to be studied from a new perspective, i.e., via non-
linear system identification algorithms. This has inevitably provided new understanding
of the freeplay anomaly. It has been shown that the nonlinear dynamics of the freeplay
driven system can be described according to interactions, switching and resonance between
the linear and nonlinear aeroelastic modes. Three nonlinear aeroelastic phenomena of in-
terest, which may be particularly pronounced in systems with freeplay, can be described
and quantified according to a single mechanism, i.e., interactions between natural bilinear
aeroelastic modes and switching of the preferred discrete state modal contributions. More
specifically, the following describes the phenomena of interest and how by revisiting them
in this research, a new comprehension of freeplay and its associated phenomena has been
defined:
1. Shifting of the nonlinear orbital states, e.g., between periodic, chaotic and
limit cycle behaviours, has been studied extensively in the literature using analysis
which is typically employed to assess bifurcations and chaos in nonlinear dynamics.
The research in this thesis has shed new light on this phenomena in aeroelastic
systems, showing that abrupt shift between chaos and periodic orbits or to nonlinear
flutter (LCO) can be tracked and described by interactions/coalescence of the natural
bilinear aeroelastic modes.
2. Nonlinear inconsistencies between detected and natural linear aeroelastic
modes is comprehensively assessed and quantified, showing that nonlinear interac-
tions via summation of the discrete state natural linear modes formulate the detected
value.
3. Nonlinear aeroelastic modes can be directly quantified using the linear aeroelas-
tic modes which have been detected, i.e., via system identification methods. How-
ever, a more complete description of this phenomena is provided by showing that the
nonlinear modes are actually formulated according to the summation of the natural
linear aeroelastic modes.
These three phenomena are all described via the empirical observations which have
been provided, such that switching, resonance, coalescence and equality type interactions
between the natural bilinear aeroelastic modal states can describe these phenomena and
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quantify relevant parameters.
Interesting preliminary findings related to the nonlinear dynamics of a three-dimensional
aeroelastic wing model with multiple freeplays is provided. This is important given that
three-dimensional multi-freeplay systems have seen very little attention in the literature
due to computational challenges and the overall complexity of the freeplay mechanism.
Moreover, studying the bifurcation and chaos tendencies of this system has presented
an opportunity for new understanding of a nonlinear aeroelastic configuration which has
a high practical likelihood, i.e., aircraft wings with multiple control surfaces and other
freeplay prone linkages are likely to be operational with more than one freeplay anomaly
present at any moment in time. Six different combinations asymmetrical and symmetrical
freeplay in i) trailing edge only and ii) dual leading/trailing edge freeplay are considered,
with analysis of nonstationary bifurcation diagrams at different Mach numbers, setting
angles. The following summarises the key observations which have been made:
1. With only trailing edge control surface freeplay, the nonlinear dynamics as the system
approaches flutter are characterised by numerous bifurcations, period doubling and
period halving phenomena which leading to abrupt and slow onset transitioning
between chaos and periodic orbits.
2. The symmetrical and asymmetrical freeplay configurations have similar low-speed
nonlinear dynamics, however, as the speed progresses two vastly different character-
istic behaviours are observed.
3. For the parameter space investigated, the nonlinear dynamical orbits are heavily
governed by the structural freeplay parameters with minimal sensitivity to variation
in aerodynamic parameters.
4. For a significant portion of cases the heavy leading edge control surface is charac-
terised by single fixed state branch orbiting about the lower dead-zone boundary with
insufficient energy to break free and complete full- or half-cycle freeplay dynamics.
This acts as a strong attractor imposing its characteristic orbital behaviour on the
dynamics of the entire wing. The leading edge control surface dead-zone bounded dy-
namics can take several forms, characterised by periodic or chaotic bounded/partial-
cycle freeplay behaviour. At high speeds when the leading edge control surface breaks
free of the bounded orbit, full-cycle freeplay behaviour is generally chaotic.
5. Although four different freeplay configurations are investigated, i.e., with combina-
tions of symmetry and asymmetry in the leading and trailing edge control surfaces,
only two characteristic nonlinear dynamic behaviours are consistently observed in
the bifurcation diagrams. This is shown to be attributed to the inherent symmetry
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(or asymmetry) condition imposed on the system by the freeplay parameters, i.e.,
the two behaviours are fundamentally characterised by symmetry or asymmetry.
8.2.2 Contributions
The contributing research elements of this thesis span across multiple disciplines, at the
fundamental, technical and practical levels. The contributions are now summarised with
respect to the research objectives and perceived knowledge/technological gap as follows:
Nonlinear dynamics and aeroelasticity
• Towards nonlinear dynamics and more specifically freeplay-driven nonlinear aeroe-
lastic systems, a new physical understanding of the freeplay mechanism and related
nonlinear phenomena has been provided. The primary contribution is having shown
how the nonlinear dynamical phenomena are governed by resonance, interactions and
switching between linear aeroelastic modal contributions, and more importantly how
various phenomena can be explained and quantified by these modal relationships.
This new understanding paves a way forward with respect to studying other sys-
tems, and understanding how phenomena related to different nonlinear mechanisms
can be similarly understood, quantified and related. These findings also have con-
tributive elements towards aspects of aerospace design, in particular delaying the
onset of limit cycle oscillation in the presence of the inevitable freeplay by designing
structures with optimally spaced modes.
• By studying the interaction between structural freeplay and the motion induced
nonlinear aerodynamic mechanism, it has been shown that the system is heavily
driven by freeplay with the nonlinear shock motion having a secondary damping
effect and little impact on the general dynamic behaviour. This is important with
respect to modelling nonlinear aeroelastic systems, and understanding the fidelity
which is required to capture the desired physics with minimal computational cost.
• Decomposing freeplay induced nonlinear signals via the EMD has shown that the
bilinear states have a significantly different characteristic dynamics and sufficiently
different modal properties.
• One of the most important contributions towards nonlinear aeroelasticity is having
shown that the identifiable nonlinear characteristics of the modelled transonic aeroe-
lastic system with freeplay, are valid in two-dimensions, three-dimensions and also
in flight test data. This provides confidence within the field of modelling nonlin-
ear aeroelastic systems, such that, state-of-the-art reduced-order and high-fidelity
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modelling strategies are able to provide a good representation of the physics in the
real-world system.
Nonlinear system identification and identification of nonlinear aeroelastic sys-
tems
• The strategy which was used to extract nonlinear spectral signatures related to
freeplay, i.e., coupling the nonlinear system identification methods with numerical
aeroelastic predictions, has made a contribution towards the fields of nonlinear sys-
tem identification, and in particular the identification of nonlinear aeroelastic aircraft
systems. The practicality of this approach is two fold: i) the nonlinear mechanism
can be studied in isolation or with well defined contaminating mechanisms, hereby
reducing the uncertainty aspects surrounding the acquisition of experimental or flight
test data, and ii) configuration and parameter changes can be easily implemented
without the expense, time consumption and reliance on expert personnel (pilot or
experimentalist). Of course this approach would not be feasible if the time/frequency
domain signatures as extracted from the numerical aeroelastic predictions are not
sufficiently representative of those which are extracted from the real-world system,
albeit, this research has shown that for freeplay in aeroelastic systems, the approach
is valid which should seed research of a similar nature for the identification of other
nonlinear mechanisms which plague dynamic mechanical systems.
• As an extension of the previous item, until now little effort had been made towards
implementing the HOS, HHT and EMD to extract detailed characteristics related to
isolated nonlinear mechanisms in aeroelastic systems. As previously mentioned, this
may be due to the impracticality of doing so with flight test data which has been
the primary medium for system identification studies in nonlinear aeroelasticity.
For the first time it has been shown that with manipulation and adaptation of
the HOS and EMD methods, the freeplay nonlinearity can be localised according
the relative magnitude and distribution of the cubic process across the sampling
(sensor) locations. Additionally, having shown that contamination via nonlinear
aerodynamics is quantifiable for both transonic shock motion and high setting angle
separation. This is important within the field of nonlinear system identification
as it shows that with adaptation of well-established nonlinear identification tools
(old and new), detailed properties of the nonlinear system can be extracted from
information rich signals and used for contemporary diagnostics purposes. Again, this
is not limited to the systems presented in this research, having significant application
across engineering system characterisation problems.
• The use of the EMD method for approximate discretisation of the inherent bilinear
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structural states is another contributive element towards nonlinear system identifica-
tion. This is a highly efficient and practical approach towards separating the bilinear
systems, which may also be applicable for discretising modular mechanisms within
other nonlinear systems for which the characteristic frequencies are sufficiently dif-
ferent, such as external excitations (e.g., transonic buffet and vortex impingement),
similar discontinuous internal fault/damage modes, or other linear/nonlinear inter-
nal mechanisms with a characteristic frequency that differs from that of the main
system. This type of approximate discretisation is an important aspect for charac-
terisation and diagnostics.
Structural health monitoring and the shift to Structural Prognostics and Health
Management
• With respect to the field of structural health monitoring, and more so the shift
to SPHM, an important contribution is in showing that well-established nonlinear
identification methods can be adapted to address the requirements of contemporary
SHM and hence, certainly have a role to play as we transition to Smart Diagnos-
tics technology and SPHM for NextGen aircraft systems. The contributive elements
with respect to freeplay smart diagnostics are such that rapid information pertaining
to the presence, location and magnitude of dangerous and potentially catastrophic
freeplay hinge faults can be provided to engineers. Thus allowing for the anomaly to
be monitored and tracked, with maintenance conducted only when required. This
research is a contribution towards a matured Smart Diagnostics capability which
would revolutionise the aerospace sector, with benefits including optimised pro-active
maintenance practices, increased safety, reduced down-time, increased mission capa-
bilities, less conservative design and operational regulatory aspects, and a significant
reduction in sustainment costs. Whilst this is currently being adopted predominantly
in the defence sector, the on-flow to civilian and cargo air transport will see global
benefits to the industry.
• The approach which has been pursued, i.e., temporal/spectral signature-based di-
agnostics through adaptation of well established nonlinear identification methods,
makes a significant contribution to the research, development and engineering as-
pects which are required as we transition from SHM and SPHM. Having shown
conceptually that this efficient and logical identification-based approach to contem-
porary diagnostics is feasible, it provides a pathway for ongoing development and
deployment of similar techniques to characterise and catalogue signatures for the
array of structural faults and damage modes which can occur within modern air-
craft. In this context, an important contribution is having shown that preliminary
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characterisation of the pseudo-unique nonlinear signatures using numerical aeroelas-
tic predictions is indeed a plausible strategy which can be expanded to real-world
aircraft systems, i.e., the nonlinear signatures extracted from 2DOF, 3DOF and 3D
computational aeroelastic systems are analogous in the operational aircraft system.
• Aside from the intuitive maintenance based contributions and benefits, this type of
diagnostics also has the potential to improve other aspects of SPHM technology,
such as, structural model updating (SMU) - a technique which is becoming increas-
ingly popular in SHM. Often an aircraft’s response to in-flight conditions obtained
via numerical simulation (high- or low-fidelity) will contradict that of operational
or flight test data, thus SMU is employed as a means of correcting the aeroelastic
equations of motion to account for observed discrepancies and improve the fidelity
of in-flight modelling. The updating procedure may involve correction of the struc-
tural properties (mass and stiffness matrices), external loads (aerodynamic forces)
or both, where the structural and aerodynamic models can vary from high-fidelity
(CFD-CSD) to efficient reduced order modelling (ROM) approaches, or a combina-
tion (CFD-structROM/aeroROM-CSD) depending on the system and desired out-
come. One common issue in SMU, particularly as the aircraft operational life-time
increases, is unacceptable error due to uncertainties which may arise from aerody-
namic / atmospheric phenomena, or due to discrete structural anomalies. Hence, if
error is a result freeplay-type structural anomalies, rapid identification would act as
a means of uncertainty quantification, which can be taken into account or included
in the model. Conversely, rapid estimation of the freeplay location(s) and magnitude
can be used as a high-confidence pre-estimation, to then be augmented/verified and
tracked with the use of a calibrated and updated aeroelastic model. Essentially,
this provides an opportunity to overcome the practical limitations (i.e., due to the
computational expense due to system complexity and uncertainty) of the hybrid
parameter estimation approaches in freeplay diagnostics.
8.3 Requirements, Recommendations and Limitations for
Ongoing Research and Development
A critical aspect of communicating the research outcomes is, given the conceptual nature
of the data-driven nonlinear identification framework, making informed recommendations
towards key areas which warrant further exploration for ongoing development of this or
similar signature-based diagnostics approaches. These recommendations are given in an-
ticipation of further research allowing for rapid progression towards a mature Smart Diag-
nostics scheme. Moreover, limitations which must be addressed and recommendations are
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discussed. As the contributive aspects of this research towards enhancing our fundamental
understanding of the freeplay mechanism are primarily based on empirical observations,
recommendations for ongoing research via expansion of the empirical findings are provided
for future progression in the fields of nonlinear aeroelasticity and dynamics.
The major recommendation and an area of ongoing research is towards the application
of this nonlinear identification diagnostics approach to classify and catalogue the signifi-
cant array of fault/damage type nonlinear mechanisms which plague aircraft, progressing
towards a full smart diagnostics suite whereby nonlinear spectral signatures are used to
differentiate between and localise discrete structural anomalies.
Limitations and Recommendations towards the Development of Smart Diag-
nostics Technology
Primarily, in its current state, it is suggested that implementation of this framework re-
quires tuning for a particular aircraft fleet (of consistent variant), with each individual
freeplay prone surface be considered individually (e.g., main wing, rudder and horizontal
tail), to account for all possible freeplay states. Implementation would vary significantly
depending on the aircraft configuration, operational conditions/requirements and, most
importantly, the sensory network. This section provides a general description of limita-
tions, recommendations and guidance for ongoing research towards data-driven anomaly
diagnostics, while a more specific and detailed discussion was provided in Chapter 6.
Several practical limitations have been identified which must be overcome for this signal
processing to be developed into functional Smart Diagnostics technology, these include:
1. Although the approach is designed to operate on small sensor arrays, this does have
practical limitations, in particular if the number of possible freeplay sources is much
greater than the number of sensors. The fidelity here is also limited by the sensor lo-
cations. Consider fleet defence fighter aircraft which may have a very limited number
of sensors on the main wing, where the number of possible freeplay sources is likely
significant, e.g., aside from the numerous control surface actuation mechanisms,
weapons bay doors and store link connections are also vulnerable. With sufficient
training data that captures known freeplay scenarios, individual signatures could
be formulated. Alternatively, with sufficient training data, machine learning based
data-fusion approaches should be implemented, such that, the fleet aircraft sensors
are used to predict the response at locations which have been trained using historical
flight test instrumented aircraft. Virtual sensory expansion, high-fidelity updated
numerical models and multi-input multi-output predictive capabilities present the
potential to augment the diagnostics data set. This is discussed further in the fol-
lowing summary of recommendations and ongoing topics of research.
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2. It has been highlighted that the fixed-to-free ratio plays an important role in ex-
tracting the correct IMF for magnitude estimation and tracking. An automated
classification procedure is required for fixed-to-free ratio estimation and hereby ex-
traction of the free state IMF.
3. The current algorithms assume that the affected hinge is completing full- or partial-
cycle freeplay behaviour, handling asymmetry or chaotic unpredictable impacts with
good accuracy. Classifying the freeplay behaviour if the orbit is fixed to a dead-zone
boundary with insufficient energy to engage in full or partial nonlinear cycles has not
yet been implemented to the algorithms, and is currently a major aspect of ongoing
development. If not properly handled, incorrect classification of the freeplay scenario
would yield distorted results.
As the proposed framework is further developed, or if a similar approach is considered
to develop diagnostics capabilities for other nonlinear mechanisms, recommendations are
provided towards overcoming practical limitations and hereby enhancing the fidelity, au-
tomation and the intelligence elements of the current algorithms, including the following
aspects to be assessed:
1. The amount of training data required to develop the algorithms to a satisfactory
confidence level such that the diagnostics method is functional over the required
portions of (or entire) flight envelope
2. Detailed parametric assessment of uncertainty, error margins and definitions of ac-
ceptable/unacceptable error
3. Two-way augmentation when coupling the rapid freeplay estimations with dynamic
aeroelastic model updating capabilities, or the hybrid parameter estimation meth-
ods which have been discussed in chapter 3. The practical benefits and potential
augmentation were explored in the previous section.
4. As has been discussed throughout the thesis, the primary limitation of such a data-
driven framework relates to the dependencies on spatial resolution of the sensor
network and the channel output. Feasible data-fusion approaches to attain use-
ful freeplay tracking data from complex limited sensor arrays with non-ideal chan-
nel outputs is one aspect that is currently under investigation. Data fusion and
transformation tactics are being explored, including, sensory expansion, transfer
functions, virtual flight simulation, dynamic model updating and multi-input multi-
output time-series modelling, such as, linear/nonlinear regression, state-space, and
machine-based learning methods. Work of this nature is currently being pursued by
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the authors RMIT research team in collaboration with Australian Defence Science
and Technology [127], [132], [133].
5. Flight envelope requirements:
(a) Assessment of requirements with respect to tracking over the entire flight en-
velope versus discrete sections
(b) Assessment of whether a single version of the algorithms can be tuned to cover
the required portions of (or entire) flight envelope, or if multiple variations are
necessary, e.g., via a binning type procedure
6. Statistical properties, flight parameters or otherwise for:
(a) Switching between algorithm variants (if deemed necessary)
(b) Pre-processing to classify sets of flight data and flag them as appropriate (or
not) for diagnostics purposes, i.e., fixed-to-free ratio and freeplay scenario (sin-
gle or dual dead-zone impacts)
In future, the implementation of a mature and functional smart diagnostics capability
within a functioning SPHM architecture would be augmented significantly by other con-
cepts within the SPHM landscape. The notion of “big-data”, i.e., machine learning capa-
bilities, could be implemented towards prognostics technology for control surface freeplay.
Essentially as the operational life of an aircraft (with a functioning on-board SPHM sys-
tem) increases and data pertaining to freeplay cycles (i.e., the transition between initial
fault detection, growth and repair/replacement) is acquired, the intelligent system can
build relationships which allow the hinge time-to-fault/time-to-failure to be prognosed
according to the vast array of parameters being monitored by the SPHM system, e.g.,
flight parameters, global structural health or other discrete structural anomalies. Further-
more, given that this concept constitutes learning, performance would be continuously
augmented as the operational lifetime of individual aircraft and fleets progress.
Recommendations towards Nonlinear Aeroelasticity and Dynamics
Although the consolidated description of the observed nonlinear aeroelastic phenomena
according to a common underlying nonlinear mechanism is valid for the system pre-
sented in this thesis, a well founded mathematical description should certainly be pur-
sued. Hence, a major recommendation is to conduct rigorous studies through increasingly
complex freeplay-driven aeroelastic systems (three-dimensional, multiple freeplay, etc.), in
order to assess parametric sensitivity, expand and establish understanding of the valid-
ity/sensitivity of the unified description. In this thesis, a preliminary case study of this
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nature is included to provide a pathway for revisiting and continuing this fundamental as-
pect of the research in complex three-dimensional systems. The study examines indicative
relationships between the time varying spectral properties and the transitional behaviour
of the nonlinear orbits for a three-dimensional dual-freeplay system. The section is in-
cluded to provide motivation and guidance towards revisiting this fundamental research,
with the following recommendations:
• In a freeplay driven system with multiple linear states and inherently multiple dis-
crete sets of linear aeroelastic modes, there is scope to expand this work and explore
in detail how the coalescence of modes or switching between preferred state sets of
aeroelastic modes affects the nonlinear orbital state and transitional behaviour.
• Expansion of this notion of a unified mechanism to describe nonlinear phenomena
should be pursued through the derivation of an elegant mathematical / physical
model, describing the relationship between the time varying spectral properties and
the transitional behaviour of the nonlinear orbits in complex freeplay-driven aeroe-
lastic systems.
• Extensive investigation of the nature of limit cycle oscillations and their onset with
respect to the time varying spectral properties.
• Similar to the use of the V − g method to predict the linear flutter speed, a de-
tailed physical understanding could allow a sound mathematical description of these
relationships to be pursued, where frequency domain techniques could be applied
to predict nonlinear behaviours, i.e., LCO onset, transitions between chaotic and
periodic response, etc.
• In this thesis it has been proposed that several nonlinear phenomena can be uni-
fied, quantified and described according to linear aeroelastic modal interactions and
bilinear state switching, however, these phenomena are known to occur in systems
with nonlinearities other than freeplay (although perhaps not as pronounced). The
relationships between time varying spectral properties, the transitional behaviour of
the nonlinear orbits, and the nonlinear modal deviations should be explored in such
systems, towards a deeper and unifying physical / mathematical comprehension of
nonlinear aeroelastic phenomena.
Given the current ease-of-access to high-powered computing, a major recommenda-
tion is for research which addresses the gap in the body-of-knowledge with respect to
modelling, validating and studying the interaction between nonlinear aerodynamic and
structural mechanisms. In particular three-dimensional interactions of this nature need
to be considered. A particularly important aspect is how freeplay behaves in systems at
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very high angles-of-attack where separated flow and vortex shedding play a significant
role. The nonlinear flutter aspects should be carefully studied, i.e., the onset of limit cycle
oscillation.
In general, ongoing fundamental and practical research efforts towards understand-
ing the physical aspects which drive nonlinear aeroelastic systems, i.e., studying cases
which are relevant to real-world physics, is extremely important to overhaul regulatory
aspects related to current and future aerospace design, operation and sustainment. With
modern computing and sophisticated experimental techniques it is crucial that current
over-conservative regulations in the aerospace sector are overcome, which is only possible
if the causes and effects of nonlinearities, faults and damage on the health and safety of
air assets can be understood, managed and tracked. Moreover, this will allow for future
aircraft to be designed and operated with greater efficiency, at a lower cost, and with a
reduced environmental footprint.
Appendices
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Appendix A
Numerical Aeroelastic Modelling
Strategies and Validation
A.1 NACA0012 3DOF Aeroelastic Model
This section revisits the numerical model which was utilised in Chapter 4, and the struc-
tural model introduced in Chapter 3.
A.1.1 Computational Model
In the present research a typical section of NACA0012 profile is considered supported
by plunging and torsional springs, further equipped with a trailing-edge control surface,
connected via a torsional spring to the main section as presented in Fig. A.1. The plunging
and pitching motions are denoted by h and α, and the control surface motion is denoted
by β. The plunge and the pitch are measured at the elastic axis and the control surface
deflection is measured from the hinge line. The structural configuration is described by
the parameters shown in Table A.1. The normalised parameters are according to the
semi–span, b.
A.1.2 Numerical approach
The equation of motion for the generalised nonlinear aeroelastic system in discrete (nodal)
coordinates for a given freestream Mach number M∞ and Reynolds number Re∞ is given
as
[M ]{u¨}+ [C]{u˙}+ [K]{u}+ {F (u)} = q∞{Q}(M∞, Re∞) (A.1)
where [M ], [C] and [K] are the structural mass, damping and stiffness matrices, and
{u} = {u1, u2, . . . , uN}T is the displacement vector of N degrees-of-freedom, with the
usual notation that {u˙} and {u¨} are the first and second derivatives of {u} respectively,
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Figure A.1: a) NACA0012 section with control surface and b) flap stiffness as a function of flap
rotation
with respect to the time, t. Nonlinear internal forces are represented by the term {F (u)}.
{Q} is solely due to structural motion according to
Q = Q(u, u˙, u¨, t) (A.2)
In the present work an undamped aeroelastic system is considered, hence, according
to the Lagrange equation, the linear equations of motion for the 3DOF NACA0012 profile
are written in a matrix form as

m Sα Sβ
Sα Iα Iβ + b(d− a)Sβ
Sβ Iβ + b(d− a)Sβ Iβ


h¨
α¨
β¨
+

kh 0 0
0 kα 0
0 0 kβ


h
α
β
 =

L
Mα
Mβ

where Sα = mbxα and Sβ = mbxβ are the static moments, and Iα = mb2r2α and Iβ =
mb2r2β are the moments of inertia. The aerodynamic forces are defined by the lift L and
pitching moment Mα of the wing section about the elastic axis, and pitching moment
coefficient of the control surface about the hinge point Mβ. kh, kα, and kβ are the linear
stiffness values for the longitudinal, torsional and hinge springs, respectively.
Now the concentrated structural nonlinearity can be included by setting kβ in the
above equation to zero and including F{u} as per Eq. A.1, F{u} is defined by
F {u} =

0
0
F (β)

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Parameter Description Value
a normalised distance from the elastic axis to mid-chord -0.5
b semi-chord 0.5 m
d normalised distance from the mid-chord to the hinge 0.5
xα normalised distance from elastic axis to wing centre of gravity 0.5
xβ normalised distance from hinge to control-surface centre of gravity 0.05
rα normalised radius of gyration of the aerofoil about the elastic axis 1.2
rβ
normalised radius of gyration of the control surface about the
0.25
control surface hinge
µ structural-to-fluid mass ratio 50
m aerofoil mass per unit length 1 kg/m
ωh plunge natural frequency (coupled) 9.2 Hz
ωα pitch natural frequency (coupled) 19.6 Hz
ωβ control surface natural frequency (coupled) 47 Hz
Table A.1: Structural parameters for the three degree-of-freedom model
where F (β) =

kβ(β − βs), β > βs
0, if −βs ≤ β ≤ βs
kβ(β + βs), β < −βs
This nonlinear aeroelastic equation of motion is to be solved via two approaches in
the present research: a linearised state–space approach to isolate the freeplay nonlinearity
and full nonlinear time–integration to include the effects of freeplay and aerodynamic
nonlinearity.
Linearised state–space approach
The linearised state–space approach considers the fundamental assumption that the gen-
eralised aerodynamic forces are linear time-invariant and a linearised relationship of the
aerodynamic forces with respect to the structural motion is imposed.
By neglecting the unsteady terms in Eq. A.2, the aerodynamic forces can be provided
in transfer function form for solution of Eq. (A.1) in the frequency-domain, such that:
Q(jω) = [H(jω)]{u(jω)} (A.3)
where ω is the oscillation frequency. An equivalent expression is given in the time–domain
where Eq. (A.3) is recast in terms of the convolution integral
Q(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
[H(t− τ)]{u(τ)}dt (A.4)
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where H is the force response to an arbitrary impulse in u.
To generate the aerodynamic transfer function in the present research a blended step in-
put signal is used to excite the aerodynamic system for an entire range of reduced frequen-
cies k. This is computed using a high–fidelity Euler based solver in ANSYS FluentTM [118].
Assuming a small perturbation about the system in equilibrium, the generalised (linear)
aeroelastic system can be recast in the Laplace domain, where the aerodynamic trans-
fer function matrices are transcendental functions of the form H¯(jk, M∞, Re∞). The
rational function approximation (RFA) of Roger [119] is used to generate a state-space
approximation of the aerodynamic model. In this framework freeplay nonlinearities and
cubic stiffness effects are easily implemented by modifying the stiffness contributions. The
state–space system is then solved using a fourth–order Runge–Kutta approach providing
highly efficient nonlinear aeroelastic response data in discrete time.
Full Nonlinear Time–Integration
Full nonlinear time–integration is utilised to include the aerodynamic nonlinearity. To
capture the effects of aerodynamic nonlinearities the generalised aerodynamic forces are
solved with time–accurate fully nonlinear coupling between the structural model and the
unsteady aerodynamic loading. Euler–based CFD is used to capture the inviscid aero-
dynamic loading. Here the nonlinear aeroelastic equations of motion are solved directly
in ANSYS FLUENTTM [118], via a fourth–order Runge-Kutta scheme. The nonlinear
structural model is embedded in ANSYS FLUENTTM [118] via a user defined function
(UDF) and solved via a tightly coupled implicit scheme. A maximum of 20 CFD itera-
tions are allowed per time–step with the CFD solution generally converging within 5 to
10 iterations. The Euler equations for the transient flowfields are solved via a coupled
pressure-based solver with second–order upwind spatial accuracy. The convergence crite-
ria are set to 1×10−3 for the scaled residuals at each time step. An O-type structured grid
of (120×46) elements is used as presented in Fig. A.2. A dynamic mesh with a smoothing
method is utilised to facilitate the motion of the aerofoil. The transient time–step is set
to 1 × 10−3 s. The transient simulations are initialised from a converged steady-state
solution.
A.1.3 Spatial and Temporal Convergence
In the present research, spatial and temporal resolution of both the structural and aerody-
namic mechanisms are essential to ensure that the physics is captured with a reasonable
balance between the fidelity and computational cost. Studies are conducted for the most
demanding scenario in each mechanism.
Temporal resolution is essential predominantly from a structural perspective at low
speeds. This is because at low speeds the control surface behaves chaotically and can
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Figure A.2: Computational grid for Euler simulation
be characterised by interactions between all three structural modes, and these complex
interactions have been termed “nonlinear modes”. As is presented in Section 4.2.2, the
frequencies which are required to capture the linear and nonlinear modes are approximately
within range of 1−70 Hz. Hence, the temporal resolution study is of particular importance
here to gain confidence in the temporal fidelity being sufficient to capture the complex
high– and low–frequency interactions.
Spatial resolution is most important at high speeds when the amplitude of the aerofoil
pitching motion induces a transition between Type–A and Type–B shock–motion. Evi-
dently this complex aerodynamic phenomenon requires a computational grid with a spatial
resolution of a fidelity fine enough to capture the properties of the nonlinear shock mo-
tion, e.g., the mean shock location, the maximum forward and aft locations of the shock
motion, and the velocity at which the shock travels.
Spatial Resolution
The maximum speed considered is V ∗ = 0.64 (just below the linear flutter boundary)
where the system is in limit cycle, this is the most extreme condition (from an aerodynamic
perspective), i.e., the aerofoil experiences maximum pitching displacement and inherently
the shock displacement is largest. As was previously mentioned, there are many parameters
related to the nonlinear shock motion which need to be considered in this spatial resolution
study. In this study, at a speed of V ∗ = 0.64, four parameters are chosen to study the
the nonlinear aerodynamics; i) the maximum forward; and ii) aft shock locations for the
steady–state response at the peak of the cycle, and iii) the frequency; and iv) magnitude
of the most prominent peak in the bicoherence estimation for the steady–state time–
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history of the pitching moment on the main aerofoil section. The bicoherence is used as
a parameter as the nonlinear shock motion is defined by a quadratic process as presented
in Section 4.2.3.
As this research presents time–marching Euler solutions to the aerodynamic forces,
the requirements of the spatial resolution are not as strict as they would be if a turbulence
closure were to be taken into account. The use of Euler aerodynamics is considered valid
in this work as the maximum pitching amplitude of the aerofoil at V ∗ = 0.64 induces
inviscid nonlinear phenomena only, i.e., viscous effects (referred to in the introduction)
do not need to be taken into account. Although not shown here, at the upper and lower
speed extremities (V ∗ = 0.25 and 0.64) the time–marching structural response in each
DOF produced by transient Euler–CFD is indifferent to that of the transient RANS–CFD
solutions to the generalised aerodynamic forces.
The grid convergence index (GCI) of Roache [134] is used to conduct the mesh con-
vergence study for three levels of mesh resolution. The GCI provides an error band for
the range of resolution that is considered. Provided that uniform refinement is concerned,
the discretised solution will approach the actual solution (infinitely fine, i.e., zero grid res-
olution) which is verified by ensuring that the solutions are within the asymptotic range
of convergence.
To calculate the GCI, initially the order of convergence P is calculated according to
P = ln[(j3 − j2)/(j2 − j1)]
ln(2) (A.5)
where j1, j2 and j3 are the solutions calculated from three grids for which uniform refine-
ment is considered in ascending order, i.e., j1 represents the solution calculated for the
coarse grid and j3 for the fine grid. The theoretical value of P is 2 and any deviation can be
attributed to grid quality as well as nonlinearities associated with the structure, aerody-
namic and thermodynamic phenomena, or turbulent properties (although not applicable
in the present work), etc.
The GCI can now be calculated while considering a safety factor. As the grid refine-
ment is uniform and two levels of refinement are considered (three grids in total) a safety
factor of Fs = 1.25 is used. The GCI for grids 1–2 and 2–3 are now calculated according
to
GCI12 =
Fs|(j1 − j2)/j2|
(2P − 1) (A.6)
GCI23 =
Fs|(j2 − j3)/j3|
(2P − 1) (A.7)
Finally, to ensure that the solutions are within the asymptotic range of convergence
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the following equation is used
Ar =
GCI23
GCI122P
(A.8)
where, Ar represents the asymptotic range, which should have a value of approximately
one to indicate asymptotic convergence.
Table A.2 presents the attributes of the grids considered and their respective solutions
to the four parameters. A uniform refinement is considered such that for the medium
resolution the mesh density in both axial and radial directions is increased by a factor
of 2, and for the fine resolution the mesh density in both radial and axial directions is
increased by a factor of 4 from the coarse resolution.
Table A.3 presents a summary of the grid convergence index which is calculated for
the parameters, as xfor is consistently zero, i.e., the shock completely disappears on the
the lower surface at the peak of the cycle, this is not included in the GCI calculations.
For all parameters the coarse grid is sufficient with an error band of 2.30% for xaft, 2.50%
for fbˆ,max and 1.69% for bˆmax. Furthermore, the asymptotic range for all parameters is
approximately at unity and hence are well within the asymptotic range of convergence.
grid refinement level ncells xfor xaft fbˆ,max (Hz) bˆmax
coarse(1) 1 (120× 46) 0 0.653 12.23 0.923
nominal(2) 2 (240× 92) 0 0.662 12.18 0.928
fine(3) 4 (480× 184) 0 0.669 12.05 0.935
Table A.2: Mesh parameters and results
xaft fbˆ,max bˆmax
grid step refinement ratio GCI (%) Ar GCI (%) Ar GCI (%) Ar
1–2 2 2.30
0.991
2.50
0.994
1.69
0.995
2–3 2 1.14 3.20 2.36
Table A.3: Grid convergence index results
Temporal Resolution
As previously discussed the temporal resolution is important at low–speeds where the
time–step should be low enough to capture a range of nonlinear modes which have been
identified, i.e., those which have no harmonic relation to the linear aeroelastic modes, but
rather, are characterised by complex interactions which occur between them. V ∗ = 0.25 is
considered to study the temporal resolution as this is the lowest speed to be considered in
the study, the response is chaotic and several complex nonlinear modes have been defined
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(presented in Section 4.2.2). Furthermore, at this speed the amplitude of the structural
response in each DOF is low, meaning that the only nonlinearity acting upon the system
is the structural freeplay in the control surface, i.e., aerodynamic nonlinearities are not
present (this is shown and further examined in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). At this speed, the
structural freeplay nonlinearity is now considered to be isolated, which is assumed with
certainty if the aerodynamic forces are calculated using the linearised solver, or with great
confidence if the nonlinear time–marching solver is used. Hence, the nonlinear phenomena
observed at this speed are assumed with confidence to be an artefact of the structural
freeplay in the control surface only. It follows that the control surface pitching response
is used to investigate the temporal resolution.
Four time–steps are considered each with a total of N = 217 data points for the linear
and nonlinear spectral estimates as defined in Table A.4. Due to the chaotic nature of the
response and the vast range of frequencies which are present, it is difficult to define a single
parameter to quantify the fidelity of the response as the time-step varies. The primary
focus of this work at low speeds is to investigate the presence and composition of nonlinear
modes in the chaotic / aperiodic control surface rotational response. Furthermore, at the
lowest speed (V ∗ = 0.25) the temporal fidelity must be sufficient to capture frequencies
as low as approximately 1.5 Hz. Considering these objectives, the temporal convergence
study compares the frequencies of the nonlinear modes which are identified at V ∗ = 0.25
via the PSD estimation of the control surface hinge rotation response.
The temporal convergence study includes the variance in maximum bi– and tricoher-
ence estimations in all DOFs. This is essential from a system identification viewpoint as
one of the objectives of this research is to investigate the use of nonlinear spectral esti-
mations to determine the type of nonlinearity and where in the system the nonlinearity is
acting, more detail on which is provided in the Introduction.
For the time–step to be acceptable, the percentage difference from the lowest time–
step, ∆t = 0.0005 s, should be no greater than 5%. The results presented in Table A.5
indicate that for ∆t = 0.001 s, the difference in the frequencies of the nonlinear modes and
the maximum tricoherence estimate are well within the acceptable range. Although the
difference in maximum bicoherence estimate at ∆t = 0.001 s appears to be unacceptable
at -5.56%, inspection of the values of this parameter, i.e., 0.19 and 0.18 at ∆t = 0.0005
s and 0.001 s respectfully, suggests that ∆t = 0.001 s is actually sufficient to capture the
maximum bicoherence. As the time–step increases to ∆t = 0.005 s and 0.01 s the values
of all parameters are well outside the acceptable range. Furthermore, as expected, it can
be seen that the percentage difference decreases as the frequencies of the nonlinear modes
increases. As is indicated in Reference [116] and confirmed in this research (Sections 4.2.2
and 4.2.3) at low speeds when the freeplay nonlinearity acting in unison, the system
is characterised by cubic phase-coupling only (high tricoherence value) with a very low
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or negligible bicoherence value. Hence, for time–steps greater than ∆t = 0.001 s the
nonlinearities in the system are misrepresented. With all of these findings in consideration,
the present work proceeds with a time–step of ∆t = 0.001 s.
∆t (s) ttotal (s) fNL1 (Hz) fNL2 (Hz) fNL3 (Hz) fNL4 (Hz) bˆmax τmax
0.0005 32.768 2.69 3.90 7.08 8.06 0.19 0.865
0.001 65.536 2.78 4.04 6.99 8.07 0.18 0.875
0.005 327.68 3.40 4.88 6.42 8.30 0.3 0.976
0.01 655.36 3.7 4.88 6.35 9.01 0.47 0.270
Table A.4: Parameters and results of the temporal resolution study
∆t (s) fNL1 (%) fNL2 (%) fNL3 (%) fNL4 (%) bˆmax (%) τmax (%)
0.0005 – – – – – –
0.001 3.35 3.59 1.29 0.12 -5.56 1.16
0.005 26.39 25.13 10.28 2.98 57.89 12.83
0.01 37.55 25.13 11.50 11.79 147.37 -320.37
Table A.5: Percentage difference of each parameter from the lowest time–step
A.1.4 Numerical Validation of the Linear System
Linear flutter analysis is conducted to provide numerical validation for the solution method-
ologies against Dowell et al. [1].
Numerical Validation of the Linear System
To validate the two solution methodologies, namely the linear structural system with
linearised and unsteady Euler aerodynamics, the linear flutter results obtained here are
compared with the numerical linear flutter results of Dowell et al. [1] over a range of Mach
numbers.
The parameters used for validation are taken from Dowell et al. [1]. These are not
consistent with the parameters used for the analysis in the Chapter 4. The structural
parameters are modified for the analysis presented in the chapter to provide aeroelastic
response signals that, as speed increases, would display multiple distinguishable features
(i.e., aperiodic, quasi-periodic and periodic responses). Since the work of Dowell et al. [1]
was not validated against experimental data, the authors proceed with a numerical based
validation.
For the linearised solver V − g plots are used to determine the linear flutter boundary
and the mode by which linear flutter occurs over the Mach numbers of interest. For
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Figure A.3: Validation of the linearised and nonlinear solvers via the linear flutter boundary at
various Mach numbers against Dowell et al.[1]
the full nonlinear solver, the reduced velocity is increased incrementally and the time–
histories are analysed until it is observed that the oscillations are no longer converging,
which is repeated over the Mach numbers of interest. It can be seen in Fig. A.3 that
as M∞ increases and the strength of shock wave in the transonic flow increases, the
discrepancies between the work of Dowell et al. [1] and the current predictions reduce. The
two aerodynamic solvers can be used in confidence given that a consistent freestream Mach
number of M∞ = 0.8 is used in the portions of research which consider this aeroelastic
model (Sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3), for which the numerical validity is very good.
A.2 Modified AGARD445.6 Aeroelastic Model
In this section the aeroelastic configuration which is studied in Chapter 5 is revisited,
describing the aeroelastic modelling strategy, validation of the nominal AGARD case, and
numerical validation of the fictitious masses methods which is used to capture the control
surface freeplay nonlinearity in modal coordinates. The numerical model is developed un-
der a collaborative between RMIT University and DST Group for high-fidelity modelling
of nonlinear aeroelastic systems [135], utilised in the research presented in this thesis for
the purposes of a second current collaborative agreement between the parties towards ad-
vanced nonlinear system identification for transonic aeroelastic systems. This description
of the model is attained with permission from the developers who stem from the same
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Figure A.4: AGARD 445.6 wing geometry specifications
research group at RMIT University as the author of this thesis. This description and vali-
dation of the aeroelastic modelling strategy is taken, with approval and acknowledgement,
from [126], to facilitate a concise description of the model.
A.3 AGARD 445.6 Benchmark Model
The AGARD 445.6 wing model consists of a tapered swept wing (see Figure A.4) with a
NACA 65A004 aerofoil section and sweep angle of 45 [◦] [123]. The material properties of
the wing, presented in Table A.6, replicate those of weakened mahogany, consistent with
the weakened model (No. 3) from the experimental campaign.
A.3.1 Nonlinear Aeroelastic Framework
The equation of motion for a generic (undamped) nonlinear aeroelastic system in discrete
(nodal) coordinates for a given freestream Mach number M∞ is given as:
[M ]{u¨}+ [K]{u}+ [F ]{u}+ q∞{Q}(M∞) = 0 (A.9)
where [M ] and [K] are the structural mass and stiffness matrices, and {u} = {u1, u2, . . . , un}T
is the displacement vector of n degrees-of-freedom, with the usual notation that {u˙} is
the derivative of {u} with respect to time, t. Nonlinear internal forces are represented
Parameter Description Value Units
ρs Wing density 381.98 [kg/m3]
EXX Spanwise elastic modulus 3.151× 109 [Pa]
EZZ Chordwise shear modulus 4.162× 108 [Pa]
GXZ Shear modulus 4.162× 1010 [Pa]
ν Poisson’s Ratio 0.31
Table A.6: AGARD 445.6 (weakened) material properties
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by the term [F ]{u}. The external force {Q} = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn}T comprises of the
aerodynamic forces due to structural motion at freestream dynamic pressure q∞, with the
system remaining otherwise unexcited by external forces.
While a solution in discrete coordinates is entirely valid for nonlinear systems, it is com-
putationally intensive and therefore infeasible for the dynamic response of large structural
models. In this study, the aeroelastic equation of motion is transformed to modal coor-
dinates and linearised by way of an aerodynamic reduced-order model constructed using
ANSYS MAPDLTM [118] and ANSYS FLUENTTM [118]. The following section describes
the procedural steps involved in developing the linearised aeroelastic model, providing the
baseline for subsequent modifications to incorporate nonlinearities due to freeplay.
Structural Model
The system described by Eq. (A.9) can be reduced by several orders of magnitude by
considering modal coordinates. Normal modes analysis in ANSYS MAPDLTM [118] is
performed for the linear system in free vibration, such that:
[K][φu, i] = [M ][φu, i][ω2u, i] (A.10)
where ωu, i is the i-th eigenvalue or natural circular frequency, and φu, i is the i-th modal
vector, such that the generalised mass and stiffness matrices are of the form:
[Muu] = [Φu]T [M ][Φu] and [Kuu] = [Φu]T [K][Φu] = [Muu][ω2u] (A.11)
The structural displacement is then obtained using the principle of modal superposition:
{u} =
m∑
i=1
[φu, i]{ξi} = [Φu]{ξ} (A.12)
such that the structural motion is approximated as the linear superposition of a subset of
m normal modes [Φu] due to generalised displacement {ξ}. Typically, a subset m << n is
selected, such that adequate mass participation of the structure is preserved to accurately
describe the system dynamics and frequencies are resolved within the range of interest.
By substituting Eq. (A.12) into Eq. (A.9), the generalised system in modal coordinates is
obtained:
[Muu]{ξ¨}+ [Kuu]{ξ}+ [Φu]T [F ]{u}+ q∞{Q}(M∞) = 0 (A.13)
Fictitious Masses Method
The change in stiffness due to freeplay is accounted for by introducing a differential stiffness
matrix [∆K] that modifies the generalised stiffness matrix:
[Kuu] = [Φu]T [K][Φu] + [Φu]T [∆K][Φu] (A.14)
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Since the generalised system of equation assumes an oscillation about the undeformed
structure, it is valid provided any structural nonlinearities can be neglected. Modal re-
duction therefore will not account properly for the structural deformations at and near
locations of large or discontinuous variations in stiffness. The fictitious masses method,
a concept first introduced by Karpel and Newman [136] and further developed in subse-
quent studies by Karpel [137] and, Karpel and Raveh [125], can be used to improve the
representation of selected local deformations in the set of low frequency modes considered
to assess the dynamic behaviour of the structure. The normal modes are calculated with
selected degrees of freedom of the elastic mass matrix loaded by large fictitious masses,
such that:
[K][φFi ] = [M +MF ][φFi ][ωFi ] (A.15)
where [MF ] is non-zero only at degrees-of-freedom where large structural deformation is
expected and facilitated using MASS21 elements. With relatively large fictitious masses,
[ΦF ] contains significant local deformation at the vicinity of these masses, which implies
high-fidelity representation of these locations in the modal basis. These eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are different from those of the actual structure. The actual model is obtained
by first removing the effect of [MF ] from the generalised mass matrix:
[MFF ] = [ΦF ]T [M +MF ][ΦF ]− [ΦF ]T [MF ][ΦF ] (A.16)
In addition, the stiffness properties of the model can be changed by introducing a differ-
ential stiffness matrix [∆K] that modifies the generalised stiffness matrix:
[KFF ] = [ΦF ]T [K][ΦF ] + [ΦF ]T [∆K][ΦF ] (A.17)
where [∆K] is non-zero only at the nonlinear element, for example to represent a stiff-
ened mechanical linkage, facilitated using COMBIN14 elements. This yields the generalised
eigenvalue solution:
[KFF ][ψBi ] = [MFF ][ψBi ][ωBi ] (A.18)
The baseline normal modes [ΦB] are assumed to be linear combinations of [ΦF ], and offer
a description of the structure with the large local deformation
[ΦB] = [ΦF ][ΨB] (A.19)
For aeroelastic applications the fictitious masses approach was first demonstrated by
Karpel et al. [138, 139] where very good correlation between the directly simulated results
and those obtained via the FM method is presented. This method has since been used
in numerous studies to provide accurate reduced-order capabilities for modelling freeplay
nonlinearity in wing/aircraft configurations. Kim et al. [140] used the FM method to model
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freeplay nonlinearity in a 2D flexible beam model of an aerofoil demonstrating excellent
correlation between the reduced-order and directly simulated results. Similarly, Kim et
al. [55] show excellent correlation between the directly simulated and FM models for an all-
movable missile fin submerged in supersonic flow. Bae et al. [59, 60] model lifting surfaces
with control surface freeplay nonlinearity in subsonic flow via FM method, the results are
shown to be highly accurate in comparison to direct simulation. A research group at the
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) developed an FM based
methodology for analysing transonic aeroelastic systems with freeplay [56, 41, 57]. Gold
and Karpel [141] use the FM method to model freeplay nonlinearity for a UAV operating
in the subsonic regime. Recently, Morino and Obayashi [62] compare experimental and
FM based reduced-order model results for a horizontal tail with control surface freeplay
operating at transonic speeds. The FM method shows excellent correlation with directly
simulated results, however, there is discrepancy when comparing the reduced-order model
to experimental results. It should be noted that for this study an aerodynamic reduced-
order model was also employed, which would have a significant contribution to the margin
of error presented.
This study will aim to further validate the FM method, and determine the accuracy in
representing the modal basis of a nonlinear system when compared to high-fidelity data,
as acquired by nonlinear computational structural dynamics (CSD).
Aerodynamic Model
Assuming a small perturbation about the linear system in equilibrium, the aeroelastic
system of Eq. (A.13) can be linearised and recast in the Laplace domain:(
s2[Muu] + [Kuu] + q∞[Huu(s)]
)
{ξ(s)} = 0 (A.20)
where s is the Laplace variable. The transfer function matrix Huu(s) is a function of the
form H(jk, M∞), where j is a complex number and k = ωb/V∞ is the reduced frequency.
The elements of the aerodynamic transfer function are obtained using the indicial method,
with a half-cosine blended-step input in each individual mode.
The rational function approximation of Roger [119] is subsequently used to generate a
state-space approximation of the aerodynamic model, such that:
[H(s)] ≈ [A0] + bV∞ [A1]s+
(
b
V∞
)2
[A2]s2 + [D]
(
[I]s− V∞b [R]
)−1
[E]s (A.21)
where the matrix coefficients are obtained using a weighted least-squares optimisation pro-
cedure. The first three polynomial matrix coefficients represent the aerodynamic stiffness,
damping and inertial terms. The final term are known as the aerodynamic lag terms, and
can be recast as:
[D]
(
[I]s− V∞b [R]
)−1
[E]s =
nL∑
l=1
s
s+γl [Al+2] (A.22)
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where nL is the number of aerodynamic lag coefficients and typically no greater than 4 to
obtain a reasonable fit of the tabulated function. The (uncontrolled) linearised aeroelastic
system in the Laplace domain is therefore converted to its state-space equivalent:
{x˙} = [A¯]{x}+ [B¯A]{δ}+ [B¯B] {F (u)}+ [B¯B] {P (t)} (A.23)
where {x} = {ξ, ξ˙, xA}T , where xA are the added unsteady aerodynamic states. The
stability of the system is obtained by eigenvalue analysis of the state matrix [A¯]. The
linearised state-space system is integrated in time using a variable-stage Runge-Kutta
scheme, with the nonlinear restoring force component, [F ]{u} constructed time-accurately
using the FM method.
Mode Shape Projection
The matrix coefficient Huu, ij can be interpreted as a aerodynamic influence coefficient
describing the generalised force response of the i-th mode due to a generalised unsteady
displacement in the j-th mode. The modal matrix [Φ] is defined on the structural grid and
must be projected on the fluid grid, such that [Φ˜u] = G([Φu]), where [Φ˜] is the projected
modal matrix, G is the projection matrix, and the generalised force and displacement are
therefore defined as [Φ˜u]T {Q} and [Φ˜u]T {u}, respectively. In this way, {Q} and {u}
(namely the discrete aerodynamic force and nodal displacement vectors) can be conve-
niently defined directly on the fluid grid, provided the projection matrix G satisfies the
principle of virtual work.
This requirement is often difficult to observe, since disparity in the nodal locations
and geometric topology requires a robust interpolation strategy capable of projecting the
modal matrix from dynamic models (typically comprising of a combination of beams,
solids, shells, etc.) with the Outer Mold Line (OML) model which is often geometrically
exact. In this study, a simple and intuitive interpolation is proposed, where the projection
is based on RBE3 connections. An RBE3 connection consists of defining constraint relations
such that the motion of the dependent (master) node is a least square weighted average of
the independent nodes (slave nodes). The weighting is a function of the geometry and any
defined explicit weighting factors. In the proposed method, the aerodynamic surface mesh
representing the OML geometry is imported into ANSYS MAPDLTM [118] as membrane
(shell) elements. For each node in this aerodynamic membrane element a set of RBE3
connections are defined, ensuring the master nodes represent the membrane elements and
the slave or target nodes are defined on the dynamic model within a predefined region
of influence. Figure A.5 graphically displays the projection method. The selection of the
region of influence is typically dictated by the length of the largest element edge of the
dynamic model, which ensures that each master node is connected to more than one slave
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Figure A.5: Projection from dynamic grid to CFD grid by RBE3 connection
node, but not excessive to incur overlapping definitions.
The mode shape projection method [133] and the aeroelastic modelling scheme [126]
were developed by colleagues of the author under under the same collaboration as the
research in this thesis with Australian Defence Science and Technology towards Advanced
Aircraft Health Monitoring [135].
A.3.2 Validation and Linear Flutter Analysis of the Nominal AGARD
445.6 Configuration
A structural model comprising of (28 × 28) linear SHELL181 elements is generated, with
variable thickness included to model the effective profile of the geometry. Modal analysis
is conducted using ANSYS MAPDLTM [118] and compared with experimental results.
Table A.7 demonstrates an excellent correlation between the numerical and experimental
results, with the only effective discrepancy shown for the second mode, indicating that the
wing geometry is adequately modelled. The first four mode shapes are visible in Figure A.6
and are indicative of first and second bending and torsion, respectively.
Due to the relatively weak aerodynamic nonlinearity, an Euler model is assumed for
the aerodynamic model. A C-type structured grid is generated consisting of approximately
7.5× 104 hexahedral elements. Despite the relative coarseness of the grid, the results will
be shown to be well correlated with experiment, which highlights the apparent linearity
of the aerodynamic flowfield. Figure A.7 shows the first torsional modes projected on to
the Euler grid. The general purpose finite volume solver ANSYS FLUENTTM [118] is
used. The pressure-based coupled solver with second-order spatial discretisation of the
advection terms, and second-order Backward Euler temporal discretisation. The Mesh
Mode 1 [Hz] Mode 2 [Hz] Mode 3 [Hz] Mode 4 [Hz]
Experimental 9.60 38.10 50.70 98.50
Model 9.58 40.45 50.51 98.48
Table A.7: AGARD 445.6 natural frequencies
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.6: Natural vibration modes (baseline configuration): a) first bending; b) first torsion;
c) second bending; d) second torsion.
Deforming model (MDM) is subsequently used to prescribe nodal displacement and obtain
the distribution of nodal grid velocity everywhere in the domain. This is achieved through
the DEFINE GRID MOTION User-Defined Function (UDF) macro.
Linearised flutter analysis of the baseline configuration for M∞ ∈ [0.5, 1.141] and α = 0
[deg] is performed using the linearised framework described in this section. Since the ge-
ometry and boundary conditions of the AGARD 445.6 wing are symmetric, the reference
equilibrium position involves no structural deformability, and hence the linearisation is
Figure A.7: First torsional mode projected on to the Euler grid
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Figure A.8: Linearised flutter analysis at M∞ = 0.901, α = 0◦: a) V∞ − g plot; and b) V∞ − ω
plot
performed about the rigid wing position in equilibrium at the steady-state reference so-
lution. The aerodynamic transfer function is obtained from the indicial response of the
i-th mode due to a blended-step displacement of the j-th mode, as described in the pre-
vious section. The transfer function Huu(jk) is subsequently constructed utilising the
Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) over the reduced frequency interval of interest. Linearised
flutter analysis is thereafter performed by solving the eigenvalue problem upon construc-
tion of the linearised state-space matrix, as per Eq. (A.23).
Flutter analysis is performed by varying the velocity index, V ∗ = V∞/bωt
√
µ, where b
is the reference length (semi-chord of the root), ωt is the first torsional natural frequency
and the mass ratio is µ = ms/ρ∞UF , where mS and UF are the solid mass and cylindrical
fluid volumes, respectively. The V ∗ − g and V ∗ − ω curves for the case pertaining to
M∞ = 0.901 are shown in Figure A.8. The V ∗−g curves show flutter occurs at V ∗ ≈ 0.37,
which is very close to the flutter velocity index captured in the experiment of V ∗ ≈ 0.36.
First bending and first torsion tend to coalesce at the flutter point location. Finally,
in Figure A.9, the flutter velocity index and frequency ratio computed by the linearised
solver are plotted as a function of the freestream Mach number M∞ and compared with
the reference experimental data available in literature. As consistently predicted by most
aeroelastic frameworks, all flutter points below the final (supersonic) Mach number are
captured accurately. Discrepancies are reported for the final test point. However the
primary aim is to accurately predict the location and magnitude of the transonic dip,
where the numerical results correlate well with the experimental data.
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Figure A.9: Linearised flutter boundary at α = 0◦: a) Flutter velocity index, V ∗F ; and b) Fre-
quency ratio, ω/ωt
Validation of the Fictitious Masses Method
Validation of the FM method against the nonlinear CSD method when exposed to an
impulsive force at the tip is considered. Due to the position of the outboard trailing edge
control surface, and to avoid excessive deformation, the impulsive force is considered at
the wing tip leading edge. Similarly the nonlinear CSD model utilises nonlinear COMBIN39
springs at the hinge locations. A time-step of 1 × 10−4 [s] is selected in an attempt to
resolve the modes relative to aeroelastic deformation.
Figure A.10 shows the comparison between the nonlinear CSD and the FM method
with m = 10, for the vertical displacement at the wing-tip trailing edge. Similar to the
previous configuration, the system enters into a low-amplitude neutrally damped state,
however it is immediately recognisable that the system responds chaotically, with the
excitation of high-frequency harmonics superimposed on the peak frequency (bending).
The superimposed noise is a direct result of the leading and trailing edge control surface
fluctuations. Despite this, the FM method is clearly able to reproduce the nonlinear
response in the modal basis.
Figures A.11 and A.12 likewise show the trailing and leading edge control surface
rotations, respectively. The freeplay margins contribute to a broadband excitation of the
lower frequencies, with all frequencies up to 50 [Hz] excited for the trailing edge and up to
30 [Hz] for the leading edge. Wing bending is not immediately observable in the power-
spectral density plot, yet there is a distinct peak at 30 [Hz] for both control surfaces.
Since this frequency does not coincide with any of the natural modes, and is not felt on
the main wing, it is perceived as a locally nonlinear mode. Wing torsion (at approximately
50 [Hz]) is experienced in both signals, and additional (marginal) peaks are observed at
≈ 65 [Hz] and ≈ 90 [Hz], which are perceived as superharmonics of the nonlinear mode.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.10: Vertical displacement at the wing-tip trailing edge: a) signal time-history; and b)
power-spectral density
(a) (b)
Figure A.11: Trailing-edge hinge angle: a) signal time-history; and b) power-spectral density
Since the response of the signal is pre-dominantly comprised of a chaotic rigid motion of
the hinge between the freeplay margins (evident from the amplitude bounds), even the
slightest discrepancy in restoring force can result in a variation in the time-history, which
is observed in this study. Nevertheless, the FM method is clearly able to detect the peak
frequencies in the system, and is remarkably accurate at modelling freeplay nonlinearities.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.12: Leading-edge hinge angle: a) signal time-history; and b) power-spectral density
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